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  Time   and time again I repeat, “It’s incredible.” And
it truly is. Nothing before or after can compare. It is
transparent, brilliant, boundless. An explorer would
understand. We have stood on the surface of Mars.  

 Thomas   A. Mutch
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  Foreword

 Many   geologists love maps. Maps show the spatial distri-
bution of features, which is central to exploring, mapping 
surface materials and rocks and understanding how these 
rocks and materials are arranged at depth. Geologists 
map the distribution of rocks and other materials at the 
surface to understand   what processes led to their forma-
tion.  

 Geologists   who study the surfaces of other planets
(planetary geologists) have an even more unique rela-
tionship with maps. Images acquired from Earth or from 
orbiting spacecraft of other planets and satellites are 
commonly made into maps and show most of what plan-
etary geologists get to study. The   outermost layer of the 
planet is what can be imaged, and placing these images 
into maps is essential for understanding where features 
and terrains (i.e., places) are on the planet and how the 
surface evolved.  

 For   planetary geologists, like myself, who work on 
where surface landers and rovers will land, maps are the
prism through which we view the planet. Where will the 
spacecraft land, what will it do when its on the ground, 
what will it look like when   it gets there, is it safe to land 
on or rove over, what science will it do when it is there 
and how will the location of rocks and features seen at 
the surface be located on the planet? Considering and
answering these questions require maps –   lots of maps.
Maps to show the landing ellipse on the planet; maps to 
show potential hazards such as craters, scarps and large
rocks; maps to show the materials of interest to study; 
maps to plan the rover traverse.  

 The   revelation in reading Philip J. Stooke’s The Inter-
national Atlas of Mars Exploration , which chronicles 
humankind’s first five decades of Mars exploration, is 
that the maps of possible landing sites provide a fascinat-
ing look at how our knowledge of the surface has evolved 
and changed through time, with the   earliest maps based 
on albedo features that could be seen with telescopes.
These maps are overlain by early low-resolution flyby 
images of the Mariner 4, 6, and 7 spacecraft. Mariner 9 

produced the first coarse global dataset of Mars surface 
features, and eventually the   Viking orbiters created a 
Mars global image map at a couple of hundred meters 
per pixel that set the stage for our modern exploration of 
the Red Planet.

 By   turning the pages in this book, you will also get a 
view of how scientists thought about landing sites at dif-
ferent times, the scale of their ambitions and some of the 
gritty detail of actually selecting and certifying landing
sites. The real treat is to see   where scientists thought the
landings sites were located on the planet versus where
they actually are, as they have all been subsequently 
imaged directly by the sub-meter per pixel HiRISE cam-
era. Finally, this book will show you exactly where all
the   features seen by the landers and the Pathfinder rover 
actually are on the planet. This book is a treat for anyone 
who loves maps.

 Matt   Golombek  
 La   Cañada Flintridge, CA    
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 Preface

 This   is a book about the exploration of the planet Mars,
presented in atlas format – in other words, primarily a 
book of maps, a book about places. It covers a period of 
five decades conveniently bracketed by Wernher von
Braun’s Mars Project of 1953 and the arrival   at Mars of 
the European Space Agency’s Mars Express in Decem-
ber 2003. NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers and later 
missions will be described separately. Like my earlier 
International Atlas of Lunar Exploration , this book is
not about the technology of spacecraft or instruments, 
the geology or other   scientific aspects of Mars, the peo-
ple involved or the social and political background of 
space exploration. Its focus is squarely on those aspects
of the history of Mars exploration which can be portrayed 
on maps and annotated images in this visual format.

 Those   other aspects of exploration are covered else-
where, but details of the events and places involved are 
often lacking. Which areas were imaged by orbital or 
flyby missions? How were landing sites chosen? What 
activities took place at each site? What missions have
been planned but   not flown, what would they have done 
and where? For example, consider Viking landing site 
selection, a process described by Ezell and Ezell (1984). 
Their description omits many specific details such as 
those found here in Table 5, but the missing details turned 
  up in an unpublished document by the same authors, as
described later in the atlas. Or consider the Viking 2 sam-
ple area maps, which were drawn before the last sampler 
arm operations and never updated, or the Mars Pathfinder 
rover route map, which has only been   published in a sim-
plified form. Here, mission events are set out step by step 
in tables, text and illustrations, as completely as the space
permits. The intention is to collect material from scat-
tered and often obscure or unpublished sources into one 
convenient reference and   to portray it visually where
possible. For every mission actually launched to Mars 
there have been many proposals which were not fulfilled, 
and some are included here. It is impractical to try to 



cover them all, but a reasonable number are presented, 
with emphasis   on those for which specific locations can
be illustrated.

 I   have used several different global maps of Mars to 
illustrate the planet as our knowledge of it evolved over 
time. They indicate the level of knowledge and the kinds 
of maps available to planners and researchers at the time
and help illustrate the rich history of planetary cartogra-
phy  . Apart from those global maps, contemporary maps 
of smaller regions are used when appropriate to locate 
and depict various sites, and the best modern images are
used for the most detailed site characterization. As an 
example, Viking site selection is mostly mapped on Mar-
iner 9   base maps, but the most detailed site maps make
use of more recent data from Mars Odyssey and Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter. The maps follow the gradual 
exploration of the planet, revealing the growth of our 
knowledge as only time-series maps can.  

 The   earliest stage of global mapping illustrated here
is a set of older telescopic maps reprojected into the
standard global mapping format adopted for this atlas. 
The global maps are presented in Azimuthal Equidis-
tant projection, in hemispheres centred on the 0° and 
180° longitudes. One of   my goals here is to emphasize
the role of William Herschel as the first cartographer 
of Mars. That title is often given to Wilhelm Beer and
Johann Mädler, but their maps, drawn 50 years after 
Herschel’s, are in some ways inferior. The unusual 
pole-  centred presentation of Herschel’s global draw-
ing (Figure 5A) has caused it to be overlooked in some 
studies, but when reprojected it is seen to be a reason-
able representation of the planet. Jürgen Blunck, the 
prominent German historian of Martian cartography,
included Herschel’s map at   my suggestion in his defin-
itive exhibit at the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin in 1993
and 1994 (Blunck et al ., 1993). 

 Apart   from those historical maps, a variety of other 
representations of the planet are used throughout this 
book as backgrounds for various figures. The goal is to 
portray Mars at it was known at the time each event 
occurred. The first of these, a map used as   a base for the 
early figures in this atlas, was derived from the Mars
Experimental Chart 1 (MEC-1) drawn by the Aeronauti-
cal Chart and Information Center (ACIC) of the US Air 
Force for NASA in 1962 and used for Mariner   4 plan-
ning. When published this was already something of an

anachronism, as it showed the network of linear ‘canals’ 
which astronomers had long since dismissed as optical
illusions. Nevertheless, this map was used as a planning
document for the first NASA missions to Mars, and   it 
acts as the foundation on which this sequence of maps is
built. The ACIC map was converted to the projection 
used throughout this atlas for global maps (Azimuthal 
Equidistant), a process which required some artistic
license especially at the poles ( Figures 1  and  2 ).   It is used 
here to portray locations from the earliest Mars missions, 
including Mariner 4 and the first stages of Viking plan-
ning. Maps based on Mariner 6 and 7 images were 
combined to represent the next stages in knowledge (Fig-
ures 15, 16, 18 and 19  ). For each of those missions, 
far-encounter images were reprojected and combined to
make a low-resolution global map, and high-resolution
near-encounter images were superimposed. Maps from 
the year-long mission of Mariner 9 illustrate the next 
stage of knowledge, the first global   view of the planet’s
exotic landforms. A US Geological Survey (USGS) map
compiled from Mariner 9 images was stripped of its text 
and contour lines and reprojected to match the other 
views (Figures 28 and 29).  

 In   much of the atlas, the base map is derived from 
Viking data. Global Viking image mosaics prepared by 
USGS were assembled and reprojected (Figures 49 and
50). The same mosaics, available through USGS’s useful
‘Map-a-Planet’ website ( www.mapaplanet.  org ), are fre-
quently used for local and regional maps. Finally, later 
parts of the atlas make use of a new map derived entirely
from Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) data. This began with
a composite of two global images, one from the wide-  -
angle camera on the spacecraft and another representing
albedo with infrared data acquired by the Thermal Emis-
sion Spectrometer. Various defects were removed from
both datasets before they were combined. Albedo mark-
ings changed significantly in the two decades between
Viking and Mars Global Surveyor. This albedo compos-
ite was   combined with MGS MOLA (laser altimeter)
topography to show relief more clearly ( Figures 3  and  4 ).
The ACIC and MGS maps, bracketing the period of 
exploration covered in this atlas, are presented for refer-
ence at the beginning of the atlas. A similar set   of maps 
of Phobos and Deimos, constructed specifically for this
atlas, portray the exploration of the Martian satellites in
the last section of the book.

xiv Preface and acknowledgements
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The   areocentric solar longitude (Ls , spoken as
‘L-sub-S’) identifies the season of the Martian year. Its 
value is 0° at the northern hemisphere’s vernal (spring) 
equinox, 90° at the summer solstice, 180° at the autum-
nal   equinox and 270° at the winter solstice. The perihe-
lion of Mars’s orbit (closest point to the Sun) occurs at L s
250° and the aphelion (most distant point) at 70°. One
degree of Ls  varies from about 1.6 Earth days at   perihe-
lion to 2.3 at aphelion because the orbit of Mars is sig-
nificantly elliptical. Seasons are identified in this way
where appropriate in the atlas, especially in Tables 80
and 81.  

 Maps   and images in this atlas are always shown
with north at or very near the top, except where explic-
itly noted or indicated by a labelled grid, so north indi-
cators are not added. Scales are indicated using scale
bars. The system for measuring coordinates on Mars
has changed  , leading to potential confusion in Mars 
maps and literature. Planetocentric coordinates were
in favour when this book was compiled in 2008–2011.
In this system, longitude is measured from 0° to 360°
East, and latitude is measured at the centre of the
planet  . The older planetographic coordinates were dis-
continued in the first few years of the twenty-first cen-
tury. Planetographic longitude was measured from 0° 
to 360° West, so that it increased opposite to the
direction of planetary rotation. This suited astrono-
mers, as the longitude of the   central meridian of the 
planet’s disk would increase with time. Planetary sci-
entists came to prefer planetocentric longitudes which
increase in the same sense as x coordinates on conven-
tional graphs. Planetographic latitude takes the plan-
et’s oblateness into account by measuring angles rela-
tive to ellipsoid surface normals (the local   vertical).
The change occurred after the time period covered by 
this atlas, and the older system is used here so that 
coordinates will correspond as much as possible to
contemporary documents. It is always preferable to
specify east or west in any statement of longitude,
regardless   of the prevailing convention, to avoid con-
fusion. 

 Care   must be taken with coordinates for another rea-
son. On Earth we take it for granted that a point may be
referred to in two distinct ways, by its geographical 
coordinates or by its position relative to surrounding fea-
tures, such as a road intersection seen in a map   or air 

photograph. If we know the coordinates, we can use a 
map to find that location in the landscape. If we know the 
location, we can use a map to find its coordinates. The 
two systems are interchangeable within the accuracy of 
our maps because   two centuries of geodetic surveying 
have tied locations precisely to coordinates, and global 
positioning system (GPS) devices perform the same task 
today. For Mars and other worlds, we have no GPS or 
geodetic surveying, so there is always uncertainty about 
the locations of features with respect to the grid.   Con-
sider a typical Viking image of Mars and a cartographic 
grid. Where should the image be placed relative to the 
pure geometry of the grid? The problem is solved by 
laborious calculation based on large numbers of control 
points, small recognizable features in the images. The 
  control network thus established ties features to the grid, 
but it is only as accurate as the calculations. Over the 
years our control networks naturally increase in accu-
racy, but this means that coordinates from older docu-
ments are difficult to compare with new data. Here, 
contemporary   coordinates are used without any attempt 
to bring them into a unified system. This mismatch also
explains why the Viking spacecraft landing coordinates
were known with quite high precision from radio track-
ing (Mayo  et al ., 1977), whereas their locations in space-l
craft images were not certain until nearby landforms 
were identified   (Parker  et al ., 1999, for Viking 1) and the l
HiRISE camera on NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
obtained images of them (Figures 54, 87, 160; Parker 
et al ., 2007). Modern positional control is based on the l
MGS MOLA topographic map.  

 The   exploration of Mars has been in progress for five
decades, long enough that a consistent Martian dating 
system is becoming desirable. Consistent dates are use-
ful for correlating events among simultaneously operat-
ing spacecraft, including Vikings 1 and 2 and later the 
Mars Exploration Rovers and Phoenix. They   help to tie 
events to Martian seasons and to keep track of times
between widely separated events. Many Martian calen-
dars have been devised (Gangale and Dudley-Rowley, 
2005), but in my view only one is sufficiently widely 
used that it can be considered established. This is the dat-
ing system of   Clancy et al . (2000), initially devised for l
comparisons of meteorological data over several Mars 
years. In this system, each Mars year (MY) starts at the
northern vernal equinox, or solar longitude (L s ) 0°, and 
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the beginning of MY 1 corresponds   to 11 April 1955, 
before the ‘Space Age’ began, and in particular before 
the global dust storm of 1956, the first to be well docu-
mented (McKim, 1996).

 In   this atlas Martian dates are given as a year and a ‘sol’, 
or Martian day. For instance, Viking 1 landed on MY 12, 

sol 209. When converting to Earth dates, no distinction is 
made here between the planet-wide sol, corresponding to
local solar time   at 0° longitude ( e.g . the sol on which a space-g
craft enters orbit), and the mission sol at a specific lander 
location, so discrepancies of up to a sol may occur here and 
there. Many other systems extend this concept to define 

Figure 1 The Prime Meridian (0°) hemisphere of Mars with classical albedo feature names.  
The map is a modifi ed form of the Mars Experimental Chart MEC-1, published in August 1962 by the Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center (ACIC) of the US Air Force. 
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Figure 2 The 180° hemisphere of Mars, continued from Figure 1.

Martian   months, but these often ingenious ideas have never 
been widely accepted. Tables of events in Mars exploration 
history are provided at the end of the atlas (Tables 80, 81 and 
82). Calendar conversions can be made at a website provided
by François Forget at the   Laboratoire de Météorologie
Dynamique, Université de Paris 6, which, at the time this was 
written, could be found at  www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/
time/martian_time.html .

 It   is common to refer to events in space as ‘making history’,
with good reason, but historians of the future cannot recount 
this history if its documents remain locked away. For NASA
this problem is rare, but one concern arises with its competitive
programs such as   Discovery, for which mission proposals are
considered proprietary. Some proposers release a public
description, but many do not. A requirement for a public sum-
mary or a time limit on access restrictions would be helpful to
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future historians. A more serious difficulty arises across the 
Atlantic, where the   European Space Agency (ESA) has denied
my requests for documents, notably for their Mars network 
mission proposals. Proprietary concerns aside, this shortsighted
attitude serves only to diminish Europe’s representation in any 

future histories, and as space exploration becomes more inter-
national, other nations with more   restrictive cultures will present 
still greater difficulties. The best antidote to this may be the
traditional openness of scientists, representatives of a truly 
international culture. Most of the people I acknowledge in this 

Figure 3 The Prime Meridian (0°) hemisphere of Mars with topographic feature names. 
The map is a composite of Mars Global Surveyor albedo and topographic data. Artifact locations are indicated by initials: 
M2 – Mars 2; M6 – Mars 6; O – Opportunity; P: Pathfi nder; V1 – Viking 1.
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Figure 4 The 180° hemisphere of Mars, continued from Figure 3. 
Artifact locations are indicated by initials: B – Beagle 2; CO – Mars Climate Orbiter (possible region of any fallen debris);
M3 – Mars 3; MP – Mars Polar Lander (with Deep Space 2); Ph – Phoenix; S – Spirit; V2 – Viking 2.

book have provided information or access to documents in 
order that this history can be recorded  , but sadly some people
see little value in history, even when they are helping to make 
it. The penalty for secrecy is omission from history. 

 Above   all I hope that this collection of maps and
information will serve as a useful summary of the first 
half-century of Mars exploration. Despite all the details 
presented here, this is only a very condensed review of 
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the subject, but the bibliography leads out into the   broader 
literature. By summarizing widely scattered sources in 
one convenient volume and in a common format, I aim to
create a useful reference and to help make some of the 
more obscure literature more accessible. In addition, 
substantial parts of the text go beyond what can   be found 
elsewhere to fill gaps in that literature. Almost all of the 
illustrations were created specifically for this atlas. I 
hope others will find this volume as satisfying to read 
and use as I have found it satisfying to compile.
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colleagues at Cambridge University Press, including Claire 
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Poole and Louis Gulino, and to Brigitte Coulton at Aptara. 
Their confidence in me and their help at every stage of edit-
ing and production has made this atlas possible.

  Data   Sources

 Most   of the data used in creation of the illustrations in
this atlas come from NASA planetary missions, and in 
most cases I have processed raw data from NASA’s Plan-
etary Data System rather than relying on press release 
images ( e.g . Figure 109). Some figures also   make use of 
maps prepared by the US Geological Survey (e.g . 
Figure 45), the US Air Force’s Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center ( e.g . Figure 23B) and the Army Map 
Service (  Figure 17C). I make frequent use of the web-
accessible global photomosaics produced by USGS
( e.g . Figure 125) and Arizona State University (e.g . Fig-
ure 187). All of these raw materials are in the public 
domain and are   credited in captions.

 A   small number of images require specific credits. I 
especially thank Ted Stryk of Roane State Community Col-
lege for allowing me to use his specially processed images 
from Mars 3, Mars 4 and Mars 5; Deep Space 1; and Phobos 
2, as credited in the appropriate captions  . I have compiled 
my own special mosaics for this atlas from other Soviet 
images and have made new multi-image composites from 
the Phobos 2 Termoscan images. Jeanna Rodionova (Stern-
berg State Astronomical Institute) kindly provided prints of 
those images which I scanned and   then merged the visible
and infrared channel data to prepare these illustrations (Fig-
ures 121D, 121E, 122B). Mike Malaska processed a mosaic
of images from the Visual Monitoring Camera on Mars 
Express (Figure 190C). 

 All   other credits below, listed by mission in roughly 
chronological order, are for specific spacecraft instruments

and their Principal Investigators. Without their dedicated
work, none of this exploration would be possible. 

 Mariners   4, 6 and 7: NASA/JPL and Robert 
Leighton.

 Mariner   9: NASA/JPL and Harold Masursky.  
 Viking   Orbiters: NASA/JPL and Michael Carr.  
 Viking   Landers: NASA/JPL, Thomas Mutch, Ray-

mond Arvidson.
 Hubble   Space Telescope: NASA, ESA, the Space Tel-

escope Science Institute, the Hubble Heritage Team, and 
J. Bell, T. Clancy, D. Crisp, P. James, R. Kahn, S. Lee, A.
Lubenow, L. Martin  , J. Neubert, R. Singer, M. Wolff and
R. Zurek.

 Mars   Observer: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Sys-
tems and Michael Malin.  

 Mars   Global Surveyor: Mars Orbiter Camera: NASA/
JPL/Malin Space Science Systems and Michael Malin.
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter: NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center and David Smith.

 Mars   Pathfinder: Imager for Mars Pathfinder: NASA/
JPL and Peter Smith. Rover Imaging Cameras: Henry
Moore.  

 Mars   Climate Orbiter: Mars Color Imager: Mars 
Observer: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems and
Michael Malin.

 2001   Mars Odyssey: Thermal Emission Imaging Sys-
tem: NASA/JPL/Arizona State University and Philip 
Christensen.

 Mars   Express: High Resolution Stereo Camera 
(HRSC): ESA and G. Neukum. Mars Advanced Radar 
for Subsurface and Ionospheric Sounding (MARSIS):
ESA and G. Picardi, J. Plaut and R. Orosei. Visual  

 Monitoring   Camera (VMC): ESA.  
 Mars   Reconnaissance Orbiter: High Resolution Imag-

ing Science Experiment: NASA/JPL/University of Ari-
zona and Alfred McEwen.
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     1   Chronological     sequence of missions 
and events

light and dark material, to which the names of lands and 
seas were applied by later   astronomers  , notably Richard 
Proctor ( Figures 6 A,  6 B). When Mars made an unusually 
close approach in 1877, a new type of feature began to
appear on maps, the famous canals of Mars. First drawn
by     Giovanni Schiaparelli ( 1877 ) and named ‘canali’, or 
channels, they were interpreted as rivers ( Figure 6 B) by
Proctor ( 1888 ) but as artificial irrigation canals by Per-
cival Lowell ( 1895 ,    1906   ,  1910 ). Many maps of the early
twentieth century contained canals.

 Most     astronomers eventually concluded that canals in 
the form of thin straight lines were optical illusions, and 
they had largely disappeared from maps by mid century. 
Typical maps of the 1950s, including the International 
Astronomical Union (IAU) map drawn by Glauco de 
Mottoni y Palacios     in 1957 (IAU, 1960) as a key to 
nomenclature ( Figure 6 C), showed broad light and dark 
areas similar to the cartography of the 1850s.  

 Despite     this, canals were still being drawn by some 
cartographers in the middle of the twentieth century and 
are shown on the first maps made for the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) by the US 
Army and Air Force in 1962. The Air Force map (Figures
1, 2)     made by the Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center (ACIC) was drawn in a cylindrical projection, the 
Army map in several orthographic hemispheres. The 
ACIC map misplaced Syrtis Major, shown here at about 
280° W. It should really be 10° farther west ( Figure     14 ). 
The error is retained here for historical accuracy and to
reflect the difficulty of comparing old and current maps,
and it is repeated in all later uses of the ACIC map ( Fig-
ures   5 B  , 7 and 8, for instance). The region is shown cor-
rectly on every other map used in this atlas. The canals 
were already anachronistic, but the general pattern of 
albedo markings reflects knowledge of Mars at the begin-
ning of the Space Age.  

 No     relief features were visible through telescopes. 
Claims to have seen craters were made in 1915 by John 
Mellish, and even as early as the 1890s by Edward Emer-
son Barnard (Sheehan and McKim,  1994 ), but it seems 

   Mars at the Dawn of the Space Age  

 Mars     entered the Space Age as a remote target of astron-
omy and became an explored world of geology and mete-
orology during the five decades covered by this atlas. The 
planet, long known for its faint reddish colour, is 6792 km 
in diameter or 53% of     the diameter of Earth. It orbits the
Sun at a mean distance of 228 million km with a period, a 
Martian year, of 687 days. Mars rotates about its axis with
a mean solar period of 24 hours 39.6 minutes, a period
now     known as one sol, a Mars day. The sidereal rotation
period, relative to the stars, is 24 hours 37.4 minutes. Its
axis is tilted 25.2° to its orbit plane, causing seasons sim-
ilar to those of Earth, though its eccentric orbit     makes the
seasons unequal in length. The northern hemisphere 
spring is the longest season (194 sols), and northern hem-
isphere autumn is the shortest (142 sols). One Mars year 
contains 668.6 sols. As Earth and Mars move in their 
respective orbits, opportunities     to launch spacecraft to 
Mars recur at 26-month intervals. Because this period is 
not commensurate with the orbit of either planet, each
mission arrives at a different Mars season and accessible 
latitudes vary accordingly, as can be seen by comparing 
 Figures     156  and 180B, for example.

 The     history of Mars observation and mapping is
described by Flammarion ( 1892 ,  1909 ), Blunck ( 1977 , 
 1982 ) and Blunck  et al . ( 1993 ). In 1659 Christiaan Huy-l
gens observed surface markings on Mars (Syrtis Major 
and the south polar cap) and deduced the     rotation period.
The earliest cartographic representation of the planet 
dates from 1783, when Sir William Herschel ( 1784 ) made
a composite of seven drawings of different faces of Mars
to create a map centered at the south pole ( Figure   5   A,
 5 C). Herschel observed only the southern hemisphere and 
low northern latitudes, but in the 1830s Wilhelm Beer and 
Johann Mädler ( 1831 ,  1841 ) combined observations from 
several oppositions to produce a map of the whole planet 
( Figure     5 D). They also established an arbitrary prime
meridian, which is the basis of that used today. Maps 
made over the next few decades showed broad regions of 
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Figure 5 A: The fi rst map of Mars, by William Herschel (1784 ). B: The ACIC map of Figure 1 reprojected to compare
with Herschel’s map. Syrtis Major is shown 10° too far east by ACIC and would match Herschel’s map better if corrected.
C:  Herschel’s map  modifi ed to match the geometry of other global maps in this atlas. D: A composite of two maps by Beer and
Mädler (1831 , 1841 ), also reprojected to the common atlas format and correcting an error in the original. 
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Figure 6 Early maps of Mars, modified to match fi the geometry of other global maps in this atlas.
A: Map of Mars by Nathaniel Green (1879 ). B: Map by Richard Proctor ( 1888 ). (A) and (B) include versions of Proctor’s feature
names. C: Albedo map of Mars based on a 1957 drawing by Glauco de Mottoni y Palacios (IAU, 1960), typical of most Mars 
maps from the half century preceding the Space Age.
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Other features – the volcanoes, mountains, valleys and 
other landforms of this complex planet – took their names
from nearby albedo markings, in combination with Latin 
descriptive terms to identify     the type of landform (mons
for mountain, vallis  for valley and so on). Detailed infor-
mation on place names and current maps of them are
available at the US Geological Survey (USGS) Planetary 
Nomenclature website (planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov). 

  1950s       and 1960s: Humans to Mars: Early
Thoughts

 As     with the Moon, thoughts of human Mars exploration 
predate the dawn of the Space Age. Fictional accounts by 
Edgar Rice Burroughs, C. S. Lewis, Arthur C. Clarke and
others helped to inspire space engineers and scientists in
the mid twentieth century.     Early Mars plans are summa-
rized by Portree ( 2001 ) and Platoff ( 2001 ) and are only
very briefly commented on here, with emphasis on sug-
gested landing sites. Additional details are found in
NASA ( 1964 ), including the statement (p. 193) that ‘In 
  general  , man will play a much more dominant role in the 
exploration of Mars than in the exploration of the Moon
because the planet is more complex and more remote, 
and is less amenable to comprehensive exploration by
unmanned systems’. The last point turned out to be   false  , 
but early planners did not predict the dramatic develop-
ments in computing, automation and robotics which ena-
bled later exploration by orbiters, landers and rovers. 
Mission studies dating from the 1950s and 1960s, as
described by Portree ( 2001 ), are briefly summarized in
 Table     1 .  

 The     earliest detailed plan for a Mars expedition was 
described by Wernher von Braun ( 1953 ). His ‘Mars
Project’ was a massive expedition involving ten space-
craft of 4000 tons each, a crew of 70 and no robotic pre-
cursor missions. These enormous spacecraft would be 
assembled in Earth     orbit from parts launched by a fleet of 
fully reusable shuttles, requiring nearly 1000 launches. 
The journey to Mars would take eight months. Seven of 
the ten spacecraft would carry only fuel and crew quar-
ters, but three would include winged gliders for access to 
the surface     of Mars. Two landers would wait in Mars 
orbit while the crew used telescopes to seek a smooth
landing site near the equator. The third crew would fly 

clear that they were based only on glimpses of     small
albedo markings. A few of these may coincide with cra-
ters, but many more do not. A patch of dark sand dunes 
inside a crater is no more a crater than, on the Moon, 
Mare Crisium is the Crisium impact basin.

 No     unambiguous detection of a depressed circular 
area, a true crater, was ever made before the first space-
craft images were taken in 1965 by Mariner 4 ( Figure 8 ).
A related issue is the misrepresentation of Olympus Mons
and     Kasei Valles as craters in a 1970 map by the US Army 
Map Service ( Figure 17 C), based on roughly circular 
albedo markings seen by Mariners 6 and 7 (NASA,  1969 ). 
Another     example is the overinterpretation of faint mark-
ings as craters in ACIC maps of some areas imaged by 
Mariner 4 ( Figures 13 C, 13D and 23B).  Figure 13 B     shows 
another crater concept, that the small spots called ‘oases’
at canal intersections might be craters.

 Astronomical     observations had established the basic
size, rotation state and surface features of the planet, but 
the nature of the surface remained unclear. The growth 
and decay of the white polar caps suggested Earth-like 
seasons. Interest in biology overshadowed geology at 
this time, and     much of the focus was on the ‘wave of 
darkening’. This phenomenon begins each Martian 
spring when a dark area forms around the shrinking polar 
cap and expands towards and across the equator during 
the summer season, alternating between the northern and 
southern hemispheres. It had     been monitored by tele-
scopic observers on Earth for decades and was widely 
interpreted as evidence of seasonal plant growth on Mars, 
fed by water released by the melting polar cap. Today it 
is attributed to atmospheric clearing as the winter carbon 
dioxide cap disappears. The smaller water     ice cap does
not melt.

 Place names     on Mars are based on the system of names
from classical geography devised by Schiaparelli begin-
ning in 1877, as described by Blunck ( 1977 ,  1982 ). These 
names referred to albedo markings only and replaced the 
names used by Proctor and others ( Figure     6 ), which com-
memorated astronomers. Other astronomers added hun-
dreds of additional names for small markings and canals.
An entirely new set of names became necessary when 
spacecraft revealed the topographic features of Mars. 
Large craters were named for prominent scientists who
had studied Mars or had     worked in related fields. Smaller 
craters have since been named for small towns on Earth.
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the time. A flight in 1978 would spend 21 days in Syrtis 
Major at the start of northern hemisphere summer.  

 The     second class of mission, called a synodic 
(extended) expedition, would establish three Mars sur-
face bases, each with a crew of 14, in the 1980s. They 
would stay on the surface for 300 days. Each of the three 
bases would include two   seven  -person shelters, two 
nuclear power plants, two garages (one of them pres-
surized) and a pair of two-person MOLABs able to make 
traverses up to 900 km long and lasting 30 days. A total 
of 8000 kg of scientific equipment would be carried.
Four people would stay     in Mars orbit, giving a full crew 
size of 46 people.

 The     three base sites would be chosen to provide access 
to all the major types of Martian feature, as understood at 
the time. A base in the northern dark area Syrtis Major 
would allow traverses to the bright ‘desert’ areas Libya
and Aeria. A base anywhere in     Hellas, a confined bright 
southern desert region, would be near Zea Lacus, where 
five canals intersect in the centre of Hellas. The third 
base would be located in the Mountains of Mitchel near 
the south pole. This area is seen as an isolated white spot 
as     the cap recedes in the southern summer (2003 image 
in  Figure 141 ) and was thought to be a frost-covered 
mountain range. It is now seen to be part of the rim of a
large impact     basin and an adjacent ridge ( Figure 17 ).
These Avco sites are shown in  Figure 7 .  

 An     early Mars Surface Sample Return (MSSR) mis-
sion was described by Northrop Space Laboratories 
(NASA,  1967 ) as a way to increase the scientific value 
of a human Mars flyby. This study was done for the 
Advanced Studies Office at NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center after     NASA’s Planetary Joint Action 
Group (NASA,  1966 ) proposed MSSR as part of a 
piloted Mars flyby mission ( Table 1 ). The MSSR probe 
would separate from the piloted vehicle; land; collect 
samples of dirt,     dust, rock, air and (possibly) life; and 
launch them back to the passing flyby spacecraft for 
immediate analysis. Northrop’s study assumed a launch
in 1975, 1977, or 1979, with an approach over the plan-
et’s sunlit side, closest approach near the     terminator 
and departure over the night side. The probe landing 
site would be in darkness and out of contact with the 
flyby spacecraft. Landing site latitude would be dic-
tated mainly by communication requirements during 
the launch from Mars and the date and time of Mars

one of the large gliders to a landing on ski-like skids on 
one of the polar ice caps.     The site would be chosen before 
launch from telescopic studies, based on the assumption
of a very smooth snow-like surface. When a suitable 
location was found, the polar crew would drive 6000 km 
to the equator to build a smooth landing strip for the 
remaining     landers. Operating from an inflatable habitat,
the crew would spend 400 days on the surface, studying
Martian life and canals, before leaving for the eight-
month journey back to Earth. The surface activities are
illustrated schematically in  Figure     7 .

 Ernst     Steinhoff, another of the original German rocket 
engineers, also suggested large winged shuttles for Mars
exploration (Steinhoff,  1963 ). His mission would operate 
from a base on Phobos, using shuttles at first to drop sup-
plies and crew by parachute before climbing back to 
orbit,     and only later landing. The Mars base would be
within 25° of the equator, and both Mars and Phobos
bases would make use of local resources as much as pos-
sible. Another report from Space Technology Laborato-
ries in NASA ( 1964 ) described possible Mars surface
operations  . A landing site would be studied from orbit.
The crew would land and study their surroundings, 
deploying instrument stations nearby. Next they would 
fly an aircraft to a remote site, undertaking aerial recon-
naissance on the way, and then study the remote site
before returning     to the landing area.

 Avco     Corporation conducted a study of human expe-
ditions to Mars under contract to NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center’s Advanced Systems Office (Swan et al ., l
1966 ). Avco also prepared studies of Venus and Mars
robotic landers for the Voyager program ( Tables 2  and 3,
Figure 8 ). Avco described two types of human Mars mis-
sions. The first would be an extension of Apollo, carry-
ing a crew of six. Four people would explore the surface 
of     Mars for 21 days while the remaining two stayed in 
orbit in the command module. The expedition would 
deliver three modules to the surface: a shelter, a pressu-
rized garage, and a two-person, 4000-kg mobile labora-
tory (MOLAB) able to travel up     to 800 km. The astro-
nauts would seek evidence of life (present or past), study
Mars itself, and study natural resources to be used by the
next mission. This first visit would land at a location
where the so-called wave of darkening was in     progress. 
Depending on the date of arrival, the target site would be 
adjusted to fall within the latitude affected by the wave at 
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 Table 1.     Earl  y Plans for Human Mars Missions (Portree,  2001 )

Date Description

 1952 The Mars Project: ten spacecraft and 70 crew. The first crew land on one of the polar ice caps and undertake a fi
traverse to the equator to build a landing strip for two more landers at a site chosen from orbit. Total of 400  days
on the surface (von Braun, 1953).

1956 A considerably reduced version of von Braun’s 1953  plan with two spacecraft  and 12 crew. Landing sites, near the
equator for maximum warmth, would be chosen using telescopes on an Earth-orbiting space station. Margaritifer 
Sinus was suggested, and observations from orbit would refi ne the site. Nine of the crew  would spend a year on the fi
surface (Ley and von  Braun, 1956).

1960 NASA’s fi rst Mars study by the Lewis (now Glenn) Research Center. A crew of seven would travel to Mars in 1971 fi
on a 420-day round trip using nuclear rockets. Two would land and spend 40 days on the surface. For the first time,fi
radiation  shielding received serious consideration.

1962 A 1980s Mars expedition described by Ernst Stuhlinger (ABMA), using electric propulsion with five spacecraft andfi
15 crew. A  cargo lander would touch down fi rst, and if successful a crew would follow for a 29-day stay. If the fi
cargo lander failed, a backup could be used.

1962 EMPIRE (Early Manned Planetary-Interplanetary Roundtrip Expeditions) studies were made by Aeronutronic 
(Ford), Lockheed and  General Dynamics for NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center.  They involved a 450-day
mission launching in 1975, with observations of Mars by the crew and by probes. One version (hot) included both 
Venus and Mars fl ybys, the other (cold) had aphelion in the asteroid belt after the Mars flfl  yby, followed by the fl
return to Earth. Another version was a Mars orbit mission with soft landers, balloon probes, Mars sample return 
probes, Phobos and Deimos hard landers similar to the early lunar Rangers, and a deployed remote-sensing orbiter.
A small lander might put two people on the surface for seven days.

1963 Marshall Future Projects Laboratory studies (NASA, 1964). Multiple mission descriptions. In one, a crew fliesfl
to Mars in 120 days and spends 40 days on the surface as their spacecraft flies into solar orbit. When a secondfl
spacecraft, launched fi rst on a 200-day trajectory, flfi ies past Mars, the crew launch and meet it for the return trip. fl
Another option included orbital missions with landers capable of 10- to 40-day surface excursions. Aerobraking 
might be used to enter orbit. A landing site suggested by Aeronutronic was a dark ‘mare’ region at Cecropia (65°
N, 320° W), where organisms might make use of water from the retreating polar cap. One mission was dubbed 
UMPIRE (U = unfavourable, for the poor orbital geometry during the late 1970s and increased radiation from the 
more active Sun at that time). Its fi rst landing should establish a long-term base.fi

1966 The Planetary Joint Action Group (Bellcomm and NASA centers) studied a variety of Mars and Venus fl yby missionsfl
using upgraded Apollo hardware to follow the Mariner and Voyager robotic missions. A 1975 mission with a crew 
of four would deploy three penetrators, a polar orbiter, a small lander and a large sample return lander. The fl yby fl
included remote sensing and a 200-km close approach. Balloons might be deployed in some versions of missions 
like these. Planetary Joint Action Group suggested that crews might land on Mars and orbit Venus when nuclear 
rockets were available.

1968 A Boeing plan for a large nuclear rocket to send crews to Mars or Mars and Venus between 1978 and 1998, with
various mission designs lasting between 460 and 900 days. North American Rockwell described a lander which
could fl y in 1982, a light version putting two people on Mars for four days, a heavier version placing four people fl
on Mars for 30 days.

1969 NASA’s Space Task Group described a mission involving nuclear rockets, with twin 1981 launches and 1982 Mars
orbit operations. During two days in orbit, the crew would select landing sites for 12 robotic sample return probes.
Samples would be brought back to the orbiters and studied for biological hazards. If they were safe, a crew of 
three would land, keeping a second lander on standby for a rescue. The crew would spend 30 to 60 days on the
surface studying geology and biology and searching for water for future In Situ Resource Utilization planning. 
A Venus swingby on the return trip could include radar mapping and the release of four probes. The crew would
be quarantined in Earth orbit and the spacecraft refurbished and reused. Repeat fl ights would occur every 2 years, fl
leading to a 50-person surface base in 1989.
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Figure 7 Landing sites suggested for early human missions to Mars, from Table 1.
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outlines, but spread over a much longer period and with 
the more advanced     Venus missions cancelled in favour of 
additional Mars exploration.   

      10 October 1960: Mars 1960A (Soviet Union)

 This     first attempt to send a spacecraft to Mars began with 
a launch at 14:28 UT from the Baikonur Cosmodrome. 
The Soviet designation was Korabl 4. The mission objec-
tive was to fly an 850-kg probe past Mars at close range, 
but the third stage of     the launch vehicle failed, and the 
spacecraft was unable to reach orbit. A film camera sim-
ilar to that on Luna 3 was to be carried, but weight prob-
lems eventually required that it be removed. Other instru-
ments were to measure fields and particles, and a 
spectrometer would     attempt to detect methane in the 
planet’s atmosphere.   

      14 October 1960: Mars 1960B (Soviet Union)

 This     second mission of the first Mars opportunity, 
referred to as Korabl 5, was identical to Mars 1960A. It 
was launched at 13:51 UT from Baikonur, but a launch 
vehicle failure prevented it from reaching its parking
orbit.  

      24 October 1962: Sputnik 22 (Soviet Union)  

 At     the next Mars launch opportunity the Soviet Union 
attempted three Mars launches. The first spacecraft of 
the three, then known as Korabl 11, was an 894-kg probe 
designed to fly past Mars. It was launched at 17:55 UT 
and entered a 196 by     485 km parking orbit inclined 65°
to the equator, with a period of 89 minutes. A stage of the 
launch vehicle failed as the spacecraft was entering or 
leaving the parking orbit, fragmenting the vehicle. The
main fragments re-entered the atmosphere on 29     October 
and were destroyed. The Sputnik designation was 
intended to conceal the nature of the failed mission. The 
1962 Mars missions were to carry the first cameras to 
Mars. These were improved versions of the Luna 3 
cameras with colour filters and the capacity to record
112     frames.  

arrival. In     1975, for example, the probe could land 
between 39° N and 30° S latitude ( Figure 7 ). Liwshitz
( 1966 ) suggested trying to land within one of the many 
dark spots, roughly 100 km     wide, glimpsed from Earth 
or seen by Mariner 4.   

  1959:     Robotic Mission Planning at JPL

 Very     early in NASA’s existence plans began to be pre-
pared for spacecraft to explore the Moon and planets. An 
early example (Hibbs,  1959 ) from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), prepared at NASA’s request and draw-
ing in part on earlier studies for the   US   Army, proposed
a series of missions to the Moon, Mars and Venus between
1959 and 1964. The plan combined scientific goals with 
engineering feasibility to identify necessary technical 
advances and to plan a reasonable series of missions
capable of satisfying both scientific goals and public
  interest  . Instruments would include both film and televi-
sion cameras, magnetometers, particle and micrometeor-
ite detectors and spectrophotometers for compositional 
studies.  

 The     report called for three or four launches per year 
from 1960 to 1964 beginning with a lunar flyby in August 
1960, mainly to test equipment. The second mission, a
Mars flyby in October 1960, would pass within 1.5 mil-
lion kilometres of Mars to obtain     infrared scans, images 
and particles and fields data. This would be followed by
a similar Venus flyby, a lunar hard landing mission and 
lunar orbiter, and then in 1962 a Venus orbiter and entry
probe. Mars would be the target again in November 1962
with     an orbiter and entry probe. The orbiter would inves-
tigate the ionosphere, atmosphere and surface with radar, 
optical, ultraviolet and infrared sensors and particles and 
fields instruments. The surface would be mapped to look 
for future landing sites. The entry probe would measure 
temperature,     surface hardness and illumination levels 
and atmospheric dust, and it would transmit surface 
images. The remaining missions in the JPL plan were 
landers for the Moon and Venus, but a Mars soft lander 
would follow in late 1964 as a backup to the Venus mis-
sion if it     proved too demanding. This would include a
rover and a communication relay satellite if needed, and 
biological studies would be undertaken on the surface. 
The JPL plan was eventually followed in its broadest 
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Mars. This Voyager program involved multiple orbiters 
and landers for both planets, to be launched between 
1969 and 1975 (Avco     Corporation, 1963a, b).

 The     best opportunity for a study of the wave of dark-
ening in the two decades covered by the study was in 
1969. A 1969 lander could set down just before the max-
imum darkening and observe it through its peak and 
decline in less than two months of operation. When     the 
1971 landers arrived at Mars, the peak of the wave of 
darkening would be over, and in 1973 landing in a differ-
ent season would require three or four months of obser-
vation. In 1971 the south polar cap would be accessible, 
but given the expected targeting accuracy,     it was unlikely 
that the lander could observe the dark collar around the 
cap as it retreated past the landing site. Still, this was the
best chance to study the south polar cap, and the region
was given high priority. The bright ‘desert’     areas and
supposed canals would be investigated in 1973, and in 
1975 the north polar cap and its dark collar. When the
1975 landers arrived at the planet, the edge of the cap at 
220° longitude would be near 78° N and receding 
northwards at about     1 km per day. Avco urged that efforts 
be made to achieve a more accurate landing, to increase 
the chance of observing the narrow collar. Releasing the 
lander from its carrier spacecraft a little later during
the approach might accomplish this.  

  Table   2    lists the chosen landing sites and alternative 
selections for each flight year, as given in Table 2.2 of the 
Voyager Design Study summary volume (Avco Corpora-
tion, 1963a).  Table 3  includes     more information and 
some differences in coordinates from the full mission
analysis (Avco Corporation,  1963b , section 7.3). These 
sites are also described by Swan and Sagan ( 1965 ), and
they are mapped in  Figure   8   .

 The     General Electric Co. also designed a Mars mis-
sion for the Voyager program, involving two 660-kg
landers carried on one 930-kg orbiter (General Electric,
 1963 ,  1964 ). The fully fueled spacecraft mass would be 
3190 kg. The landers would use rockets to brake during
    final descent, like the later Vikings, and would use pro-
truding rods to orient themselves on the surface. Their 
landing targets for 1969 were Syrtis Major (10° N, 285°
W) and Pandorae Fretum (24° S, 310° W) ( Figure     7 ). 
There had been other studies of landers, including a 1961 
study by the Aeronutronic Division of Ford Motor Co. 
(Kemmerly,  1961 ) of a camera-carrying probe which

      1 November 1962: Mars 1 (Soviet Union)

 Mars     1 was the first successful launch into a Mars-bound
trajectory, so the 894-kg spacecraft received the first offi-
cial ‘Mars’ designation. The mission was intended to fly 
past Mars at about 11 000 km range, photographing the 
planet on film which would be developed     and scanned 
for transmission. It was also intended to measure the
reflection spectrum of the surface, the magnetic and radi-
ation environment of Mars, and cosmic rays and micro-
meteoroids. The radio signal would have probed the 
atmosphere to measure its density. The cylindrical space-
craft was 4     m long and up to 1.0 m wide, with a 1.7-m 
dish antenna. Power was provided by solar panels roughly 
1 m square, one on each side of the spacecraft.

 Mars     1 was launched at 16:14 UT from Baikonur and 
entered a 238 by 157 km parking orbit inclined 65° to the 
equator with a period of 88 minutes. An upper stage burn
placed it in a heliocentric orbit with an aphelion at 1.604 
Astronomical     Units (AU, the mean distance of Earth from 
the Sun). This orbit had an inclination of 2.68° to the eclip-
tic and a period of 519 days and intersected the orbit of 
Mars, leading to a flyby of the planet at a range     of 193 000 
km on 19 June 1963 (MY 5, sol 237). Communications 
failed on 21 March 1963, possibly because of an attitude 
control problem. The last transmissions were from a dis-
tance of 106.8 million km, a record at the time.     Particles, 
fields and micrometeorite data were transmitted success-
fully by Mars 1, but no data were obtained from Mars.   

      4 November 1962: Sputnik 24 (Soviet Union)  

     Sputnik 24 was another attempted Mars flyby mission,
also known as Korabl 13 in the Soviet Union. It was 
launched at 15:35 UT and entered a 197 km by 590 km 
parking orbit inclined 65° to the equator, but its upper 
stage failed during the burn     to send it on to Mars, 
fragmenting the vehicle. It re-entered the atmosphere on
19 January 1963.   

  1963:     Voyager (United States)  

 The     Avco Corporation of Wilmington, Massachusetts, 
under contract to NASA’s Office of Space Sciences,
prepared a study of a series of missions to Venus and 
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 Table 2.   Avco   (  1963a ) Voyager Study: Mars Landing Sites    

Year Lander Landing site Location Notes

1969 1 1. Solis Lacus 28° S, 90° W Dark spot
2 2. Syrtis Major 15° N, 286° W The ‘wave of darkening’ crosses this site 30 days

after landing: very high-priority observations
1971 1 3. South polar cap 83° S, 30° W

2 4. Mare Cimmerium 18° S, 235° W Dark regions where the ‘wave of darkening’ has
recently passed3 5. Lunae Palus 15° N, 65° W

4 6. Aurorae Sinus 15° S, 50° W
1973 1 7. Propontis 45° N, 185° W ‘Canal’ area

2 8. Elysium 25° N, 210° W ‘Pink desert’ area
1975 1 9. North polar cap 78° N, 220° W Goal is to intercept the ‘dark collar’ as the cap

recedes
2 10. Nepenthes-Thoth 25° N, 255° W Canal area: nominal target – subject to

retargeting based on earlier orbital mapping

 Table 3.  Avco   ( 1963b )  Voyager Study: Mars Landing Sites and Alternatives    

1969. Primary Objective: Wave of Darkening. Two Landers.

Solis Lacus 25° S, 90° W History of surface changes at landing season, linear features.
Syrtis Major 15° N, 286° W Very dark, frequent changes, circular boundary with Isidis Regio.
Mare Sirenum 30° S, 140° W Alternative: reported changes, nearby Memnonia has unusual colour.
Lunae Palus 15° N, 65° W Alternative: large recent changes, double cycle of seasonal change.
Trivium Charontis 20° N, 200° W Alternative: unusual color changes, linear edge of Elysium desert.

1971. Primary Objectives: Polar Cap and Dark Areas. Four Landers.

South Polar Cap 82° S, 40° W Only chance for south pole, last of four landers directed here if first lander fi
fails. Moisture measurements, permafrost features.

Mare Cimmerium 18° S, 235° W Changes reported. Darkening from north can be seen in 1975.
Lunae Palus 15° N, 65° W Wave of darkening present but waning; also see 1969 comments.
Aurorae Sinus 15° S, 50° W Reported seasonal colour changes, crossing linear features.
Solis Lacus 20° S, 90° W Alternative: see 1969, candidate for successive landings at one site.
Mare Serpentis 30° S, 315° W Alternative: changes reported, darkening via Hellespontus channel?

1973. Primary Objectives: Deserts and Canals. Two Landers.

Propontis 45° N, 185° W Typical ‘canal’, striking changes, edge of desert hemisphere.
Elysium 25° N, 210° W Circular pink desert, high priority if normal deserts seen already. 

Off-centre landing may permit a broad panoramic view.
Hellas 40° S, 290° W Alternative: anomalous yellowish colour and high albedo.
Nix Olympica 20° N, 130° W Alternative: bright area, center of desert hemisphere, many clouds.
Ismenius 40° N, 330° W Alternative: striking color changes reported during landing season.

1975. Primary Objective: Polar Cap. Two Landers.

North Polar Cap 78° N, 220° W If possible, land so dark cap collar passes lander during its lifetime.
Nepenthes-Thoth 25° N, 255° W Unusual changes in 1940s. Former canal features. This lander may be

redirected to unexpected features discovered by earlier orbiters.
Mare Cimmerium 18° S, 235° W Alternative: Best site to observe wave from north pole, see 1971.
Mare Acidalium 40° N, 40° W Alternative: Biology suggested by infrared spectroscopy and polarimetry.

Note: Sites in each year are listed in priority order.
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Figure 8 Voyag er landing sites suggested by Avco (1963a ,  1963b) and General Electric ( 1964). 
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jectory by its upper stage. After 228 days it flew past 
    Mars on 15 July 1965 (MY 6, sol 305) at 01:00 UT, and 
at a distance of 9844 km.

 Mariner     4 returned the first close-up photographs of 
the Martian surface ( Figures 9  through 12). The 22 
images revealed numerous craters (Leighton et al .,  1965 ) l
and a long valley now called Sirenum Fossae.     Although 
there was no reason to suppose that craters would be 
absent, proof of their existence was regarded as a major 
discovery and was a surprise to some observers. One of 
the largest was named Mariner in its honour ( Figure     11 ).
Mariner 4 also studied the ionosphere and atmosphere, 
finding that carbon dioxide was the major constituent 
and that the surface pressure was only about 5 mb, less 
than a tenth of the value commonly expected. For the
radio occultation experiment, radio signals     from Mariner 
4 passed through the atmosphere at the limb and were cut 
off by the body of the planet for 54 minutes. The surface
atmospheric pressure and altitude could be estimated at 
the entry and exit points of the occultation as Mariner 4 
passed behind the planet.     Entry was between Electris and 
Mare Chronium near 55° S, 183° W, and exit in the Mare 
Acidalium region ( Figure 13 A) near 60° N at longitude 
44° W (NASA,     1968b) or 34° W (Kliore  et al .,  1965 ).l
Local topography makes the exact location uncertain.
Pressures of between 4.1 and 7.0 mb and temperatures of 
about 173 K were estimated from the occultations, indi-
cating that Mare Acidalium was as     much as 5 km lower 
in elevation than Electris. Mariner 4 also found that any 
magnetic field was no more than about 0.3% as strong as 
Earth’s (Nicks,  1967 ).  

  Figure   9    shows the Mariner 4 image area, chosen to
include a variety of features, including, canals which 
might have been ridges or fractures. An early wish to 
include Syrtis Major in the imaged area could not be sat-
isfied with the given trajectory and flyby time.      Figures 
10  through 12 show the Mariner 4 images and outline the
areas covered by them on modern maps for comparison. 
The images were used by ACIC to create maps of the 
newly revealed features ( Figures     13  and 22). Just before 
the flyby, Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto, pro-
duced a map ( Figure 13 B) of the Mariner 4 image area 
(Tombaugh,  1965 ). This included     canals and also illus-
trated a hypothesis that oases (spots, mainly at canal
intersections) might be impact craters. This pre-mission 
map and Figures 1and 2 contrast strongly with the post–

might have been dropped into the atmosphere of Mars
after a late 1964   launch  . During its parachute descent it 
would obtain small colour images of the surface before 
impacting in a ‘sub-solar equatorial region’. No specific
landing site was identified, but if the probe could be
designed to survive the impact, it might search for signs
of   life  .  

      5 November 1964: Mariner 3 (United States)  

 The     first NASA Mars probe was Mariner 3, identical to 
Mariner 4 in its design and mission plan. The goal was to
fly past Mars at close range, taking images and studying
the atmosphere. The 261-kg Mariner 3 was launched at 
19:22 UT from     Cape Canaveral and entered a parking
orbit. The payload shroud did not jettison as intended. 
An upper stage burn placed the spacecraft in a solar orbit, 
but the extra mass of the shroud compromised the trajec-
tory, so no Mars flyby was possible. The shrouded probe 
    could not open its solar panels, so the battery power 
failed after 8.7 hours. Mariner 3 remained in an 0.82 by
1.615 AU orbit, inclined 0.52° to the ecliptic with a 
period of 449 days. At this early     stage in planetary navi-
gation, it was difficult to predict the exact time of flyby 
before launch, or the sub-spacecraft latitude and longi-
tude, so the areas on Mars which would have been imaged
by Mariner 3 were not identified. Images of Syrtis Major 
were considered   important   and might have been targeted,
if possible.  

      28 November 1964: Mariner 4 (United States)  

 Mariner     4 was the first successful Mars flyby mission.
The 261-kg spacecraft consisted of a 1.38 by 0.46 m 
octagonal frame with high and low gain antennae
mounted on the top and four solar panels on the sides,
spanning 6.9 m.     Attitude control thrusters were mounted 
on the ends of the solar panels. The spacecraft was 2.9 m
high. The scientific payload consisted of meteoroid, 
charged particle and cosmic ray detectors, a magnetom-
eter, and a single TV camera on a pointable scan plat-
form.     It was launched at 14:22 UT from Cape Canaveral
and entered a 184 by 172 km parking orbit inclined 28.3°
to the equator and was then placed on a Mars-bound tra-
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Figure 9 Mariner 4 images superimposed on the contemporary ACIC map, part of Figure 1.
Locations are matched to modern topography and are more accurate than contemporary maps. 
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Figure 10 Mariner 4 images  and locations.
The background is a mosaic  of Mars Global  Surveyor images.
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Figure 11 Mariner 4 images and locations, continued from Figure 10 .
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Figure 12 Mariner 4 images and locations, continued from  Figure 11.
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Figure 13 A: Mariner 4 image swath, terminator position and occultation  points. B: Map redrawn from an original by Clyde
Tombaugh, showing a pre-Mariner interpretation of the Mariner 4 imaging region (Tombaugh, 1965). It shows canals and 
hypothetical impact craters in the ‘oases’ at canal intersections. A crater at 3.5° N,  162° E in this region commemorates 
Tombaugh. C and D: ACIC maps made from Mariner 4 frames 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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trajectory. Because communications     were lost, the probe
deployment and carrier deflection burn may not have
taken place, and the vehicle possibly burned up in the
atmosphere of Mars, becoming the first human artifact to
reach that planet’s surface. Murray et al . ( 1967 ) sug-l
gested that this would have     delivered microbes to Mars
from the unsterilized carrier. This is very uncertain, but if 
it happened, the location on Mars of any debris is 
unknown, as is the landing site targeting strategy for the 
mission.  

      18 July 1965: Zond 3 (Soviet Union)

 Zond     3 was similar or identical to Zond 2, but a delay 
meant that it missed its 1964 launch window to Mars.
Instead it was launched as a technology test vehicle and
passed the Moon to image part of its far side, which had
not been seen   previously  . The launch from Baikonur was 
at 14:38 UT, and Zond 3 entered a 209 by 163 km park-
ing orbit inclined 64.78° to the equator with a period of 
88.4 minutes. It was injected into a heliocentric orbit 
which intersected the     orbit of Mars, but at a time when
Mars was far from that point. It successfully transmitted 
high-quality images of the lunar surface and was still 
transmitting as it crossed the orbit of Mars as a test of 
navigation and communications at planetary distances.
Zond     3 carried ultraviolet and infrared spectrometers,
charged particle and meteoroid detectors, a magnetome-
ter and a radiotelescope system. Zond 2 probably carried
similar instruments.   

  1968:     Mars Hard Lander Capsule Study

 General     Electric Re-entry Systems performed a study for 
NASA on a hard lander concept, designed to launch in 
the summer of 1973 and land in the spring of 1974 
(NASA,  1968a ). The mission would include an orbiter 
and might deploy its lander directly from the     approach
directory or later from orbit. The lander’s goals would be
to study the atmosphere during its decent, to take images 
on the surface, measure its composition and make mete-
orological observations. The orbiter would serve as a 
communication relay, image the surface for regional 
    mapping, especially over the northern hemisphere where 

Mariner 4 maps, beginning a pattern of cartographic evo-
lution which would pervade planetary     exploration. Plan-
ning would be done on the best maps available before the 
mission, and subsequent maps would record the mission
results. Often the final maps from one mission became
the planning maps for the next.

 Mariner     4 continued in its cruise until contact was lost 
on 1 October 1965, but its signal was regained late in 
1967. Several micrometeoroid strikes were recorded on 
15 September and 10 December of that year, energetic 
enough to change the spacecraft orientation and affect 
communications. Attitude     control gas was exhausted on
6 December, and all communication ceased on 21 
December 1967.  

 Other     missions had been proposed for this period,
notably a study by the TRW Inc. subsidiary Space Tech-
nology Laboratories (1962). This mission would have 
delivered an atmospheric entry probe to Mars in 1964 or 
1967, with two launches in 1964 and three in 1967. The 
earlier launches     would build confidence in the technol-
ogy but might not be expected to succeed. This mission’s
science goals were to improve knowledge of the size of 
the Astronomical Unit (distance between Earth and the
Sun) and the diameter of Mars.  

      30 November 1964: Zond 2 (Soviet Union)

 The     Soviet Union planned two Mars probes for the 1964 
launch window with the goal of landing an instrumented 
probe on the planet. The 960-kg Zond 2 was launched at 
13:12 UT from Baikonur and entered a 153 by 219 km
parking orbit inclined 65° to   the equator with a period of   
88.2 minutes. It was injected into a heliocentric orbit 
which would have arrived at Mars on 6 August 1965 
(MY 6, sol 326), 21 sols after Mariner 4, but communica-
tions were lost early in May 1965.     Zond 2 used experi-
mental ion engines for attitude control and carried a 
probe which would have been deployed on an atmo-
spheric entry trajectory by the carrier spacecraft. After 
the probe was released, the carrier was intended to have 
been deflected so as to pass 1500 km from     the planet’s
limb. Murray et al . ( 1967 ) argued that if the spacecraft l
had made a trajectory correction in the first 11 weeks of 
flight, as suspected but never confirmed, it would prob-
ably have been placed on an accurate planetary impact 
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Figure 14  A: The General Electric Hardlander Study landing ellipse plotted on the General Electric  Co. Mars map. B: The same
area portrayed on a USGS map based on Mariner 9 images. C: Enlargement of the ellipse area from the USGS Viking global 
mosaic with relief enhanced  using Mars Global Sorveyor MOLA data.
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position, a mistake copied from the ACIC map. The name 
of the topographic feature associated with Syrtis Major 
changed from Planitia (low-elevation plain) to Planum
(high   plain  ) when its elevation became clear in Mars 
Global Surveyor data in the 1990s.   

      25 February 1969: Mariner 6 (United States)  

 Mariner     6 was an upgraded 413-kg version of Mariner 4 
intended to fly past Mars with greatly improved instru-
ments. A version which could deploy a landing capsule
was initially considered for a 1966 launch (Arnold  et al ., l
 1964 ), but was not developed. Ten days before     launch,
while Mariner 6 was mounted on its Atlas/Centaur rocket 
on the launch pad, valves on the Atlas stage were acciden-
tally opened, causing a loss of pressure which threatened 
to deflate the flimsy structure. Two members of the ground
crew turned on pumps which     saved the rocket from col-
lapsing. Mariner 6 was moved to another rocket and
launched on schedule, and the two men who saved the
mission were awarded NASA Exceptional Bravery Med-
als. Mariner 6 was launched at 01:29 UT, and after 156
days it flew past     Mars at a distance of 3431 km on 31 July 
1969 (MY 8, sol 405), only a week after the Apollo 11
astronauts returned to Earth from the first Moon landing.

 Mariner     6 had a 138-cm-wide octagonal body, 46 cm 
deep, with four solar panels spanning 5.8 m, a dish
antenna on top of the frame and a low-gain antenna 
mounted on a 2.2-m tubular mast. Attitude control thrust-
ers were located     on the ends of the solar panels. Its 59 kg 
of instruments consisted of infrared and ultraviolet spec-
trometers, an infrared radiometer and wide- and narrow-
angle cameras mounted on a scan platform underneath
the body. The entire spacecraft was 3.3 m high. The 
    spacecraft used an analog tape recorder system which 
compromised the image quality and was never used 
again.  

 The     Mariner 1969 planning maps were versions of the 
ACIC map (Figures 1 and 2) augmented with features 
seen by Mariner 4. As the spacecraft approached Mars, a 
series of 49 images were taken over nearly two rotations,
showing the whole planet up to 70° N     more clearly than 
telescopic views of the time ( Figures 15  and 16). The nearly
full phase and low contrast concealed relief in these images
but showed albedo variations well. Twenty-six more 

illumination would be most favourable, take high-resolu-
tion images of selected areas, including the landing site,
and measure surface temperatures, meteorological char-
acteristics, seasonal variations and gravity. It was
assumed that this mission would follow a flyby     mission
in 1969 (Mariners 6 and 7) and an orbiter in 1971 (Mari-
ners 8 and 9).  

 The     orbiter would have a 60° inclination with 1000-km
periapsis and 33 100-km apoapsis, giving it a period of 
one Mars day. It would be synchronous over the lander, 
but not stationary because of the elliptical and inclined
orbit. If the lander was deployed from     orbit, the orbiter 
would image the landing site before landing, then stay in
its synchronous orbit for a few days to relay surface 
images from the lander. Later its periapsis longitude
would be allowed to move around the planet to permit 
broad regional mapping while the lander transmitted 
    smaller amounts of meteorological data directly to Earth. 
If the lander was deployed before orbit insertion, the 
landing site imaging would be taken later. The first 
images taken immediately upon landing would be trans-
mitted to the orbiter for relay in case the lander did not 
survive the     first cold night on Mars.

Landing     sites would be in the northern hemisphere to 
suit the seasons in 1974. Latitudes of 10° N and 20° N 
were studied for the mission analysis, but latitudes far-
ther north at 25° N and 50° N were also considered. A 
reference mission described     in the report placed the land-
ing near the prominent ‘mare’ (dark area) of Syrtis Major,
where the supposed ‘wave of darkening’ could be stud-
ied. This was still considered a possibly biological phe-
nomenon, and the surface imaging was designed to be 
able to identify     lichen-like organisms if they existed. The 
reference mission’s landing ellipse was centred at 10° N, 
273° W, extending 20 east and west of that point so that 
it included Syrtis Major to the west and Isidis to the east.
At that time     nothing was known about these areas.  Figure
13  shows the ellipse on the contemporary map prepared 
by General Electric, and a comparison map showing the 
surface with topographic details revealed in 1972 by 
Mariner 9, along     with a high-resolution view of the land-
ing ellipse. The General Electric map was based on the 
ACIC chart (Figure 1), with canals de-emphasized and a 
few spurious craters sketched in to reflect the recent 
Mariner 4 discovery of impact craters. In  Figure     13 A, 
Syrtis Major is displaced about 10° east of its correct 
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suggested that carbon dioxide would condense there at all 
altitudes.

Figure   1  7 A shows the area covered by Mariner 6 
near-encounter images. The topographic feature names
were not assigned until 1973. Small white rectangles in
that figure show the locations of narrow-angle frames.
Mariner 6 and 7 also obtained topographic information,
as the     ultraviolet spectrometers on both spacecraft meas-
ured ultraviolet radiation scattered by the atmosphere
(Barth and Hord,  1971 ). The amount of scattering varied
with surface pressure and inversely with elevation. This 
information was collected along swaths coinciding with 
the imaged areas ( Figure     17 B). For each swath in that
figure, a topographic profile is plotted against a vertical 
scale, with an assumed datum level indicated by a line. 
The low elevation of Hellas was revealed, as well as
small low areas now called Juventae Chasma     and Gan-
ges Chasma. The data for Argyre are difficult to relate to
topography, perhaps due to atmospheric effects and 
oblique viewing. Herr  et al . ( 1970 ) obtained similar 
results from Mariner 6 and 7 infrared spectra, including
data for Argyre with a better match     to modern topogra-
phy. They also described the complex topography now
seen to be part of the great canyon system and associ-
ated chaotic terrain.  

Figure   1  7 C is a detail from a US Army Map Service 
map prepared from Mariner 4, 6 and 7 images. It shows 
Nix Olympica and Kasei Valles drawn as if they were 
large impact craters. This interpretation is made explicit 
by the     camera team in NASA ( 1969 ).   

      27 March 1969: Mariner 7 (United States)

 Mariner     7 was identical to Mariner 6. It was launched at 
22:22 UT, and 133 days later it flew past Mars at a dis-
tance of 3430 km on 5 August 1969 (MY 8, sol 410), five 
sols after Mariner 6. As it approached     the planet it suf-
fered a loss of control, perhaps due to a venting battery,
but recovered in time to operate successfully during the 
flyby.  

Mariner     6 had flown over the equatorial region of 
Mars, but Mariner 7 was directed to a southern hemi-
sphere flyby. Imaging commenced over Meridiani Sinus,
giving an opportunity to search for changes in the week 
since Mariner 6 imaged the same area. The 33 images 

images taken during the close-encounter     phase of the flyby 
showed topography clearly, with resolutions as good as 1
km/pixel (wide angle) and 100 m/pixel (narrow angle).
Imaging commenced over Lunae Palus and ended in Sinus 
Sabaeus, a strip spanning 6000 km. A scan platform     slew
in the middle of the sequence allowed some additional
coverage north of the main strip. The area covered by these 
images is mapped in  Figure 17 . Apart from the numerous
craters, a few more enigmatic features     were also revealed. 
Valleys were also seen, but not clearly enough to be unam-
biguously identified as fluvial channels rather than tec-
tonic features. A large area of complex depressions filled 
with jumbled hills, referred to as chaotic terrain, was seen 
at high Sun angles, but its     regional context between giant 
canyons and vast outflow channels was not made clear 
until Mariner 9 extended the imaged area. 

 Post-encounter     cruise operations continued until 21
December 1970, involving tracking, the collection of 
10.5 hours of ultraviolet spectra of the sky including the 
galactic plane made on 12–14 August 1969, and a test of 
communication ability when Mariner 6 was at superior 
conjunction (    on the far side of the Sun as seen from
Earth) between late April and mid May 1970. Published 
suggestions that Mariner 6 observed Comet 1969-B are
incorrect. The post-encounter heliocentric orbit was 217 
by 212 million km, inclined 1.    8° to the ecliptic, with a
period of 636 days. In a final engineering experiment on
18 December 1970, the course correction rocket was 
fired, and the ultraviolet spectrometer studied the exhaust 
plume.

 Mariner     6 passed behind Mars after closest approach,
and its radio signal was cut off by the planet (Kliore  et al ., l
 1969 ). Just before the loss of signal, the radio transmis-
sion was affected by its passage through the atmosphere,
providing information about atmospheric pressure and
temperature and     surface elevation at the occulting point. 
The same information was obtained 20 minutes later as
the spacecraft emerged from behind the planet and its sig-
nal was reacquired. Night surface temperatures as low as 
–73° C at the equator were measured. The surface atmo-
spheric pressure was     6 to 7 mb, and carbon dioxide was 
confirmed as the main constituent of the atmosphere. The
inbound occultation point was in sunlight at 4° N, 5° W in 
Sinus Meridiani, and the outbound point at 79° N, 276° W 
( Figure     15 ). The latter point was in darkness where the 
long polar night was beginning, and measurements
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Figure 15 Top: The 0° hemisphere of Mars  as it was known after the Mariner 6 fl yby. The Mariner 6 near encounter images run 
east to west across the middle of the map. Mariner 6 did not observe the north polar region, which is shown here as in Figure 2.
Bottom, A: Mariner 6 far-encounter frame 6f38 showing clouds over Tharsis. B: Far-encounter frame 6f49, showing Iapygia and 
the large crater Huygens. C: Near encounter frame 6n21 showing craters in Sabaeus  Sinus.
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Figure 16 Top: The 180° hemisphere of Mars as it was known after the Mariner 6 fl yby. The  Mariner 4 images run north to south
across the middle of the map. Many of the small  bright spots are clouds. Bottom: Mariner 6 near-encounter image 6n14  (A)
showing chaotic terrain at 12° S, 35° W, and image 6n18 (B) showing craters at 16° S, 4° W.
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Figure 17  A: Mariner 6 near-encounter images. Small white rectangles show the locations of the narrow angle frames. 
B: Mariner 6 and 7 combined ultraviolet spectrometer topographic information (Barth and Hord, 1971 ). C: Part of an Army 
Map  Service map drawn in 1970,  showing two large features misinterpreted as craters.
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exhaust plume. The gases released were ammonia, nitro-
gen and hydrogen,     and the measurements were intended 
to simulate future studies of the atmospheres of the outer 
planets. Both Mariner 1969 spacecraft performed this 
experiment. The spacecraft failed due to the loss of atti-
tude control gas just before a final tracking attempt on 28
December 1970.

  Figure   1  9 B shows a pair of craters informally referred 
to at the time as the Giant’s Footprint. The larger of the
two is now called Vishniac, after Wolf Vishniac, a biolo-
gist at the University of Rochester who worked on the
Viking missions and died on     10 December 1973 during 
field work in Antarctica.  

      27 March 1969: Mars 1969A (Soviet Union)

 The     1969 Mars missions were to be orbiters, intended to
carry film cameras which could take 160 high-quality 
images. Each 4850-kg orbiter carried three cameras with
colour filters, two for wide-angle imaging, taking strips 
of images covering 1500 km on a side at   1  .5 km/pixel 
resolution, and one for high resolution, covering 100 km 
on a side at 100 m/pixel resolution. Launch from Baikonur 
was at 10:41 UT, but the mission apparently ended when 
a pump in its launch vehicle failed 7 minutes     into the 
ascent.   

      2 April 1969: Mars 1969B (Soviet Union)  

 This     mission was identical to Mars 1969A and launched
at 10:33 UT from Baikonur. One of six engines failed 
immediately, and the ascending vehicle lost control about 
25 seconds later and struck the ground several kilometres 
from the launch pad.   

  1960s:     Earth-Based Topographic Mapping  

 During     the 1960s, Earth-based radar studies of Mars
began to provide topographic information about the 
planet, which complemented the higher resolution
imaging by Mariner spacecraft. Some earlier authors 
had frequently assumed that dark areas were lower, as is
generally the case for the Moon (Otterman,    1967   ), and

covered a     strip curving southeastwards into Hellas, with a 
separate swath enabled by scan platform slews which
crossed the boundary of the south polar cap. The image
coverage is illustrated in  Figures 18  and 19, and images 
are     shown in  Figure 20 . Apart from the expected craters,
two anomalous areas were observed. Hellas was effec-
tively featureless, though whether this was due to smooth
topography or clouds was unclear. The south polar cap 
exhibited     strange curvilinear ridges and irregular depres-
sions, but resolution was insufficient to explain their ori-
gins. The cap boundary showed frost deposits on pole-
facing slopes and dark frost-free areas where slopes faced 
the Sun. Ice on the bright ridge at the top of  Figure     18 C, 
Pityusa Rupes, is visible from Earth as a small detached
bright spot as the shrinking spring ice cap recedes ( Figure 
141 ). This is the Mountains of Mitchel area targeted by
Avco in     1966 ( Figure 7 ). Mariner 7 also took 93 images 
over 2.4 rotations during the approach to the planet, which 
have been combined to form the background of  Figures 
  18    and 19. Phobos was observed in some of these images, 
in enough detail to resolve its size and shape, but not to
reveal surface features (Figure 196A).

The     combined Mariner 6 and 7 images were used to
create new maps of Mars. The US Army created a global 
map, part of which is shown in  Figure 17 C, and British
planetary     cartographer Charles Cross drew detailed maps
of the areas imaged at high resolution for the RAND
Corporation, where geodesist Merton Davies used the
new images to improve cartographic control for the 
planet (Davies,  1972 ). The Mariner 7 occultation points 
were at 58° S,   330  ° W in Hellespontus (inbound, day 
side) and 38° N, 149° W in Amazonis (outbound, night 
side) (Kliore  et al.,  1969 ). The occultation lasted for l
30 minutes and the results suggested that the Hellespontus 
site was several kilometres     higher than the other five 
Mariner occultation points. These points are illustrated
in  Figures 18  and 19.

The     spacecraft returned to its interplanetary cruise 
after the encounter and data playback. The post-encounter 
heliocentric orbit was 206 by 210 million km, inclined 
1.8° to the ecliptic, with a period of 609 days. Operations
included engineering and communications tests, stellar 
imaging tests and ultraviolet scans of the sky, including
the galactic plane. On 15 December 1970 the hydrazine-
fueled course correction rocket was fired for about 
80 seconds, and the ultraviolet spectrometer studied the
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Figure 18 Top:  Mars as it was known after Mariner 7. A: Mariner 7 far-encounter image 7f76 showing Tharsis, including the bright 
ring of Nix Olympica, interpreted at the time as a 500-km diameter crater. B: Image 7f90, showing Syrtis Major,  the north  edge of 
Hellas, and the large crater Huygens. C: Near-encounter image 7n17 covering the south polar carbon dioxide cap, with irregular 
erosion hollows (Sisyphi Cavi) at lower left and the ridges and troughs of the polar ice cap (Australe  Mensa) at lower right. 
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Figure 19 Mars as known after Mariner 7 (continued from  Figure 17 ).
Top: The hemisphere centred on 180 longitude, showing Nix Olympica and other features more clearly than in Mariner 6 images. 
A: Mariner 7  near-encounter frame 7n12 showing craters on the edge of the carbon dioxide cap. Sunlight removes ice from 
north-facing slopes and shading preserves it on south-facing slopes, creating a reverse lighting effect. B: The ‘giant’s footprint’
crater Vishniac (bottom left)  near the south pole in image 7n20. 
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Figure 20  Mariner 7 near encounter  images.
Small black or white rectangles show the locations of the narrow-angle frames. The Mars 2 impact site is shown in Hellas, on what 
appeared to be smooth plains. In fact the surface in that area was obscured by clouds.  The actual target may have been the
high-resolution frame. 
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      10 May 1971: Cosmos 419 (Soviet Union)

 The     Soviet Union launched three spacecraft towards 
Mars in 1971. This spacecraft, Cosmos 419, was intended
to orbit Mars, but not to deploy a lander like the two 
spacecraft launched in the following days. It carried an
enlarged fuel tank in place of a lander to     allow it to brake 
into orbit from its faster approach to Mars. The 4650-kg 
spacecraft was launched at 16:59 UT into a 174 by 159 
km parking orbit inclined 51.4° to the equator with a 
period of 88 minutes, but a command     timing error caused
its upper stage to fail, trapping it in the parking orbit. It 
reentered the atmosphere on 12 May. Because it did not 
leave Earth, its identity was concealed by giving it a Cos-
mos designation. This orbiter was intended to arrive at 
Mars before     Mariner 8, to become the planet’s first 
orbiter and to provide improved ephemeris data prior to
the arrival of Mars 2 and Mars 3 (Perminov,  1999 ).   

      19 May 1971: Mars 2 (Soviet Union)

 Mars     2 carried the first probe (after the uncertain fate of 
Zond 2) to enter the atmosphere of Mars and reach the 
surface, but the lander failed. Mars 2 weighed 4650 kg, 
of which 450 kg was the lander module and 385 kg the 
lander itself.     It was launched from Baikonur at 16:23 UT 
into a 173 by 137 km parking orbit inclined 51.8° to the 
equator with a period of 88 minutes. It was successfully 
injected into a heliocentric orbit with an aphelion of 
1.57 AU and     a perihelion of 0.99 AU, inclined 2.2° to the 
ecliptic which would have had a period of 530 days, but 
after 192 days it arrived at Mars. The spacecraft deployed 
the lander about 40 hours before entering orbit and then 
made an     orbit insertion burn on 27 November 1971
(MY 9, sol 563). The Mars orbit ranged from 24 940 to
1380 km above the planet, inclined 48.9° to the equator, 
with a period of 17 hours, 58 minutes. Because Mariner 
9 arrived     at Mars 13 sols before Mars 2, the Soviet space-
craft became the planet’s second orbiter.

 The     Mars 2 orbiter was intended to study Mars and
serve as a relay for the lander’s communications with 
Earth. It carried infrared and ultraviolet instruments to
measure surface temperatures and atmospheric composi-
tion, a magnetometer and a film camera system to map 
the planet. Like Luna 3 and     Zond 3, the spacecraft would

areas affected by surface frosts were interpreted as
higher despite some dissenting voices. The first radar
reflections from Mars (Goldstein and Gilmore,  1963 )
suggested that dark areas such as Syrtis Major were 
more radar-reflective, and light areas less so, and     Sagan
et al. ( 1966 ) now argued that the dark areas were high-
lands. Further work showed exceptions but generally 
supported this observation. Topographic profiles were 
first obtained in 1967 (Pettengill et al .,  1969 ), and then
at each subsequent opposition, gradually mapping
topography     in near-equatorial latitudes. Carbon dioxide 
spectra obtained from Earth (Wells,  1969 ; Belton and
Hunten,  1969 ) indicated regions in which more or less
of the gas was present, with lower values indicating 
higher terrain. Wells ( 1972 ) combined terrestrial radar 
    and atmospheric spectra with Mariner occultation data
and spectra to summarize topographic knowledge at that
time.  Figure 21 B is a composite of several datasets 
showing the limited understanding of Martian topogra-
phy prior to the Mariner 9   mission  . Some features
(Hellas, Chryse, Elysium, Isidis) are correctly repre-
sented, but others (Sabaeus Sinus, Syrtis Major) give
poor matches to modern data. The dramatic relief of 
Tharsis was only hinted at by these early observations.   

8 May 1971: Mariner 8 (United States)  

Mariner     8 was part of a dual mission with Mariner 9 to 
orbit Mars and make the first global high-resolution stud-
ies of the surface. Mariner 8 was intended to provide near-
global image coverage at about 1 km per pixel, with spot 
coverage at about 100   m  /pixel, from a roughly 1800 by
17 000 km orbit with an inclination of up to 80° and a
period near 12 hours, imaging near the evening terminator 
(NASA,  1973 ). Mariner 9 would examine albedo and var-
iable features from an orbit oriented to show the     surface
with higher Sun angles. After Mariner 8 was lost, Mariner 
9’s mission was adapted to obtain both types of data.

 The     998-kg Mariner 8 spacecraft was launched from 
Cape Canaveral at 01:11 UT, but its upper stage failed and 
it fell into the Atlantic Ocean. The spacecraft design was
similar to that of Mariners 6 and 7, but with its larger solar 
panels, each 215 by     90 cm, it spanned 6.9 m. Mariner 8 
carried wide- and narrow-angle cameras, an infrared radi-
ometer and ultraviolet and infrared spectrometers.
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Figure 21 A: Mariner 6 and Mariner 7 instrument scans (Stallkamp  et al.,  1971). The background map is from Mariner 9. 
B: Topography of Mars as it was understood before Mariner 9. Dark areas are lower than the average elevation and bright areas
are higher.  This map is  compiled from data published by Wells ( 1969 ), Belton and Hunten ( 1969 ) and Wells ( 1972 ).
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 Figure 22 A is a composite of Mars Global Surveyor 
topography and wide-angle imaging.  Figure 22 B     is a
Mars Odyssey thermal emission imaging system
(THEMIS) infrared mosaic of the landing region. The
surface was much rougher than the Mariner 7 images 
suggested. If the atmospheric entry angle was too steep,
the true landing target would have been farther east, 
closer to the centre of the Hellas     basin.

An     alternative location for Mars 2, at 4° N, 47° W, 
near Nanedi Valles, is mentioned in several places,
including the website of NPO Lavochkin, the spacecraft 
builder, in 2009. This does not correspond with contem-
porary accounts or orbiter trajectories and is obviously 
    incorrect. Because 47° W is 313° E the longitude at least 
appears to be a simple mistake.  

      28 May 1971: Mars 3 (Soviet Union)

 Mars     3 was identical to Mars 2 in design and purpose. It 
was launched at 15:26 UT from Baikonur into a parking 
orbit of 234 by 140 km inclined 51.6° to the equator with 
a period of 88.2 minutes and then placed     on a heliocen-
tric Mars transfer trajectory with an aphelion of 1.57 AU 
and a perihelion of 0.99 AU, inclined 2.2° to the ecliptic 
with a solar orbit period of 530 days. After 188 days it 
reached Mars on 2 December 1971     (MY 9, sol 568), five 
sols after Mars 2, and was placed in a 211 400 by 1100 
km orbit inclined 60° to the equator with a period of 12.7 
days. The intended orbit should have reached no higher 
than about 25 000 km, but     excessive fuel use during 
cruise prevented a full-orbit insertion burn, leaving the
spacecraft trapped in a high orbit. Periapsis rose during 
the mission to more than 2250 km by mid April 1972.  

 The     orbiter carried cameras like those of Mars 2, a
French-built solar radio receiver (1 m wavelength) as
part of a joint program called Spectrum 1, several pho-
tometers and radiometers to study atmospheric and sur-
face composition and temperature, an infrared spectrom-
eter, a magnetometer     and particles and fields instruments. 
Mars 2 and Mars 3 provided data until May 1972 on 
atmospheric composition and pressure, surface tempera-
tures varying from 286 K at noon to 163 K at night, and 
the weak magnetic field. The high-resolution imaging 
system on Mars 3     failed, so only low-resolution images
with 250 scan lines could be transmitted. Sixty images 

have recorded images on film, then processed and
scanned the film and transmitted the image data to Earth. 
The camera system included both wide-angle and narrow-
angle optics and apparently could resolve features 
between 10 and 100 m across.     Images were to be taken in
sets of 12, each 35 to 40 seconds apart, on each periapsis
during the first 40 days in orbit, with enough film on 
board for 480 images. Imaging was delayed by a planet-
wide dust storm and compromised by     overexposure, and
the spacecraft suffered telemetry problems which affected 
its images. It is not clear how many images were taken,
but none have been released. Magnetic field data were
obtained until as late as May 1972, and the mission ended 
on 22 August 1972 (    MY 10, sol 156) after 362 orbits.

 The     Mars 2 lander with its sterilized scientific pay-
load was designed to enter the atmosphere, then eject its
heatshield and descend on a parachute. The spherical 
lander carried a dual-panoramic television system simi-
lar to that of Luna 13, the second Soviet lunar lander, as
well as     instruments to analyze the composition of the
surface material and atmosphere and measure the tem-
perature, atmospheric pressure and wind speed. It also 
carried a small rover, described with Mars 3. The probe 
carried the Soviet coat of arms to the surface, as was the
custom     with all Soviet lunar and planetary landers.
About 30 meters above the surface, a braking rocket 
would reduce the velocity enough for a safe landing. 
The landing procedure failed, apparently because the
vehicle entered the atmosphere too steeply. The space-
craft entered the atmosphere near 44°     S, 313° W (Marov 
and Petrov,  1973 ), sometimes stated too precisely as 
44.2° S, 313.2° W, but the parachute did not deploy and 
the vehicle crashed within about 150 km of 45° S, 302°
  W  . The impact site falls within the area covered by Mar-
iner 7 images, which gave the impression that the sur-
face was extremely smooth. According to Alexander T. 
Basilevsky (T. Stryk, personal communication, 4 Febru-
ary 2009), this influenced the choice of target area. The 
latitude was     determined by the spacecraft trajectory, but
the longitude could be chosen to fall within the limited 
imaging coverage.  

Figure   2  2  shows the impact area in Hellas Planitia.
The circles do not reflect the true uncertainty in position, 
which is about 2.5° or 150 km radially from the given
coordinates. The site at 302° W lies well within the 
smooth area     seen by Mariner 7. The background map in 
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Figure 22 A: Mars 2 impact region in Hellas Planitia, with the atmospheric entry position in Hellespontus Montes at left. B: Mars 
Odyssey infrared mosaic of the Mars 2 impact area. The image is 250 km wide. The locations are centred on these circles but are
uncertain  by 150 km. 
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 The     Mars 3 orbiter obtained several crescent images 
of the planet, an image showing an elevated haze layer 
above the horizon, and at least two low-altitude surface
images ( Figure 25 ). Very few images have been released,
and     many were probably rendered nearly featureless by
the dust storm, though Argyre was faintly visible in Mar-
iner 9 approach images ( Figure 27 B). The two released
low-altitude images were presumably taken as the dust 
storm   subsided  . Their locations are tentatively identified
in  Figure 24 , which also shows the orbital ground tracks
on three periapsis passes when passive X band micro-
wave radiometry was used to estimate surface material
density and electrical properties. These are     taken from a
map shown by Carl Sagan at a Viking Landing Site Staff 
meeting (LSS 45) on 20 August 1976. Marov and Petrov
( 1973 ) plot temperature, pressure and water data along
these tracks, but show their locations slightly differently.
 Figures     25 G and 25H show these tentative image loca-
tions in more detail.  

      30 May 1971: Mariner 9 (United States)  

 Mariner     9, the first spacecraft ever to be placed in orbit 
around another planet, was identical to Mariner 8, but 
originally had a complementary mission goal. As Mari-
ner 8 mapped the planet, Mariner 9 was to observe areas
at regular intervals to search for seasonal changes,     from 
an orbit of roughly 1800 by 41 500 km inclined about 60°
to the equator and a period of about 33 hours (NASA,
 1973 ). After Mariner 8 was lost on 8 May 1971, Mariner 
9 was assigned the global mapping goal, which was
essential     for Viking landing site selection. It was designed
to operate for three months, but in fact lasted for 11
months and fulfilled many of the goals of both missions.
Mission details and image coverage maps ( Figure 26 )     are 
taken largely from Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( 1974 ) and
Steinbacher and Haynes ( 1973 ).  

 The     998-kg spacecraft was launched at 22:23 UT 
from Cape Canaveral, cruised for 167 days, arrived at 
Mars on 14 November 1971 (MY 9, sol 550) and was
placed in orbit with a periapsis of 1385 km and an incli-
nation of 65°     to the equator. Although it was launched 
later than Mars 2 and Mars 3, it arrived before them, 
becoming the first spacecraft to orbit Mars. Its instru-
ments were infrared and ultraviolet spectrometers, an 

were said to have been returned from Mars 2 and Mars 3
together, most of them from Mars 3. Some were taken
from near apoapsis on 10 and 12 December, 28     February 
and 12 March, and other data were collected at lower 
altitudes on 15 and 27 December 1971 and 16 and 22
February 1972 (Marov and Petrov,  1973 ). One of the
early lower altitude images showed haze layers on the 
limb ( Figure     25 D). The two orbiter missions were 
declared over on 22 August 1972 (MY 10, sol 156).

 The     lander was released from the orbiter at 09:14 UT
on 2 December 1971, shortly before orbit braking. It 
entered the atmosphere at about 13:49 UT and descended 
to the surface, making the first landing on the planet at 
13:52 UT.     A brief period of data transmission followed
the landing, lasting only 20 seconds. A global dust storm 
in progress at the time of landing may have contributed to
the loss of the lander. The signal included data from one
of the dual cameras, but it could not     be converted into an 
intelligible picture. It may have resembled the first lines 
of Luna 13 panorama 2 (Academy of Sciences of the
USSR,  1969 ; Stooke, 2007), which showed the second 
camera housing rather than the lunar surface. It has been
represented as     a view of the horizon of Mars, but that can-
not be correct. The lander carried a miniature walking
rover on a 15-m tether. Its ‘feet’ were two ski-like hori-
zontal rods, raised and lowered to step the rover forwards. 
Similar rovers were carried     on Mars 2 and Mars 6.

 The     Mars 3 landing site was within 2.5° (150 km) of 
45° S, 158° W. Ezell and Ezell ( 1984 ) say 45° S, 168° W,
but the Mars 2 and Mars 6 trajectory data suggest this is
    the atmospheric entry location. The landing area is shown 
in  Figure 23 . The site is at the corner of Mariner 4 image 
13 ( Figure 11 ). This suggests     that Mars 3 was targeted to
fall in the imaged area, because absolutely nothing was 
known about other parts of the surface in this hemisphere 
at the time. A likely target point might have been the 
smooth level area shown at about 41° S, 155°     W in an
ACIC Mariner 4 map ( Figure 23 B). That location, just 
south of Newton crater, would be at 44° S, 156° W in 
current (2010) coordinates ( Figure     22 A). Similarly, Mars
2 was targeted for the area in Hellas imaged by Mariner 
7 at this latitude ( Figure 20 ). The only other region previ-
ously imaged at this latitude was Argyre ( Figure     20 ), 
including a site sometimes mistakenly associated with
Mars 7 ( Figure 38 ). This may have been an alternative 
target for Mars 2 or Mars 3.
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Figure 23  A: Mars 3 landing area, uncertain by 150 km. B: Probable Mars 3 target area on  a US Air Force (ACIC) map based on
Mariner 4 images. C: Mars Odyssey THEMIS infrared mosaic of the landing area. 
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Figure 24 Mars 3 orbital remote sensing groundtracks (white strips) and identifi ed image locations. fi
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Figure 25   A, B, C, D, E and F: Mars 3 images provided by T. Stryk, modifi ed by P.  Stooke. G and H: locations of images (E) and 
(F), respectively. (A) is the image of 28 February 1972 in Figure  24 .
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 By     17 November 1971 some craters began to appear in
images as bright circles. The atmosphere cleared gradu-
ally during late November and early December, but clear-
ing ceased later in December before resuming at the end
of the year. Harold Masursky (USGS) was afraid that 
some regions     might never be seen properly.  Figure 26 A
shows the areas imaged during this phase of the mission. 

 In     January 1972 the air was clear enough for mapping
to begin. On orbit 96 the periapsis was raised to 1650 km,
increasing the area covered by each wide-angle image to
allow global mapping in the reduced time now available
to the mission after the dust storm.     The orbit period was
24 hours, so data transmission times were the same every
Earth day, and the same ground station, Goldstone, could
be dedicated to the mission. The periapsis longitude
moved eastwards on each orbit, completing a full cycle
each 38 orbits, a     little different from the original plan for 
a 35-orbit repeat time.  Table 4  lists the various mission
phases, and imaging coverage is shown in  Figure 26 .
    Systematic imaging began on orbit 100. Three cycles of 
imaging during the primary mission covered most of the
planet’s surface up to 45° N, with some additional imag-
ing farther north which was compromised by the hazy
atmosphere ( Figure   26   A).

 By     2 April 1972, Mariner 9 had taken 6876 images
covering about 85% of the planet. The north pole was
emerging from winter but was still largely shrouded by
clouds, a phenomenon called the polar hood. The first 
extended mission phase included re-mapping the south
    pole before it disappeared into southern hemisphere win-
ter night. A few images were taken in the following
weeks to monitor clearing, but the north pole could only
be properly mapped late in the mission. Several prob-
lems limited data return later in the mission, including
communication conflicts     at Goldstone due to the Apollo
16 lunar mission in the second half of April 1972. Opera-
tions were also interrupted when the orbit and attitude
geometry turned the solar panels until they generated too
little power. The bright star Canopus had been used for 
attitude control, but     the orientation problem was over-
come by switching to Arcturus and Vega. Between orbits
244 and 258, no data were returned due to computer 
problems, and after orbit 262, solar occultations began to
limit power. At the same time, the distance to Mars
increased as conjunction   approached  , reducing the data
transmission rate.

infrared radiometer and two cameras for wide- and
narrow-angle imaging, mounted     on a scan platform. 
Mariner 9 performed well in orbit until contact was lost
on 27 October 1972 (MY 10, sol 220). It is still in orbit, 
with an estimated de-orbit date of 2022. It obtained glo-
bal image coverage at 1 to     2 km/pixel and spot coverage
at 100 m/pixel. Only very small gaps in coverage
remained after this mission, as indicated in  Figures 42  
and 46. The images provided data for selecting the
   Viking landing sites and established the general under-
standing of surface processes and geologic history for 
Mars. Seasonal changes were monitored for half a Mars 
year. In addition, the satellites of Mars, Phobos and Dei-
mos were observed for the first time, with sufficient 
resolution to reveal     surface features (Figures 196 and 
197). Mariner 9 did not carry an altimeter, but its radio
occultations on nearly every orbit and estimates of 
atmospheric pressure from infrared spectra provided
rough elevation data which were used to create the first 
useful topographic maps of the planet. 

After     the loss of Mariner 8, the compromise orbit 
planned for Mariner 9 was referred to as ‘17/35’, mean-
ing that after 17 Mars days and 35 orbits, the groundtracks 
would repeat. Periapsis would be at 1250 km, to allow
A-frame (wide-    angle) images to overlap slightly. Over 
the course of one 17-day orbit cycle, a full latitude band
would be imaged, and the next cycle would cover a new 
range of latitudes ( Figure 26 ). However,     as Mariner 9
approached Mars, a planet-wide dust storm arose, hiding 
the surface from view. According to Ezell and Ezell
( 1977 ), ‘one scientist, in a bit of gallows humor, sug-
gested they must have visited Venus by mistake. This 
humor was     not well received.’ The small south polar cap
and a few dark spots were all that could be seen ( Figure 27 ). 
The spacecraft entered orbit unable to begin its mapping
sequences, so other observations were quickly   devised  . 
An orbit adjustment was made on the fourth orbit, and
instruments were calibrated on the seventh orbit. The
comparatively clear south pole was imaged, as well as 
dark spots in Tharsis, which turned out to be volcanic 
calderas elevated above the dust clouds on their gigantic 
    mountains. Meanwhile, new imaging sequences were 
planned to obtain science data during the dust storm,
including some limb images which revealed haze layers.
These images were taken during the period which came
to be called the reconnaissance phase.  
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hemisphere and generally smoother low-elevation plains 
in the north ( Figures 28      and 29). Its surface was studded 
with volcanic shields, including some of the largest vol-
canoes in the solar system. It was cut by large tectonic 
structures, including a vast canyon or rift valley system 
(Valles Marineris, named for the Mariner series of space-
craft),     and also by enormous valleys resembling dry river 
channels. The polar caps were revealed as water ice 
deposits several hundred kilometres across, covered by
carbon dioxide frost caps several thousand kilometres 
across in winter, underlain in both hemispheres by exten-
sive eroded layered deposits which appeared to preserve
    a long history of climate change.  

Figure   2  7  illustrates some representative examples of 
Mariner 9 images.  Figures 27 A and 27B are approach 
images showing the dust-shrouded surface, with dark 
spots hinting at the presence of the Tharsis volcanoes,
    and bright streaks revealing the immense canyons of 
Valles Marineris. A bright spot at the bottom of each 
image is the south polar ice cap, much smaller than it was 
during the Mariner 6 and 7 missions.  Figures   27   C, D, E
and F illustrate some of the dramatic discoveries of this 
first systematic exploration of a new planet. They show, 
respectively, the vast volcanic shield Arsia Mons, the
meandering channel Shalbatana Vallis, a small section of 
Valles Marineris     including Ius Chasma and Louros 

On     7 September 1972 Mars moved through superior 
conjunction, and communication was again interrupted.
A test of general relativity was undertaken before and 
after the time of conjunction, to examine the predicted 
bending of Mariner 9’s radio transmissions by the Sun’s 
gravity. This used a significant amount     of attitude control 
fuel, and early maneuvers during the dust storm had also 
used more fuel than expected. The limited fuel budget 
available late in the mission reduced the planned imaging
of Viking landing site candidates from 32 to 24, of which 
only 19 were imaged before     the end of the mission 
( Table 6 ,  Figure 40 ).  

The     second extended mission phase began after con-
junction. The objectives of this mission phase were to
monitor variable features, to complete the north polar 
mapping, and to image sites determined to be of interest 
to Viking, based on analysis of the primary mission imag-
ing ( Table     6 ). On orbit 458 a special task was performed, 
the imaging of a Soviet landing site at 44.9° S, 160.8° W
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory,  1974 ). This was the contem-
porary estimate of the Mars 3 landing location (    Marov 
and Petrov,  1973 ). The last images were obtained on 
orbit 676.  

 This     pioneering spacecraft revealed Mars to be a world 
intermediate between Earth and the Moon in its geologi-
cal complexity (Masursky,  1973 ), with a cratered southern 

Table 4.   Mari  ner 9 Mission   Phases

Phase Orbits Notes

Pre-orbit 30 images per day for 3 days
Calibration 1–15 Instrument calibration and initial imaging while planning

imaging strategy during the dust storm
Interim cycle 16–23 Further imaging as planning continues
Reconnaissance 1 24–63 South polar mapping, imaging of dust-free areas
Reconnaissance 2 64–99 Further imaging and orbit adjustment on orbit 94
Mapping Cycle 1 100–138 Mapping, 65° S–25° S
Mapping Cycle 2 139–178 Mapping, 25° S–25° N
Mapping Cycle 3 179–217 Gap fill, 30fi ° S–equator, and mapping, 25° N–45° N
Extended Mission Phase 1 218–262 Gap fi ll south of 45fi ° N, repeat south polar imaging, some

images of haze-covered north polar region
Conjunction 263–415 Relativity experiment, imaging hiatus
Extended Mission Phase 2 416–459 Mapping, 45° N–65° N (north polar collar)
Extended Mission Phase 3 613–673 No systematic imaging, targets of opportunity, Viking sites
Extended Mission Phase 4 674–676 Final imaging targets
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 Topographic     mapping was a very important goal of 
the Mariner 9 mission because of its importance to Viking
landing site planning. Low areas were desirable for land-
ing because the denser atmosphere would make the para-
chute more effective and increase the likelihood of find-
ing liquid water in the surface   materials  . Christensen
( 1975 ) combined results from Mariner 9 radio occulta-
tions and spectral data from the ultraviolet and infrared
instruments with Earth-based radar to produce the best 
pre-Viking topographic map. Now it was clear that the
cratered regions, mostly in the southern   hemisphere  ,
were higher than the northern plains, and that the vol-
canic provinces of Tharsis and Elysium were also ele-
vated. There was no consistent relationship between
albedo and topography. A preliminary version of this
map (Viking Data Analysis Team, c.  1972 ) is included in
     Figure 29 .  

      21 July 1973: Mars 4 (Soviet Union)

 The     next Mars launch window was in 1973, the original 
target date for Viking. When Viking was delayed until 
1975, the Soviet Union had another chance to land the 
first operating science package on Mars. A four-spacecraft 
fleet was sent to Mars in 1973, two landers     and two orbit-
ers intended to image the surface and relay data from the 
landers. The landers had to be flown separately from the 
orbiters in this relatively unfavourable launch window. 
The first was the 3440-kg Mars 4 orbiter, launched at 
19:31 UT from Baikonur     into a 179 by 147 km parking
orbit inclined 51.5° to the equator with a period of 
87.5 minutes. An upper stage burn placed Mars 4 on a 
heliocentric orbit with an aphelion of 1.63 AU and a per-
ihelion of 1.    02 AU, inclined 2.2° to the ecliptic with a 
period of 556 days.

Mars     4 arrived at the planet after a 204-day cruise and 
should have braked and entered orbit on 10 February 
1974 (MY 11, sol 10). The orbit injection rocket failed,
and Mars 4 flew past the planet at a distance of 2200 km, 
taking images of     an area north of Argyre including the
probable Mars 7 landing target in northern Argyre Plani-
tia. A scanning camera similar to those tested at the Moon
by Luna 19 and Luna 22 transmitted two low-resolution 
image strips during the flyby ( Figure     31 ), and another 
camera took 12 images on film (Sidorenko,  1980 ), which 

Valles, and eroded polar deposits at Sisyphi Cavi.  Figure
27 F is a high-resolution frame.

Mars     was found to be a world of superlatives, of geo-
morphological extremes, a ‘wonder world’ in Carl 
Sagan’s words (Sagan,  1994 ). Though it lacked the canals
of Percival Lowell, it was not the cratered clone of the 
Moon which Mariner 4 images had suggested.   The ques-
tion of life arose again as scientists contemplated the
widespread evidence for water on the surface, so Mars
became the target of a series of sophisticated robotic mis-
sions over the next four decades. USGS undertook a 
mapping program, producing the first global map of 
Martian landforms   at 1:25 000 000 scale ( Figures 28  and 
29) and a series of maps at 1:5 000 000 scale covering 
Mars in 30 sheets (e.g .  Figures     30 , 38A, 42). Special 
maps at 1:1 000 000 scale were prepared for potential 
landing sites ( e.g .  Figures 37 A, 38B, 45, 46A,   77  ). 
Despite the spectacular advances in knowledge of Mars
made possible by Mariner 9, a comparison of  Figures 
30 B and 51A shows how much detail north of 45° N was 
concealed by the poor atmospheric conditions     during this 
mission.  

 Geologic     mapping was also performed to establish 
the context of potential Viking landing sites, using meth-
ods developed for the Moon ( Figure 30 D). These maps
were based on interpretations of surface morphology 
and made use of a historical     framework similar to that
developed for the Moon in preparation for Apollo mis-
sions. The old cratered terrain typified by the Noachis 
region formed in the Noachian era. More lightly cratered 
and ridged plains such as Hesperia Planum formed in an
intermediate era called Hesperian, and the least     cratered 
plains such as Amazonis Planitia formed in the Amazo-
nian era. There was much controversy regarding the
absolute timing of the transitions between eras, but the
basic subdivision of time became entrenched in the lit-
erature of Martian studies. 

 The     Infrared Spectrometer (Conrath  et al .,  1973 ) l
measured thermal emissions from the surface and atmos-
phere, from which estimates of surface pressure and 
water vapor abundance were derived. These resulted in 
low-resolution topographic maps of much of the planet 
and suggestions that water was most abundant     over the
north polar cap during the mission. Dust particle sizes
and atmospheric pressure variations during the dust 
storm were also measured.
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Figure 26 Mariner 9 imaging coverage during the primary mission. 
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Figure 27 Mariner 9 images.
A: Image 01509677. B: Image 01497357. C: Image 08513514. D: Image 07615338. E : Image 07398688. F:  Image 08763869. 
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Figure 28  Mars as revealed by Mariner 9.
This hemisphere is centred on the 0° meridian and extends from Valles Marineris on the west to Syrtis Major Planitia (later referred
to as Planum) on the east. The giant canyon  system was hinted at in Mariner 6 images but fi rst seen clearly by Mariner 9 and is
named after the Mariner  series of spacecraft. The map has been adapted from US Geological Survey map I-961 by removing
some details and converting the map projection to Azimuthal Equidistant. The albedo markings are a composite of Mariner 9
observations made during 1972.

Figure 29  (opposite page): Top: Mars as  revealed  by Mariner 9, continued from  Figure 28 . This hemisphere, centred on the
180° meridian, includes the volcanic provinces of Tharsis and Elysium discovered in Mariner 9 images. Bottom: Topographic 
contours plotted on a cylindrical projection  Mariner 9 base map. The topographic data are a combination of Earth-based radar
and Mariner 9 occultation data (Christensen, 1975; Viking Data Analysis Team, c.  1972). Contours are 1 km apart with the  zero 
contour shown as a heavier line.
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Figure 30  Maps made from Mariner 9  images.
The surface of the planet was covered by 30 sheets of USGS maps at 1:5 000 000 scale. Here, part of sheet 4 (Mare Acidalium) 
centred at 45° N, 50° W is shown as a photomosaic (A), a shaded relief map (B), a map showing topography and albedo 
markings (C) and a  geological interpretation (D). 30A is an unpublished image index map, 30B is USGS map I-958, 30C is USGS
map  I -979 and 30D is USGS map I-1048.
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were developed, scanned and transmitted after the flyby 
( Figure 32 ). The maps in  Figures     31  and 32 show the area 
on Mars covered by these images, between Argyre and 
Valles Marineris. Mars 4 was similar in design to the
Mars 2 and Mars 3 orbiters and carried the same instru-
ments as Mars 5. During the cruise it operated     a French-
built instrument for solar radio astronomy and charged
particle studies.   

      25 July 1973: Mars 5 (Soviet Union)

 The     second probe of the 1973 fleet, Mars 5, was launched
at 18:56 UT from Baikonur and placed in a 174 by 159 
km parking orbit inclined 51.6° to the equator with a 
period of 87.8 minutes. It then entered a     Mars transfer 
orbit with an aphelion of 1.65 AU and a perihelion of 
1.01 AU, inclined 2.2° to the ecliptic with a period of 567 
days. After a 202-day cruise it arrived at Mars on 12 Feb-
ruary 1974 (MY     11, sol 12), and this time the braking 
rocket worked successfully. Mars 5 entered an orbit rang-
ing from 32 550 to 1760 km above the planet, inclined 
35° to the equator of Mars with a period of 24 hours, 53 
minutes, and operated for     only 22 orbits before failing
due to a loss of pressure in the transmitter compartment.

 The     instruments on Mars 5 were a series of photome-
ters and polarimeters for atmospheric studies, an infrared 
radiometer, a passive microwave system and a gamma 
ray spectrometer for surface studies, a magnetometer and 
the French radio astronomy and charged particle package
also operated by Mars 4 during   cruise  . The atmospheric 
instruments detected ozone in the atmosphere and atomic 
hydrogen at very high elevations. Mars 5 also carried two
cameras having resolutions from 50 m/pixel to about 1 
km and a scanning camera with a resolution of 3 km/
pixel. The cameras     took images on film and scanned the 
resulting negatives for transmission as earlier Soviet 
probes had done.  Figures 33  to  36  show the areas cov-
ered by all the imaging sequences, and the area for which 
surface data     were obtained by the passive microwave 
system and the gamma ray spectrometer, including the
Mars 6 landing site ( Figure 37 ). The compositions 
inferred from the gamma ray experiment resembled 
basaltic rocks, with more radioactive elements detected 
over     southern Tharsis than over the cratered southern
highlands (Surkov,  1990 ). The two framing cameras each 

took 12 images at periapsis on five orbits, on 17, 21, 23,
25 and 26 February, covering the area from 0° S to 45° S 
    and 0° W to 95° W. Some were scanned and transmitted 
at full resolution, others only at low resolution. Five pan-
oramic swaths extended from 5° N to 45° S and from 10°
W to 170° W. In all 108 images     were received, 43 having 
reasonable quality (Sidorenko,  1980 ).

Scientists     including Alexandr P. Vinogradov, Vasilii I. 
Moroz and Nadir B. O. Ibragimov, all involved in astron-
omy or planetary exploration in the Soviet Union, are
commemorated by craters in the area imaged by Mars 4 
and Mars 5 ( Figures     32 , 35, 37C). A crater named after 
the engineer Georgy N. Babakin is shown in  Figure 35 .
The Soviet Union published maps of this area derived 
from their images (Blunck  et   al   .,  1993 ).  l

      5 August 1973: Mars 6 (Soviet Union)

 The     third and fourth spacecraft of the 1973 Soviet Mars
fleet were the two landers, Mars 6 and Mars 7. The 
3260-kg Mars 6 was launched from Baikonur at 17:46 
UT into a 193 by 154 km parking orbit inclined 51.5° to 
the     equator with a period of 87.9 minutes. It was injected
into a 567-day, 1.67 by 1.01 AU heliocentric transfer 
orbit inclined 2.2° to the ecliptic. After two months a fail-
ure prevented further communication to or from   Earth  ,
and Mars 6 executed the rest of the mission in a pre-
programmed mode. It arrived at Mars after 219 days, on 
12 March 1974 (MY 11, sol 40), where the carrier space-
craft deployed its lander at a distance of 48 000 km.     The 
lander, now able to transmit its own data, entered the 
atmosphere at 09:06 UT, and the carrier vehicle flew on
past the planet at a range of 1600 km. The lander carried
an imaging system, atmospheric temperature, pressure 
and wind sensors,     an altimeter and accelerometer and 
instruments to measure atmospheric and surface compo-
sition. The carrier spacecraft instruments were an imag-
ing system, a magnetometer, solar wind, cosmic ray and 
micrometeorite detectors, and a French instrument for 
studying solar radio emissions and particles.  

Zezin      et al . ( 1975 ) illustrate the target, atmospheric l
entry and impact points for Mars 6. NASA was asked to 
provide Mariner 9 images of the Mars 6 landing target, 
and USGS produced the Mare Erythraeum map ( Fig-
ure     37 A) in support of this mission. The spacecraft 
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Figure 31   Top: Mars 4 image coverage in the 180° hemisphere. Bottom: Panoramic scanning  camera images from Mars 4,
provided by T. Stryk. The bright patch with a dark collar at bottom centre in each image is Argyre.
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Figure 32 Top: Mars 4 image coverage, 0° hemisphere. Bottom: Mosaic of Mars 4 images (P. Stooke). Argyre is in the  lower
left corner. The image coverage maps are plotted on the USGS base maps made from  Mariner 9 data, enlarged from Figures  28 
and 29. 
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Figure 33  Mars 5 image coverage in the 180° hemisphere (top) and one of five panoramic scans (bottom), provided fi
by T. Stryk.
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Figure 34 Mars 5 image coverage in the 0° hemisphere (top) and scanning camera panorama (bottom), provided
by T. Stryk.
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Figure 35  Mars 5 framing camera image coverage (top) and mosaic (bottom).
White outlines: Images transmitted only in low-resolution mode. Black outlines: Images transmitted in high-resolution mode.  Only 
one image is not shown, an almost featureless view of the limb in the vicinity of 20° S, 110° W. The background map is USGS map
I-810, based on Mariner 9 images. Mosaics by P. Stooke.
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Figure 36  Top: Mars 5 image coverage, continued from Figure 35. Bottom: Areas of gamma-ray surface composition data and
microwave surface density data. 
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entered the atmosphere near 23° S, 29.5° W, travelling 
eastwards. Its target was at 24° S, 25° W, but it overflew
that point. The     1200-kg lander reached the surface at 
09:11 UT at 24° S, 19.5° W (or 23.90° S, 19.42° W, but 
the location is uncertain by 150 km or 2.5° radially from 
    that point). The site could lie anywhere within  Figure 
37 C. The 10° difference between the longitudes of atmo-
spheric entry and landing recalls confusion in the litera-
ture relating to the Mars 2 and Mars 3   locations  , where
the entry point is sometimes mistaken for the landing 
point.

The     landing probe, which was similar to the Mars 3 
lander, operated successfully during descent and pro-
vided the first direct measurements from the atmosphere 
of Mars, including pressure, temperature, deceleration 
and winds. About 2.5 minutes after the parachute opened, 
the spacecraft stopped communicating     just before the 
expected landing time. The final measurements transmit-
ted showed a temperature of 230 K (–43° C) and an 
atmospheric pressure of 6 mb. Mars 6 is assumed to have
crashed. It carried temperature and pressure sensors and 
equipment to analyze the surface     and atmosphere, as well 
as a dual-panoramic scanning camera system like those 
on Luna 13 and Mars 3 and a small tethered rover like
that on Mars 3. Similar rovers were also considered later 
for the joint European/Russian Marsnet landers.  

      9 August 1973: Mars 7 (Soviet Union)

 This,     the last of the 1973 probes, was another lander. It 
was launched at 17:00 UT into a 193 by 154 km parking 
orbit inclined 51.5° to the equator with a period of 87.9
minutes. Its 1.69 by   1  .01 AU transfer orbit was inclined 
2.2° to the ecliptic with a period of 574 days. After a 212-
day cruise, it reached Mars on 9 March 1974 (MY 11, sol
36), four sols before Mars 6. The carrier spacecraft flew
past     Mars but released its lander about 4 hours too early, 
and the entry capsule missed Mars by 1280 km.  

The     landing target has been identified as 50° S, 28° W, 
for example, on the National Space Science Data Center 
website in 2010. This site on the rim of the 200-km diam-
eter crater Galle ( Figure     38 ) seems an unlikely choice as 
its rugged topography was clear from Mariner 9 images, 
and other information suggests a more likely target. 
When USGS made the map for Mars 6 ( Figure 37 ), they 

    produced another sheet for an area called Nereidum
Montes, 1200 km farther south.  Figure 38 A shows the
area covered by this map, and  Figure 38 B     is a detail of its 
central region, the same area imaged by Mars 3 ( Figure 
25 E). The surface appears smooth in Mariner 9 images, 
making it a reasonable target ( Figure     38 D). This area at 
45° S, 41° W was probably the Mars 7 target. The site
near Galle may have been misidentified due to confusion
between that crater and the 120-km Hooke, a simple 
map-reading mistake.     Alternatively, it may have been the 
Mars 7 sub-spacecraft point at closest approach, either 
actual or targeted, or possibly a backup site for Mars 2 or 
Mars 3, as discussed in connection with Mars 3.

  Viking     Landing Site Selection

 The     Viking site selection process is described by Masur-
sky and Strobell ( 1976a ,  b ), Masursky and Crabill ( 1981 ), 
Ezell and Ezell ( 1984 ) and Moore ( 1994 ). This section
also includes material from the papers of Thomas (Tim)
Mutch in the Brown University     archives and a draft report 
on Viking site selection (Ezell and Ezell,  1977 ) which 
contained details missing from other sources. The Viking 
mission was to search for evidence of present or past life, 
and water was considered the key. Attention was directed
towards     areas of water production (volcanic areas where
venting might occur), areas of collection (basins receiv-
ing flow as suggested by dry channels on the surface) and 
areas of storage (polar caps or the subsurface).  

 Selecting     landing sites was a difficult and time-
consuming task, not unlike the selection of Apollo land-
ing sites in the previous decade. Although the Apollo
case involved risks to human life which were not present 
for Viking, Apollo had the advantage of very high-reso-
lution images for     site certification. Viking would land 
almost blindly in comparison. The fundamental problem, 
as for Apollo, was to find a compromise between safety 
and scientific interest. When the process began, only
Mariner 4 images ( Figures 8      through 11) were available, 
and they contributed little except to establish the general
nature of the planet’s surface.  

 The     Viking Project Science Steering Group (VPSSG)
first met in February 1969. The Viking Lander imaging
team leader, geologist Thomas Mutch (Brown Univer-
sity), did not expect orbital images to reveal enough 
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Figure 37  Mars 6 landing site.
A : USGS map I-986 showing the landing ellipse. B: Mars 6  target area. C: Mars 6 impact area. 
D: Infrared mosaic of the target area, 50 km across. E: Infrared mosaic of the centre of the impact area, 50 km across. 
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Figure 38  Mars 7 target point.
A: Part of USGS map I-985 (Argyre), 1976. B: Part of USGS map I-1002 (Nereidum Montes), 1977. C: Mars Odyssey daytime
infrared mosaic of reported target point. D: Mars Odyssey daytime infrared mosaic of the more probable target in Argyre.
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was the landing site latitude range, between     30° N and 
30° S. This was referred to as the ‘Viking Zone’ in some 
documents ( Figure 39 ), by analogy with the lunar ‘Apollo
Zone’. Another requirement was to target lower eleva-
tions with     higher atmospheric pressure, both to enhance 
chances for life and to allow maximum parachute brak-
ing, though regions of low elevation could not yet be reli-
ably identified ( Figure 21 ). An afternoon landing was
preferred to allow some data     to be transmitted via the 
orbiter before it dropped below the horizon. The two sites
should be far enough apart to prevent radio interference
during communications and to reduce the likelihood of 
simultaneous dust storms over both sites.

 The     size of landing ellipse used for initial planning 
would be 400 by 840 kilometres, reduced to 300 km in 
length in 1972 and to 100 by 240 km in 1976 (Masursky 
and Crabill,  1981 ). Ellipses of many different sizes were 
illustrated in landing site documents,     generally getting 
smaller over time. Several lists of possible sites of inter-
est were presented by Working Group members at this 
meeting ( Table 5 a and  Figure 39 ).     Sagan ranked sites by
safety, Binder by priority, but their reasoning is not 
explained. Kieffer was honest about his choice – very
little was known about the Hellas region. Baum’s argu-
ment for geological activity assumed that the smooth 
surfaces seen in Mariner 4 and Mariner 7     images were
equivalent to the lunar maria. Uncratered terrain observed
in the first few Mariner 4 images ( Figure 9 ) might be
smooth enough to land on, and though Mariners 6 and 7
had shown mainly rougher   terrain  , Hellas appeared 
smooth ( Figure 20 ). Masursky and Smith mentioned the 
likelihood of finding water at their sites, probably based 
on small channels seen in Mariner 6 images of Pandorae 
Fretum and fogs or clouds frequently seen at     Nix Olym-
pica and Phoenicis Lacus.  

 The     Working Group recommended three sites from 
these lists for each lander ( Table 5 b), requiring that one
landing site be north of the equator and one south. Mis-
sion analysts quickly assessed them and found no prob-
lems.     On 7 December, Jim Martin chose two of these 
sites for further analysis and planning. They were Thoth-
Nepenthes at 15° N, 275° W for the first landing and 
Hellas at 30° S, 300° W for the second ( Figure     39 ). The
VLSWG met on 21 April 1971 to discuss Viking plan-
ning and to prepare for the acquisition and use of Mariner 
8 and 9 data. Masursky was concerned that Mariner data

detail to certify sites as safe, as Lunar Orbiter had done
for   Apollo  , but biologist Wolf Vishniac (University of 
Rochester) argued that lower resolution images could
still establish the geological context of a site and suggest 
its biological potential. He also emphasized the value of 
landing in both a dark area and a light area as revealed by 
telescopic     images (Figures 1 and 2), assuming these to be
different geologically, as on the Moon, or perhaps bio-
logically.  

 The     VPSSG met again in March 1969 and heard new
suggestions for landing sites. For meteorology a broad
smooth plain would be desirable, whereas biology and
chemistry considerations favoured landing in a warm,
low spot. At that time neither type of site could be identi-
fied, though     earth-based radar and spectroscopy were 
beginning to provide some data on topography ( Figure 
21 ). A ‘preliminary reference mission’ study used for 
planning purposes had described hypothetical sites in the
30° south latitude zone, but     without any scientific justifi-
cation. At this very early stage, the landing was sched-
uled for 1973, but in December 1969 NASA announced 
a delay until 1975.

 In     1970 a Viking Landing Site Working Group 
(VLSWG) was established under Thomas Young to select 
the landing sites. It first met on 2 September 1970 to con-
sider the needs of biologists, geologists and meteorolo-
gists. Although Mariners 6 and 7 had imaged some areas
at reasonable     resolution ( Figures 15  through 20), the 
serious planning could not really begin until Mariners 8
and 9 provided global coverage and more detail. Then 
the superior Viking Orbiter cameras would inspect inter-
esting sites at still higher resolution     just before the land-
ings. At the next meeting on 26 and 27 October 1970, the 
Working Group had to defend these cameras against 
severe budgetary pressure. Cameras might have been
dropped altogether. Gerald Soffen said ‘We have a 17–22
million dollar problem and the     Orbiter Imaging System
costs 25 million. Any suggestions?’ An option to re-use 
the Mariner 9 camera design was rejected, as its results
would be no better than telescopic images of the Moon.
Eventually the better cameras were retained.

 At     a meeting on 2 and 3 December 1970, the VLSWG
made a very preliminary recommendation for landing 
sites to give mission planners something to work with,
accepting that these would probably change as new infor-
mation appeared. An important engineering constraint 
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Figure 39 Early proposals for Viking  landing sites, December 1970.
The base map includes Mariner 4, 6 and 7 images.
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estimates of surface roughness and     texture and the
degree of consolidation from the dielectric constant. 
Viking needed loose surface material, not solid rock, for 
its arm to operate successfully, and a relatively smooth
but not dusty surface. 

Mariner     9’s mapping cycles are illustrated in  Figure 
26 . The first cycle covered an area too far south for 
Viking, but the second was of interest to the mission.
This took place between 22 January and 10 February 
    1972 (orbits 139–178). The third cycle, 11 February to 1
March, extended this, and the next cycle (2 to 22 March) 
completed the data collection needed for initial planning. 
At the same time Alan Binder combined the Earth-based
    radar data from oppositions in 1967, 1969 and 1971 with 

processing could take a year or more to complete, which
would be too     slow for effective Viking planning. Could
Viking funds be spent to speed it up? The answer was
yes. Tobias Owen mentioned that Soviet scientists were 
open to collaborating on site selection, a fact which saw
some data sharing in time for Mars 6 and Mars 7     in 
1973. Three weeks later, on 8 May, Mariner 8 was lost in
a launch accident, but Mariner 9 was launched success-
fully on 30 May, arrived at Mars late in the year and
performed well in Mars orbit, gathering images and
atmospheric data to     enable Viking planning to proceed.
Another important source of new data was earth-based
radar ranging, which allowed topography to be mapped at 
a regional level ( Figure 21 ). Radar also provided

 Table 5.  Cand  idate Sites Proposed by VLSWG Members, 2–3 December  1970    

5a. Individual member proposals

Proposer (comments) Site name Location

Carl Sagan (in order of decreasing safety) Chryse 10° N, 30° W
Xanthe-Niliacus Lacus 18° N, 45° W
Thoth-Nepenthes 13° N, 275° W
Trivium Charontis region 13° N, 195° W
Amazonis 10° N, 145° W
Aurorae Sinus 15° S, 50° W

Alan Binder (in order of decreasing priority) Isidis region 20° N, 270° W
Syrtis Major 5° N, 285° W
Niliacus Lacus 30° N, 35° W
Iamuna 15° N, 35° W

Hugh Kieffer (little known about this region) Hellas 30° S, 295° W
William Baum (areas of known geological activity) Amazonis 15° N, 155° W

Hellas 30° S, 300° W
Hal Masursky, Brad Smith (maximum probability of water) Nix Olympica 18° N, 140° W

Phoenicis Lacus 12° S, 118° W
Pandorae Fretum 25° S, 350° W

5b. Working Group recommendations

Mission Site name Location

A-1 Thoth-Nepenthes 15° N, 275° W
B-1 Hellas 30° S, 300° W
A-2 Niliacus Lacus 30° N, 35° W
B-2 Pandorae Fretum 25° S, 350° W
A-3 Amazonis 15° N, 155° W
B-3 Aurorae Sinus 15° S, 50° W

  Notes: A, B:  the two spacecraft. 1, 2, 3: three mission pairs in  decreasing priority.     
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Mariner 9 occultation measurements of atmospheric den-
sity to produce a preliminary topographic map of the 
Viking zone ( Figure 29 ). Now surface features and eleva-
tions could be used to     find safe landing sites for the first 
time. At a VPSSG meeting held on 16 and 17 February
1972, the available information was considered. Mars
had been revealed as a dynamic world with volcanic, tec-
tonic and possibly fluvial processes all contributing to a 
very varied landscape.     Many areas looked too steep or 
rough to land in.

 The     VLSWG met again on 25 April 1972, when a 
revised latitude limit (25° N to 25° S) was presented. 
According to Ezell and Ezell ( 1977 ), ‘The beginning of a
rift between believers in radar and believers in photogra-
phy began to show’     at this meeting and would continue 
up to the time of landing. Thirty-five sites of interest to
Viking planners were recommended for imaging by Mar-
iner 9 during its extended mission by the Viking Data 
Analysis Team (VDAT) (1972), based on images taken 
during     the main mapping phase of the mission ( Table 
6 a). The list was presented to VLSWG by Howard Rob-
bins, and the Working Group recommended that all 35 
sites be imaged using three high-resolution B-frames     and 
one A-frame at each site. Two of the sites had already 
been dropped by the time the VDAT report was com-
pleted, and their locations are not known. The constraints 
on landing site location at this time were the previously 
stated latitude limits, elevations     between 0 and –5 km
(using the very limited radar and occultation data then in 
hand) and surface roughness based on preliminary geo-
logical evaluations and radar data.

 The     candidate sites were evaluated after the meeting 
by George Recant, Tim Mutch, Bob Schmitz and Travis 
Slocumb, considering safety and science but with safety 
ranked far higher. Three of the sites were dropped as a
result, though it is not clear whether these three included 
    the two identified in  Table 6 . This revised list was passed 
on to the Mariner 9 project. A new version of the topo-
graphic map by Alan Binder suggested new areas of 
accessibility, and four new sites were     submitted for addi-
tion to the list on 9 June by Masursky, Binder and James
Gliozzi of VDAT ( Table 6 b). These were said to be ‘of 
paramount geologic/biologic interest’. Mariner 9 mis-
sion   constraints  , especially the limited attitude control 
fuel, reduced the number of sites actually targeted to 24, 
of which 19 were eventually imaged. These are indicated 

with an asterisk in the first column of  Table 6 . All     these
sites are illustrated in  Figure 40 .

 The     next task was to identify 30° by 45° regions for 
topographic mapping by USGS Flagstaff. It was still not 
clear that either Mariner 9 data or USGS funding would
allow full global mapping, so a more limited effort was
anticipated. However, global cartography,     both topo-
graphic and geological, was eventually completed by 
USGS along with detailed mapping of the most likely 
Viking landing sites. Eight regions were identified as 
being of most interest ( Table 7 a), and they became the 
    USGS map quadrangles which were screened for landing
sites ( Figure 40 ). The quadrangle list given here was pre-
sented at a Mars Geologic Mapping Conference held at 
USGS Menlo Park on 20 September 1972.

 VLSWG     met again on 5 August 1972, when Masur-
sky reported that topographic features were just starting
to become visible on the floor of Hellas, the last place to 
be shrouded in dust following the great storm. Interest 
groups representing different disciplines indicated their 
primary choices for landing   regions  . In the words of Jim
Porter, ‘with maps, overlays, theories and opinions 
abounding, an hour was devoted to allow each group to
indicate their primary regions’ (Ezell and Ezell,  1977 ).
The two most favoured latitude bands were the 15° N 
    zone and 0° to 10° S. The first lander would be targeted
for the northern zone, and the second for the southern
zone. Eight smaller regions in the map quadrangles were 
identified as the candidate landing areas ( Table     7 b) and 
were examined in more detail in the coming month ( Table 
8 ). These map regions and landing areas are illustrated in
 Figure 41 .

 Influential     biologist Joshua Lederberg now argued that 
higher latitudes should also be targeted, in an area exposed 
by the retreating polar cap, because water was expected to
be released as the cap melted. Lederberg had been con-
sulted by telephone on 5 August and had replied ‘I am 
    about to leave the U.S. for about a week, but on my return
will prepare a statement of dismay (for the record). Biol-
ogy is assertedly a prime goal of Viking. The M’71 [Mar-
iner 9] data surprised us by indication [    sic ] that Mars’s 
H2 O is principally poleward. Yet here is the box we are in 
for Viking ‘75: to be choosing “optimal” landing sites
within the least promising zone’. Lederberg’s expectation
that the retreating cap would release water depended on
the assumption that the seasonally     varying part of the cap
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 Table 6.   Mari  ner 9 Imaging Targets for Viking Site   Planning   

6a. Targets suggested by Viking Data Analysis Team (1972)

Target Location Comments

T-1* 15.0° S, 5.9° W Optimum dielectric constant
T-2 22.0° N, 27.0° W Smooth area adjacent to prominent scarp and cratered plateau
T-3 21.6° N, 40.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-4* 18.6° N, 34.0° W Plains region near plateau
T-5* 21.4° S, 44.5° W Plateau near ‘Red River’ (Nirgal Vallis)
T-6 2.0° S, 63.7° W Frequent white cloud occurrence according to ground-based data
T-7* 18.2° S, 76.3° W Optimum dielectric constant
T-8 21.5° N, 75.5° W Plains near mouth of large channel
T-9* 20.5° S, 142.5° W Plains near normal faults
T-10 2.5° S, 147.0° W Plains at mouth of braided channel
T-11* 4.0° N, 152.0° W Frequent white cloud occurrence according to ground-based data
T-12* 23.0° N, 153.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-13* 5.5° N, 164.3° W Plains near mesas and channels
T-14 11.3° S, 169.0° W Optimum dielectric constant
T-15 (deleted)
T-16 7.0° S, 187.0° W Caldera flankfl
T-17* 3.0° S, 191.0° W Plains
T-18 2.0° S, 203.0° W Plains
T-19 8.0° N, 207.0° W Optimum dielectric constant, variable feature
T-20* 8.0° N, 215.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra, variable feature
T-21 1.3° N, 221.4° W Smooth plains adjoining hummocky terrain
T-22* 14.0° S, 230.0° W Optimum dielectric constant
T-23* 21.5° N, 232.5° W Channel with ‘islands’ in plains
T-24 21.0° N, 245.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-25 16.0° N, 250.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-26 22.0° S, 251.0° W Dandelion crater (Tyrrhena Patera) – volcanic caldera
T-27* 21.0° N, 251.0° W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-28* 1.9° N, 253.4° W Frequent white cloud occurrence according to ground-based data
T-29* 22.0° N, 264.0 W High water vapor according to ground-based spectra
T-30* 6.2° N, 268.8° W Frequent white cloud occurrence according to ground-based data
T-31 10.0° N, 275.0° W Optimum dielectric constant, variable feature
T-32* 17.5° S, 288.3° W Upland, smooth intercrater area
T-33 (deleted)
T-34* 16.0° S, 331.8° W Smooth area with high dielectric constant
T-35* 17.4° S, 350.2° W Smooth area with high dielectric constant, near variable feature

6b. Targets proposed for addition to VDAT list, 9 June 1972

1 24.4° N, 59.1° W Channel outlet
2 20.5° N, 210.0° W Fractures and volcanic cones
3 9.8° S, 73.2° W Channel (canyon) floorfl
4 11.2° S, 32.0° W Upland cratered terrain adjacent to chaotic terrain (two options)

8.5° S, 59.5° W

 Note: The  19 sites identifi ed with an asterisk above and with white symbols in  Figure 40  were eventually  imaged by Mariner 9.     fi
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Figure 40  Mariner 9 extended mission imaging targets required for Viking planning ( Table 6), and USGS quadrangles 
screened for landing sites (Table 7a).
The base map shows the extent of Mariner 9 imaging during the primary mission.
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(depositional) sites, different geology at the two sites, 
unobstructed areas for meteorology, and relative proximity 
of the two sites to facilitate seismology (events     detectable
at both locations). Viking operational limitations now 
restricted the Viking zone to between 24° N and 25° S for 
the first mission, but the second mission was not restricted
to this range. Then on 19 October Masursky and William
Baum (Lowell Observatory)     recommended minor changes 
in six of the ten sites ( Table 9 ) to optimize Mariner 9 high-
resolution (B camera) imaging coverage. The lists provided 
by Ezell and Ezell ( 1977 ) differ from these only in     that 
Nepenthes was also designated ‘lower priority’.

 More     details concerning these sites were provided by 
Masursky and Strobell ( 1976a ). Site 4 (Uraniae) was to 
be moved to 9° N, 164° W to avoid a crater. Site 5 (Can-
dor) had an alternative location at 14.7°   N  , 79.3° W, and 
both it and the site at 80° W might be moved 1° to the 
southwest to avoid obstacles. The Candor site was not in
Candor Chasma, part of the giant canyon system, but 
north of it in     the upper part of Kasei Valles. Site 10 was 

consisted of frozen water, though it is now thought to be a 
layer of more volatile carbon dioxide ice. Nevertheless, a 
study was undertaken to explore the feasibility of landing 
between 65° N and 80° N. The low-latitude     sites imaged
by Mariner 9 were still being studied in detail as the high-
latitude site study was undertaken. On 27 September 
1972, the day before the next VLSWG meeting, Masur-
sky faxed a list of these sites to Tom Young ( Table     8 ). 
Geological maps of these areas were being compiled at 
USGS, regionally in the quadrangles listed in  Table 7 a, 
and at larger scale using the best available images. Masur-
sky’s sites included a prime     (highest ranked) site in each
of the two latitude bands and several alternatives. Those
which differ from  Table 9  sites are shown in  Figure 41 .

 At     the 28 September 1972 VLSWG meeting, the far 
northern site idea was rejected on technical and economic
grounds. Sites in the 30° N to 30° S zone were discussed 
and ten were recommended: six for the first lander, four for 
the second ( Table     9 ). The selection criteria mentioned at 
this time were evidence of water, low altitude, ‘river delta’ 

 Table 7.   USGS   Landing Region Quadrangles and Landing Site Areas, 1972

7a. USGS quadrangles screened for Viking landing sites, 1972 (Figure 40)

Quadrangle number Coordinate range Name

8 0°–30° N, 135°–180° W Amazonis
10 0°–30° N, 45°–90° W Lunae Palus
11 0°–30° N, 0°–45° W Oxia Palus
14 0°–30° N, 225°–270° W Amenthes
16 0°–30° S, 135°–180° W Memnonia
19 0°–30° S, 0°–45° W Margaritifer Sinus
22 0°–30° S, 225°–270° W Mare Tyrrhenum
23 0°–30° S, 180°–225° W Aeolis

7b. Candidate landing regions selected by VLSWG on 4–5 August 1972 (Figure 41)

Region number Coordinate range Name

1 13°–24° N, 150°–175° W Amazonis
2 13°–24° N, 33°–83° W Chryse – Lunae Palus
3 13°–24° N, 237°–276° W Amenthes
4 0°–10° S, 150°–165° W Memnonia
5 0°–10° S, 180°–200° W Aeolis
6 15°–20° S, 33°–38° W Aureum
7 20°–25° S, 248°–253° W Hesperia
8 17°–25° S, 185°–190° W Ma’adim Vallis
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listed as 7.6° S, 177.6° W, and two ellipses were men-
tioned, the second presumably listed in  Table 9 . Sites     2
and 6 from  Table 9  were dropped, and two more were
added in November. These were Site 11, Amenthes at 
20° N, 253° W, and Site 12, Hesperia (informally called
    the Dandelion, now Tyrrhena Patera) at 16° S, 251° W.
Hesperia was soon dropped from consideration. Geo-
logic maps were prepared of the remaining sites, and two 
landing site scenarios were described ( Table 10 ).     All 
these sites are shown in  Figures 41  and 42.

 The     VLSWG met on 4 and 5 December 1972 to pick 
the primary and secondary landing sites for each lander. 
The prime and backup sites in the lower latitudes were 
chosen after much debate ( Table 11 ). The site numbers
    refer to  Table 9 . The north polar region was again under 
consideration after forceful lobbying by Lederberg, so
prime and backup sites would now be needed at high
latitudes. The strategy would be to send the     first lander to 
a low-latitude site and the second lander to a high-latitude
site only if the first succeeded. NASA had wanted to 

 Table 8.   Masu  rsky’s  Landing Site List of 27 September 1972

8a. Northern tier candidate sites (A mission)

Number Site designation Description Location Name

1 Prime Alluvial 19.5° N, 34.0° W Chryse
2 First backup Volcanic plain 18.0° N, 65.0° W Lunae Palus
3 Second backup Alluvial 19.0° N, 233.0° W Aethiopis
4 Third backup Aeolian plain 20.0° N, 158.0° W Eumenides

8b. Central/southern tier candidate sites (B mission)

Number Site designation Description Location Name

1 Prime if A lands Volcanic plain 17.0° S, 136.0° W Memnonia
2 Prime if A fails Aeolian plain 3.7° S, 185.5° W Zephyria
3 First backup Alluvial – aeolian 2.0° N, 148.0° W Amazonis
4 Second backup Upland volcanics 16.0° S, 252.0° W Hesperia (Dandelion)
5 Third backup Terra plain 13.0° S, 33.0° W Aureum

  Table 9:   Cand  idate Viking Sites, September and October  1972

Spacecraft Site

28 September 19 October

Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude

Mission A
*Site 2: lower
 priority

Eumenides 1 20° N 158° W 21° N 157° W
Lunae Palus 2* 20° N 77° W 19° N 65° W
Chryse 3 19.5° N 34.0° W no change
Uraniae 4 12° N 158° W 8° N 163° W
Candor 5 12° N 77° W 10° N 80° W
Nepenthes 6 12° N 267° W 10° N 269° W

Mission B Amazonis 7 2° S 148° W no change
Zephyria 8 2° S 186° W no change
Memnonia 9 9° S 144° W 9° S 141° W
Aquae Apollinares 10 9° S 181° W no change
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further consideration, six     sites were approved by the 
Working Group at a meeting in February 1973 ( Table 13 ,
 Figure 43 ). Site numbers above 10 in these lists are not 
always   consistent  . Ezell and Ezell ( 1977 ) reported that 
‘some unknown person suggested that when ultimately
chosen the mission B site should be called “Crisis 
Continuum”, but at higher levels that sense of levity was
not shared’.

The     northern locations seemed favourable to water, 
but not water in liquid form because of the very low tem-
peratures. That consideration eventually caused even 
Lederberg to abandon the high-latitude site he had pro-
moted. A compromise was to move into northern mid-
latitudes, about 40° N to     55° N, where there was a chance
that temperatures could rise high enough to melt water in 
the surface materials. The Working Group met again on 
2 April and considered a list of midlatitude sites pre-
sented by Tom Young ( Table     14 ).  

 The     Working Group members eventually selected two
sites in the 40° to 45° N latitude zone, Site 16 (Cydonia) 
and Site 17 (Alba) (Masursky and Strobell,  1976b ). 
VPSSG were responsible for designating 16 as prime 
and 17 as backup. Eventually     a region near site 20, first 
identified at this time, became the Viking 2 landing site.
For now, though, the four Viking sites, two primary and 

announce the selected sites in December 1972, but the
ongoing analysis delayed the choice until the following
spring.

 A     backup target for Viking 1 and the question of going 
farther north were considered well into the early months 
of 1973. An ad hoc group met on 14 December 1972 to 
select high-latitude sites and chose five ( Table   12   ,  Figure
43 ) for further consideration by the VLSWG.

 Lederberg’s     wish for a high-latitude landing site did 
not meet with much approval among members of the 
VLSWG, both because it affected orbital operations and 
because so little was known about the surface at those
latitudes. Low-latitude sites had the advantage of Earth-
based measures of     radar reflectivity, an indicator of sur-
face roughness. The strongest support came from biolo-
gists who expected to find water in the surface materials
at the far northern latitudes. In the end a polar option was 
maintained in addition to the low-latitude target. After 

 Table 10.   Viki  ng Site  Scenarios from Masursky and 
Strobell ( 1976a )

Scenario Mission Site

I

Mission A prime site 3 – Chryse
Mission B prime site 9 – Memnonia
Mission A backup site 1 – Eumenides
Mission B backup site 10 – Aquae Apollinares

II

Mission A prime site 7 – Amazonis

Mission B prime site (not chosen)

Mission A backup site 5 – Candor 
(or 4 – Uraniae)

Mission B backup site 7 – Amazonis 
(or 8 – Zephria)

 Table 11.   Viki  ng Prime  and Backup Landing Sites, December 1972    

Mission Site Comments Location

Mission A prime 3 Chryse 19.5° N, 34° W
Mission A backup (no consensus) 12 Eumenides (weak surface?)

Lunae Palus (too high?)
21° N, 157° W
19° N, 65° W

Mission B prime 10 Apollinaris 9° S, 181° W
Mission B backup 9 Memnonia 9° S, 144° W

 Table 12.   Viki  ng High Latitude Sites,  December 1972

Site Name Location

12 Ortygia 73° N, 350° W
13 Uchronia 74° N, 225° W
14 Cedron 63° N, 0° W
15 Scandia 63° N, 85° W
16 (not named) 63° N, 160° W
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Figure 41  A: Viking site candidates chosen in late 1972. Alternative locations are taken from Table 9  and the text. Two unlabelled
ellipses in  Figure 41B are examples of alternative ellipses illustrated by Masursky and Crabill ( 1981). The base maps are USGS
maps I-955 (41B) and I-925 (41C). 
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Figure 42 Viking sites (continued from  Figure 41 ).
The base maps are USGS maps I-1000 (42A), I-1123 (42B), I-967 and I-1024 (42C), I-956 ( 42D ), and I-1075 (42E ). Maps 42B, D 
and E include a low-resolution albedo overlay from USGS map I-961. 
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(8.5°     S, 4° S, and 4° N to 6° N) that could be observed 
from August to November 1975. The B sites were too far 
north for radar studies from Earth, so these C sites ( Table 
    16 ,  Figure 46 ) were now favoured for the second lander.
Moore ( 1994 ) said that four equatorial sites were consid-
ered, perhaps including a second ellipse in C-1.     

  Viking     1 Site Certification  

 The     Viking landing sites were chosen using Mariner 9
data which were not adequate to ensure a site’s safety or 
to understand its geology. Viking images with greatly
improved resolution, and other data such as Earth-based 
radar estimates of surface roughness, would be used to 
certify     the sites as safe or to search for alternatives. This 
section is based on the minutes of the Landing Site Staff 
(LSS, the Viking team members responsible for site cer-
tification), kindly provided by Norman Crabill.

 The     process began as the Viking 1 spacecraft was 
approaching Mars. On 6 June 1976 the radar data for site 
A-1 were assessed at a Preliminary Radar Assessment 
meeting. Carl Sagan summed up the situation, saying
‘we are fantastically ignorant of factors that could be 
    fatal to a successful landing’. Mariner 9 pre-dawn tem-
peratures were used to calculate thermal inertia and infer 
‘blockiness’, the number of rocks in a given area on the
surface. These new data suggested that C-1 was free of 
rocks. Mariner 9 images suggested that     A-1 was covered
with sand sheets and channel deposits, C-1 by small cra-
ters, and A-2 by knobby hills and craters. Radar data
were considered for A-1, A-2, C-1 and a comparison site 
at   1  .3° N, 90° W in Syria Planum. The southern half of 
the A-1 ellipse and the middle part of A-2 were crossed 
by radar ground tracks, and the A-1 radar showed a 

two backup, had been decided. The selection allowed
USGS to plan its mapping program and     mission planners
to define the trajectories, orbits and procedures necessary 
for each site. The sites were announced publicly on 
7 May 1973 and are listed in  Table 15  and portrayed in
Figure     45 . The site numbers used previously were now
replaced with alphanumeric designations: A-1, B-2 and 
so on. Tom Young called the site selection process trau-
matic: ‘We really thought we were embarking on a rea-
sonably simple task … and     the one thing that we very 
rapidly found out was that there was … divergence of 
knowledge and opinion on Mars’ (Ezell and Ezell 
1977 ).

 After     that selection was made, continuing analysis of 
the available data provoked some new thoughts about 
landing sites. Confidence in the Mission B sites at 44° N
waned, and ‘C sites’ near and just south of the equator 
were studied again. The desire was to     find extremely safe
sites for use if radar data or Viking cameras revealed the 
A and B sites to be unusable. The C site subcommittee
met in December 1974 and again on 6 February 1975 and
recommended radar studies of three latitude zones 

Table 13.   Six    Viking Landing Sites, February 1973

Mission Site Location

Mission A primary  3 19.5° N, 34.0° W Chryse
Mission A backup 11 20.0° N, 252.0° W Tritonis Lacus
Mission B, polar option, primary 12 73.0° N, 350.0° W Ortygia
Mission B, polar option, backup 13 73.5° N, 221.5° W Uchronia
Mission B, equatorial option, primary 10 9.0° S, 181.0° W Apollinaris
Mission B, equatorial option, backup  9 9.0° S, 144.0° W Memnonia

Table 14.   Midl  atitude Sites  Presented by Tom Young,
2 April 1973    

Latitude zone Site Location

40°–45° N 16 44.3° N, 10.0° W
17 44.2° N, 110.0° W
20 44.0° N, 256.0° W

50°–55° N 18 51.0° N, 7.8° W
19 52.0° N, 135.0° W
21 55.0° N, 73.0° W
22 55.0° N, 5.0° W
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Figure 43 Potential Viking landing sites.
The high-latitude sites are numbered, and the midlatitude sites are numbered in parentheses. A and B sites are the prime and 
backup sites for the fi rst and second missions, respectively. C sites are the radar-safe equatorial sites. The white line delineates
the southern limit of the mantled region described by Soderblom et al. ( 1973).
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Figure 44  Details of high-latitude and midlatitude landing  sites from  Tables 12 and 14  (numbers in parentheses 
correspond to Figure 43  and are ordered as in Table 14).
Each view is a mosaic of Viking images showing more detail than was available to mission planners at the time. The mosaic
squares are 120 km across, spanning 2° in latitude.
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the meeting, with their root mean square slopes, are listed 
in  Table 18 .     Henry (Hank) Moore (USGS) argued that 
A-2 was preferred over A-1 from the radar results.  

Viking     1 was now nearing Mars, and the third LSS
meeting (LSS 3) on June 20 reviewed approach images 
and image-processing capabilities, which would be 
stretched to the limit by the coming weeks of activity. At 
LSS 4 the next day the final approach images, including 
    colour composites, were discussed. Bradford Smith 
urged the group to use the official IAU names for fea-
tures (Arsia Mons, Olympus Mons) rather than the infor-
mal or traditional names (South Spot, Nix Olympica)
that most people were still more familiar with. The new 
    IAU nomenclature was introduced in 1973 but was not 
yet entrenched in literature or memory. Viking 1 entered
orbit safely on 19 June (MY 12, sol 178), and the first 
orbital images from the Viking cameras, a vast 
improvement over Mariner 9 data, were     received on 22 
June. At LSS 5 on that date the meeting began while the
team were still awaiting those images and planning their 
processing and analysis. According to the minutes, ‘the
meeting was adjourned on a euphoric note due to the 
startling clarity of the P3     pictures coming in’. P3 (periap-
sis 3) was the imaging sequence which produced the first 
data from orbit, targeted for the A-1 ellipse ( Figure 47 ).

The     new images were clear, but they showed a com-
plex and rough surface, etched by erosion in places and 
cut by fractures in others ( Figure 48 F). Was there a safe
landing ellipse in the A-    1 region? Some irregular pits 
suggested thermokarst, hollows produced by melting 
ground ice. At LSS 6 on 23 June, Carl Sagan asked
whether Viking would melt its way down through an icy 
surface. Hugh Kieffer showed it would not, as the lander 
decreased solar heating     by shading more than it added 
heat by thermal radiation. 

smooth patch on the floor of Ares     Vallis south of A-1 
(A1-SW in  Figure 47 ). One point of concern was whether 
the C sites might be too high for effective use of the para-
chute, which needed an adequate depth of     atmosphere to 
provide sufficient braking. New analyses of radar altim-
etry and Mariner 9 occultation data suggested that C-1 at 
least was adequate. The list of potential C ellipses is 
given in  Table 17  and illustrated     in  Figure 46 . A poll of 
the meeting showed that the A latitude (20° N) was pre-
ferred over the C latitude (5° S).  

 The     first LSS meeting was held on 16 June as the first 
Viking Orbiter 1 approach images became available and 
atmospheric conditions could be monitored. Morning 
clouds were reported around Nix Olympica (Olympus 
Mons) and Chryse, but were expected to clear by the after-
noon. By the     second meeting on 17 June, these were shown
to be artifacts of interpretation caused by incorrect bright-
ness estimates, not real clouds, but changes probably due
to real clouds were observed over South Spot (Arsia Mons) 
and fog or frost at Memnonia. Meetings were held nearly 
    every day from now on, putting great pressure on the peo-
ple and computer systems at JPL and USGS Flagstaff.

 Another     radar assessment meeting was held on 18
June to consider the A-1 and A-2 sites. The radar now 
suggested that the region just south of A-1 might be
rougher than desired, but that a region northeast of there 
(A-    1 R,  Figure 47 ) was smoother. The sites discussed at 

 Table 15. Viki  ng  Landing Sites, April 1973    

Mission Site Name Location

Mission A, primary A1    3 Chryse 19.5° N, 34.0° W
Mission A, backup A2  11 Tritonis Lacus 20.0° N, 252.0° W
Mission B, primary B1   16* Cydonia 44.3° N, 10° W
Mission B, backup B2   17 Alba 44.2° N, 110° W

    *  Site 16 refers to  Table 14 ,  not  Table 12 .     

 Table 16. Viki  ng C  Sites, 1975

Site Name Location

C-1 Capri 6° S, 43° W
C-2 Meridiani Sinus 5° S, 5° W
C-3 Schiaparelli 5° S, 345° W
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Figure 45  Viking primary (1) and backup (2) site ellipses for the A and B missions.
The smaller  ellipses are located according to  Table 15 and sized to match Masursky and Crabill ( 1981 ). The two larger ellipses 
are from Klein et al . (1976). The size differences refl ect changing estimates of landing accuracy. Portrayals of Viking ellipses vary
considerably from source to source. Two additional ellipses from the LSS 12 meeting are shown at A2. The base maps are USGS 
maps I-983 (45A), I-1055 (45B), I-988 (45C) and I-963 (45D). Masursky and Crabill ( 1976) show the B2 ellipse at Alba moved
about 20 km to the northwest. 
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different periapsis longitudes until     it arrived at its desti-
nation. That would take several days for a distant site. 
For A-1, the Viking images were far superior to Mari-
ner 9 data. Harold Masursky described the process of try-
ing to fit a landing ellipse among the various obstacles on 
photomosaics     and hazard maps: ‘We are moving the 
ellipse around to avoid islands, craters, ejecta blankets 
and etched terrain. The current location is about 19.35°
N, 32.5° W, centered in a cratered lunar mare type terrain
unit.     Many successful landings have been made on the
Moon in that kind of unit’. The new ellipse location 
shown in  Figure 47  was called A-1 adjusted, A-1S or 
A-1R.     The original site was now called A-1 nominal. 
Masursky called his process of sliding ellipses around 
the maps ‘cosmic ice hockey’.  

 The     next day, 26 June, at LSS 9, the group considered 
landing options. They could collect more data to the 
northwest of A-1, or move to A-2. A landing on the bicen-
tennial holiday, 4 July, was rejected because the     sites
were rough and not understood, so lander-scale obstacles 
could not be extrapolated from orbital images with about 
40 m/pixel resolution. The possibility of a 4 July landing 
had been suggested in 1970 when trajectory analysis
suggested that period as a likely landing   date  . Despite an
obvious desire to land on such an iconic date, Martin was 
afraid that the landing ‘would have been lost among the 
tall ships’, upstaged by all the other festivities. Also,
images of B-1 and C-1 were needed in     the near future, 
mitigating against A-2. This was needed because the 
Viking 2 periapsis latitude had to be decided soon. There 
was a risk of having two landers in orbit simultaneously 
if Viking 1 did not land before July 25, which made it 
likely     one would have to land after solar conjunction on 
25 November 1976. C sites could not be used after con-
junction because surface temperatures would be too 
warm, but Viking 1 could go to C-1 first if necessary.  

 Meeting     LSS 10 was held on 27 June, mainly to dis-
cuss images and mapping. A new dataset was presented,
maps of clouds observed at Lowell Observatory from 
1907 to 1958 and also seen in red light in 1969. They 
suggested both A-1 and   A  -2 would be mainly clear. At 
LSS 11 on 28 June, another source of data was men-
tioned, a stellar occultation by Mars observed the month 
before which provided an atmospheric density profile 
superior to the previous best by the Soviet Union’s 
Mars 6. The options for landing     near A-1 now included 

      Table 18.    Average Root Mean Square (RMS) Slopes
from Radar Data, 18 July  1976  

Site Location RMS slope

 Syria Planum 1.3° N, 90° W < 0.5°
Capri 4° S, 44° W c. 2°
Tithonium Lacus 20° N, 251° W c. 3°
Isidis 20° N, 272° W < 2°
N. E. Chryse 22.5° N, 31° W c. 3°
N. W.  Chryse 22.5° N, 36° W c. 8°
S. Chryse 17.5° N, 34° W c. 6°

  On     24 June at LSS 7, difficulties in receiving pro-
cessed images quickly enough to work with were already
being felt, and the team was feeling short-staffed. Hazard
mapping in A-1 suggested it was too rough to land in, but 
better areas were available     to the northeast and north-
west.  

 At     LSS 8 on 25 June, the team considered whether to
move the orbiter to look at A-2 or to extend imaging 
around A-1 looking for a better site. The orbiter had a 
24.6-hour period corresponding to one day on Mars, so     it 
would always pass over the landing site at the same time 
each day to relay data from the surface to Earth after the 
landing. If it needed to image another area, its orbital
period was adjusted slightly, and it would ‘walk’ through

 Table 17. Viki  ng C Site Altitude Update,  June 1976    

C Site Location
Best estimate of 
radius (km)

elevation 
(+/– 1.5 km)

C-1 6.25° S, 44° W 3396.45 (3395.25) 3.31 (2.11)
4.10° S, 44° W 3396.3 (3394.6) 3.05 (1.35)

C-2 6.25° S, 4° W 3394.7 1.35
4.10° S, 4° W 3393.9 0.43
2.9° S, 4° W 3394.1 0.59

C-3 6.25° S, 346° W 3395.4 1.81
2.9° S, 340° W 3395.9 2.06

Notes:    Elevations are measured relative to a 6.1-mb areoid ( planetary 
datum)  calculated from Mariner 9 data. Any  elevation below 4.25 
km would be  acceptable, but the lower the better. Most  data are 
from Myles Standish except values in parenthesis at C  -1, from Irwin
Shapiro.       
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Figure 46 Viking C sites.
C1 sites A, B and C are from Masursky and Crabill ( 1981 ). All other sites are from Tables 16 and 17, though  Table 16  sites may 
refer to regions rather than specifi c ellipses. A potential Mars 1984 rover site ( Figure  112 ) is indicated at C1. The base maps are 
USGS maps I-1046 (site C1), I-927 (site C2) and I-1050 (site C3). The C2 and C3 maps include a low-resolution albedo overlay 
from USGS map I-961.
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pressure and low temperatures, but low in the C-1 (Capri) 
area. In Martian terms Capri was ‘hotter than Hellas’ and 
too     dry to be desirable. Masursky summarized their 
work: two years earlier they had been looking at the 
channel front area in the hope of landing on once-wet 
sediments. Now they had one ellipse to the northwest to 
avoid boulders, and one to the northeast     to match the best 
radar data. In the end, A-2 was ranked the least desirable
site and A-1 NW the best.

 A     Project Manager’s meeting was held on 1 July, at 
which landing was approved at A-1 NW, though at a site 
still not determined, rather than moving to A-2. An argu-
ment raised in favour of A-2 was that if it proved unac-
ceptable,     there was plenty of room for alternative sites
nearby, such as Isidis Planitia. In the end the delay caused
by walking the orbiter to A-2 overruled that argument.
A-1 NW coordinates at this time were given as 23.4° N, 
    43.4° W, with cartographic uncertainties of about 0.5°.  

 LSS     meetings resumed on 2 July with the 14th meet-
ing of the series, to consider what data Viking Orbiter 1
(VO1) could collect to help select the periapsis latitude 
for VO2. Further imaging northeast and west of B-1 were 
the highest priority, with temperature     data at the B and C
latitudes also desirable. The mantled area described by 
Soderblom at LSS 12 was too far north, but the smooth
mantling material might be found closer to B-1 in new 
images. Mantling was also discussed at LSS 15, the     next 
day. Henry Moore said the deposit at B-1 appeared to be
eroded. The C-1 site was smooth, and its craters appeared 
partly filled with dust. C site images were also discussed
at the LSS 16 meeting on 5 July. The     day after that, at 
LSS 17, improved coordinates for site A-1 NW were pre-
sented, 23.36° N, 43.34° W based on the USGS maps
and 23.42° N, 43.33° W from Viking pointing     data and 
the site location within the images. Locations on Mars 
were still subject to significant uncertainties. Radar data 
were being obtained for this site, and Moore was becom-
ing concerned that any fine debris might have been 
stripped away by the wind, leaving a rocky surface     which
the Viking arm could not collect samples from. A site 
nearby called A-1 SW (17.5° N, 33° to 37° W) was men-
tioned, but was not seriously considered. It included a 
very smooth area mentioned at the     Preliminary Radar 
Assessment Meeting on 6 June 1976. Masursky was 
looking for ellipses in the C-1 area and asked to be 
allowed to move the ellipse closer to the big canyon rim 

the area to the northwest (A-1 NW), the target for future 
imaging, and A-1 NE, an area northeast of A-1 also 
referred to as ‘Plateau’ (not specified but probably near 
  22  ° N, 29°). A-1 NW was called ‘Chryse Phoenicia’ in a
Viking Mission Status Report on 27 June (Ezell and
Ezell,  1984 ). Imaging of A-1 NE was rejected by the
time of LSS 12, the next day, because     it prevented imag-
ing at A-1 NW. At LSS 12 the sites still considered for 
Viking 1 were A1-R at 19.5° N, 32.5° W, A-1 NW at 
23.5° N, 43°   W  , or A-2 at 19.5° or 20° N, 250° W. A land-
ing at A-1R on 9 July was considered possible. Images of 
B-1 were now available and were interpreted to show 
ejecta, lava flows and     polygonal fractures similar to peri-
glacial features seen on Earth. A region northeast of B-1, 
called B-1 NE ( Figure 78 ), appeared mantled (buried) by
sand or dust in Mariner 9 B-    frames and might be 
smoother, according to Larry Soderblom. A map by Sod-
erblom  et al . ( 1973 ) showed the global extent of thisl
mantling layer, inferred from scattered Mariner 9 high-
resolution images ( Figure 43 ).     

 LSS     13 was held on June 30 to consider the site
options. Fatigue was affecting work, and the computers
used for image processing could barely keep up with
demand. Images were being processed in Flagstaff and
flown to JPL. Multiple versions of each image were
being   made  , and that requirement was dropped to reduce
workload. The group was polled regarding sites: should
they land at A-1R on 9 July, and if not, should they go to 
A-1 NW or A-2? A-1 was pitted     with deflation hollows,
A-1R was less well understood, A-1 NW looked more 
depositional than erosional, and A-2 looked more like a
lunar surface. Henry Moore now waxed poetic, quoting 
Robert Service’s ‘The Ballad of Blasphemous Bill’
(  Service  ,  1909 ): ‘North by the compass, North I pressed;
river and peak and plain Passed like a dream I slept to
lose and I waked to dream again’.

 He     said the A-1 NW area (24° N, 44° W) looked best, 
and that A-1 was a geologist’s dream – too interesting to
be safe. The assumption based on Mariner 9 images was 
that A-1 was a site     of deposition from Ares Vallis, but 
Viking pictures suggested it was largely shaped by ero-
sion. A-1 NW may be where the Ares sediments had been 
deposited, and so may be smoother. This suggestion was 
made by Bob Hargraves of Princeton University. Crofton
(    Barney) Farmer reported on water vapour mapping from 
the orbiter. It was at a maximum in Hellas due to high
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was LSS 22, held on 12 July. The radar data were bad at 
44° W, so that area was rejected. At 47.5° W, according
to     Tom Young, the images looked good, radar data were 
uncertain with 5° slopes, but the geology was thought to
be understood, so probable rock size distributions could 
be estimated. Masursky presented three ellipses, Alpha at 
22.4° N, 47.    5° W, Beta at 22.5° N, 49.0° W and Gamma
at 22.2° N, 51.0° W. Radar data suggested the Gamma
site was best, but it had other hazards from nearby cra-
ters. Alpha     was on balance better than Gamma and so 
became the preferred site. Jim Martin said it was ‘the saf-
est site we can get in a reasonable time’. Mike Carr said
‘don’t prolong the debate – the choice is clear’. This site 
was recommended to     the Viking Project, and LSS turned 
its attention to Viking 2 until LSS 26.

 On     18 July at LSS 26, the coordinates of the Viking
Lander 1 target point were given as 22.4° N, 47.5° W.
These were refined by new analyses reported at LSS 27 
on 19 July. Two separate estimates gave values of     22.29°
N, 47.71° W and 22.31° N, 47.68° W. These are not two
different locations, but different estimates of the surface 
coordinates of the same target location seen in images.
Also at this     meeting William Baum reported on a cloud 
seen in recent images at the landing site. He concluded
that similar clouds would have no effect on the landing.  

      20 August 1975: Viking 1 (United States)

 Viking     1 placed the first fully successful lander on Mars,
after Mars 3 which failed very soon after landing. The
mission consisted of two spacecraft launched and flown 
together, an orbiter and a lander. The 2328-kg Viking
Orbiter 1 was designed to obtain high-resolution images 
    of the surface of Mars to help find a safe landing site for 
its lander and to function as a communication relay for 
the lander. It greatly exceeded these goals, operating for 
4.1 years and returning 34 918 images as well as tem-
perature data and atmospheric     water vapour measure-
ments. The 663-kg Viking Lander 1 was intended to 
image its landing site, collect seismic and meteorological
data, study the composition of the surface material and 
atmosphere, and search for evidence of living organisms
(Klein  et al .,  1976 ). It operated   l   for 6.3 years, fulfilling all
its objectives except the seismic experiment, whose
instrument failed to deploy.

than the previously established limit of 50 km to avoid 
large craters.  

 At     LSS 18 on 7 July, a choice had to be made between
going to A-1 NW or looking farther west again. Radar 
data improved towards the west, but were difficult to
interpret. A landscape of mesas and buttes might look 
smooth to radar but     be dangerous, whereas sand
dunes might look bad to radar but be safe to land on.
Von Eshleman said of the potential dangers ‘We are like 
the Flying Dutchman getting close to the Bermuda
Triangle’. Moore reiterated his concern about a lack of 
fine material for     sampling and described one feature as 
looking like a volcanic neck with radiating dykes, like 
Ship Rock in New Mexico. The vote was for A-1 NW,
which Moore called ‘Northwest Territories’. Despite 
this, at the next meeting, LSS 19 on     8 July, a new site 
northwest of A-1 NW and referred to as A-1 WNW was
considered. The WNW area spanned longitudes 46° to
56° W, with a specific site of interest at 22.7° N, 47.    4°
W. Because of the delays in landing, the minutes 
recorded that ‘The SAMP Director noted that in keeping 
with the landing delay from the 17th to the 20th, the
obstetrician now advises his wife’s delay from July 14 to
the 21st’. The SAMP     (Science Analysis and Mission 
Planning) director was Gentry Lee, and Cooper Gentry
Lee obliged by arriving on 31 July. Norman Crabill
showed a cartoon of a giant eagle emblazoned with all
the hazards Mars had to offer, being confronted with a
rude gesture by a small     rodent representing Viking, in a 
‘last great act of defiance’. Humour helped deal with the 
exhaustion setting in on the team. 

 Data     needed for B site mapping were discussed at 
LSS 20 on 10 July. Imaging of areas west and northeast 
of the nominal B-1 site would be used to look for a safe 
B-1 location. New images just south of B-1 would be
    added as well. The landing strategy now was that if 
Viking 1 landed safely at A-1 WNW, the B options would
still be the B or C latitude bands, but that might be recon-
sidered if Viking 1 failed. At LSS 21 on 11 July, attention 
    returned to A-1 WNW, sometimes called W A-1 NW, 
whose moon-like appearance ( Figures 47  and 51) was 
promising. Two tentative ellipses were identified, having 
azimuths of 58.    5° clockwise from north and centres at 
22.7° N, 47.5° W and 21.9° N, 47.3° W ( Figure 47 ). The
latter is very close to the     Alpha ellipse noted below. At 
the next meeting the issue was effectively resolved. This 
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Figure 47 Top: The search for a new A site. The background is a mosaic of Viking images. White outlines show the areas imaged 
for site certifi cation at periapsis on orbits between 3 and 22 (labelled P3, P22 etc.). Bottom: A1α, the fi nal landing  ellipse for 
Viking 1. The base map is USGS map I-1068 and the cross marks an  early estimate of the landing site location, 20 km south of the
correct position. 
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to the surface braked by thrusters. Viking Lander 1 
touched down at 11:53     UT (all times at Mars are Earth-
received times) on Earth, and at 4:13 pm local time on
Mars, and began transmitting its first image only 25 sec-
onds later. Shadows cast by a cloud of dust raised by the
landing appeared as     streaks on the left side of the first 
image from the scanning camera (frontispiece, and also 
shown for Viking 2 in  Figure 95 ). Craters near the Viking 
1 landing site ( Figures     52 , 53) were named after places 
associated with the American Revolutionary War, as the 
landing took place in the bicentennial year of the Decla-
ration of Independence.

 The     operations of the two Viking missions were con-
ducted in several mission phases (Snyder,  1977 ; Snyder, 
 1979 ; Snyder and Evans,  1981 , with contributions from a
mission summary at NASA’s Planetary Data System). 
The Orbiter and Lander primary missions commenced 
with orbit entry and     landing, respectively, for the two
spacecraft pairs and ended just before solar conjunction 
on 15 November 1976. An extended mission began after 
conjunction and continued until 31 May 1978, consider-
ably extending the results of the relatively short primary 
mission. The extended mission was followed by a     con-
tinuation mission which allowed the orbiters to continue 
mapping while the landers transmitted data in an auto-
mated mode. Viking Orbiter 2 failed during this phase, 
which ended on 26 February 1979 as Voyager 1 was 
approaching Jupiter.  

 The     demands on communication and staffing at JPL 
during the Voyager encounters with Jupiter forced Viking 
to limit operations from 26 February to 19 July 1979, a 
period called the Viking interim period. Viking opera-
tions could have ended at any time with sudden equip-
ment failures, so an effort     was now made to obtain as 
much data from them as possible, beginning with the 
period from 19 July to 6 November 1979, which was 
called the survey mission. Viking Orbiter 1 obtained 
high-resolution images for future landing site selection 
while lander operations continued in automated   mode  . 
From 6 November 1979 to 23 April 1980, corresponding
to the completion mission phase, gaps in medium-resolu-
tion mapping of the planet were filled in by Orbiter 1.
The orbiter also undertook a search for unknown satel-
lites in low orbits, without finding any (Duxbury     and 
Ocampo,  1988 ), and monitored the north polar region.
Viking Lander 2 failed during this phase of operations.

 Viking     Orbiter 1 was similar in design to the earlier 
Mariners, but its orbit insertion engine was larger to cope 
with the extra mass of the lander. The orbiter’s octagonal
frame, 46 cm high and 250 cm wide, supported four solar 
panels, each 320 cm long     and 123 cm wide, with a total 
span of 9.75 m. The whole structure of the orbiter was 
3.29 m high. It carried an atmospheric water detector and 
an infrared thermal mapper as well as two cameras. The 
lander had a     triangular frame 102 cm high and 284 cm 
wide with three footpads, surmounted by antennae, two
scanning cameras, a meteorology mast and other equip-
ment including a robotic arm. The arm carried a sample 
scoop, a temperature sensor, a magnet and mirrors to per-
mit     small views of otherwise inaccessible areas. The
meteorology mast held sensors for measuring air tem-
perature and wind speed and direction. The lander instru-
ments were a gas chromatograph mass spectrometer 
(GCMS) for organic and atmospheric chemistry analy-
sis; an x-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRFS)     for inor-
ganic chemistry analysis; the biology lab consisting of a
pyrolitic release experiment, a labelled release experi-
ment and a gas-exchange instrument; a seismometer; and
an air pressure sensor. The whole lander fitted inside an 
aeroshell (heatshield and backshell) 3.6     m across. The
aeroshell also carried instruments to provide data on the 
upper atmosphere.  

 Viking     1 was launched at 21:22 UT on 20 August 
1975 from the Kennedy Space Center. A helium leak in 
the fuel tanks required unplanned rocket firings to reduce 
pressure, slowing Viking 1 so that it arrived at Mars seven
hours later than planned. On 19   June 1976 (MY 12, sol 
178) after a 304-day cruise, it entered a preliminary two-
day orbit, which was soon adjusted to the planned 32 600
by 1500 km Mars orbit, inclined 37.9° to the equator 
with a period of   24  .6 hours. This sequence put the mis-
sion back on its proper timeline after two days. The first 
task was to certify the landing sites chosen earlier ( Fig-
ure 45 ) by taking high-resolution images.  

 The     lander was released from the orbiter at 08:51 UT 
on 20 July 1976 (MY 12, sol 209), the seventh anniver-
sary of the Apollo 11 landing on the Moon, and entered
the atmosphere several hours later. Both Vikings 
approached their landing sites from the     southwest. After 
the initial frictional braking, it discarded the heatshield at 
an elevation of 6400 m and descended on a parachute to 
an elevation of 1200 m, then discarded that and dropped 
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Figure 48 Viking Orbiter 1 images.
A: f169c23; B: f170c07; C: f170c12; D: 474S24, E: 457S02, F: 004A19, G: 846A21. 
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Figure 49 The 0° meridian hemisphere of Mars as seen by the Viking Orbiters.
Albedo changes had occurred in many areas since the Mariner 9 mission, especially near Kasei Valles and Utopia Planitia.

Figure 50  (opposite page): Top: The 180° hemisphere of Mars as seen by the Viking orbiters.  Figures 49  and 50 are made from  
a global colour image mosaic assembled by USGS, with some modifications to fi remove  clouds and artifacts. It was compiled from
images taken over several years, so the albedo markings include inconsistencies caused by seasonal and longer term variations.
The low volcanic shield at Alba was called Alba Patera at this time, but is now named Alba Mons (Figure 4). Bottom: Several people 
associated with Viking are commemorated by named craters in the area south of Chryse. The crater Barsukov commemorates Valeri 
Leonidovich Barsukov, a  prominent Soviet planetary scientist and former director of the V. I. Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry.
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 Finally     the mission entered its final phases, with a sur-
vey mission II period lasting from 23 April to 14 July
1980 and a brief termination phase ending on 7 August 
1980 (MY 14, sol 311) when Viking Orbiter 1 was shut 
down. In this period     high-resolution mapping with some
stereoscopic coverage was obtained in the Aeolis and 
Mangala areas, and Phobos and Deimos were imaged
from a distance to refine knowledge of their orbits. The
termination phase began on 15 July with the first of four 
orbit changes designed to exhaust the remaining     fuel and 
delay impact on the planet. Estimates of remaining fuel
were very imprecise, and any one of the burns might have
been the last. The last image was taken on 30 July and 
transmitted on 5 August, and the last orbit change was on
31   July  . The orbiter was now in a 47.6-hour orbit extend-
ing from 411 km to over 55 000 km altitude, an orbit 
which should delay atmospheric entry until about 2025.
After August 1980 only Viking Lander 1 survived, con-
tinuing to operate in automated mode     until November 
1982.  

 Viking     Orbiters 1 and 2 together imaged the whole
surface of Mars in much greater detail than Mariner 9,
returning 51 539 images between them with resolutions 
over most of the planet of about 250 m/pixel or better. 
Resolutions as high as 8 m/pixel     were obtained in some 
areas. A total of 50 500 images were taken of the planet’s
surface, and the rest included some taken for calibration
and others for a satellite and ring search, as well as Earth
departure views. Samples of Viking 1 images are shown
in  Figure     48 . Approach images in  Figure 48  show the
Tharsis volcanoes and Argyre (A), Syrtis Major (B) and 
Hellas (B and C). Orbital images in  Figure     48  show a 
landslide in the Olympus Mons caldera (D), channels in
Mangala Valles (E), eroded terrain in the A-1 ellipse in
Chryse (F) and the volcano Albor Tholus (G). Prelimi-
nary image targets for Vikings 1 and     2 together are shown
in  Figure 82 , and image coverage at different resolutions 
is shown in  Figures 83  and 84.

 The     new images permitted major advances in map-
ping. Stereoscopic imaging and spacecraft occultations
greatly improved knowledge of topography. The whole
surface of Mars was remapped in a series of photomosa-
ics at 1:2 000 000 scale and as greatly improved shaded 
relief maps ( Figure     51 ). Mosaics of areas of special inter-
est were made at 1:500 000, geologic mapping was
greatly enhanced, and the new results formed the basis 

for future landing site studies for the next three decades. 
In the 1990s the production of paper maps     slowed con-
siderably with the introduction of new digital and online 
products. Only geological maps of Mars were routinely 
published on paper by USGS after 2000. These Viking-
derived digital maps are used throughout this atlas, sup-
plemented later by Mars Odyssey products with higher 
resolution and more     uniform illumination. Both orbiters 
also made bistatic radar observations, reflecting their 
radio signals off Mars for reception on Earth to provide 
estimates of surface roughness (Simpson and Tyler, 
 1981 ). Earth-based radar had done this at low latitudes, 
but the orbiters could extend the     data to higher latitudes. 
Phobos and Deimos were also imaged extensively during
frequent distant flybys and several targeted close passes 
(Figures 198, 199). Their entire surfaces were mapped 
with much more detail than Mariner 9 had obtained. 
Viking Orbiter 1 activities are summarized in  Table     19 , 
based on JPL (1978), Snyder ( 1979 ) and Snyder and 
Evans ( 1981 ).  

 During     the primary mission, Viking Lander 1’s sur-
face sampler collected 12 samples, three for the biology 
experiment, three for organic chemistry (GCMS) and six 
for inorganic chemistry (XRFS). The biology instrument 
performed four analyses, GCMS made two analyses of 
the first sample,     three of the second and did not analyze 
the third, and XRFS made 73 analyses. The lander cam-
eras and the meteorology instrument collected data daily. 
Twenty-four atmospheric analyses were performed, and 
the surface sampler conducted one soil test for physical 
and magnetic properties.  

 The     backhoe was a protruding plate under the sample
arm’s scoop. It could be used to dig a trench by being 
pulled backwards through the regolith, but it was also 
used to estimate the cohesion of surface materials by 
being pressed down on them. These tests were called
    backhoe touchdowns (Moore  et al .  1987 ), and all touch-l
downs for Viking 1 were made in the extended mission. 
All of these arm activities are listed in  Tables 20  and 21
and illustrated along with other arm activities in  Figures 
    60  through 73.  

 The samples were analyzed for their composition and
introduced to components of the     biology instruments. 
Results are generally interpreted as highly unfavourable 
for life, with a strongly oxidizing component in the sam-
ples which would quickly remove any carbon compounds. 
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Table 19.   Viki  ng  Orbiter 1 Orbital    Events   

Date Orbit Events

19 June 1976 0 Mars orbit insertion (MY 12, sol 178)
21 June 1976 2 Adjust orbit for site certificationfi
9 July 1976 19  Adjust orbit to move periapsis westward
14 July 1976  24 Adjust orbit to be synchronous over the landing site
20 July 1976 30 Viking Lander 1 separation and landing (MY 12, sol 209)
3 August 1976 43 Adjust orbit to remain synchronous over lander
11 September 1976 82 Decrease orbital period to move periapsis  eastward
20 September 1976 92 Adjust orbit to approach synchronization over Viking Lander 2
24 September 1976 96 Synchronous orbit over Viking Lander 2
6 October 1976 107  First Earth occultation (last on orbit 133, 1 November 1976)
15 November 1976 117 End of primary mission (MY 12, sol 323)
25 November 1976 156 Conjunction (MY 12, sol 333)
14 December 1976 175 First commands of extended mission received
22 January 1977 213 Adjust orbital period  to approach Phobos
4 February 1977 227 Approximately  synchronize orbital period with Phobos
12 February 1977 235 Precise synchronization to Phobos orbit for close approaches
20 February 1977 243 Phobos closest encounter, altitude 89 km (MY 12, sol 418)
11 March 1977 263 Reduce periapsis to 300 km for higher resolution imaging
22 March 1977 275 Daily Earth occultations begin, used for topographic mapping
24 March 1977 278 Adjust orbital period to 23.5 hours
2 April 1977 289 Periapsis reaches most northerly latitude, 39.2° N (MY 12, sol 458)
20 April 1977 305 First of 554 daily Sun occultations
13 May 1977 329 Periapsis crosses terminator into dark, high-altitude mapping starts
15 May 1977 331 Maneuver to avoid Phobos impact, several fl ybys before and afterfl
28 June 1977 376 Partial attitude control gas leak, one system turned off on 1 July
1 July 1977 379 Increase orbital period to 24.0 hours
24 September 1977 463 Orbiter images Phobos shadow over Lander 1 (MY 12, sol 628)
28 September 1977 467 Orbiter images Phobos shadow and dust storm over Lander 1
6 November 1977 507 Flyby of Deimos gives unique view of trailing side (MY 13, sol 1)
30 January 1978 593 Periapsis crosses equator from north to south
7 May 1978 689 One Mars year in orbit (MY 13, sol 178)
31 May 1978 713 End extended mission, begin continuation mission (MY 13, sol 202)
4 August 1978 778 Periapsis crosses evening terminator into the light
19 October 1978 854 Phobos fl yby at a distance of 600 km (MY 13, sol 339)fl
23 October 1978 858 Last of 554 Sun occultations
10 November 1978 876 Last of 602 Earth occultations
2 December 1978 898 Adjust orbital period to 24.85 hours, start slow longitude walk
28 December 1978 923 Periapsis at maximum southern latitude (39.2° S)
20 January 1979 946 Solar conjunction. No communications, orbits 934–966
26 February 1979 984 Interim period begins – limited activity until 19 July 1979
19 May 1979 1061 Adjust orbital period to 25.0 hours, continue longitude walk
8 July 1979 1109 Second period of Earth occultations begins
19 July 1979 1119 Periapsis raised to 357 km, period 24.8 hours, start Survey Mission
31 July 1979 1131 Periapsis crosses morning terminator into dark
23 August 1979 1153 Second period of Sun occultations begins
6 November 1979 1226 Start of Completion Mission (MY 14, sol 43)
14 February 1980 1326 Satellite and ring search
23 April 1980 1396 Final phase of high-resolution mapping, Survey Mission II, begins
31 July 1980 1485 Orbit adjusted to 320 by 56 000 km to delay impact until 2019
7 August 1980 1489 Orbiter 1 powered down, end of mission (MY 14, sol 311)
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Figure 51. Viking maps.
A: Shaded relief (USGS map I-1476). B: Albedo (USGS map I-2574, Sheet 2). C:  Geology (USGS map I-1614). D: Detail of the 
Mars Digital Image Model v. 2. 1, a USGS global photomosaic.  Figure 30 shows  Mariner 9 maps of the same location at 45° N,
50° W, and  Figure 188 shows  Mars Odyssey images of the  Figure 51 D area.
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resolution of 40 m/pixel. The most important feature in
this identification was Crater A ( Figures 55 ,     56F), which 
lies southwest of the lander. Better images were obtained
after the periapsis of Viking Orbiter 2 was lowered to 300
km from 1500 km, leading Morris and Jones ( 1980 ) to 
refine that location and identify several smaller ridges
and crater rims nearby.     A nearby dark spot in the highest 
resolution Viking image of this location was interpreted 
by Olivier de Goursac and James Garvin, very plausibly 
at the time, as the heatshield impact site (Anonymous,
 1987 ). This location ( Figure     52 C) was accepted for many
years and was the basis for a later rover mission design 
( Figure 140 ). Analysis of radio transmissions after land-
ing had allowed Mayo  et al . ( 1977 ) to     locate the lander at l
22.272° N, 47.94° W, accurate to within about 120 m 
(0.002°) in latitude and 12 km (0.2°) in longitude. Know-
ing the coordinates of the lander and the location in 
    images gave an important tie between images and coor-
dinates for cartographic control.  

 After     Mars Pathfinder landed in 1997 at a site unam-
biguously determined from surrounding features ( Figure
161 ), it was found that the image locations of Pathfinder 
and Viking 1 could not be reconciled simultaneously 
with their tracking coordinates. The Viking     1 location 
was recalculated and found to be farther east than Morris 
and Jones had suggested. Merton Davies of the RAND
Corporation, a veteran planetary cartographic control
analyst, suggested locations in Viking images (M. E.
Davies, personal communications, April 1998) which 
    were about 10 km east of the Morris and Jones ( 1980 ) 
site. Stooke ( 1999 ) proposed a topographic fit near Dav-
ies’ suggested site in which boulder-covered ridges east 
of the lander were interpreted as parts of a wrinkle ridge.
Slightly later analyses brought     the calculated site to an
intermediate location (Zeitler and Oberst,  1999 ), and
here Parker  et al . ( 1999 ) finally found a good match.l
These sites are shown in  Figure 52 C. Parker’s   match to 
topography was made using noisy low-contrast Viking
images, but his result was confirmed when better images
became available, first MOC images from Mars Global 
Surveyor (Malin Space Science Systems,  2004 ,  2006 ) 
and most spectacularly HiRISE images from Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (    Parker  et al .,  2007 ). The latter l
images are used in  Figures 53  and 54. Attempts to associ-
ate small-horizon features in panoramas with features 
seen from orbit are often ambiguous, and features

No unambiguous evidence for growth of or metabolism 
by Martian organisms was found, though this interpreta-
tion is sometimes questioned.     Viking Lander 1 completed
its primary mission on 15 November 1976 but continued
to operate until mid November 1982. It collected mete-
orological data and imaged the surface repeatedly to 
search for changes, which are described in association 
with  Figures     74  and 75. The two Viking landers returned 
more than 4500 pictures between them. 

Viking     Lander 1 touched down within the A1-Alpha
landing ellipse shown in  Figure 47 . Images of the sur-
rounding landscape ( Figures 55  and 56) revealed a very
rocky landing site with patches of fine-grained material.
Efforts began immediately to locate the lander relative to
the craters and ridges seen in orbital images. The horizon
showed many relief features ( Figure 55 ), but most     seemed
to be too small and nearby to be visible in early Viking 
Orbiter images. The first attempts to locate the lander are
illustrated in  Figures 52 A and 52B, which are details of 
two USGS maps     showing different locations for Viking
Lander 1.  

At     LSS 32 on 24 July, the post-landing position of 
Lander 1 from radio tracking during sols 1 to 3 was esti-
mated as 22.27° N (areocentric) or 22.47° N (areographic, 
as shown on maps), with an uncertainty     of 0.15°, and 
48.00° W with an uncertainty of 0.5°. Bradford Smith
was trying to locate the site by comparing horizon fea-
tures with orbital images, without success. The pre-land-
ing and post-landing ellipses are shown in      Figures 47  and 
52, respectively. This analysis was refined by the time of 
LSS 38 on 11 August. The new estimated areocentric site
coordinates for the centre of the landing ellipse were
22.27° ±   0  .02° N, 48.00° ± 0.07° W, with an ellipse size
of 11 km north-south and 4 km east-west. The combined
uncertainties were about 13 km north-south and 5 km
east-west. The     best effort to locate that position on images
suggested that the site lay between two mare ridges ( Fig-
ure 52 ), and one ridge might be visible as a light-toned
hill east of the lander, a feature referred     to as White Mesa.
Further work on crater counts reported at LSS 40 on 13 
August included another feature west of the landing site,
Tara Vallis, an early reference to the feature now known 
as Maja Vallis, whose outflows eroded ridges near the
landing site.

 Morris et al . ( 1978 ) identified several features aroundl
the lander in Viking Orbiter 1 image 27A63, with a
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Figure 52  Attempts to locate Viking Lander 1.
A: USGS map I-1068. B: USGS map I-1059 , with superimposed landing ellipse predictions. C: Mosaic of THEMIS images 
V06368024 and V27534024 showing various estimates of the lander location.
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Figure 53 Viking 1 landing site.
A: Detail of USGS map I-1059, showing the estimated location of the landing site. B: Mars Odyssey THEMIS image V27534024. 
C and D: Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE image PSP_001521_2025. 
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Figure 54 Vikin g hardware in HiRISE image PSP_001521_2025. 
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Figure 55 Comparison of HiRISE image PSP_001521_2025 and Viking 1 panoramas projected into a circular view with 
exaggerated horizon relief.
Volkswagen, also called Rhino, is a large rock.
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should have been ejected after that, but it stuck, tempo-
rarily raising fears of an immobile arm which would have 
been a major failure. Also on sol 2 a picture was taken of 
the area underneath engine 2 by using a small     mirror on 
the sampler arm. Without the mirror that region would 
have been hidden by the lander body. The area was of 
interest because it would have been eroded by the engine
exhaust, and the degree of erosion would indicate its 
hardness. As the lander was     descending in the last few
seconds before landing, it drifted about 1.5 m towards 
the northwest. Part of the area eroded by exhaust was vis-
ible as a shallow pit at the bottom of the panoramas, but 
the mirror view extended the coverage. More images like 
    this were taken on sols 280, 528, 550, 582 and 594 ( Fig-
ure 76 ). On sol 3 the first images from the second camera
were taken, and on sol 5 the latch pin was successfully 
ejected     to free the arm. The pin fell just in front of the
lander, making a small pit in the dusty surface ( Figures 
58 , 59 and 76).

Surface     sampler operations began on sol 8. Pictures 
were taken to document most sampling and other mis-
sion events, and series of before and after images from
every surface sampler operation are shown in  Figures 59  
through 73 to     provide complete documentation of the 
surface activities at this site. These images are grouped
by location for easy comparison, and in date order at 
each location, rather than in purely chronological order. 
The sampling area was much rockier than typical lunar 
surfaces examined during the   Luna  , Surveyor and Apollo
missions, in part because the finer components of the
surface material can be removed by winds in the thin 
Martian atmosphere. A fear often expressed during 
Viking landing site selection was that the surface might 
be too rocky for the arm to collect a     sample, and the area 
pre-programmed for sampler operations (ICL, the Initial
Computer Load) was indeed too rocky. In its place the 
smooth, fine-grained region called Sandy Flats at the
northeast end of the sampling area was chosen for the 
first     sampling. Elsewhere rocks were numerous, but a 
small hollow (Rocky Flats) offered another possible 
sampling site. A third small area of fine material at the 
southwest end of the sampling area was outside the nom-
inal sampling area but was targeted later.

On     sol 8 the arm was used to collect its first sample 
from Sandy Flats at the trench called Biology 1 ( Figure 
60 ). The coarse fraction was dumped (purged, in Viking 

expected but not     seen can often be explained away, so it 
is perhaps not surprising that several locations were
described by different analysts.

 The     Viking Lander 1 spacecraft was designated the 
Mutch Memorial Station soon after Thomas Mutch, the
imaging team leader, died while climbing in the Himala-
yas on 6 October 1980. A plaque commemorating this 
designation is displayed at the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington,   D  C, and is intended to be placed 
on Viking Lander 1 at some future date. Craters near the 
Viking 1 landing site were named after Mutch, Carl
Sagan and Hal Masursky ( Figure 50 ).  

 Immediately     after landing, the high-gain antenna and
the meteorology boom were deployed, and the analytical 
instrument cover was ejected. The seismometer failed to
uncage and was never used. Then an image of a footpad 
on the ground and part of a panorama were transmitted 
via the     orbiter, the first images successfully obtained
from the surface of Mars. For 43 sols the lander followed 
its primary mission program of imaging the landing site,
collecting and analyzing samples and obtaining weather 
data. A period of limited activity (the ‘reduced mission’) 
followed     while Viking 2 landed and conducted its pri-
mary mission. The primary and reduced missions together 
were called the nominal mission. Mars passed through
superior conjunction, behind the Sun as seen from Earth, 
on 25 November 1976, causing a short interruption to 
Viking operations, but     both landers had long extended
missions after that. Nominal mission activities are sum-
marized in  Table 20  and extended mission activities in
 Table 21 . The sample area,     the region within reach of the 
surface sampler, is shown in  Figure 58 B as it was before
sampling commenced, with informal names for several 
areas and rocks.  Figure     62 A shows the area at the end of 
the nominal mission, and  Figures 65 A, 69A and 73A
show it at intervals during the extended mission. The
summaries of activities presented here     are based on Sof-
fen ( 1976 ), Shorthill et al . ( 1976 ), Snyder ( 1979 ) andl
especially Moore  et al . ( 1987 ). The Viking Mission Sta-l
tus Bulletins released by JPL during the mission were
also consulted, the last of the set (JPL,     1978) being par-
ticularly useful.

 On     sol 2 the shroud which protected the sampler arm 
during landing was ejected. It fell in front of the lander,
bounced twice and landed about 1 m away, leaving visi-
ble pits where it bounced ( Figures 58      and 59). A latch pin 
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was purged, though little or nothing could be observed at 
the purge site. Rocky Flats was targeted for XRFS 3 on sol 
40 ( Figure 61 ). The coarse fractions of two separate scoops 
were delivered to the     instrument as sample C-3, and the 
fine material and any remaining coarse lumps were purged.
The sample was not as large as expected. Also on sol 40 an
image of a temperature sensor on Footpad 2 was taken 
using a mirror on the sampler arm     ( Figure 76 ).

 On     sol 41 the sampler was directed back to Sandy 
Flats for the Physical Properties 1 test ( Figure 58 ). The 
temperature probe was placed in the soil where it meas-
ured a temperature of 269 K (–4° C),     3 K cooler than the 
air above it. Then a sample was scooped from a shallow 
trench beside the previous trenches. A magnified image 
of the backhoe was obtained using a magnifying mirror 
on the lander body near the colour chart. Fine material
adhered to magnets on     the backhoe, but much of it was 
shaken off by vibration of the collector head. The mate-
rial in the scoop was dumped onto a grid marked on the 
lander body, forming a conical mound which could be
monitored for changes as a way of examining wind trans-
port     of sediment on Mars. The pile and its changes over 
time are illustrated in  Figure 75 . After this there was a
reduction in Lander 1 activity as attention passed to 
Lander 2, but a final sampler action     was performed at the
end of the nominal mission on sol 91. A single-scoop 
sample of fine material was collected at Sandy Flats, near 
GCMS 2 but closer to the lander ( Figure 60 ). This was 
Biology     3, and it was delivered for analysis in the biol-
ogy instruments. In the process some was spilled into the
XRFS, forming that experiment’s sample C-4. Any 
coarse material was purged, and the arm was parked for 
the conjunction period. All activities up to     this time are 
summarized in map and panorama formats in  Figure 62 .

 During     the conjunction period as Mars moved behind 
the Sun, the Viking landers obtained images, continued 
analyzing samples and collected meteorology data. As
the two landers’ radio signals passed behind the Sun’s
disk, they provided information on plasma conditions in 
its corona. After conjunction the information     stored on
the landers was transmitted back to Earth, but Lander 1
had suffered the loss of one track of its four track tape
recorder, and some of its conjunction data could not be 
recovered. Conjunction was on 25 November 1976 (MY 
12, sol   333  ), and the lander’s first new commands were
uplinked on sol 146.  

terminology) close to the lander ( Figures     61 , 62) after the 
fine fraction was delivered to the biology experiment. 
The biology analysis continued for 30 sols. The arm then
collected another sample at almost the same place for the 
organic chemistry instrument (GCMS 1). Two attempts
were made to     collect this sample as the first acquisition
appeared to be too small, but an arm stall prevented the 
second sample from being delivered. No image of the 
trench was taken after GCMS 1. The instrument team 
went ahead with the analysis of the small sample on sols
17 (low temperature) and 27 (high temperature), and it 
proved sufficient for analysis. The second GCMS 1 sam-
ple was purged, and then another sample was collected
with two scoops from the outer end of the trench for the 
inorganic chemistry instrument (XRFS   1  ). This sample
of fine material, originally called S1 (Sample 1) and later 
C-1 (Chryse-1) by the XRFS team, was delivered to 
XRFS successfully, and any coarse material was purged.
All these samples came from essentially the same     place.
All XRFS samples are described by Clark et al . ( 1982 ).  l

 On     sol 14 a new GCMS sample, GCMS 2, was col-
lected beside the previous trench at Sandy Flats ( Figure 
60 ), but not analyzed as the team decided to replace it 
with a sample from Rocky Flats. Its     coarse fraction was 
held in the scoop and then purged on sol 22. The coarse
material fell in a location hidden by the lander body and 
could not be imaged. As the sampler retracted following 
the sol 14 dig it had stalled, and diagnostic tests (    sol 18)
and imaging (sol 20) preceded the decision to purge the
sample. On sol 31 another sample, GCMS 3, was taken
at Rocky Flats, the rougher area south of the spacecraft 
( Figure 61 ).     It was partly purged just in front of the
trench, and the scattered fragments were imaged. The 
rest of the sample was analyzed on sols 32, 37 and 43. No
organic molecules other than contaminants were detected
in these GCMS samples. Rocky Flats was also the     source 
of two sample scoops for the inorganic chemistry instru-
ment, XRFS 2, on sol 34 ( Figure 61 ). After the fine frac-
tion was purged, its coarse fraction (called C-2) was 
delivered to XRFS     and analyzed. Meteorological data 
were also collected throughout this period and for much 
of the rest of the mission.

 On     sol 36 attention passed back to Sandy Flats, where
the Biology 2 sample was taken near the previous sample
sites but closer to the lander ( Figure 60 ). The fine material
was delivered to the instruments, and the coarse     fraction 
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Figure 56  Viking Lander 1 surface panoramas.
Images from both cameras have been combined to minimize the area obstructed by spacecraft components. A (across both 
pages): The full 360° panorama. B (across both pages): The sampler arm operating area. C: Big Joe rock and the large area   of 
drifts beyond it. D, E , F: Horizon craters B, D and A, identifi ed in Figure 55.
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Figure 56 (continued)
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Figure 57  Vikin g Lander 1 panorama projected onto HiRISE image PSP_001521_2025. 
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Figure 58 A: Vi king Lander 1 vicinity. B: Sample fi eld photomap compiled from reprojected panoramas. The surface is shown
just before sampling operations began.
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Figure 59  Space craft events during preparation for sampler activity.
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sol 180, or 21 January 1977 (MY 12, sol   389  ). The
GCMS instrument began to experience problems with its
ion pump on sol 190.  

 Back     at Sandy Flats on sol 202 a new task was under-
taken, the digging of a very large and deep trench called
Deep Hole 1. First, the arm was moved to press the back-
hoe down on the surface of the drift, a contact called
Backhoe Touchdown   1  . Six arm retractions one after the
other pulled the backhoe through the drift repeatedly to
dig a trench, and then the process was repeated with six 
more retractions. This made a trench much larger than

The     sampler arm was not used again until sol 177, 
well after conjunction. An air temperature profile was
measured by holding the sampler arm temperature sensor 
at various heights above the ground. Then, on that and
the three following sols, digs were made at a site called
    Atlantic City, on the edge of Rocky Flats near the earlier 
samples XRFS 2 and XRFS 3 ( Figure 63 ). This was
trench XRFS 4, and the four scoops comprised sample
C-5. Coarse material was     collected each time and deliv-
ered to the instrument, and any fine material was purged 
near Sponge ( Figure 63 ). The last of these digs was on 

  Table 20. Viki  ng Lander 1 Nominal Mission Activities      

Sol Activities

0 Land, biology instrument lid deployed, XRFS calibrated (MY 12, sol 209).
2 Sampler shroud ejected, bounced 1 m from lander footpad, latch pin did not eject to free arm.
3 GCMS instrument lid deployed.
4–5 GCMS atmospheric analyses. Five tests are successful, one ended by anomaly.
5 Sampler latch pin ejected successfully.
8 Biology 1, XRFS 1 samples collected and delivered, GCMS 1 sampling failed.
8 Biology 1 sample analyzed in Pyrolytic, Labelled Release and Gas Exchange instruments.
8–31 XRFS 1 sample analyzed.
14 GCMS 2 sample collected, but not delivered to instrument as sampler stalls.
17–18 GCMS atmospheric analyses, seven tests successfully conducted.
18 Diagnostic sequences on stalled arm.
22 GCMS 2 sample purged, GCMS 1 analysis continues.
24, 27 GCMS atmospheric analyses, ten successful tests on each sol.
27 Biology 1 sample analyzed in Pyrolytic and Labelled Release instruments.
31 GCMS 3 sampling: scoop contents purged, new sample acquired, analyzed on sol 32.
33 GCMS atmospheric analyses. Ten tests successfully completed.
34 XRFS 2 sample taken using two sample strokes, delivered and analyzed on sols 34 to 36.
36 Biology 2 sample taken, then analyzed in the Pyrolytic Release instrument.
37 GCMS 3 sample analysis continued.
39 Biology sample analyzed in Labelled Release instrument.
40 XRFS 3 sample collected using two sample strokes, then analyzed over sols 40 to 60.
41–42 GCMS atmospheric analyses, one test on each sol, both successful.
41 Physical Properties 1 test, magnetic properties, soil dump onto lander grid.
43 GCMS 3 sample analysis continued.
52–102 GCMS atmospheric analyses on sols 52, 62, 72, 82, 92 and 102.
66–103 XRFS performs intermittent analysis of residue from purged third sample.
91 Biology 3 sample collected and delivered to Pyrolytic Release instrument.
115 End of Nominal Mission (15 November 1976) (MY 12, sol 323).
125 Conjunction (25 November 1976) (MY 12, sol 333).
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Figure 60  Vikin g 1 activities in Sandy Flats during the Primary Mission.
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Figure 61 Vikin g 1 activities in Rocky Flats and at two purge sites during the Primary Mission.
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Figure 62  Viking 1 activities  up to sol 100, the end of the nominal mission .
A: Map of the sample fi eld. B: Panoramic view of the sample fi eld. Figure 58 B shows the area before activities began.
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chances of survival. Viking Lander 1 took advantage of 
the reduced VL2     operations with a busy work schedule. 
On sol 270 it tried to perform a magnetic properties 
experiment. The backhoe was wiped against two brushes
to remove dust from its magnets, then pushed into the 
regolith six times to see what adhered to the magnets.
This ground     contact, called Backhoe Touchdown 2, was 
made in Sandy Flats just to the right (south) of Deep 
Hole 1. The experiment gave poor results because the
brushing had not adequately cleaned the magnets, so it 
was repeated on sol 357.  

 On     three occasions the arm positioned its sampler 
head to occult the Sun so the camera could observe the
brightness of the sky near the solar disk. The first time on 
sol 280 the arm position was not correct, so another 
attempt was made on sol 321. Also on sol 280 two more 
pictures were taken under engine 2 using the mirror on 
the sample arm to show the region under the spacecraft 
scoured by engine exhaust during landing, and then the 
arm was moved to Rocky Flats for a physical properties
study. A sample     was scooped up from the Physical Prop-
erties 2 trench ( Figure 63 ), the fine fraction was purged,
and any remaining larger fragments were purged over the
drift area adjacent to GCMS 2 to see what effect they 
had.     They were dropped from a height of 85 cm, and
fragments up to 1 cm across penetrated less than 0.5 cm.
Immediately following that purge, Backhoe Touchdown 
3 was commanded in Sandy Flats ( Figure 64 ),     erasing 
signs of the purged material. The purged fragments were 
only seen in one image of the touchdown event just 
before retraction.  

 On     sols 285 and 286 sample C-7 was collected from 
the shallow trench XRFS 7 by skimming the collector 
along the surface once on each sol. This sample of near-
surface material was taken from Wind Tail, a north-
south–oriented linear dust deposit in     a sheltered area 
south of Sponge rock ( Figure 63 ), a location Clark et al . l
( 1982 ) called Jonesville. The lowest temperature yet 
recorded by Lander 1, 177 K, was measured on sol 291,
    only 15 sols before the winter solstice. Next, on sol 296,
the arm made Backhoe Touchdown 4 near Bashful rock 
in Rocky Flats and then returned to the area it had first 
worked in at Sandy Flats. It scooped up some drift mate-
rial at a     trench called Physical Properties 3 and dumped 
it nearby to build a conical pile of soil, called Conical 
Pile 1 ( Figure 63 ). The pile deposited on the lander on

any made previously, though it was not well imaged on
this     sol. Following this digging operation, the arm was
moved to place its mirror where it could view the tem-
perature sensor on Footpad 2 late on sol 202, and an 
image of it was taken on sol 203 ( Figure 76 ).     Probably at 
that time some debris fell from the scoop near the sol 8
purge site ( Figure 61 ). On sol 204 the digging was
repeated, again with two sets of six retractions, to enlarge
the trench ( Figure     64 ). A 14-cm rock was excavated dur-
ing this process. The excavation was extended again on 
sol 218 with two more sets of six retractions closer to the
lander, and finally Deep Hole 1 was completed with two
more sets of six arm strokes on     sol 219 ( Figure 64 ). This 
big trench was now about 22 cm deep, 30 cm wide and
160 cm long. Meanwhile a dust storm had developed
(Pollack  et al .,  1979 ), detected first by Viking     Orbiter 2 l
on sol 205, then by Lander 1 on sol 208 and finally on sol
210 by Lander 2 as the storm spread around the planet.
These dates are all stated in Lander 1 sols. The storm dis-
sipated slowly over the next 30 sols.

Deep     Hole 1 provided access to deeper material, and 
on sol 229 a single scoop sample, C-6, was collected
from the XRFS 5 trench inside Deep Hole 1. It was 
intended to provide fine material, but there was not 
enough for a satisfactory analysis.     Any coarse fragments 
were purged into the sol 34 trench (XRFS 2), but images 
showed no indication that anything had fallen there. On
sol 230 the GCMS pump failed, ending that experiment 
apart from the use of its comminutor for measuring grain 
hardness. The lander’s     cameras detected a slump in the
drift at the base of Big Joe rock on sol 240 ( Figure 74 ).
Another sample of deep material, Biology 4, was taken
from Deep Hole 1 on sol 250, but     not documented with 
images. Fine material was delivered to the instrument, 
and again any coarse fragments were dropped into the
XRFS 2 trench, but none were seen in images. Later that 
same sol, another single-scoop XRFS 6 sample, called 
C-6 as the     previous C-6 was inadequate, was taken from
Deep Hole 1. Once again, fine material was delivered to
the instrument, and coarse material was dropped in XRFS
2, but none was seen. On sol 252 the Gas Exchange part 
of the biology instrument     failed.

During     the northern hemisphere winter on Mars, cor-
responding to April to September 1977 on Earth, Viking 
Lander 2 was placed in a low-activity mission phase
(Survival Automatic Mission, SAM) to maximize its
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328. Atmospheric studies like these occurred throughout 
the mission, in addition to routine monitoring of the solar 
disk on almost every     active sol.

 Several     types of material were present at the Viking 1 
site, most obviously the fine-grained drifts of Sandy Flats 
and the coarser fragments found in Rocky Flats. A third 
type of material visible in images and sometimes dis-
turbed by the arm operations appeared as thin platy
  sheets  , fragile enough to break during digging but coher-
ent enough to hold together when disturbed, or to resist 
wind erosion. These were interpreted as fine-grained
drift-like material, cemented by some process which 
might include the precipitation of salts from drying 
brines. By     analogy with terrestrial desert materials, these 
were called ‘duricrust’ in mission reports. On sols 336, 
337 and 338, attempts were made to sample duricrust 
from a trench called XRFS 9 at the far right-hand end of 
the arm workspace. The arm skimmed the surface three
    times, once each day, each stroke a little farther to the 
right ( Figure 68 ). Fine materials were purged, leaving
any clods or lumps of duricrust to be delivered to the
XRFS instrument, but none were     delivered. It appears 
that they disintegrated during collection or delivery.

 Soil     temperature measurements were obtained on sols 
343 and 344 as the arm was pushed into drift material in 
the Physical Properties 6 trench at Sandy Flats on sol 343
( Figure 67 ) and left with the temperature probe buried in
    the drift for a full day-night cycle. Temperatures varied
from 187.5 K early in the morning to 215.5 K in the mid
afternoon. The arm may have struck a buried rock as it 
moved into place. Later on sol   344  , material picked up in 
the scoop from Physical Properties 6 was used to build
Conical Pile 4 near Ventifact rock ( Figures 67 , 74). Phys-
ical studies continued on sol 350 at the trench Physical
Properties 7, just     to the left of the old XRFS 2 trench in 
Rocky Flats ( Figure 66 ). The intention was to collect 
coarse material from Rocky Flats and grind it in the 
GCMS comminutor. This would give an estimate of grain 
    hardness, but it appeared that insufficient material was 
delivered to the comminutor. The residue in the scoop 
was dropped from a height of 82 cm over the drift area,
but no fragments or surface pits made by fragments were
seen.  

 The     magnetic experiment attempted on sol 270 was 
repeated about 90 sols later on sol 357, this time using
three brushing strokes to clean the magnets, but the 

sol 41 had not been given a name,     but it and Conical Pile
1 and several others made later would be monitored for 
wind erosion effects throughout the mission. A second
sample was not delivered to the pile. Sol 300 was 24 May
1977 (MY 12, sol 509). Events during the period from 
    conjunction to sol 300 are illustrated in  Figures 63  and
64 and mapped in  Figure 65 . The labelled release and gas
exchange experiments ended during this mission   phase  ,
whereas the pyrolytic release experiment, though ended, 
was still used to monitor the radiation background from 
the RTG power sources. The last labelled release analy-
sis ended on sol 306.  

 The     next operation was an attempt to roll or move a 
rock on sol 302. The arm touched the rock Grumpy and 
rolled it away from the lander before sliding over the 
rock and digging a trench about 30 cm beyond it ( Figure 
    66 ). On sols 311 and 312, two single scoops collected
fine material from Rocky Flats for the XRFS instrument, 
making up sample C-8 from the XRFS 8 trench. The 
coarse material left on each day was purged over the sol 
34 trench,     and some was observed to fall on the left edge 
of the trench ( Figure 66 ). On sol 312 (MY 12, sol 521), a 
second major dust storm was observed at this site (Pol-
lack et   al   .,  1979 ). On the next sol it was also detected byl
Viking Lander 2. The XRFS 8 purge was followed on sol
324 by the construction of a pair of conical piles. Mate-
rial from the Physical Properties 4 trench in Sandy Flats
was dumped to create Conical     Pile 2 on top of Metate 1
rock, at the outer edge of the sample field. Then the pro-
cess was repeated with material dug from the Physical
Properties 5 trench in Sandy Flats ( Figure 67 ) and     used 
to create Conical Pile 3 on a patch of drift material 
between rocks ( Figure 66 ). The name Metate, used for 
two rocks at this site, refers to hollowed stones tradition-
ally used for grinding grains in the     Americas and else-
where. These rocks both had hollow tops. Metate 2 some-
what resembled a clog ( Figure 68 ) and so was also
referred to as Dutch Shoe (Olivier de Goursac, personal 
communication, 9 September 2011).

 The     measurement of sky brightness near the sun, first 
attempted on sol 280, was repeated on sol 321. This time
the levels of atmospheric dust during a major storm were 
so high that the images were useless, so a third attempt 
was scheduled for sol 376.     Colour images of the sky dur-
ing the dust storm were taken on sol 325, and 60 images
of the sky were obtained for a photometric study on sol
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Figure 63 Vikin g 1 activities in Rocky Flats between sols 101 and 300. 
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Figure 64 Vikin g 1 activities in Sandy Flats between sols 101 and 300.
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Figure 65 Viking 1 trenching activities after 300 sols.
A: Map of the sample fi eld. B: Panoramic view of the sample fi eld. Only events occurring between sols 101 and 300 are labelled. 
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scoop sample (C-11) was dug from trench XRFS 12 
within Deep Hole 2 and delivered to the XRFS instru-
ment. The trench was extended again on sol 486 with
four more sets of six backhoe   retractions  . The new trench 
was 11 cm deep at its deepest point, 30 cm wide and 110
cm long. This exposed some blocky material, and an
attempt to collect some was made later on the same sol. 
The trench created within the larger hole was XRFS     13, 
but no sample from it was delivered to the instrument. A 
repeat on sol 502 at XRFS 14, essentially the same place
as XRFS 13 ( Figure 70 ), was successful in collecting two 
scoops of blocky     material (sample C-12) and delivering 
it to the XRFS. Sol 500, just prior to XRFS 14, was on 16 
December 1977 (MY 13, sol 40).

 On     sol 520 the arm brushed its backhoe magnets clean 
and then touched the surface at the Backhoe Touchdown 
5 location near the edge of Sandy Flats ( Figure 71 ). The
magnets were inspected to see whether anything adhered 
to   them  , finally completing the magnet experiment 
attempted on sol 270. Then a mirror on the arm was used 
to obtain a picture of the Footpad 2 temperature sensor, 
revealing that it was buried in the drift material ( Figure
  76 C  ). Earlier images had not shown the sensor itself. A 
week later on sol 527 a sample was collected from XRFS
15, a location originally under Bashful rock ( Figure 72 ).
If anything was picked up, it was     not delivered to the 
instrument. Bashful and two other rocks were moved in 
the process. Then the arm attempted to perform Backhoe 
Touchdown 6, but the collector head struck a rock or 
other surface feature, and the backhoe itself did not actu-
ally reach the ground. At     the end of sol 527, the arm was 
left in a position where its mirror would permit imaging
under the lander on sol 528, showing an area under the 
engine which had been scoured by exhaust. Four more 
images like this were taken on sol 550, using     small arm 
movements to reposition the mirror so the images would 
form a mosaic of the otherwise hidden area ( Figure 76 ). 
They showed the scoured area and a pit dug by the 
exhaust during landing. Later on that     sol, the arm per-
formed Backhoe Touchdown 7 in the Deep Hole 2 tail-
ings ( Figure 71 ).  

 Operations     continued in the Deep Hole 2 tailings on 
sols 558 to 561, four sols in which 16 arm strokes, four 
per sol, were used to dig a trench, XRFS 16 ( Figure 70 ). 
The intention was     to collect a sample, C-13, by purging 
fine material each time and accumulating coarse material 

backhoe snagged on the brush, stalling the process. About 
150 sols later on sol 520, the procedure was successfully
    completed. On sol 369 the arm was used to roll Bashful
rock. It passed over the rock, making a small trench
beyond Bashful, and rolled the rock towards the lander as
it was retracted ( Figure 68 ).     The movement, which was 
partly towards the left, exposed a mound of soil previ-
ously hidden on the right side of the rock. Three attempts 
to strike and chip the rock Metate 2 (Dutch Shoe) were 
made on sol 376 to test its hardness.     No damage to the
rock was observed, but the contact rotated the elongated
rock counterclockwise ( Figure 68 ). Also on that sol, the
sky brightness experiment started on sol 280 was suc-
cessfully concluded. Sampling resumed on sol 378     with
single-scoop sample C-9 from the XRFS 10 trench near 
Bashful rock. The rock was moved as the arm retracted.
The intention was to collect a sample from underneath 
the rock’s original location, but the trench was in the 
wrong place, behind the     rock’s original position. The 
coarse fraction was purged, but nothing was seen. Sol
400 was on 4 September 1977, or MY 12, sol 609.  

 Phobos     transited the Sun’s disk, as seen from the land-
ing site, on sols 415, 419 and 423. The lander measured 
the drop in light levels during these partial eclipses. The
timing of the eclipses would help locate the lander on the 
surface. The last event     coincided with the passage of a 
local dust storm over the landing site, but no obvious sur-
face changes were observed. On sols 430 and 431,
another attempt was made to sample duricrust with four 
scoops from the far right end of the sampling area, an 
area Clark      et al . ( 1982 ) referred to as Angie’s Place. Thisl
was XRFS 11 ( Figure 68 ), and the coarse fraction of the
sample was delivered to XRFS as intended. The fine
fraction was purged near Footpad     3. On sol 441 an 
attempt was made to scrape another rock, this time 
Sponge rock, but it rolled towards the lander without 
showing any sign of damage. All rocks tested in this way
were found to be hard, not chipped or scratched by the 
  arm  . Events during the period from sol 301 to 450 are
illustrated in  Figures 66  through 68 and mapped in  Fig-
ure 69 .

 A     new deep excavation in Rocky Flats was com-
menced on sol 456. This was Deep Hole 2, and the first 
stage in its construction involved four sets of six backhoe
retractions, resulting in a trench 8 cm deep, 32 cm wide
and 92 cm long ( Figure     70 ). Then on sol 468, a single-
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Figure 66 Vikin g 1 activities in Sandy Flats between sols 301 and 450. 
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Figure 67  Vikin g 1 activities in Rocky Flats between sols 301 and 450.
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Figure  68 Vikin g 1 activities in  Rocky Flats between sols 301 and 450 (continued).
The rock Metate 2  was also called Dutch Shoe. 
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Figure 69  Viking 1 trenching activities after 450 sols.
A: Map of the sample fi eld. B: Panoramic view of the sample fi eld. Only events occurring  between sols 301 and 450 are labelled.
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 After     the end of arm operations, the lander continued
monitoring weather and looking for changes in the sur-
roundings. The first such change had already occurred,
and it encouraged the search for additional changes. On
sol 183, an image of a sloping drift surface near Big Joe
( Figure     74 ) revealed a slump scar that had not been
present on sol 74 when the area had last been observed.
This drift and others were observed repeatedly in the
hope of seeing another event like this, but only one was
ever seen. It occurred     between sols 767 and 771 near the
large rock Whale ( Figure 74 ). Both events appeared to
involve a thin surface crust breaking and sliding down
the sloping surface. Many areas show other small changes 
as thin layers of     fine material were removed or deposited
by the wind (Jones et al .,  1979 ; Guinness  l et al .,  1982 ; l
Arvidson  et al .,  1983 ).  l

 Several     conical soil piles were created so that wind
erosion could be monitored during the mission, and sev-
eral of them were observed to change (Arvidson et al .,l
 1983 ). Conical piles 2, 3 and 5 had changed very little, if 
at all, by sol 1601     but were largely or completely removed
by sol 2068.  Figure 75  shows these changes, incorporat-
ing a higher resolution image from sol 2209 which covers
only piles 3 and 5. Conical Pile 4 was constructed on sol
    344 and changed little until sol 1765, when part of the pile
was seen to have been stripped away by the wind to
expose part of the underlying rock ( Figure 74 ). Other 
changes occurred on the mound of     soil at the edge of 
Deep Hole created by the XRFS 18 excavation ( Figure
72 ). Sometime between sols 1313 and 1757, two soil
clods or small stones were dislodged from the mound,
one falling into XRFS 18     before sol 1720, the other roll-
ing down onto a rock beside the Physical Properties 11
trench after sol 1720. If all those changes occurred at 
about the same time, the events may have coincided with
a period of atmospheric pressure fluctuations and dusty
skies in the   mid   1700s range of sols (Arvidson et al .,l
 1983 ). Another soil pile, not given a name or number, was
placed on a gridded surface on top of the lander on sol 41
and observed repeatedly ( Figure 75 ).     It changed fairly
rapidly, collapsing into a broad low patch of soil between
sols 76 and 207, perhaps aided by vibrations caused by
spacecraft operations. After that time, wind made small
changes to its distribution. Similar small changes, not 
illustrated here, were observed in     soil thrown onto a foot-
pad during landing (Jones et al .,  1979 ). l

for XRFS. Nothing was successfully delivered, presum-
ably because there was little or no coarse component to
the tailings. At the same time, the final attempts to free
the     seismometer were made, still without success. On sol
581 the process was repeated, this time with all 16 arm
strokes in one sol ( Figure 70 , XRFS 17). The arm prob-
ably dug through the tailings into     the underlying original
surface, so samples would be a mixture of both types of 
material. Fine materials were purged and dispersed, but 
enough coarse fragments were collected to fill the XRFS
chamber, forming sample C-13 (because the previous
attempt at C-13     failed). At the end of sol 581, the arm
was positioned for more imaging under the lander, and
one image was taken on sol 582.

Another     attempt was made on sol 586 to collect sam-
ples from the Deep Hole 2 tailings area (XRFS 18,  Fig-
ure 70 ), this time digging deeper to gather material from
the original surface under the tailings. Again     16 strokes 
were made, and fines were dispersed each time, but noth-
ing could be delivered to XRFS as the sample delivery
funnel was blocked by large fragments from XRFS 17.
This sequence was in fact an accidental repeat of the sol
581 sequence. Afterwards, the arm     mirror was positioned
to take another image under the lander. The picture was
taken on sol 594, becoming the last frame in the mosaic
underneath Engine 2 ( Figure 76 ). Sol 600 was on 28 
March 1977 (    MY 13, sol 140).  

On     sol 608 a sample was dug from Rocky Flats at a 
site called Physical Properties 8 ( Figure 72 ) and deliv-
ered to GCMS for comminution. Physical Properties 9, 
on sol 612, was a bearing test in Sandy     Flats ( Figure 71 ). 
The arm’s collector head was pushed down into the drift 
material to observe the degree of surface deformation
with a known load. Also on that sol, Physical Properties 
10 repeated that process at a     site in Rocky Flats ( Figure 
72 ), and the temperature sensor on the arm was raised to
different levels to construct a vertical profile of air tem-
peratures. Sampler arm operations concluded on sol 639,
beginning with two surface     contacts to measure soil 
properties, Backhoe Touchdowns 8 and 9 in Rocky Flats. 
Then a sample was dug up at Physical Properties 11 in 
Rocky Flats and used to create Conical Pile 5, about 3 cm 
high, between two rocks ( Figure     71 ). After that the arm
was parked and never used again.  

Events     during the period after sol 450 are illustrated in
 Figures 70  through 72 and mapped in  Figure 73 .
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Figure 70  Vikin g 1 activities at Deep Hole 2 between sol 451  and the end of sampler operations.  
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Figure 71 Vikin g 1 activities between sol 451 and the end of sampler operations. 
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Figure 72  Viking 1 activities in Rocky Flats between sol 451 and the end of sampler operations.
Surface changes later  in the  mission are shown in an  inset with the sol 639 image. 
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Figure 73 Viking 1 trenching activities up to the end of Surface Sampler operations.
A: Map of the sample fi eld. B: Panoramic view of the sample fi eld. Only events occurring after sol 450 are labelled. 
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Figure 74 Chang es  observed at the Viking 1 landing site. 
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Figure 75 Changes observed  near Conical Piles 2, 3 and 5 (top) and on the Viking Lander 1  spacecraft deck.
Colour scale targets and the base of the high-gain antenna are visible beyond the gridded deck area.
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  Table 21.    Viki  ng  Lander 1 Extended Mission Activities    

Sol Activities

146 First commands of the extended mission received (MY 12, sol 355)
177–180 XRFS 4 samples collected, coarse regolith fraction, four strokes
202 Backhoe Touchdown 1, in drift materials for surface properties study
204–219 Deep Hole 1 excavation in drift materials, dug on sols 202, 204, 218, 219
209 First evidence of dust storm observed by lander (MY 12, sol 418)
229 XRFS 5 sample collected from Deep Hole 1, purged to form rock pile
240 Slump in drift observed in drift near Big Joe rock, the fi rst natural surface changefi
250 Biology 4, XRFS 6 samples collected, both from Deep Hole 1
252 Gas Exchange helium supply depleted, ending operations
270 Backhoe Touchdown 2 in drift materials for surface properties study
280 Physical Properties 2 sample dug and purged, backhoe touchdown 3 on drift
285–286 XRFS 7 sample collected from wind tail of Sponge rock
290 Lowest winter temperature recorded, 177 K (MY 12, sol 499)
296 Backhoe Touchdown 4, physical properties 3, purged to form conical pile 1
302 Grumpy rock rolled successfully
306 Labelled Release experiment ends (MY 12, sol 515)
311–312 XRFS 8 sample from blocky material, purged to form rock pile, second major dust storm seen
321 Highest wind speed measured, with maximum velocity 27.5 m/s
324 Physical Properties 4, drift material, used to make conical pile 2 on Metate 1 rock

Physical Properties 5, drift material, used to make conical pile 3 near Metate 1
336–338 XRFS 9 sample attempt, three sample strokes to collect duricrust, not successful
343–344 Physical Properties 6, diurnal temperatures measured in drift material
344 Conical Pile 4 constructed near Ventifact rock (MY 12, sol 553)
350 Physical Properties 7 to comminutor, coarse material purged over drift but nothing seen
357 Sampler arm problem, ‘no-go’ during magnet cleaning prevents sample collections
369 Bashful rock pulled towards lander by sampler
376 Metate 2 rock pushed in attempt to chip it, no damage to rock observed (MY 12, sol 583)
378 XRFS 10 sample collected from behind small rock
419 Phobos shadow transit observed by orbiter and lander and by lander alone on sols 416, 423
430, 431 XRFS 11 sample collected from duricrust, four sample strokes
441 Sampler used to scrape Sponge rock as a test of hardness, rock moved but not damaged
456 Deep Hole 2 excavated in blocky material, XRFS 12 sample attempt fails (MY 12, sol 665)
486 Deep Hole 2 enlarged, XRFS 13 sample collected
502 XRFS 14 sample collected from Deep Hole 2, deeper than XRFS 13 (MY 13, sol 42)
520 Backhoe Touchdown 5 on drift material
527 XRFS 15 sample collected from behind small rock, backhoe touchdown 6 on blocky material
550 Backhoe Touchdown 7 on Deep Hole 1 tailings
558–561 XRFS 16 samples collected from Deep Hole 2 tailings, 16 strokes, delivery not successful
581 XRFS 17 samples from Deep Hole 2 tailings and surface below, 16 strokes, successful
586 XRFS 18 samples collected from surface below Deep Hole 2 tailings, 16 strokes, successful
608 Physical Properties 8 sample taken for comminution test (MY 13, sol 148)
612 Physical Properties 9, bearing test on drift material, physical properties 10 on blocky material
639 Backhoe Touchdowns 8, 9 on blocky material, physical properties 11 sample taken from blocky material and 

purged to make Conical Pile 5, then surface sampler parked, operations end
656 Continuation mission begins, automated monitoring for surface and atmospheric changes
668 Landing anniversary (one Mars year), 7 June 1978 (MY 13, sol 209)
2245 End of mission, 13 November 1982, bad command ends communication (MY 15, sol 448)
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  Viking     2 Site Certification  

 As     with the site certification for Viking 1, this section 
is based on the minutes of the Landing Site Staff (LSS), 
kindly provided by Norman Crabill. The B-1 site for 
Viking 2 was originally chosen for its low elevation, its
position near the maximum     southern extent of the 
‘polar hood’ of haze over the northern pole during win-
ter where water vapour might be found, and because it 
would lie under the same orbiter ground track as A-1. 
One orbiter could serve as a communication relay for 
both landers,     freeing the second to explore other 
regions. The first Viking 1 orbiter images of B-1
seemed very bad to Masursky, who proposed extending 
the imaging in a long strip from B-1 to the northeast, 
up to about 57° N. He called     this the ‘northeast noodle’
and hoped that terrain hazards might be mantled (cov-
ered) somewhere along that imaging strip. Jim Martin 
cut the ‘noodle’ short, stopping imaging at 50° N, 
prompting Masursky to rename it the ‘northeast riga-
toni’, a shorter     variety of noodle. This was the B1-NE 
region mentioned at LSS 12.  

 The     Viking 1 site was chosen at the 22nd meeting of 
the Landing Site Staff (LSS 22) on 12 July 1976. At the
next meeting, LSS 23 on 14 July, the latitude of the sec-
ond orbiter’s periapsis was again discussed. The esti-
mated elevations of the     C sites ( Table 17 ) were consid-
ered again, as were expected winds and the ground tracks
of the orbiters for either periapsis latitude. Press repre-
sentatives and photographers sat in on this and several
later meetings for background material     for their stories
about the upcoming landings.  

 Site     geology was the subject of LSS 24 on 16 July. 
The Viking 1 site was thought to be a basalt plain similar 
to a lunar mare, with many wrinkle ridges and relatively 
few craters. The regolith would consist of crater ejecta 
and sediments from Lunae Planum deposited     by several 
channels west of the site, or aeolian material. If this was 
correct, how should the B and C sites best complement 
A? B-1 seemed to consist of polygonally fractured thin 
lava flows mantled with layers of debris. C sites were
cratered     uplands with later lava flows and a regolith of 
ejecta and aeolian material. Geologist Mike Carr pre-
ferred C for access to old cratered material, whereas
biologists Joshua Lederberg and Harold (‘Chuck’) Klein 
preferred B for potential water and organic materials.

 Between     them, these surface changes hinted at the
rate of surface modification on Mars. Though each
event was small, if similar changes occurred roughly 
annually for a million years, they would substantially 
alter the appearance of the landscape. Much of the 
change probably occurs during infrequent but     strong 
wind gusts, perhaps during dust storms, with little
change between these events. When a dust storm passed
over Viking Lander 1 on sol 423 (28 September 1977, 
MY 12, sol 632), observations during the event showed
no surface changes or particle   motion  . Jones  et al . 
( 1979 ) suggested that ‘the large global dust storms, 
which appear from orbiter images to be maelstroms of 
destruction, may cause no more erosion, even in their 
source regions, than we have observed at the lander 
sites’. 

  Figure   7  6  shows an area roughly 1 m square immedi-
ately in front of and beneath the lander. A mosaic of the
small images seen in the arm on the mirror is placed
approximately in the correct location under the lander.
Fractured, platy material appears to have     been exposed 
as the landing engine exhaust blew a dusty covering away
from it. The shadow of a spacecraft component falls near 
the middle of the mosaic.

 Viking     Lander 1 operated for 2245 Sols until 13
November 1982 (MY 15, sol 448), when a bad com-
mand from Earth inadvertently ended the mission. The 
last communication from Viking 1 had been two days
earlier. The lander was beginning to show signs of     incip-
ient battery failure similar to those seen on Viking
Lander 2 before its mission ended in April 1980. The
mission no longer had a regular flight team since auto-
mated operations began and people moved to other
projects, so a group of engineers was assembled at JPL
to address     the problem. They designed and transmitted
instructions to the spacecraft, which ceased operating
immediately afterwards. The new instructions probably 
overwrote essential software which allowed the antenna
to track Earth in the Martian sky (E. Strickland, personal 
communication, 22 September 2006). Attempts to con-
tact the lander continued     until 21 May 1983 when the
mission was formally ended. If that problem had not
occurred, the lander was programmed to continue opera-
tions until sol 4835 (24 February 1990), if its power
supply lasted that long. The design lifetime had been
only 120 sols.      
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Figure 76  The immediate foreground of Viking Lander 1.
The area mapped is roughly 1 m wide, with north at the top. The mosaic of images taken using the arm-mounted mirror is shown 
in its approximate location (A), and enlarged (B). Pits dug by the engine exhaust are indicated. Each pit exposes fractured, crusty 
material.  C is another mirror mosaic showing the Footpad 2 temperature sensor.
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preferred at this meeting. The final decision was made at 
LSS 30 on 22     July. The Viking 2 periapsis latitude would 
be 46° N. The photographic coverage needed for site
planning is described in  Table 23  and illustrated in  Fig-
ure   78 A  . The B-2 site would now be either west or east 
of Alba Patera (Mons) itself, not on the volcano. The first 
task would be to select one of the three areas, B-1, B-2 or 
B-  3  , for landing, and then the best ellipse in that area 
would be certified.

 LSS     31 on 23 July had to deal with an unexpected 
question. Viking Lander 1’s surface sampler, the robotic
arm, had failed to unlatch from its flight position. If it 
proved impossible to free it and no samples could be 
acquired and analyzed, would that constitute     a failure for 
the Viking 1 mission? If so, should Viking Lander 2 con-
tinue to the B site, or as mission rules had suggested in 
the event of a failed landing, go to the very safe C site? A 
vote was held and B was     still the preferred location. The 
Viking Lander 1 arm did deploy successfully soon after-
wards. Discussions of site certification procedures and 

 LSS     25 was held the next day. The B latitude was dis-
cussed again at this meeting, so the Viking 2 orbit inser-
tion burn could be planned. The seismologists preferred 
C sites because they were closer to Viking 1, which
would improve the chances of the two seismometers
    detecting the same signal and being able to locate the
source. A hazard assessment of sites discussed at this 
meeting is given in  Table 22 , and the sites are illustrated
in  Figure     77 . The number of possible ellipses was increas-
ing, but few seemed very satisfactory.

 LSS     26 and 27 on 18 and 19 July dealt with the Viking 
1 target coordinates. Viking 2 planning resumed on 20 
July 1976, just after the successful landing of Viking 1 
and on the 7th anniversary of the Apollo 11 lunar land-
ing, ‘First National Space Day’     as the LSS 28 minutes 
called it. The process of B site certification was estab-
lished. The potential B sites were Cydonia (B-1), Alba
Patera (B-2) and Utopia Planitia (B-3). The Alba site was 
high on the     broad dome of this vast shield volcano, now
called Alba Mons. The patera, the volcanic caldera (col-
lapse crater) itself, is 200 km south of the ellipse ( Figure
45 ). Further discussion took place at     LSS 29 on 21 July.
Masursky summarized: A-1 was chosen to be safe and
interesting. The B latitude was thought likely to show 
evidence of water, but lacked radar data and so was more 
risky. Now B-1 looked hazardous, partly     mantled with
erosional debris, and C-1 looked interesting, having 
ancient craters and lava flows and being typical of half of 
Mars. Ultimately, however, the B latitude was still

 Table 22.   Viki  ng  Site Terrain Hazards  Discussed on 17 July 1976    

Site Ellipse Location Hazard* Notes

A A-1 WNW 22.5° N, 47.5° W 1–2% Mare ridge hazard assumed to be 0%
B-1 c. 44° N, 13° W 12–15% Fractured plains

c. 43° N, 7° W 13–15% mantled plains
C-1 α north c. 5° S, 44° W 15% 99% ellipse 50 km from canyon rim

α middle 14% 99% ellipse 20 km from canyon rim
α south 13% 99% ellipse touching canyon rim
β north c. 6° S, 43° W 10% 99% ellipse 20 km from canyon rim
β south 6–8% 99% ellipse touching canyon rim
γ c. 5° S, 41° W 11% 99% ellipse 20 km from canyon rim**

   *  The hazard rating is the probability of landing  in terrain mapped as  potentially hazardous.   

   **  Position on   Figure 77   matches distance from canyon rim rather than centre location.       

 Table 23.   Imag  ing Coverage   Needed for Viking 2 site
Selection, 22 July 1976     

B-1 B-2 B-3

Central latitude 47° N 45° N 45° N
Latitude range 44°–51° N 41°–50° N 40°–50° N
Longitude range 350°–30° W 90°–120° W 200°–265° W
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A-site to increase sampleability’, which, according to the 
minutes, ‘provoked     general laughter’. Everybody hoped
for fewer rocks, as the Viking 1 site looked more hazard-
ous at the surface than it had seemed from orbit. In fact 
much of the area accessible to the Viking 1 surface sam-
pler initially appeared too rocky to be easily sampled, 
though     this turned out not to be a serious limitation. The 
biologists wanted to land in an area with morning fogs, 
seen in the approach images and at the very least sug-
gesting the presence of water in some form. Attention
also shifted to B-2, including     the original ellipse at 44°
N, 110° W ( Figure 45 ). At the next meeting, LSS 40 on
13 August, Gentry Lee referred to another promising
area in the B-2E area east of     the original B-2 site. It was
not specified precisely, but it had been seen in Orbiter 2 
images from orbit 004 ( Figure 78 A).

 So     Alba had promising sites, but it had other draw-
backs. At LSS 41 on 16 August, Masursky described the
current situation. B-1 was ‘semi-catastrophic’ and could 
not be used. B-2 was the best area seen to date, but it     had 
no evidence of water and bad infrared data indicative of 
a rocky surface. At the next meeting, LSS 42 on 17 
August, Lee reviewed the B-2 region and concluded that 
its smooth areas were not smooth enough and must be 
rejected. The site     certification team was exhausted and 
could not keep multiple sites in consideration. The bold 
but controversial decision was now taken to choose B-3.
There were no useful images for that site yet, but B-1 and 
B-2 were both bad. Two     ellipses called B-2E and B-2 
Late had now been rejected.

 The     contingency plan if B-3 failed to provide an ellipse 
would be the small plateau in B-1 imaged on orbit 52A
(12 August), which was the only really satisfactory 50%
ellipse in B-1. That site ( Figure     78 B) was now called B-1
epsilon, at 45.5° N, 352.5° W, and although the 50% area 
on the plateau looked safe, the area around it out to the 
99% ellipse was     bad. Ninety-nine percent ellipses would 
be used for hazard evaluation of new sites, but they would
be shrunk so that the new 99% ellipse would correspond 
to the old 68% ellipse. The 99% ellipse used for Viking 1 
was 130 by 50 km,     with a 50% ellipse size of 52 by 
20 km. Now, for Viking 2, the 99% ellipse would be 100 
by 37 km, and the 50% ellipse only 40 by 15 km. Despite 
what was said about not keeping multiple site studies 
    going, several ellipses in B-2 and B-3 continued to be 
studied over the next few days.

imaging requirements continued through LSS 32 on 24 
July. At LSS 33 on 27 July, B-1 was reported to be too
rough and complex     to be satisfactory. An ellipse, not 
specified but not the later epsilon site, could be fitted into
the orbit 35A imaging area, but it was too small to be
useful. It lay near 42° N somewhere between 4° W and
15° W,     in an imaging sequence taken on 25 July which
included the first view of the infamous ‘face on Mars’ 
later popularized as a supposedly artificial structure. The 
mottled terrain northeast of B-1, ‘pustular’ in appear-
ance, was hilly and partly eroded, but it     could not support 
a landing. The next three LSS meetings on 29 July, 1 and
3 August were taken up with data and planning issues
while the B sites were studied further.  

 On     4 August at LSS 37, all three B sites were dis-
cussed. B-1 consisted of mottled and mantled plains.
B-2 near Alba Patera showed volcanic rocks and frac-
tured plains with an impact-derived regolith and some 
aeolian cover. B-3 consisted of     volcanic plains with a 
thick aeolian mantle. Masursky reported that it was not 
possible to locate a 99% ellipse (130 by 50 km) in B-1, 
but a smaller 50% ellipse (52 by 20 km) could be fitted 
in a few     places. This was not ideal, but could it be justi-
fied based on the experience with Viking 1? He showed
four possible sites ( Table 24 ,  Figure   78 B  ) and pointed
out that they might not do any better at B-2 or B-3. Don
Wise suggested moving the B-2 site 30° east (presuma-
bly from the original B-2 location) to the northern part
of Tempe Terra ( Figure     78 A), with a landing site on the 
flat top of one of the layers seen in Mariner 9 images of 
the area. The layers were expected to contain ice, which 
might account for the observed erosion of the layers,
and could be     relatively free of blocks. This area of lay-
ered material is near 45° N, 60° W, west of the crater
Sytinskaya. 

 A     new site in B-1 was identified as a result of detailed
terrain analysis and presented at LSS 38 on 11 August.
This analysis predicted the probability of landing in ter-
rain other than smooth plains, so the areas with the low-
est values would be preferred. The     new location was at 
44.5° N, 5.2° W ( Figure 78 B). At LSS 39 on 12 August, 
the organic chemistry group stated their preferences for 
the second landing site, in     order of priority: first, a sedi-
mentary area; second, evidence of fluvial processes;
third, aeolian deposition with a northerly source. Their 
general comment was ‘prefer less rocks than present 
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Figure 77  B and C sites considered for Viking 2 on 17 July 1976, from  Table 22.
The  base maps are USGS maps I-988 (  77A) and I-1046 (77B).
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Areas covered by these datasets are shown in association
with those missions in  Figures 24  and  36 . Next, five pos-
sible landing sites were shown and described in   B  -3 and 
two in B-2 ( Table 25 ,  Figure 79 ). B-3 was seen to have 
no smooth mare-like surfaces, and its geology was     not 
yet understood. Masursky preferred B-2 to B-3. Hugh 
Kieffer suggested looking outside existing B-3 image 
coverage, perhaps north of 50° N near 252° W. He also
thought B-2 was better.  

 LSS     46 on 21 August made the decision between B-2
and B-3. A new B-2 ellipse was added, but at B-3 only 
the eastern sites were considered, giving five ellipses. 
Two additional B-2 sites were proposed by     Kieffer ( Table
26 ). A hazard map of B-3 East was prepared by Larry
Crumpler and Paul Spudis. Finally the group voted, pre-
ferring B-2 over B-3, but Jim Martin overruled   them  ,
deciding on B-3 because there was so little to choose
between them and B-2 would require a delay of about a
week to obtain more data. The recommended site now
was at 48.0° N, 226.0° W,     from the minutes, though the 
table reproduced here as  Table 26  gives a longitude of 
228.0° W. Masursky’s written recommendation was for 
48.0° ± 1.5° N (    areographic), or 47.7° ± 1.5° N (areocen-
tric), and 226.0° ± 2.0° W, reflecting uncertainties on the 
order of 100 km. The 47th LSS meeting, held on 23
August, repeated the 48°     N, 226° W position and dis-
cussed the final details needed for planning the landing. 
Updated coordinates would be estimated from newly 
processed images before the next meeting so that a final 
recommendation could be made.

 The     final planned LSS meeting, LSS 48, was held on
30 August. Masursky summarized the work to date. The 
Viking 2 site search had made use of 1056 orbital images,
compared with about 800 for Viking 1. The target coor-
dinates shown on an annotated image     in the LSS minutes 
were 47.89° N, 225.86° W. The weather looked good,
apart from a troubling Viking Orbiter 2 camera artifact.
Electrical transients introduced strips of parallel lines 

One     reason B-2 W had looked promising was that 
images suggested that large sand dunes might mantle the
surface, covering hazardous rocks and surface irregu-
larities. Henry Moore now spotted a dune-like texture
covering parts of B-3 in the vicinity of the large     crater 
Mie. The dunes appeared to cover Mie’s ejecta and parts
of the crater itself. This might be the long-awaited
safe site. 

At     LSS 43 on 18 August, B-3 planning was the main 
subject. Mosaics of new images from Viking 2 were
delayed by a lack of plots showing expected image loca-
tions, but preliminary geological maps were discussed.
An area called ‘Better B-3’, extending     from 50° to 55° N, 
160° to 190° W, was looking interesting. At the next 
meeting, LSS 44 on 19 August, a map of B-3 was pre-
sented showing the geology as then understood. The
northeast corner of   B  -3 was covered with sandy material, 
forming dunes in places. The rest of the site had been 
stripped of sand, revealing fractured plains. A region just 
west of the 100-km crater Mie consisted of crater ejecta 
covered with sandy deposits, the dunes identified by
Henry Moore.  

 This     sandy region was now the preferred landing site 
as any rocks or other hazards were likely to be buried. 
Orbital images containing possible sites at B-2 were also 
identified at the meeting. Four of them (Viking Orbiter 2
images 8B16, 8B18, 8B25 and     8B27) correspond to
ellipses in  Figure 79 A around 45° N, 153° E. A fifth
(image 8B08) was at 45° N, 140° W near the ellipse B-2 
W V in  Figure 79 A. It had sand dunes, high water vapour, 
and the best thermal inertia data but contained crater 
ejecta and appeared rough in images.  

 Site     planning made significant progress by the time of 
LSS 45 on 20 August. Carl Sagan showed a map of Soviet 
data from Mars 3 and Mars 5, which used passive micro-
wave systems to estimate the electrical properties and
density of surface materials. The data suggested that the
surface materials at northern latitudes were not unusual. 

Table 24.   Poss  ible  Ellipse Locations in B-1, 4  August 1976    

Site Location Images Site Location Images

Alpha 46.8° N, 357.2° W 36A55, 57 Gamma 44.3° N, 11.5° W 09A48, 50
Beta 43.7° N, 357.2° W 39A24, 26 Delta 51.0° N, 353.7° W 26A69, 70
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Figure 78 A: Location of B site candidate areas and certifi cation  images. B: Possible ellipse locations in B-1, from  Table 24  and  
the text. The base maps are  USGS map I-961 (78A) and part of the global Viking mosaic (78B), and the inset illustration is part of
Viking image 673B40. The crater Davies on the 0° meridian commemorates veteran  planetary  geodesist Merton E. Davies.
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transmission rate. For a     hypothetical 1977 landing, a site
between 200 and 600 km from Viking 2 would favour 
seismic studies by enabling simultaneous detections of 
smaller signals. Viking 1’s seismometer had not deployed.
A 1981 landing should consider deploying the seismom-
eter away from the lander to reduce wind and equipment 
    vibrations. Penetrators would be better than soft landers
for a seismic network. Descent imaging would be useful 
for site location and context. Gerald (Gerry) Soffen, the
Viking Project Scientist, said at this meeting that he was
‘amazed we really got two landers     down safely’. Hal 
Masursky wanted to lower the orbiters to take images of 
the landing sites with the highest possible resolution.
This was done for the Viking 1 site but not for Viking 2.  

      9 September 1975: Viking 2 (United States)  

 Viking     2 was launched at 18:39 UT from Cape Canav-
eral, and after a 333-day cruise, it entered a 1496 by 
35 800 km orbit about Mars with an inclination of 55.2°

across parts of many images, a problem called ‘  micro-
phonics’  . Doyle Vogt’s weather report concluded that 
‘the landing will occur through heavy microphonics’.  

 A     special meeting of LSS was held on 12 October as
a ‘post-mortem’ to consider what changes in site selec-
tion procedures would be made if a future landing had to
be planned or what data the Viking Orbiters might obtain 
to help with future planning.     Two fictional missions were 
considered, another Viking landing in January 1977 after 
the upcoming conjunction and a separate Viking 3 mis-
sion in 1981. NASA was considering a Viking 3 mission
for 1981 at the time. Several suggestions were made.
First, the landing ellipse could     be smaller, perhaps about 
40 by 20 km for a landing from orbit. Second, future sites 
should be made in warmer locations or where water was 
more likely to be found. Mutch preferred a polar site, and
Kieffer suggested landing on a polar cap.   Seymour Hess 
favoured a polar site or a location with morning fog. 
Third, high-resolution images, up to 1 m/pixel, would be 
needed for planning future rover operations, and that 
would also require spacecraft with a higher data 

 Table 25.   Viki  ng Sites from LSS 45  Meeting,  20 August 1976     

Site Location Notes

B-2 West α 43.9° N, 154.4° W Similar to ellipse B-2 West I in Table 24.
B-2 West β 47.3° N, 149.5° W Coordinates from text. A map presented at the meeting and by Masursky

and Crabill (1976) shows this ellipse at about 47.5° N, 152° W.
B-3 East α 47.0° N, 224.9° W Textured sand deposits estimated 25 m thick, covering smaller craters.
B-3 East β 47.5° N, 228.1° W Fractured terrain partly mantled by sand.
B-3 West α 48.0° N, 255.5° W Clouds partly obscure fine details.fi
B-3 West β 47.0° N, 248.5° W Clouds partly obscure fine details. Minimum thermal inertia site.fi
B-3 West γ 40.0° N, 267.0° W Debris cover less evident, but site extends outside image area.

 Table 26.   Viki  ng Sites from LSS 46  Meeting, 21 August 1976    

H. Masursky sites in B-2 West and B-3 East H. Kieffer sites from infrared data

Site Ellipse Location Ellipse Location

B-2 West I 44.1° N, 154.9° W IV 42° N, 150° W
II 47.3° N, 156.6° W V 47° N, 135° W
III 43.5° N, 153.0° W

B-3 East α 47.2° N, 224.9° W
β 48.0° N, 228.0° W
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Figure 79 A: Candidate  Viking 2 ellipses in the B-2 area. Site B-2Wβ  has two possible ellipses (  Table 23 ). B: Candidate Viking 2
ellipses in B-3. C: The B-3 West ellipses at  higher resolution. The map  bases are parts  of the global Viking  mosaic.
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High-resolution imaging would be obtained when peri-
apsis occurred at longitudes with good     lighting. At other 
times medium-resolution mapping of broader regions,
or global monitoring for clouds, dust, variable features
or polar cap changes, would take precedence. Viking 
Orbiter 2 returned 15 582 images to Earth. Viking Orbiter
2 was shut down when its attitude control     fuel was 
exhausted on 25 July 1978 after 706 orbits, and it is
expected to burn up in about 2025. The Mars Explora-
tion Rover Spirit may have imaged Viking Orbiter 2
(JPL, 2004) before dawn on 7 March 2004 (MY 27, sol 
  2  ; Spirit’s sol 63).  

 The     lander was released at 19:40 UT on 3 September 
1976 (MY 12, sol 253) and immediately experienced 
unexpected motions and a power loss which threatened
the spacecraft’s survival. The onboard computer detected 
the problem and switched to its backup systems, stabiliz-
ing the lander     and enabling it to enter the atmosphere 
safely. The problem was attributed to the explosive bolts 
used to separate the lander, and to avoid further possible 
problems, a biological barrier installed between the 
orbiter and lander was not separated as intended. It 
restricted the fields of view     of the orbiter’s remote sens-
ing instruments, so it was eventually released without 
incident on 3 March 1978.

 At     12:58 UT on Earth (9:49 a.m. local time on Mars), 
Viking Lander 2 settled safely on the ground at Utopia
( Figures 85  to 88), 44 sols after Viking Lander     1. The 
first images showed a surface covered with rocks but no
sign of the expected mantle of sand dunes. Later, Viking
Lander 2 imaged its entire surroundings ( Figure 89 ).
The landing site was very rocky, with     fewer dust drifts
than at the first Viking site. The horizon was extremely
flat ( Figure 89 ), making identification of the site very 
difficult. Compounding the problem was the low resolu-
tion and extremely low contrast of the orbital     images.
The Viking 2 site could not be located precisely during 
the mission, but later high-resolution orbital images per-
mitted a more reliable result, and the HiRISE camera on 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter eventually located the
lander.  Figure 90      shows the surface panorama projected 
onto a HiRISE image. 

 Analysis     of radio transmissions after landing allowed 
Mayo et al . ( 1977 ) to estimate the lander coordinates asl
47.670° N, 225.59° W, accurate to within about 120 m 
(0.002°) in latitude and 12 km (0.    2°) in longitude. 

and a period of 27.4 hours on 7 August 1976 (MY     12, sol 
226). The first task was to complete the landing site cer-
tification already begun by Viking Orbiter 1. Viking 
Orbiter 2 activities are summarized in  Table 27  based on
JPL (1978) and     Snyder ( 1979 ), and Viking Lander 2 
activities in  Tables 30  through 32. The mission resulted
in the second successful landing and surface operations
on Mars, and, between the two orbiters, with the acquisi-
tion     of global imaging. Viking Orbiter 2 also imaged both 
satellites. Its first Phobos encounter on 17 September 
1976 (MY 12, sol 266) revealed the distinctive pattern of 
grooves on that satellite. Its Deimos close encounters in
October 1977 provided the first high-resolution images 
    of that small moon.

Between     the two Viking Orbiters, the entire surface of 
Mars was covered with images greatly superior to those
from Mariner 9. This global coverage was enabled by the 
long operational lives of the orbiters, but in the early
planning stages, global mapping could not be guaran-
teed. Assuming     coverage might be limited, the Viking
Project designed a set of high-priority observations to be
added to the primary goal of landing site certification as 
circumstances permitted (Viking Project,  1972 ). These 
consisted of 81 targets for high-resolution imaging, 
mainly for geological analysis,     and 25 more for low-res-
olution (high-altitude) imaging of clouds, wind streaks, 
variable features and regions in which dust storms usu-
ally begin. Other targets were defined for the infrared 
and atmospheric water mapping instruments. These tar-
gets are listed in  Tables     28  and 29, and the high-resolu-
tion imaging targets are illustrated in  Figure 81 .

Figure   8  2  presents some examples of Viking Orbiter 2
images.  Figures 82 A, 82B and 82C are approach images
showing a crescent phase.  Figure 82 D     shows the Viking
2 landing site and was the best available image of it 
before Mars Global Surveyor.  Figure 82 E is part of Deu-
teronilus Mensae at 40° N, 336° W. The feature     in  Figure 
82 F is a mountain at the southern edge of Argyre at 56°
S, 39° W, and  Figure 82 G shows the     edge of the south
polar cap at 60° S, 200° W in Terra Cimmeria. Viking 
Orbiter 2 also obtained bistatic radar data at near-polar 
latitudes (Simpson and Tyler,  1981 ).

  Figures   8  3  and 84 show the combined coverage from 
both orbiters at several resolutions. This is far from uni-
form because the longitude of periapsis varied with 
respect to solar illumination during the Martian year.
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Figure 80 A: Viking 2 landing site ellipses in area B-2 East. B: The fi nal landing ellipse. The base maps are USGS maps I-1061 
(top) and I-1060 (bottom). The actual landing site  is shown correctly relative to surface features , not the grid. Craters near the 
landing site were named after tracking stations, including the Deep Space Network sites on Earth.
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 Viking     Lander 2 used its arm to dig trenches and col-
lect samples, whose analytical results were very similar 
to those from Viking 1. The lander completed its primary
mission on 15 November 1976 but continued to operate
until 11 April 1980. It observed the surface repeatedly to
search     for changes but did not find obvious changes like
those seen in Chryse. Viking Lander 2 was designated
the Gerald A. Soffen Memorial Station in 2001. Soffen,
the Viking Project Scientist, had died on 22 November 
2000.

 Viking     Lander 2 surface activities are described in
 Tables 30 , 31 and 32 and illustrated in  Figures 92  through
105.  Figures     96 , 99, 102 and 105 show the sample area as
it evolved during the mission. The summaries of activi-
ties presented here are based on Soffen ( 1976 ), Shorthill
et al . ( 1976 ), Snyder ( 1979 ) and especially Moore  l et al . l
    ( 1987 ). The Viking Mission Status Bulletins released by
JPL during the mission were also consulted, with the last 
of the set (JPL, 1978) being particularly useful.

 On     sol 1 the sampler arm shroud was ejected success-
fully. It hit a rock near Footpad 3, moving it very slightly,
and bounced onto the soil about 60 cm farther away,
before coming to rest about 110 cm beyond the rock 
( Figure     92 ). The arm latch pin was also ejected success-
fully but was not seen in images. Then on sol 8 the arm
was used for the first time to collect the Biology 1 sample
in an area of crusty and cloddy material called Beta ( Fig-
ure     92 ). The fine fraction was delivered to the Biology
instrument, and the coarser material, if any, was to be
dropped over the XRFS instrument funnel. The first 
attempt to deliver the XRFS sample caused a computer 
failure, but the problem was corrected, and     a second
attempt followed on sol 13. Nothing was deposited into 
the funnel, so if there were any larger objects in the sam-
pled material they broke up when excavated. The XRFS
problem delayed the first GCMC acquisition.

 The     next sampling was on sol 21, when the arm per-
formed Backhoe Touchdown 1 on the crusty or cloddy
material at the Bonneville Salt Flats area in front of the
rock Bonneville, then retracted, extended and retracted
again to break up the crusty surface. Then the arm     scooped
up a sample, GCMS 1, from the same area for the GCMS
instrument ( Figure 93 ). The fine fraction was delivered to
the instrument and the coarse fraction was purged. Objects
as large as 27 mm     across were seen at the purge site near 
the future Physical Properties 1 trench ( Figure 95 ). On

Attempts to locate this point on orbital images gave var-
ied results, and all locations discussed here are plotted on
 Figure 85 B. The method of locating the lander by identi-
fying horizon features was     rendered difficult by the flat 
topography, but a hill and several ridges east of the lander 
were suggested by Mutch  et al . ( 1977 ) to be parts of thel
rim or outer ejecta lobes of the large crater Mie ( Figure
    80 A). They placed the lander about 15 km WSW of a
pedestal crater (a crater on a hill or plateau) called Gold-
stone. USGS maps ( Figures 80 B, 85A) place     it near that 
location but a little to the northwest. An inset map on a
set of USGS panoramic images of the Viking 2 site ( e.g . 
USGS, 1984) placed it about 10 km northeast of the pre-
vious location, only 8 km from     Goldstone.  

Stooke     ( 1997 ) addressed the problem of limited hori-
zon detail by using vertical exaggeration of subtle hori-
zon details to enhance their visibility. The largest hill east 
of the lander was assumed to be Goldstone, and a low hill 
north of the lander, apparently not described before, gave 
    a direction to a second feature. The two vectors from
Goldstone and this ‘northern hill’ would intersect at the
lander location if the northern hill could be identified in 
orbital images. Stooke described three possible matches 
for that hill in Viking images, leading to three possible
    landing sites ( Figure 85 B). He preferred the site closest 
to Goldstone as it gave the best match to the USGS
(1984) location. A similar approach led Parker and Kirk 
( 1999 ) to a     site further from Goldstone, just north of 
Stooke’s third site. Oberst et al . ( 2000 ) performed a newl
control network analysis to try to improve the location
from the tracking coordinates, finding a site slightly far-
ther south than that of Mutch  et al . (     1977 ). Stooke ( 2004 )l
revised his analysis when Mars Global Surveyor images 
and topography became available. The new orbital data 
showed the candidate northern hill more clearly than
before, suggesting that the middle of his three locations 
matched topography better than the earlier preferred site.
    He identified a specific feature as a candidate for Viking
Lander 2 itself, which proved to be incorrect. Soon after 
that, Malin Space Science Systems ( 2005a ) announced 
that they had found the lander near Stooke’s new loca-
tion. When HiRISE images from Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter became     available, the Malin feature was seen to 
be the Viking 2 backshell, not the lander (Parker  et al ., l
 2007 ). The lander was found nearby at a location that had
not been suggested by anybody ( Figure 86 ).      
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 Table  27.   Viki  ng Orbiter 2  Orbital   Events    

Date Orbit Events

7 August 1976 0 Mars orbit insertion
9 August 1976 2 Adjust orbit for site certification, walk periapsis westwardfi
14 August 1976 6 Increase orbital period and periapsis walk rate
25 August 1976 16 Reduce walk rate to place periapsis over landing site
27 August 1976 18 Begin synchronous orbit over landing site (B3) (dates over B1, B2?)
3 September 1976 25 Viking Lander 2 separation and landing
17 September 1976 39 Close Flyby of Phobos, north polar imaging
30 September 1976 51 Increase orbital inclination to 75°, begin westward periapsis walk
8 November 1976 85 Last data transmission of Primary Mission
25 November 1976 101 Mars at conjunction (15 November, end of the Primary Mission)
15 December 1976 119 First commands after conjunction
20 December 1976 123 Lower periapsis to 800 km, increase inclination to 80°, periapsis crosses morning

terminator into night side
14 January 1977 146 Earth occultations start, continue daily for 134 days
28 January 1977 159 Sun occultations start, continue daily for 172 days
16 February 1977 176 First observation of major dust storm from orbit
2 March 1977 189 Return to synchronous orbit over Viking Lander 2
18 April 1977 235 Adjust orbital period so 13 orbits take 12 sols
30 May 1977 279 End of the series of Earth occultations, northern winter sostice
17 July 1977 330 End of the series of solar occultations
9 September 1977 388 Periapsis crosses evening terminator into daylight
25 September 1977 404 Adjust orbital period to allow close approach to Deimos
9 October 1977 418 Adjust orbit to be synchronous with Deimos
10 October 1977 418 First of three close Deimos encounters
15 October 1977 423 Closest Deimos encounter (33 km altitude)
20 October 1977 428 Last Deimos close encounter
23 October 1977 432 Adjust orbital period to 24.0 hours, lower periapsis to 300 km
1 November 1977 440 Gas leak in attitude control system
2 November 1977 441 One attitude control system shut down, northern vernal equinox
8 November 1977 447 First bistatic radar observations
19 November 1977 458 First of a series of 176 Earth occultations
15 January 1978 515 Valve opened to share helium gas between attitude control systems
30 January 1978 531 First of 26 long solar occultations near apapsis
12 February 1978 544 Longest solar occultation of the mission, 4.5 hours
24 February 1978 556 Last of the series of 26 solar occultations
3 March 1978 563 Lander bioshield ejected to improve instrument view of planet
24 March 1978 583 Major propellant leak forces shutdown of one attitude control system
29 March 1978 589 Orbiter placed in roll-drift mode to prolong lifetime
12 May 1978 633 Last in the series of Earth occultations
17 June 1978 668 Orbiter uses Jupiter for attitude lock for ten orbits of observations
25 June 1978 676 One Mars year in orbit
26 June 1978 678 Orbiter returned to roll-drift mode
19 July 1978 700 Orbiter uses Procyon for attitude lock for last science observations
25 July 1978 706 Periapsis crosses equator, spacecraft powered down as attitude control fails
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Figure 81 Viking Orbiter image targets, 1972.
Areas with black outlines are the targets for low-altitude imaging listed in Table 28. The background is the Mariner 9 map
(Figures 28, 29).
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Figure 82 Viking Orbiter 2 images.
A: f218d12. B: f218d20. C: f218d24. D: 009B15. E: 675B64. F: 569B21. G: 167B25. The prominent hill at lower right in 82D 
is  Goldstone. 
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Figure 83 Viking Orbiter image coverage and resolution, 0° longitude hemisphere. 
Data from both Viking orbiters are combined in this map. The resolution ranges and areas covered are derived from maps on the
Arizona State University website (themis.asu.edu/maps) providing online  access to Viking images. Some small errors are known 
to exist in the source materials.

Figure 84 (opposite page):  Viking  Orbiter image coverage, 180° longitude hemisphere. 
The images below the map (Viking Orbiter 1 images 488a16, left, and 746a46, right) show the craters Airy and Airy-0, the origin
of the Martian longitude system. 
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Figure 85  Attempts to locate Viking Lander 2.
A: USGS map I-1060 showing an early estimate of the Viking Lander 2 location. B: Mars Odyssey THEMIS visible image mosaic
showing several suggested locations. The three Stooke (1997) sites are derived from the three candidates for the northern hill. 
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Figure 86 Viking 2 landing site.
A: Detail of US Geological Survey map I-1060 showing an early  estimate of  the landing site location. B: Mars Odyssey THEMIS
visible image mosaic. C and D: Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE image PSP_001501_2280.
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Figure 87  Vikin g 2 hardware on the surface of Mars, seen in HiRISE image PSP_001501_2280.
The heatshield and parachute identifi cations are tentative.
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Figure 88 Comparison of HiRISE image PSP_001501_2280 and Viking 2  panoramas reprojected into a circular view with 
exaggerated horizon relief.
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Table 28.   Prim  e  Targets for Viking  Low-Altitude    Imaging  

Site Location Notes Site Location Notes

1 14° N, 180° W Amazonis irregular crater 42 37° N, 37° W Northern plains
2 10° S, 175° W Cratered terrain boundary 43 22° S, 27° W Mare Erythreum
3 8° N, 174° W Amazonis hills 44 30° N, 17° W Cratered terrain boundary
4 40° N, 174° W Propontis hills 45 57° N, 9° W Frost-rimmed crater
5 34° S, 170° W Cimmerium channels 46 3° N, 353° W Edom cratered terrain
6 16° S, 156° W Memnonia upland plains 47 3° S, 340° W Edom channels
7 22° S, 152° W Memninia escarpment 48 c. 37° N, 330° W Ismenius channels, stereo
8 7° S, 150° W Memnonia channel 49 25° N, 327° W Arabia basin, colour
9 54° N, 147° W Castorius Lacus crater 50 3° N, 322° W Sabaeus Sinus craters
10 28° S, 144° W Memnonia dark marking 51 9° S, 321° W Sabaeus Sinus craters
11 3° N, 144° W Amazonis furrowed ridge 52 19° S, 318° W Mare Serpentis channels
12 23° N, 143° W Amazonis grooved area 53 14° N, 314° W Aeria channels
13 32° N, 143° W Amazonis grooved area 54 c. 33° N, 300° W Cratered terrain boundary
14 38° N, 137° W Cratered terrain boundary 55 13° S, 303° W Iapygia, stereo
15 17° N, 134° W Nix Olympica, stereo 56 35° S, 300° W Hellas stereo swath
16 11° N, 125° W Fractured plain boundary 57 27° S, 295° W Trinacria cratered area
17 3° N, 121° W Volcanic crater 58 10° S, 294° W Libya escarpment
18 27° S, 123° W ‘Comet’ (wind) tails 59 25° N, 284° W Plateau edge
19 9° S, 120° W South Spot, stereo, colour 60 4° N, 273° W Libya edge, stereo
20 1° N, 114° W Middle Spot, stereo 61 31° S, 268° W Trinacria channels, colour
21 10° N, 105° W North Spot, stereo 62 15° S, 260° W Channelled crater rim
22 c. 42° N, 110° W Arcadia volcanic complex 63 25° S, 255° W Dandelion (Tyrrhena Pat.)
23 35° S, 100° W Claritas fractures, colour 64 5° S, 250° W River channel
24 24° N, 97° W Mariotis fractured dome 65 33° S, 245° W Southern plains
25 27° N, 93° W Mariotis volcano, stereo 66 10° N, 243° W Plains boundary
26 20° S, 92° W Syria channeled plains 67 22° S, 235° W Channelled terrain, colour
27 13° N, 90° W Cratered dome 68 0°, 235° W Broken plains, stereo
28 33° S, 88° W Fractured uplands 69 20° N, 237° W Valleys*
29 26° S, 81° W Ridged plains 70 12° N, 214° W Eunostos fresh crater**
30 15° S, 10–108° W Grand Canyon, stereo, col. 71 27° N, 221° W Rilles, stereo
31 c. 11° N, 68° W Plains boundary, stereo 72 6° S, 217° W Broken uplands
32 3° N, 75° W Canyon 73 24° N, 215° W Shield volcano, stereo
33 30° N, 72° W Tempe cratered terrain 74 19° N, 216° W Shield volcano (Albor)
34 45° N, 72° W Tanais fractured area 75 31° N, 210° W Volcanic dome (Hecates)
35 15° N, 55° W Cratered terrain boundary 76 23° S, 212° W Channelled terrain
36 c. 50° S, 45° W Argyre, stereo 77 14° N, 198° W Cerberus plumes, colour
37 62° N, 48° W Dark crater 78 7° N, 192° W Plumes (wind streaks)
38 27° S, 42° W Red River (Nirgal Vallis) 79 20° S, 185° W River channel (Ma’adim)
39 1° N, 44° W Chaos, colour 80 86° S, 45° W Water ice lake, colour
40 5° N, 37° W Chaos 81 80° N, 210° W Olympia polar cap remnant,

stereo41 18° N, 37° W Rivermouth (Viking A-1)

Notes:     *No description in source. **214° W in  source table, 219° W on source map.        
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Table 29.   Othe  r  Viking  Orbital Data   Targets   

29a. Viking high-altitude imaging targets

Site Name Location Notes

1 South Spot 8° S, 123° W Very repetitious white clouds – Arsia Mons
2 Arcadia 43° N, 114° W spawning area for moving clouds
3 Nix Olympica NW 20° N, 135° W Frequent white clouds in local summer (‘July’)
4 North Spot NW 15° N, 110° W Frequent white clouds in local summer – 

Pavonis
5 Elysium 23° N, 213° W Frequent white clouds
6 Albor Not specifi ed Not specififi ed, but also frequent white cloudsfi
7 Libya 5° N, 266° W High regional frequency of white clouds
8 North Hellas 37° S, 300° W Transient yellow markings (dust storms)
9 Mare Serpentis 30° S, 320° W Frequent origin of yellow storms
10 West Hellas 45° S, 305° W Region of seasonal brightening
11 Utopia Not specifi ed Not specififi edfi
12 Xanthe 23° N, 44° W Active light area, low elevation, compare with

14
13 Aeria 13° N, 305° W Active light area, compare with 17
14 Nilokeras canyon 27° N, 54° W Dark area with unusual high contrast
15 Claritas 30° S, 100° W Active light area
16 Solis Lacus 24° S, 85° W Wind streaks behind craters, variable markings
17 Syrtis Major 12° N, 284° W Light and dark streaks
18 Zephyria 8° N, 191° W Crater with very long, dark wind streak
19 Hesperia 22° S, 241° W Craters with light wind streaks
20 Marsissippi Delta 10° S, 37° W Low-elevation channel, water candidate
21 Red River 29° S, 39° W Meandering channel, water candidate
22 Pyrrhae Regio 17° S, 27° W Very low elevation, water candidate
23 Chryse Canyon 15° N, 34° W Low-elevation northern channel, water 

candidate
24 North cap boundary 82° N Any longitude, boundary changes slowly
25 South polar clouds 35° S–60° S Any longitude, polar cloud hood varies

29b. MAWD observation targets, medium and low altitude

Name (priority) Location Name (priority) Location

N polar cap edge (1) 55° N, any longitude Nepenthes-Thoth (2) 25° N, 250° W
Amazonis (1) 32° N, 160° W Memnonia (2) 20° S, 150° W
Nix Olympica (1) 30° N, 140° W Zephyria (2) 5° S, 195° W
Nix Olympica (1) 18° N, 134° W Margaritifer Sinus (2) 0° N, 20° W
Nix Olympica (1) 20° N, 121° W Deucalionis Regio (3) 15° S, 10° W
Chryse (1) 36° N, 32° W Hellas (3) 35° S, 298° W
Elysium (2) 24° N, 216° W Hellas (3) 44° S, 265° W
Aetheria (2) 41° N, 232° W Aurorae Sinus (3) 5° S, 55° W
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Table 29. (cont.)

29c. IRTM Special Interest Areas

Description Location Description Location

Landing Site A Not yet known Roughened area 10° N, 127° W
Landing Site B Not yet known River junction 24° N, 61° W
Hellas 40° S, 300° W Rough 2° N, 37° W
Canyonlands Delta 25° N, 40° W Crater tails 13° N, 283° W
Nix Olympica south fl ank 26fl ° N, 133° W Crater tails 8° N, 192° W
North Polar Cap > 85° N Canyonlands 12° S, 66° W
West Nix Olympica plains 28° N, 160° W Jumble 8° S, 33° W
South Tharsis 30° S, 120° W Mound 23° S, 254° W
Syrtis Major Center 10° N, 290° W IRR hot areas 27° S, 76° W
Iapygia 13° S, 305° W IRR hot areas 27° S, 263° W
South Spot Caldera 9° S, 120° W IRR hot areas 46° S, 115° W
Plateau bordering meander 19° N, 235° W IRR hot areas 8° S, 86° W
South Polar Cap 70° S, 90° W IRR hot areas 30° S, 290° W
South Cap, dark valley 85° S, 10° W IRR cold areas 44° S, 213° W
Cerberus caldera 20° N, 210° W IRR cold areas 0° N, 110° W
Parallel fractures 25° N, 107° W IRR cold areas 32° S, 75° W
Elysium plain 23° N, 213° W Note: IRR refers to the Mariner 9 infrared radiometer.

 Table 30.   Viki  ng  Lander 2 Nominal Mission Activities    

Sol Activities

0 Viking 2 lands, fi rst images taken, biology lid deployed, XRFS calibrated (MY 12, sol 253)fi
1 Sampler shroud ejected
3 GCMS lid deployed, and nine atmospheric analyses made on sols 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9
8 XRFS sample attempt, but arm failed to deliver sample to instrument
8 Biology 1 sample delivered to Pyrolytic, Labelled Release, and Gas Exchange instruments
10 Sampler head diagnostics
13 XRFS 1 sample delivered successfully, but did not contain desired rocks
14–17 XRFS sample analysis attempted made on all four sols, but no useful material in instrument
15, 16 GCMS atmospheric analyses, one on each sol
21 Backhoe Touchdown 1, GCMS 1 sample collected, then analyzed over sols 24 to 37
28 Biology 2 sample collected for Pyrolytic and Labelled Release analyses
29 XRFS 1 sample collected successfully, and analyzed over sols 29 to 42
30 Attempted rock nudge, but arm contacted ground and ICL rock was not touched or moved
34, 37 GCMS 2 sample – ‘Mr. Badger’ rock moved on both days, soil under rock sampled
40 GCMS 2 sample delivered and analyzed over sols 40 to 47
45 Biology double rock nudge, ‘Notch’ rock moved slightly
46, 47 XRFS 2 sample collected, two attempts per day, partially successful but not enough rocks
47–52 XRFS 2 sample analysis attempted, but sample is insufficientfi
51 Notch Rock pushed, Biology 3 sample collected beneath rock, delivered to Biology instruments
52–61 GCMS atmospheric analyses, four analyses conducted on sols 52, 53, 57 and 61
56, 57 Physical Properties 1, soil temperature data, imaging under lander
57, 58 XRFS 3 sample collected, two attempts per day, partially successful, but not enough rocks
57–60 XRFS 3 sample analysis attempted, but sample insufficientfi
80 Conjunction, possible seismic event (25 November 1976) (MY 12, sol 333)
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day another     rock, Notch, was moved in the same way.
This rock rotated and was moved away from the lander 
( Figure 94 ). On the next sol the arm was used to collect a 
sample (XRFS 2)     from a trench at the Beta site in the 
crusty and cloddy material ( Figure 93 ). This was an 
attempt to collect rock fragments. None were obtained, 
and apparently all the objects observed in images were 
clods which     just broke up when disturbed. Two sampling 
strokes were made, and each was purged of fine material, 
but nothing was seen. Two more strokes were made on 
sol 47, and purged, and again nothing was seen.

 Notch     rock was pushed again on sol 51, rotated and 
moved away from the lander. Any material in the scoop 
was then purged, forming a small pile between Notch 
and the lander ( Figure 94 ). Then the Biology     3 sample 
was taken from under the rock’s original position, and its 
fine material was delivered to the Biology instrument. 
The soil was exposed for no more than 30 minutes before
sample collection at the request of the biologists. The 
coarse fraction was purged, and some     fragments 2 mm 
across or larger were observed to have fallen on the purge
site. The regular wind patterns observed until now sud-
denly changed for several days beginning on sol 51, as
northern hemisphere winter approached. With conjunc-
tion and the end of the nominal mission not far     away, 
attention now moved to the physical properties investiga-
tions. On sol 56 a shallow trench, Physical Properties 1,
was dug in the Alpha area near the centre of the sample 
field ( Figure 95 ). The trench     was shallow partly because 
of the slope of the surface in this location and partly
because the arm encountered and moved a rock buried 
just under the surface. The temperature sensor was oper-
ated here, finding soil temperatures of about 272 K. Then
images of the scoop were     taken using a magnifying mir-
ror on the lander body to examine its collector head, and 
three images were obtained using another mirror to look 
at footpad 2 from a viewpoint the camera alone could not 
provide. The footpad carried a temperature sensor, but it 
was not clear     whether it was measuring the temperature 
of the soil or the air. These images did not show the sen-
sor, but images taken later in the extended mission
showed it to be buried.  

 On     sol 57, three images were taken using the mirror to 
examine an area under the front of the lander. A pit or 
crater eroded by the descent engine exhaust was seen
( Figure 106 ). Later on that sol, the     Physical Properties 1

Sol 28 the Biology 2 sample was dug from a trench over-
lapping Biology 1 in the crusty and cloddy material ( Fig-
ure     93 ). The fine component was delivered to the Biology
instrument, and any remaining coarse material was
purged, but this time nothing was seen. 

 After     the sampling on sol 8 failed to deliver anything 
to XRFS, a new attempt was made on sol 29. The XRFS
1 trench was dug just to the right of GCMS 1 in the crusty 
and cloddy material at Bonneville Salt Flats ( Figure     93 ). 
The arm lifted Bonneville rock as it extended during 
trenching. This sample was called U-1 (Utopia-1) by the 
XRFS team. One scoop of fine material was delivered to
the instrument, and coarse material, if any,     was purged. 
On sol 30, a second scoop was collected at the same site 
to add to U-1. Coarser material was again purged near 
the sol 21 purge site, including several small objects.
Then, later that day, the arm attempted to move     the rock 
ICL. (Initial Computer Load, a rock at the location where 
a pre-programmed dig would have taken place if com-
mands could not be received from Earth after landing. 
The name was pronounced ‘ickle’.) The arm intention-
ally contacted the surface in front of the   rock  , leaving a
mark ( Figure 93 ), and was then raised to contact and 
move the rock. It either missed the rock or hit it but failed
to move it.

 The     failed rock push on sol 30 was repeated with a 
new rock, Mr Badger, on sol 34. This time the rock was
moved about 10 cm away from the lander and rotated 
slightly, and a small trench was dug in front of the rock 
( Figure     94 ). The same rock was pushed a little more on 
sol 37, moving it about 12 cm farther away from the 
lander. Then the GCMS 2 sample was dug from the sur-
face where the rock had been to obtain material which 
had been buried     for a long time. First the surface was 
cleaned by dragging the backhoe over it to remove sur-
face material disturbed by the rock push activities, and
then the sample was collected. This was repeated twice.
The first time, a sample was delivered to   GCMS  ; the sec-
ond was purged on sol 40, but nothing was observed.
Another rock push was attempted on sol 45, this time
with the rock Bonneville in the Bonneville Salt Flats
area. The arm contacted the surface and then was ele-
vated and extended to move the   rock  . Bonneville was 
rotated away from the lander, but as the arm retracted the 
rock rolled back over the trench ( Figure 94 ). A small
rock fragment was seen to fall into the trench. Later that 
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Figure 89  Viking Lander 2 surface panoramas.  
A (across both pages): The full panorama. B (across both pages): The sample area. C: The northern hill, shown with ten times
vertical  exaggeration. D: Goldstone and the eastern ridges, with fi ve times vertical  exaggeration. Goldstone is the prominent hill
on the horizon. The darker  hills in the middle distance have not been identifi ed.
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Figure 89 (continued)
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Figure 90  Vikin g 2 landing site in HiRISE image PSP_001501_2280 (top), and overlaid with a reprojected panorama
(bottom).
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Figure 91 A: Vi king Lander 2 vicinity. B: Sample fi eld photomap compiled from reprojected panoramas. The surface is shown
just before sampling operations began.
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Figure 92  Vikin g Lander 2 shroud ejection and first sample trench. fi
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Valley, and its collection required two digs, with the left 
trench being partly filled by debris from the right     trench.
Fine material was delivered to XRFS each time, and the 
coarse fraction was dropped on the rock pile. A large dust 
storm was first observed on sol 165. More material was 
collected from Spalling Valley on sol 172, from a new 
trench called XRFS   7  . This was another rock hunt, with 
four digs from which the fines were dispersed and the 
coarse material, if any, dropped on the rock pile. A few
new objects were seen in images. The name ‘rock pile’ is
an exaggeration, but fragments were     beginning to accu-
mulate here ( Figure 97 ).  

 Sampling     continued with two attempts to collect fine 
material for XRFS on sols 185 and 186. One dig each
day was made at trench XRFS 8 ( Figure 97 ) under the
original position of the rock Badger, which had     been 
moved on sols 34 and 37. Sample U-4 was collected over 
the two sols and was sufficient to fill the instrument 
chamber. Each time the coarse fraction was purged over 
the rock pile, and images showed new additions to the
pile, the     largest about 1.2 cm across.  

 An     arm problem on sol 195 prevented the collection 
of Biology and XRFS samples at the same location as
XRFS 8 and a planned cleaning of the backhoe magnets.
After sol 220, activities were curtailed because winter 
temperatures dropped below a critical level (–65° C), a 
    period called the Survival Automatic Mission. Limited 
data were recorded and transmitted as Orbiter 2 passed 
overhead every twelve days. SAM lasted from sol 220 to 
sol 373, and on its first sol, temperatures dropped to the 
condensation point of carbon dioxide, though no CO2

frost     was seen. The last gas exchange analysis ended on 
sol 230, and the last labelled release analysis on sol 260. 
A major dust storm was first seen on sol 269 (MY 12, sol 
522). Events between sols 100 and 300 are shown in  Fig-
ures     97  and 98 and mapped in  Figure 99 . Some events in 
the images are shown out of chronological order to retain 
spatial continuity.

 After     the sampler problem on sol 195, the arm was not 
used for nearly 200 sols, or about 7 months. A travelling 
wave tube amplifier on the lander, required for direct 
transmission to Earth, failed on sol 387, after which all 
data transmission had to be     sent via an orbiter. Activities
began again on sol 388 with Backhoe Touchdown 2 and
the start of the next trench, XRFS 9 in Physica Planitia 
( Figure 100 ). A sample, U-5, was collected     here from 

sample was purged and a few dropped objects were seen,
and finally, sample XRFS 3 was dug from the Alpha area
using two digging strokes ( Figure 95 ). Two more strokes
on sol 58 added     to that sample, extending the left side of 
the sol 57 trench. The surface was broken into clods, but 
very little coarse material was delivered to XRFS, too
little to be analyzed. Fine material was purged after each
of the four digs on these two   sols  . At the end of sol 58,
the arm was parked for conjunction and not moved again
for two months. Nominal mission events are illustrated
in  Figures 92  through 95 and mapped in  Figure     96 .

 Recorded     meteorological and seismic data transmit-
ted after conjunction included a possible seismic event 
early in the morning of sol 80. Wind data were not col-
lected continuously and did not cover this period. Most 
signals from the seismometer were caused by concurrent 
wind gusts, but the early morning was     usually still, so the
interpretation as a seismic event is plausible but not cer-
tain. No other such events were detected during the
Viking mission, suggesting a very low rate of seismic
activity.

 Sampler     activities began again on sol 131 with the
collection of a single-scoop sample (U-2) from trench
XRFS 4 at the original location of Notch rock. Enough 
fine material was transferred to the XRFS instrument for 
a successful analysis, and the coarse fraction was dropped 
    on the ‘rock pile’, an area adjacent to the Biology 3
trench ( Figure 97 ). No images were taken to observe any 
fragments. Similarly, on sol 145 the Biology 4 sample
was taken from the Beta     area ( Figure 98 ) and the fine
component delivered to the Biology instrument. Again
the coarse fraction was dropped on the rock pile, but no
images were taken. Later that same sol, another attempt 
was made to collect     rocks from trench XRFS 5 in Spalling
Valley. This rock hunt involved four digging strokes in
the crusty/cloddy material, comprising two separate
trenches, with the left trench superimposed on the right 
one. The fine component was purged and dispersed each
time, and the coarse     material was added to the rock pile.
Images showed several new fragments on the pile.  

 On     sol 154 the arm was positioned so an image of 
footpad 2 would appear in mirror 1 on the left side of the
arm. This was another attempt to observe the tempera-
ture sensor, but it was not seen in the image. Then on sol
161, trench XRFS     6 was dug to provide another sample,
U-3 ( Figure 97 ). This sample was taken from Spalling 
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Figure 93 Vikin g Lander 2 activities during the primary mission.
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Figure 94 Vikin g Lander 2 activities during the primary mission (continued). 
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Figure 95  Vikin g Lander 2 activities during the primary mission and later purge events.
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Figure 96 Vikin g lander 2 primary mission  activities.
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trench was 7 cm deep, 25 cm wide and about 67 cm long,
measured from its outer end to the crest of the soil pile     at 
the end closest to the lander. After digging the big trench, 
the arm made a final digging stroke to collect a sample 
(U-6) from an ephemeral trench, XRFS 10 inside Deep 
Hole. The fine fraction was delivered to XRFS for   analy-
sis  . Then on sol 442 the process was repeated. Four sets
of six retractions were made, this time a little closer to
the lander to extend the trench. When finished the trench
was 12 cm deep, 27 cm wide and 80 cm long. After the 
    digging was completed, two sample scoops were taken
from trench XRFS 11 ( Figure 98 ), and the fine part of the
sample (U-7) was delivered to the instrument.

 On     sol 471 the rock Snow White was pushed by the 
arm, moving 5 cm away from the lander and rotating 
slightly ( Figure 101 ). The arm did not appear to scratch 
or mark its surface, giving an indication     of Snow 
White’s hardness, but left a mark in the soil in front of 
the rock. Then on sol 479 the arm touched the surface 
(Backhoe Touchdown 3) at the site of the next trench. 
This was Physical Properties 3, and the sampling stroke 

two overlapping trenches and successfully delivered to
the instrument. Earlier during the SAM, XRFS had tried 
to gather enough wind-blown dust for analysis, without 
success. On sol 404 more temperature measurements
were made at Physical Properties 2, a site     in the middle
foreground of the sampling area. The arm was inserted 
into the soil on sol 405 and removed on the following sol
after taking temperature data through the diurnal cycle. 
The temperatures ranged from 171° K overnight to 218°
K in the mid-    afternoon. Soil remaining in the scoop after 
it was retracted on sol 406 was dumped to form Conical
Pile 1 ( Figure 101 ), a 5-cm high mound paced on top of 
the rock Centaur. This and other     conical piles would be
examined over the remaining lifetime of Viking 2 to look 
for wind erosion effects.

 Viking     2 next began the excavation of a large trench,
Deep Hole, to provide access to material which had been
buried for a considerable time and protected from the
surface environment. On sol 417 the arm made four sets 
of six consecutive retractions, using the backhoe to     move
loose material ( Figure 98 ). By the end of the sol the

Table  31.   Viki  ng Lander 2  Extended Mission Activities,  Sols 100–300    

Sol Activities

103 First commands of extended mission transmitted to lander (MY 12, sol 356)
131 XRFS 4 sample collected near Notch, then dumped to make pile of fragments
145 Biology 4 sample collected near Centaur, dumped to make pile of fragments

XRFS 5 sample collected, fi ne material discarded, coarse fraction dumped in pilefi
153 Pyrolytic Release Experiment switch fails, instrument ends operations
161 XRFS 6 sample collected, fi ne material delivered to XRFS, coarse fraction dumped in pilefi
165 First dust storm activity detected by lander (MY 12, sol 418)
172 XRFS 7 sample collected, fi ne material discarded, coarse fraction dumped in pilefi
185–186 XRFS 8 sample collected near Mr Badger, dumped to make pile of fragments
195 Arm sequence aborted, preventing Biology and XRFS sample collection and magnet cleaning
208 GCMS part fails, ended organic analysis operations
214 Frost observed on surface for the first timefi
220 Survival Automatic Mission starts (limited activity during winter) (MY 12, sol 473)
230 Last Gas Exchange analysis before helium supply depleted
232 Atmosphere clearing, dust storm ending, Mars at perihelion on sol 233
252 Arm problem limits reach, extensions beyond 259 cm prohibited after this date
260 Last Labelled Release Experiment analysis ends
269 First effects of second major dust storm observed by lander (MY 12, sol 522)
281 Extensive frost seen, covering almost the entire surface around the lander
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Figure 97 Vikin g Lander 2 activities between sols 100 and 300 .
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Figure 98  Vikin g Lander 2 activities near Centaur, including  the excavation of Deep Hole.
The last four stages are included here for spatial continuity but occurred in the following time period.
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Figure 99 Vikin g Lander 2 activities, sols 100 to 300.
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 Table 32.    Viki  ng Lander 2 Extended Mission Activities, Sols 301–1281    

Sol Activities

310 Gas Exchange experiment, first of fifi  ve heat of hydration experiments (last on sol 427)fi
358 Maximum wind gust velocity of the mission recorded, 30 m/s (MY 12, sol 611)
387 Electronics failure renders direct links to Earth impossible, orbiter relay required in future
388 Backhoe Touchdown 2 near shroud, XRFS 9 sample collected after touchdown
405–406 Physical Properties 2 test, diurnal temperature measurements
406 Conical Pile 1 constructed on Centaur
417 Deep Hole excavated near Centaur, XRFS 10 sample collected from Deep Hole
442 Deep Hole extended, XRFS 11 sample collected from Deep Hole
450 Frost no longer present in images after this date as Mars moves into northern spring season
471 Sampler arm touches down in front of Snow White, then moves forward to push rock
479 Backhoe Touchdown 3 near shroud.

Physical Properties 3 sample near shroud, fi nes purged, then coarser part purgedfi
483 XRFS 12 sample attempt, no sample collected
502 Backhoe Touchdown 4 on trench tailings near Badger
506 XRFS 13 sample collected, fi ne material to comminutor, coarse material dumpedfi
522–523 XRFS 14 sample collected from base of Deep Hole tailings, coarse material delivered
522 Backhoe Touchdown 5 near Notch rock
535 XRFS 15 coarse material sample collected from base of Deep Hole tailings
545 XRFS 16 coarse material sample collected from base of Deep Hole tailings
555 Arm problem, inorganic analysis sample not obtained
559 Physical Properties 4 trench dug with backhoe, attempt to chip Mole rock unsuccessful
562 Digital memory failure, (check) only tape recorder storage remains until sol 664
595 Physical Properties 5 sample taken near shroud, dumped to make Conical Pile 2 nearby

Backhoe Touchdown 6 in front of lander
Physical Properties 6 sample in front of lander, dumped to make Conical Pile 3 near Centaur
Physical Properties 7, bearing test near base of Rat rock

595–596 XRFS 17 sample collected near Bonneville rock
596 Surface sampler parked, assumed to be end of operations, but used again on sol 957
609 Northern summer solstice, seismometer turned off
632 Lander Continuation Automatic Mission (LCAM) starts
664 Memory unexpectedly becomes useable again, operations resumed
669 Landing anniversary, one Mars year on the surface
841 Final LCAM relay, fi nal data relay before solar conjunctionfi
862 Communications resume after conjunction, via Orbiter 1
871 Start of fi nal mission stage (long-term automatic mission). Perihelion on sol 874fi
957 Final sampler operations: Physical Properties 8, Conical Pile 4, Physical Properties 9
958 Sampler arm parked permanently (MY 13, sol 543)
1050 Real-time imaging and other data relayed by Orbiter 1
1281 Battery failure, end of lander mission, 11 April 1980 (MY 14, sol 197)
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Figure 100 Vikin g Lander 2 activities, sols 301 to 500. 
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Figure 101  Vikin g Lander 2 activities after sol 301. 
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Figure 102 Vikin g Lander 2 activities, sols 301 to 500. 
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base of the Deep Hole tailings,     this time called XRFS 15
( Figure 98 ). The arm strokes were all a little short of the
intended length. Again, fine material was purged after 
each of the 16 digs. No images were obtained to docu-
ment     these activities.  

 Then     on sol 545 another attempt was made to collect 
material for XRFS, this one called XRFS 16. Twelve
strokes were made, of which 11 were slightly shorter 
than intended. Images showed several holes cut into the
tailings this time ( Figure     98 ), but still no coarse mate-
rial was collected. Any fine material was dispersed after 
each dig. On sol 555 images were taken using mirror 2 
on the arm to observe the area underneath engine 2 
( Figure   106   ). These revealed three small pits or craters 
dug in fine-grained material by the engine exhaust, 
roughly 6 cm wide and 1 cm deep. A rock called Sneezy 
was also seen in these images. Then a trench called
Physical Properties 4 was dug on     sol 559 by performing 
eight backhoe retractions. The trench was about 4 cm 
deep and its tailings were mostly fine grained, but one 
10-cm rock was also excavated. After that, the arm was 
placed on the rock Mole and pushed downwards. The 
rock did     not move or appear to be scratched or chipped
( Figure 103 ). 

 The     arm was next used on sol 595. First, a sample 
was dug from Physica Planitia (Physical Properties 5) 
using two extensions and retractions ( Figure 100 ). The
sample was dumped to make Conical Pile 2 in     the adja-
cent XRFS 9 trench. Then the arm was placed on the 
surface (Backhoe Touchdown 6,  Figure 104 ) and 
extended and retracted to dig the Physical Properties 6
trench in the Alpha area. This was     supposed to provide 
a measure of surface strength, but the data were lost. A 
picture of the dirty collector head was taken. Then the
soil was dumped out to make Conical Pile 3 among a 
group of rocks ( Figure     101 ). This was only about 1.5
cm high. Another picture was taken to view the collec-
tor head, which still had a film of dust adhering to it. 
Later that afternoon the arm performed a surface bear-
ing test (Physical Properties 7,      Figure 103 ) in an area 
called Delta. As it pressed down, the surface around it 
buckled, allowing estimates of soil properties. The day 
ended with the start of a two-day operation to collect a
final sample     for XRFS. This was XRFS 17, in Bonne-
ville Salt Flats. Two digging strokes were made on sol 
595 and eight more strokes on sol 596. Clods and lumps 

    dug the trench in the crusty/cloddy material by extend-
ing from the touchdown point and then retracting again
( Figure 100 ). The sample was lifted up, and its fine 
component was dispersed. Then any coarse material
was   purged  , and fragments up to 0.8 cm were observed. 
Later on that sol, images of footpad 2 were finally 
obtained using mirror 1 on the arm ( Figure 106 ). They 
showed that the temperature sensors were exposed     to
the atmosphere, not buried. These sensors on both
landers were used during the parachute descent but sur-
vived the landing and gave surface data as well. Sam-
pling continued on sol 483 with a dig (XRFS 12) near 
Snow White rock, which had been moved     earlier, to
obtain a sample which had been sheltered or protected 
underneath the rock. The arm did not reach the intended 
area, probably because it struck a buried rock, so no
sample was collected. Events between sols 300 and 500
are illustrated in  Figures     100  and 101 and mapped in
 Figure 102 .  

 A     magnetic test was conducted on sol 502, as the arm 
touched the surface at the Backhoe Touchdown 4 site on
disturbed soil in front of Mr Badger ( Figure 103 ). The
magnetic properties of the soil were investigated by
    observing particles adhering to magnets on the backhoe.
On sol 506 multiple arm extensions and retractions were
made in trench XRFS 13 in Bonneville Salt Flats to
obtain a sample for XRFS. The trench showed possible
layering in the wall at its outer end, in addition to many 
    clods and platy lumps where the crusty soil was broken
up by digging ( Figure 104 ). Fine material was delivered 
to GCMS for comminution, and the coarse fraction was 
purged. The grinder in GCMS was operated on sol   522
and recorded the electrical current used as its motor com-
minuted the sample to give an estimate of mineral grain
hardness.  

 The     arm returned to Deep Hole on sol 522 and 523, 
making 16 attempts over two sols to dig into the ground
at the foot of the tailings pile in front of the large trench. 
This set of digs constituted XRFS 14 ( Figure     98 ), but the 
arm did not extend as far as it was supposed to, and no 
useful sample of the desired coarse material for XRFS 
was collected. After each dig the fine fraction was dis-
persed. In the middle of the digging sequence on sol     522,
the arm was moved to touch the surface near Notch 
(Backhoe Touchdown 5,  Figure 103 ). The failed sam-
pling was repeated on sol 535 with another 16 digs at the
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Figure 103 Vikin g Lander 2 activities after sol 501.
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Figure 104 Vikin g Lander 2 activities after sol 501 (continued).
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Figure 105 Vikin g Lander 2 activities, sol 501 to end of mission.
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sampler arm moved     the lander itself on three occasions,
one prior to sol 23, once between sols 51 and 447, and
once between sols 502 and 1140. 

 During     the later parts of the mission, Viking Lander 2 
could only transmit via the orbiters, and eventually only
via Orbiter 1. During the survey mission, these relay 
opportunities were very rare. Two transmissions of 
stored and real-time data occurred on 1 and 18 August
1979     (sols 1033 and 1050). The next opportunity on 19
November (sol 1140) revealed a memory failure which
caused the loss of much stored meteorology data. On sol 
1177 (27 December 1979), stored data and real-time
images were obtained, but at the next     attempt on sol
1212 (1 February 1980), low-battery voltage interrupted 
the downlink. Stored data and real-time images were 
obtained before the shutdown, but the timing required
that images be taken very early in the morning, reducing
their quality. 

 More     stored data were transmitted to the orbiter on 
sol 1245 (6 March), but only returned to Earth on 20
March. This revealed that the limited power had now 
forced the disconnection of the instruments and the tape 
recorder, so on sol 1280 (10 April)     commands were sent 
to restore power to them. On the next sol data transmis-
sion was cut short after only ten minutes, showing that 
the batteries could no longer hold power, so the space-
craft was shut down on sol 1281, 11 April 1980 (MY 
14,     sol 197). If it had continued to operate, it would
have been silenced only 124 sols later when the last 
operating orbiter, Viking Orbiter 1, also failed, because 
direct data transmission to Earth was no longer possi-
ble. The design lifetime for the Viking landers was     only 
120 sols.  

  1970s:     Pioneer Mars  

 Post-Viking     missions were already being studied before 
Viking was launched. Niehoff and Friedlander ( 1974 )
described a Pioneer Mars mission to follow Viking as 
early as 1979, modelled after the Pioneer Venus mission 
to save money at a time when funding was expected to be 
very limited.     Several versions of the mission were 
described, including an orbiter with atmospheric, iono-
spheric and surface remote sensing instruments, and ver-
sions with four or more penetrator probes.  

of platy soil from previous operations were moved, and 
a rock in the tailings pile was pulled     forwards into the 
new trench ( Figure 104 ). Material was removed from 
underneath Bonneville. This operation obtained a sam-
ple (U-8) and delivered it to XRFS. Afterwards the arm 
was fully retracted and parked.     This was thought at the 
time to be the end of sampler operations, but the arm 
was to be used again a year later.  

 The     final sampler arm operations occurred on sol
957, during the winter season. Two trenches were dug,
but they did not receive names like their predecessors 
and were not included on mission maps (Moore  et al ., 
1987 ). Here they are unofficially referred to as Physical 
Properties 8 and 9. Physical Properties 8 was dug at the
Physical Properties 4 site of sol 559 ( Figure 104 ). A 
scoop of material from this location was used to create a
conical pile, also not officially     named but referred to
here as Conical Pile 4, near Physical Properties 6. 
Remaining material was purged nearby, showing up
clearly against the frosty surface. Physical Properties 9 
was a bearing strength test conducted slightly closer to
the lander than the Physical Properties 6 trench of     sol
595 ( Figure 104 ), just beyond the new conical pile. The
arm temperature sensor was then buried in this location
for a full diurnal temperature cycle. The soil was partly 
covered with frost. The sensor was     inserted in the 
midafternoon on sol 957, expected to be the warmest
time of day, and measured at a temperature of 182 K.
The temperature dropped to 147 K overnight and rose to
only 171 K the next afternoon. The arm was parked for
the     final time after this test, on sol 958 (MY 13, sol 543 
or 16 May 1979). Events occurring between sols 501
and the end of the mission are shown in  Figures 103  and 
104 and     are mapped in  Figure 105 .  

  Figure   1  06  shows the area underneath the lander.
The main map covers an area 1 m square. A mosaic of 
images taken with a mirror under the engine is shown in 
approximately its correct location in the map and 
enlarged below. Another mosaic of     small images of the 
footpad temperature sensor is shown beside it at a
reduced scale.  Figure 107  shows frost on the surface
during the first and second winters. Surface changes 
like those seen at the Viking 1     site ( Figure 74 ) were not 
observed at the Viking 2 site, but fine dust accumulated
and buried small pebbles just north of the visible foot-
pad between sols 51 and 447. The activities of the
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Figure 106 A: The immediate foreground of Viking Lander 2. The  area mapped is roughly 1 m wide, with north at the top.
B: A mosaic of images taken with an arm-mounted mirror to show the footpad temperature  sensor. C: A  mosaic of images taken
using another  mirror, showing engine erosion  under the lander. Its approximate location is shown in   (A), where small pits dug by 
the engine exhaust are indicated.
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Figure 107 Frost  changes seen at the Viking Lander 2 site.  
Top: First winter. Bottom: Second winter.
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including a radar altimeter and a gamma-ray spectrome-
ter, operating from an elliptical orbit with a very low 
periapsis     (about 100 km) and a 45° inclination. This 
would permit upper-atmosphere and ionosphere studies, 
as well as the surface remote sensing, but would limit the 
mission lifetime. The second mission option was a polar 
orbiter with four, or possibly six, penetrators.     The orbiter 
would serve as a communication relay and conduct 
remote sensing. The penetrators would survive only a 
week on the surface, but would be deployed individually 
over a period as long as a Mars year. They would study 
surface composition and physical characteristics, includ-
ing water     detection. This version of the mission did not 
include a seismic network.  

 The     landings would all be at medium to high lati-
tudes, and sites were identified in each hemisphere 
( Table 34 ,  Figure 108 ). Of the northern sites, N1 and     N2 
had lower priority and could be omitted in a four-pene-
trator mission. The long delay after arrival might make 
the southern mission preferable, and the south also 
offered more geological diversity. A comparison of the
two sets of Pioneer Mars landing sites ( Figure     108 )
shows some similarities between them, especially in the 
southern hemisphere.  

 In     one mission design (NASA,  1974 ), a carrier space-
craft would deploy two sets of six surface penetrators 
and then enter a highly elliptical orbit to serve as a com-
munication relay, or deploy six penetrators from orbit.
The periapsis would be several hundred kilometres dur-
ing the full     Mars year primary mission and would then
be raised to more than 1000 km, high enough that the 
orbit would not decay for several decades. Each probe 
would partially penetrate the surface on impact and relay 
data to an orbiter during its periapsis passes. The pene-
trator payload     would consist of an accelerometer to 
assess surface properties during impact, a seismometer 
and an alpha-proton spectrometer for composition.
Other versions of the penetrator might have included a
camera and a meteorology instrument. Three probes 
would establish a seismic network about 2000 km across, 
and     the other three would study interesting and diverse
sites. The penetrator landing ellipse would be about 100 
km by 10 km. Six sites around each pole, identified as 
interesting targets, are listed in  Table 33      and illustrated 
in  Figure 108 . 

 Another     version of this mission was presented by
Friedlander  et al . ( 1974 ) in a report to NASA’s Planetaryl
Programs Division. One option was an orbital mission,

 Table  33. Pion  eer  Mars  Penetrator Targets from NASA (1974)

Penetrator Deployment time after 
arrival (days)

Location Description

Northern mission

1  20 59° N, 180° W Northern plains (seismic net)
2  60 70° N, 150° W Etched plains
3 107 65° N, 108° W Etched plains (seismic net)
4 130 80° N, 135° W Northern plains
5 160 90° N, 180° W Permanent ice, polar cap (seismic net)
6 180 83° N, 0° W Residual polar cap area

Southern mission

1  20 86° S, 240° W Laminated deposits (seismic net)
2  30 70° S, 240° W Edge of south polar cap
3  50 75° S, 15° W Etched plains
4  70 75° S, 70° W Laminated deposits
5 100 53° S, 240° W Cratered terrain (seismic net)
6 160 53° S, 298° W Cratered terrain (seismic net)
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Figure 108  Pioneer Mars penetrator landing sites from NASA (1974)  and Friedlander et al .ll  (1974 ).
The polar base maps are from Mariner 9 data , modifi ed from the maps in  Figures  28  and 29.
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1979:     Viking Rovers

Another     post-Viking plan was for a mobile Viking space-
craft capable of traverses of tens of kilometres and the
return of samples to Earth as well as in situ analyses
(Masursky et al .,  1974 ). The ability to land within a small l
ellipse close to the   pre  -planned target would be essential
for a hypothetical 1979 mission. The USGS designed
four examples of possible traverses in representative
areas covered by high-resolution Mariner 9 B frames, 
which were the only data suitable for analysis at the time
of this   study  . Geologic mapping suggested that between
five and ten different types of material could be studied 
in each location. The sites and traverses are listed in
 Table 35  and illustrated in  Figures     109  and 110. Their 
locations are shown in  Figure 111 . At each stop indicated
by dots along a traverse, images and geochemical data
would be obtained, and at some stops material would be
    collected for return to the lander for more thorough anal-
ysis. These were the first Mars rover traverse plans, 
though many would follow before the first rovers arrived
at the planet.

 Table 34.   Pion  eer Mars Penetrator Targets (Friedlander  et  al .,  1974 )    

Penetrator
Deployment, months 

after arrival Location Description

Northern polar mission

N1  0.1 59° N, 38° W Moderately cratered dark plain, soil composition
N2  1.4 62° N, 103° W Volcanic plains, mountain – test for basalt composition
N3  3 76° N, 150° W Etched plains, composition and water content
N4  8 85° N, 16° W Layered deposit, examine soil stratigraphy
N5  16 76° N, 150° W Repeat N3, now covered with polar cap, test for water
N6  17 76° N, 150° W Repeat N3 as polar cap retreats

Southern midlatitude mission

S1 0.5 85° S, 270° W Polar cap, ‘Australis Chasma’, water or carbon 
dioxide?

S2 4.1 72° S Study edge of shrinking south polar cap, seek water,
discriminate between water ice and carbon dioxide. 
Longitudes were not specified, but are assumed to be fi
similar to isolate the latitude variable.

S3 4.2 71° S
S4 4.3 70° S

S5 8 62° S, 240° W Cratered uplands, low albedo, composition, grain size
S6 13 55° S, 290° W Floor of Hellas, high albedo, composition, grain size

 Table 35.   USGS    Viking  Rover Candidate Landing Sites,
1979 Launch

Location Name Goals

32° N, 211° W Cebrenia Crater ejecta, plains
materials, volcanic
shield (may instead
be a large pingo, an
ice-cored hill). Three
traverses (A, B, C) and
one alternative traverse
(D).

6° 54’ N,
292° 45’ W

Syrtis Major Dark plains, wind streaks, 
craters. Two traverses
(A, B) and one
alternative (C).

6° S, 150° W Mangala Vallis Fluvial channel,
interchannel materials, 
craters. Two traverses 
(B, C), one alternative (A).

82° S, 83° W South Pole Layered materials,
etched terrain. Two 
traverses (A, C), one 
alternative (B).
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Figure 109  Viking rover sites and traverses  from Masursky  et al. ( 1974).
A, B:  Cebrenia. C, D: Syrtis Major.  The base maps for (A) and (C) are  Viking image mosaics. (B) is a  Mars Odyssey THEMIS
infrared mosaic with  shading inverted. (D) is a  Mars Odyssey THEMIS visible image  mosaic with wind streaks modifi ed to match
Mariner 9 source data used in the original mapping.
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Figure 110 Viking rover sites and  traverses from  Masursky et al .ll ( 1974 ).
A, B: Mangala Vallis. C, D: South Pole. The base maps for (A) and (C) are Viking image mosaics. (B) is a Mars Odyssey THEMIS
visible image mosaic, and (D) is a THEMIS infrared mosaic with shading inverted to approximate albedo. Large squares are
landing sites; small dots are rover science stops. 
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  1980s:     Mars 1984 Rover/Penetrator Mission

 A     Mars Science Working Group (MSWG) chaired by 
Thomas Mutch was established by NASA to develop a
science strategy for a future mission (Mars Science 
Working Group,  1977 ). It met four times in 1977. The
plan assumed two Space Shuttle launches in December 
1983 or     January 1984, each carrying a spacecraft consist-
ing of an orbiter, a lander with rover, and three penetra-
tors, set to arrive at Mars in September or October 1984.
The penetrators would be deployed just before arrival,
but the rovers would wait in orbit until the dust     storm 
season was over. Highly elliptical initial orbits would
permit magnetospheric studies. After the rovers landed, 
the orbiters would enter circular orbits, one near-polar at 
500 km altitude for global mapping and communication
with the penetrators, the other 1000 km high with about 
a     30° inclination for rover communications. As the rov-
ers might each deploy an instrument station with a seis-
mometer, there could be ten simultaneously operating 
landed components.  

 As     each orbiter neared the planet, it would deploy three 
penetrators which would fall on a circle around the centre
of the planet’s disk as seen from the approach direction. 
After deployment the orbiters would be deflected off the 
approach path to enter orbit. The six penetrators, carrying 
    seismometers and soil and atmospheric analysis equip-
ment, would form a global array. Three would be placed
about 500 km apart in an area likely to be seismically
active, such as Tharsis. The other three would be spaced 
about 5000 km apart to give global coverage.     Two addi-
tional and more sophisticated seismometers would be 
deployed by the rovers in areas partly shielded from the
wind. Latitudes between 50° N and 87° S would be acces-
sible, and the landing ellipses were 200-km-diameter cir-
cles. Slopes would have to be less than     45° at the impact 
point. Site selection was reported in a Penetrator Site
Studies document preserved in Tim Mutch’s papers at 
Brown University. One potential array design was 
described ( Table 36 ), along with four deployment options
    which include several additional sites ( Table 37 ). Option 
1 was the potential array described in  Table 36 . The pen-
etrator sites in  Table     37  were also described in Manning 
(1977), in which the site selection work was attributed to
T. E. Bunch and Ronald Greeley.

 Another     possible rover mission (Moore,  1970 ) would
launch in October or November 1979. The voyage to
Mars would take about 270 days with a trajectory cor-
rection about ten days after launch and arrival at the 
planet in August 1980. Two days after entering orbit, 
the spacecraft     would adjust its path to prepare for land-
ing between 30° N and 30° S. Three days later the 
orbiter would eject a bioshield cover and deploy the 
lander, which would then fire its thrusters to begin the 
descent.  

The     rover would operate for about an Earth year, from 
August 1980 to August 1981. The vehicle, designed at 
JPL, had three compartments, each with its own pair of 
wheels. The front compartment or ‘science bay’ would
carry a Viking-style sampling arm     with a magnetic prop-
erties experiment attached, a second arm for more diffi-
cult sampling, biology experiments, a mass spectrometer 
for composition analyses, a meteorology instrument and a 
seismometer. Typically the rover would move 50 to 100
meters at a time, then stop, image its     surroundings, per-
form a science experiment, transmit its data to Earth, and 
await new commands. JPL assumed that science sites
would be about 14 km apart, and estimated that early in
its mission the rover would travel about 300 m per day, 
enabling it to     traverse the distance between two science
sites in 47 days. Distance traversed would increase as 
controllers gained confidence in their remote driving
capabilities, so that in one Earth year the rover might 
traverse up to 500 km. 

 Another     study (Martin Marietta,  1977b ) of a mobile 
Viking lander referred to as Viking 3 mentioned a can-
yon as a possible landing site, probably referring to 
Candor. That rover would use an image-based auto-
mated hazard detection system to achieve a safe land-
ing. The     date of that report distinguishes this ‘Viking 3’ 
from the earlier Viking Rover study, but it suggested a
launch in 1981 rather than 1979. Darnell and Wessel
( 1974 ) described a different concept in which a Viking 
lander could deploy a rover, potentially at a     site on the 
edge of the south polar cap. Rovers with ranges of 100 
m, 200 m and 1000 m were considered, with the short-
range rover tethered to the lander and the long-range 
rover able to deploy explosive charges for the lander 
seismometer. All     rovers would collect samples for anal-
ysis on the lander.  
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date), whereas the     low-inclination orbit could deliver a 
rover to latitudes between 20° S and 20° N.  

 Six     rover landing sites were identified in a Rover Site
Studies report prepared for the Working Group ( Table
38 a,  Figure 111 ). Most derived from work done earlier 
    for Viking or the Viking rover study, including proposals
to land near Viking 1 and visit it or to explore the aban-
doned A-1 site with its complex geology. In a memoran-
dum dated 9 May 1977, Hal Masursky followed up on 
discussions at a meeting     of the Mars 1984 Mission Study
Group held on 1 April. He asked Tim Mutch to request 
high-resolution stereoscopic Viking imaging coverage of 

 The     rover landing ellipses were roughly 50 by 80 km 
across. Five landing sites were studied using Viking data,
in addition to the four sites previously considered by 
USGS for the Viking Rover ( Figures 109  and 110).     Only 
two sites were identified in the MSWG report, Capri and 
Candor ( Table 38 ,  Figures 111  and 112). The other sites 
were identified in Working Group     documents among Tim 
Mutch’s papers in the archives at Brown University.

 The     rover landing ellipses in these documents were 65
by 40 km across. The polar orbiter would be able to
deploy its rover from orbit at latitudes between 30° N 
and 50° N (this range could vary, depending on the launch 

 Table 36.    Mars   1984 Penetrator Array    

Site Location Notes

1. Syria Rise 12° S, 105° W 700-km spacing, one leg of global network, and regional 
network in active area

22° S, 100° W

23° S, 113° W
2. Acidalia Planitia 46° N, 5° W Northern plains
3. Amphitrites Patera 59° S, 297° W Old volcanic materials
4. South Polar Region 81° S, 190° W South polar deposits, volatiles

 Table 37.    Mars   1984 Penetrator  Deployment Options

Option Launch date Penetrator Site Location

1 Early 1 Acidalia Planitia 46° N, 5° W
2 Amphitrites Patera 59° S, 297° W
3 South Polar Region 81° S, 190° W

Late 1–3 Syria array 15° S, 105° W

2 Early 1–3 Syria array 15° S, 105° W
Late 1 Cratered Highlands 30° N, 10° W

2 Hellas Rim 29° S, 303° W
3 South Polar Cratered Terrain 68° S, 160° W

3 Early 1 Canyonlands 10° S, 73° W
2 Acidalia Planitia 46° N, 5° W
3 South Polar Region 81° S, 190° W

Late 1–3 Syria array 15° S, 105° W
4 Early 1–2 Syria array 15° S, 105° W

3 South Polar Region 81° S, 190° W
Late 1 Arsia Mons Plains SW 8° S, 130° W

2 Cratered Uplands 25° N, 15° W
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Figure 111 Vikin g Rover and Mars 1984 sites. 
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and up to 200 km more in an extended mission in     the 
second Mars year.

 On     13 May 1977, Carl Pilcher, Hal Masursky and Ron 
Greeley suggested a variation on the role of penetrators 
in this mission. Two penetrators would be dropped in the 
lander target ellipse, carrying beacons to help guide the 
rover to a precision landing. After the landing they     would
operate with instruments on the lander itself as a local 
area seismic network.

 The     Mars 1984 orbiters would carry cameras, spec-
trometers for surface composition, infrared and micro-
wave radiometers, a magnetometer, a plasma probe, a 
radar altimeter and communication relay equipment.  

 The     relationship between Mars 1984 and other mis-
sions was considered by the Working Group. If Viking
Lander 1 survived long enough, it might provide useful 
meteorological data for a Mars 1984 landing at Chryse, if 
that site was chosen. Conversely, Mars 1984 might be
reconfigured to gather     samples for collection by a sample 
return mission in about 1990.

 Mars     1984 was not funded, probably in part because 
significant opposition to it arose in the science commu-
nity. Jim Arnold and Mike Duke objected publicly that 

four of these sites, using slightly different coordinates
( Table 38 b).   These  , he said, ‘were sites for which we 
have made traverse plans’. He added that ‘a backup 
smoother site near B-1’ at Cydonia had also been stud-
ied. Eventually the Capri and Candor sites were chosen,
and detailed mission plans were prepared ( Figure     109 ). 
Traverses near the Chryse sites were also prepared,
including those in  Figure 114 .

 The     Capri site provided access to cratered uplands,
crater ejecta and a fluvial channel. Candor was on the
floor of the canyon system, with access to thick-layered
deposits, canyon wall materials and, at the end of the 
extended mission, possibly the volcanic plateau sur-
rounding     the canyon. Alba had fractured volcanic plains 
and crater ejecta, but also small channels.  

 The     Mars 1984 rovers had three traverse modes. Mode
1 was for detailed site investigations and involved only 
short, precise drives as needed for science operations. 
Mode 2, the ‘survey traverse mode’, would cover about 
400 m per sol and could include some observations along
    the route. Mode 3, the ‘fast traverse mode’, could cover 
as much as 800 m per sol, including travel at night. The
goal was to cover about 200 km during one Mars year 

  Table 38.   Mars   Science Working Group Rover  Sites , 1983–1984 Launch

38a. Sites from Rover Site Studies report

Location Name Location Name

6.3° S, 73.8° W Candor 19.5° N, 34.0° W Chryse E (Viking A-1 site)
1.5° S, 41.8° W Capri (near Viking C-1 site) 22.5° N, 48.0° W Chryse W (Viking 1 site)
44.4° N, 103.5° W Alba NE (near Viking B-2) 82.0° S, 83.0° W South Pole (Viking Rover site)

38b. Sites from Masursky memo to Mutch, 9 May 1977

Location Name Notes

1.3° S, 42.0° W Capri Chasma, north border Also stated as 1.0° S, 41.8° W
6.25° S, 73.75° W Candor Chasma Also stated as 5.7° S, 74.9° W
44.3° N, 104.0° W Alba Patera southeast Prime Alba site
44.0° N, 96.0° W Alternative Alba site

38c. Preferred sites from NASA (1977), MSWG (1977)

Location Name Notes

1.0° S, 41.8° W Capri 44 stations over 400-km traverse, cratered plateau and large channel
5.7° S, 74.9° W Candor 55 stations over 300-km traverse, canyon walls and layered deposits
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surrounding ice.  Figure 113 A shows the locations of sites 
A and B. This study made     use of an early digital mapping
and analysis system, a forerunner of the Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) used extensively for later 
missions, to select an optimal location within Site B
based on five possible targets illustrated in  Figure     113 B.
The preferred location in Site B was centred on target 
point 4, as this would maximize the chance of landing 
within range of both ice and trough material. The study 
only considered these five candidate sites and recognized 
that many more candidates would     have to be tested for 
final site selection.  

 Another     study (MSWG, 1980, vol. 2) identified land-
ing sites at a volcanic target and in Chryse Planitia. The 
volcanic site in Tharsis or Elysium would provide young 
volcanic rocks, whereas Chryse would help interpret the 
Viking 1 results and other sites for which surface     data 
were not available. The six candidate sites for young vol-
canic materials are identified in  Table 39  and shown on 
 Figure 113 C.  

 The     preferred site at Arsia Mons West had good imag-
ing coverage, young lava flows with little crater ejecta or 
wind-deposited sediment to confuse the sampling, and
two potential landing ellipses within the site ( Fig-
ure   113 D  ). One ellipse was oriented parallel to the 
elongated lava flows, and one perpendicular to them. A
rover with 5-km range could collect good rock samples. 
A 100-km rover could sample ejecta from deeper layers
near a crater between the two ellipses. At Chryse the
    landing ellipse ( Figure 113 E) was centred on the Viking 
Lander 1 site, then assumed to be at the Morris  et al . l
( 1978 ) location ( Figure   52   ). A landing anywhere in the
ellipse would provide rocks from ridges or crater ejecta
with only 2 or 3 km rover range.  

 A     third study (MSWG, 1980, vol. 3) considered sites
at Apollinaris Patera and near the large impact basin 
Schiaparelli. The Apollinaris site was said to be at 5° S, 
190° W and was shown on an illustration at 6.5°   S, 188.5°
W ( Figure 114 A), to the west of the large volcano whose 
lava flows were the sampling goal. A rover range of only 
4 km would provide access to good samples almost     any-
where in the ellipse. At Schiaparelli the goal was to col-
lect the oldest highland rocks. An ellipse said to be at 8°
S, 336° W and mapped at 7.25° S, southeast of the basin 
rim, should provide good sampling opportunities     with a 
rover range of up to 25 km ( Figure 114 B).  

the final report of the Working Group did not reflect the 
group discussions, particularly in its assertions that the
rovers were the     only realistic option, that they were
essential for future Mars Sample Return missions, and
that simpler missions (orbiters, hard landers) were ‘a 
step backwards’. The report also suggested that only
Mars rovers would command broad public interest,
whereas missions such as   Voyager  , Jupiter Orbiter/
Probe (Galileo) and the Lunar Polar Orbiter would not.
This mention of Voyager refers to the outer planet 
spacecraft, not the earliest version of Viking ( Table 2 ), 
and the suggestion that     it would attract little public
interest turned out to be the opposite of the truth. Elbert 
King (University of Houston) wrote to Mutch on 29 
August 1977, stating emphatically that Mars 1984
‘would only ensure a repeat of the very limited scien-
tific success of Viking – providing mostly only costly
clues and ambiguous answers to the important scien-
tific questions’. He argued that only sample return was
justified by the cost. This dismal assessment of Viking’s 
scientific worth stems from its failure to detect life, or 
to definitively rule it out,     but overlooks its detailed
characterization of surface and atmospheric composi-
tion, meteorology and landing site geology, not to men-
tion the mission’s orbital data. 

 That     work was followed by a Mars Sample Return
Study Effort by MSWG (1980). This included several 
studies to assess sites and rover mobility needs, briefly 
summarized here in the same order as the volumes in the 
report and illustrated in  Figures     111 ,  113  and 114.

 A     polar landing site study (MSWG, 1980, vol. 1) con-
sidered locations for collecting ice or layered terrain (ice 
and dust) cores rather than rocks, though small rocks
might be included in the sample as a bonus. Sites would
be in perennial ice     or in layered deposits exposed in
troughs cutting the ice cap. A rover with a 10-km range 
would allow sampling of both units. The landing ellipse
was 80 by 50 km across, oriented north-south. Two sites
were identified, Site A in a     large patch of perennial ice at 
86.5° or 87° N, 120° W and Site B in an area with ice cut 
by troughs at about 83.5° N, 100° W (84.5° N, 105° W     in
the report, probably based on Mariner 9 coordinates).
Site A ( Figure 113 A) would not need a rover as long as it 
could sample beyond the area affected by its landing, but 
Site B     would benefit from a rover with a 10-km range to
examine layered materials in the troughs as well as the
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Figure 112 Mars 1984 Mission Rover  traverses at Capri, Candor and Alba. 
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as an atmospheric sample. Comparison with maps and
panoramas suggests the route should be regarded as
schematic, but a traverse like this would allow studies of 
several different rock and soil types.  

  1987:     Sample Return Planning  

 A     workshop on Mars Sample Return Science (Drake  et 
al .,  1988 ) was held in Houston from 16 to 18 November l
1987. Among other technical papers, four presentations 
dealt with possible sample return landing sites ( Tables
40 ,     41, 42 and 43).

 Harold     Masursky discussed four years of work at 
USGS Flagstaff on a set of ten sample return sites (Mas-
ursky  et al .,  1988a ) which offered access to materials of l
diverse ages and compositions with traverses of no more 
than 100 km. They are listed in  Table     40  and illustrated 
in  Figure 115 , and all were included in the later Landing 
Site Catalog ( Table 47 , sites 33 to 43, including two     at 
Mangala Valles) with some inconsistency in coordinates.
USGS published geologic maps of most of these areas, 
and on five of them landing sites and rover traverses were 
shown. A sixth map of Candor Chasma portrayed two 
landing sites but no rover routes. These sites     are identi-
fied in  Table 40  with their USGS I-map number (I-maps
were the Miscellaneous Investigations series maps which
then included all USGS planetary maps). Sites without 
geological maps were plotted on a global     map inset, from 
which their coordinates in  Table 40  have been taken. At 
Apollinaris Patera, no site was illustrated, but a comment 
on that map noted that the floodplain area west of the 
Apollinaris volcanic shield     would be the best location.
This would be similar to the ellipse in  Figure 114 A. At 
Elysium the USGS geological map (I-2579, Galaxias) 
lies farther north than the location shown on     the global 
map, at about 35° N, 217° W, and no site was illustrated
on the map. Masursky also mentioned that Soviet scien-
tists were studying seven sites at this time, primarily at 
the eastern end of Kasei Valles where it opens into Chryse 
    Planitia, and near Uranius Patera. No further details of 
these sites were provided, but two Soviet sites at these
locations are described in  Table 44 .  

 Traverse     plans and landing sites shown on the USGS 
maps are illustrated in  Figures 116  and 117. At East 
Mangala Valles traverse 1 would sample the local plains,

 The     last of these site studies, by USGS staff including
Harold Masursky (MSWG, 1980, vol. 4), considered 
sites already discussed in Candor Chasma ( Figure 112 )
as well as new candidates in Hebes Chasma (    2° S, 76°
W), Iapygia (10° S, 275° W) and Terra Tyrrhena (2° S,
244° W). They are indicated in  Figure 111 .  

 A     different kind of study by Elbert King (MSWG, 
1980, vol. 5) considered where rocks suitable for sam-
pling might be found across the equatorial region. This
analysis extended only between 30° N and 30° S. Rocks 
were important because small soil grains     were more
likely to be chemically altered. The most important data
for this analysis were thermal inertia estimates inferred 
from Viking Orbiter data. The areas identified as best for 
sampling rocks are outlined on  Figure   114 C  , though
many other areas should also be adequate.

 Finally,     two studies (MSWG, 1980, vols. 6, 7; Nickle,
1980) considered rovers at the Viking landing sites, 
directed to sample the range of materials seen by the
landers.  Figure 114 D     is a rover route designed by Ray
Arvidson and  Figure 114 E illustrates a 100-m traverse 
designed by Henry Moore (USGS), both for the Viking 
Lander 1 site. The rover on the second traverse could     col-
lect about 3 kg of rocks, dust and crusty material, as well

 Table 39.    Cand  idate Young Volcanic Sites ( MSWG,
1980, vol. 2)     

Name Location Notes

Tharsis North 30° N, 106° W Flows, mare ridges, may 
be old, covered with
sediment

Alba Patera 
West

43° N, 114° W Flows, fractures, channels. 
Hazardous, rocks may be
altered by water, image
coverage inadequate

Elysium 25°–30° N, 
210°–230° W

Flows and sediments, age
uncertain, seems eroded

Tharsis
Plains S.

28° S, 135° W Flows, fractures, highlands 
mixed together, may be 
old

Arsia Mons 
South

25° S, 123° W Flows, crater ejecta –
backup site

Arsia Mons 
West

8° S, 132.5° W Flows, little aeolian
mantle – preferred site
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Figure 113  Mars 1984 sites from the Mars Science Working Group (1980) reports.
A, B: North polar sites from MSWG (1980), Vol. 1. C: Volcanic sites from Table 39. D: Two  ellipses in the Arsia Mons West site
from  Table 39 . E: Ellipse at the Viking Lander 1 site in Chryse from MSWG (1980 ), Vol. 2.
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Figure 114  Mars 1984 sites from the Mars Science Working Group ( 1980) reports.
A, B: Apollinaris and Schiaparelli sites from MSWG (1980), Vol. 3. C: Areas where rocks could be  sampled, identifi ed by Elbert 
King (MSWG, 1980, Vol. 5), and additional sites described by Harold Masursky (MSWG, 1980, Vol. 4). D and E: Rover sampling
routes at the Viking 1 landing site, from MSWG ( 1980), Vols. 6 and 7, and Nickle ( 1980 ).
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late in 1986 to examine a sample return mission with sig-
nificant international collaboration. NASA would pro-
vide a lander, rover and communication     orbiter, whereas 
an international partner would provide a lander with 
Mars ascent vehicle and a spacecraft to carry the sample 
back to Earth. Launch would be in November 1996, with 
Mars arrival in September 1997. The orbiter would carry
a very high-resolution (1.    5 m/pixel) camera for landing
site certification. After the dust storm season was over, 
the partner’s lander carrying the ascent vehicle would
land first. A radio beacon on that lander would guide the
NASA lander to a site nearby.  

 This     study (NASA,  1987 ) included 11 proposed land-
ing sites ( Table 40 , counting one at Candor), with one 
chosen to illustrate a detailed mission scenario. This was
the East Mangala Valles site ( Figure     116 B). The rover 
would undertake four traverses and stop at 28 sampling 
sites. Each traverse would begin and end at the sample 
return lander. The first short traverse provided a contin-
gency sample. It would cover 7 km and collect samples
at three     sites. The last traverse would be the longest, cov-
ering 86 km with seven sampling sites. After each traverse 
the rover would deliver its samples to the return vehicle’s 
sample container. The total sample mass would be about 
5 kg, including a variety of materials and particle     sizes. 
The Mars ascent vehicle would lift the sample container 
into Mars orbit to rendezvous with the Earth return vehi-
cle. It would leave Mars orbit in August 1998 and arrive 
at Earth in August 1999, going into orbit where it could 
be examined initially on the space     station as a planetary
quarantine measure. After the sample delivery, the rover 
would continue in an extended mission for two years or 
more. A second sample return mission might launch late 
in 1998 and leave Mars for Earth with its sample early in 
2001. This second rover’s     extended mission might still 
be operating in late 2003.

 A     series of meetings of the Science Working Group 
considered mission strategies and landing sites, but the
study terminated before specific locations were chosen. 
The site selection deliberations are briefly summarized 
here. This study was continued after late 1989 by the 
Mars Science Working Group.  

 Possible     landing sites were first described at the fifth 
MRSR Science Working Group meeting held on 11 and 12 
January 1988 at JPL. The potential landing sites are listed 
in  Table 45  and illustrated in  Figure     119 . The site numbers 

traverse 2 the highlands and channel deposits, traverse 3
    a crater ejecta deposit, and traverse 4 the material of 
Amazonis Mensa north of the landing site. Each traverse
would return its samples to the lander before starting the
next drive to guard against later failure. At West Mangala
Valles, traverse 1 would sample the plains,     traverse 2 the
highlands, traverse 3 the material of Eumenides Dorsum,
and traverse 4 a mixture of those types of material as well 
as the Nestus Valles area. At Kasei Valles, the channel
floor and wall materials would be sampled.  

Several     other landing sites with rover traverses were 
included in the Mars Landing Site Catalog and are illus-
trated in  Figures 138 , 139 and 140.  

Scott     and Tanaka ( 1988 ) also described ten sites, cho-
sen to provide samples from several types of material at 
each location and to span the range of compositions and
ages of Martian surface material. These sites are listed in
 Table     41  and shown in  Figure 115 . Most of these sites are
included in the Landing Site Catalog ( Table 47 , sites 23
and 44–  50  ). Sites 1 and 2 in  Table 41  were the most 
favoured (Scott,  1988 ).

Chicarro     ( 1988 ) identified three regions with many cra-
ters exhibiting fluidized ejecta apparently caused by 
impacts into water- or ice-rich material. All are in ridged
plains materials on Mars, which Chicarro observed to have
large numbers of these fluidized ejecta craters. He sug-
gested landing 50     km from a 30-km-diameter crater in one 
of these regions and traversing the ejecta up to the crater 
rim. Observations would include drilling to sample subsur-
face ice. For one of the locations, Coprates, he identified a 
specific landing site and rover traverse. These     sites are
listed in  Table 42  and illustrated in  Figures 115  and 117. 

Markun     ( 1988 ) identified 14 locations which might 
provide specific types of sedimentary material. These are 
listed in  Table 43  and plotted in  Figure 118 . A report by     the 
European Space Agency (ESA, 1990, Table 6.1) described 
sample return studies involving rovers that included loca-
tions from  Tables 40 , 41 and 42, but listed some slightly
different landing sites ( Figure     118 ,  Table 44 ).

  1980s:     Mars Rover Sample Return

 A     Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) mission was
studied between 1987 and 1989. NASA’s Mars Explora-
tion Strategy Advisory Group set up a Mars Study Team 
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Figure 115 Sampl e return sites suggested by Masursky et al .ll , Chicarro, and Scott and Tanaka in 1988  (Tables 40, 41, 42).
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Figure 116 Rover  traverses at three sample return sites described by Masursky et al .ll ( 1988a ).
A and B: East Mangala Valles. C and D: West Mangala Valles. E and F: North Kasei Valles. A variation on Figure 115D is 
illustrated in  Figure 140 .
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The rover would then make several short looping traverses 
out to about 100-m range to retrieve samples for return to
Earth. Two other mission plans would include areal 
sampling (20-km range) and     regional sampling (100-km
range). 

At     the eighth MRSR meeting, held on 31 August and 
1 September 1988 at JPL, the same sites identified in 
January 1988 were still being considered, but by the tenth 
meeting on 30 November 1988 at JPL, different mission
scenarios were examined. One included a twin     lander 
mission beginning in 1998 with a rover launch. It would
land on 1 July 2000, and over 32 months it would drive 
between 30 and 300 km while collecting 100 samples. It 
would rendezvous with a sample return lander, launched 
in 2001 and landing in     March 2002. This lander would 
obtain a regolith core as a contingency sample. The rover 
would transfer samples to the sample return lander, which 
would leave Mars on 1 March 2003 to return to Earth.

in  Table 45  are taken from a list of USGS geologic maps at 
1:500 000 scale presented at the meeting, because those
mapped sites were assumed to be understood     well enough
to be good candidates for a sample return mission. A min-
imum mission described at the meeting involved a 
landing on the Tharsis plains at about 45° N. The lander 
would take a panoramic image, collect a contingency sam-
ple with a robotic arm, and     then release a rover which
would deploy a seismometer and meteorology package.

Table 40.    Samp  le Return Sites  Described by Masursky  et al .  (  1988a )   

Name Location I-map Name Location I-map

1A. East Mangala Valles 4.7° S, 147.1° W I-1962 6. Memnonia Sulci 10.9° S, 173.0° W I-2084
1B. West Mangala Valles 7.2° S, 158.5° W I-2087 7. Candor Chasmata 5.5° S, 74.5° W I-2568
2. North Kasei Valles 24.3° N, 72.7° W I-2107 5.7° S, 71.9° W
3. Olympus Rupes 14.1° N, 131.0° W I-2001 8. Apollinaris Patera 8° S, 186° W I-2351
4. Chasma Boreale 86° N, 45° W I-2357 9. Elysium Montes 26° N, 217° W –
5. Planum Australe 83° S, 60° W – 10. Nilosyrtis Mensae 37° N, 293° W –

  Table 41.   Samp  le Return  Sites  Described by Scott and Tanaka ( 1988 )    

Name Location Sampled materials

1. Tharsis-Olympia 12° N, 125° W Olympus flows, fractured flfl  ows (Ulysses Fossae), aureole materialfl
2. Chasma Boreale 82° N, 57° W Polar layered material, grooved plains, crater ejecta
3. Memnonia 10° S, 172° W Medusae Fossae Formation, ridged plains, highlands material
4. Labeatis North 31° N, 83° W Older Tharsis fl ows, ridged plains, faulted highlandsfl
5. Labeatis South 24° N, 80° W Young and older Tharsis fl ows, ridged plainsfl
6. Solis 27° S, 100° W Syria Planum flows, old fractured plains, ancient crustfl
7. Hadriaca 29° S, 269° W Volcanic shield material, smooth plains, ridged plains
8. Elysium 27° N, 185° W Young fl ows from Elysium Mons, ridged plains, knobby materialfl
9. Amazonis 22° N, 165° W Young fl ows of Amazonis Planitia, ridged plains, knobby materialfl
10. Promethei 81° S, 315° W Polar layered material, basin rim, Dorsa Argentea plains

 Table 42.   Samp  le Return Sites  Described  by
Chicarro ( 1988 )

Site Name Location

1 Lunae Planum c. 20° N, 62° W
2 Coprates 23° S, 80° W
3 Hesperia Planum c. 23° S, 249° W
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Figure 117 Sample return sites described by Masursky et al .ll ( 1988a ) and Chicarro (1988).
A and B: Olympus Rupes. C and D:  Memnonia. E: landing sites without specifi ed traverses in  Candor Chasma.
F and G: Coprates region (Chicarro, 1988). 
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  Table 43.   Samp  le  Return Sites Described by Markun (  1988 )    

Rock type Setting Location

Conglomerate, glacial Etched terrain 76° S, 74° W
Fretted Terrain 38° N, 65° W
Patterned plains 33° N, 91° W

Conglomerate, fl uvial Channels, Chryse Planitia 23fl ° N, 33° W
Breccia, debris fans Canyon walls, Ganges Chasma 8° S, 46° W

Canyon walls, Capri Chasma 12° S, 46° W
Sandstones, aeolian Old cratered terrain 47° S, 160° W
Sandstones, fl uvial Channels, Chryse Planitia 23fl ° N, 33° W

Old cratered terrain 48° S, 98° W
Arkose Graben/horst, Ceraunius Fossae 24° N, 97° W
Shale, lacustrine Channels, Chryse Planitia 23° N, 33° W
Siltstone, loess Polar areas 80° S, 270° W to 350° W

85° N, 330° W through 0° to 90° W
Evaporites Channels, Chryse Planitia 23° N, 33° W

 Table 44.   Samp  le Return  Sites from European Space Agency (  1990 )

Name Location Notes Source

Mangala Valles 3° S, 150° W Highlands, volcanism and a large channel;
50-km traverse.

Masursky, H. (USGS)

Planum Australe 84° S, 65° W Ice cap, dust, climate studies; 50-km traverse.
Nilosyrtis Mensae 37° N, 290° W Highlands, plains, dichotomy boundary;

100-km traverse.
Memnonia Sulci 10° S, 172° W Dating of multiple rock types; 100-km traverse.
Olympus Rupes 17° N, 139° W Young volcanic plains and fl ows; 50-km traverse.fl
Apollinaris Patera 9° S, 183° W Volcanism and channels; 100-km traverse.
Tharsis-Olympus 12° N, 125° W Older crust, volcanism, aureole material;

50-km traverse.
Scott, D. H.

Chasma Boreale 82° N, 57° W Ice cap, layered materials; 50-km traverse.
Coprates 23° S, 80° W Ridged plains, tectonics, water or ice;

50-km traverse.
Chicarro, A. (CNES)

Hesperia Planum 29° S, 242° W Fluidized crater ejecta. Organics in ice?
50-km traverse.

Valles Marineris Tectonism, landslides, fl ooding, layered deposits. Lucchita, B.fl
Hellas basin Basin ejecta, weathering, stratigraphic marker. King, E. A.
Kasei Valles 23° N, 74° W Channels, volcanism, sediments; 50-km traverse. USSR
Uranius Patera 28° N, 95° W Volcanic plains and shield; 100-km traverse.
Highlands Age dating of a variety of materials. Neukum, G.
Cratered Terrain
Tharsis plains
Canyon system Layered sediments, possible early biological 

evolution.
Klein, H. P.
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Figure 118 Sample  return sites from Markun (1988) and ESA (1990).
Sites from  Figure 115  are also shown to illustrate revised  locations for several sites in the ESA list ( Table 44 ).
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at Gusev crater (16° S, 183.5° W). The     Chronium mis-
sion was designed for three rover loops of 4, 26 and 70 
km, visiting 16 sampling stations and collecting 56 rock 
samples and six soil samples and digging three trenches.
The Gusev mission would be one 500-km traverse with 
21 sites, 84 rock   samples  , ten soil samples and four 
trenches. It would extend from the cratered uplands into
Ma’adim Vallis, across Gusev crater and onto the vol-
canic deposits of Apollinaris Patera. These routes were 
not illustrated.  

 The     Mars Rover Sample Return deliberations also 
resulted in a preliminary mission study (Rea  et al .,  1988 ). l
This was prompted by a report by retired astronaut Sally 
Ride (the first female US astronaut) which recommended
that NASA strive for global preeminence in robotic plan-
etary     exploration. A major theme in this exploration pro-
gram would be a Mars sample return mission to be com-
pleted before 2001. The mission study was undertaken at 
JPL and drew on previous studies by JPL, JSC and the 
Mars Study Team (NASA,  1987 ).  

 This     version of MRSR would obtain samples to sup-
port studies of the planet’s composition, evolution, vola-
tiles and biology. Each landing site would provide access
to one of the planet’s major geologic units, and other 
materials of differing ages and origins, in a reasonably 
well-understood   context  . Samples would be collected by 
a rover, with a backup sampling system on the lander. The 
rovers would use scoops to collect soil, rakes for pebbles,
drills for rock samples and a container for an atmospheric 
sample. Remote sensing instruments on the rover would
   allow the science team to select interesting samples. The

 A     second mission design would include two rovers,
landing about 1 July 2000, which could each drive from 
400 to 1200 km. They would both rendezvous with a 
sample return lander, transfer samples to it, and make
additional looping traverses to collect more samples near 
that     site. This sample return lander would also collect a
regolith core as a contingency sample. A second sample
return vehicle landed nearby would serve as a backup, or 
as the return vehicle for the second rover, and in any case
would collect and return a second     regolith core. The sam-
ple return landers would land about 1 March 2002 and 
leave Mars about 1 March 2003.

 The     11th meeting was held on 23 and 24 February 
1989 at JSC. Numerous sites were described. First, 27
sites were listed ( Table 46 ,  Figure 119 ),     most correspond-
ing to sites in the Landing Site Catalog ( Table 47 ) but 
with slightly varying coordinates. The list given here was 
a preliminary version, which was revised before it was 
included in the Catalog. Then several     specific sites were
described. Seventeen were said to have been considered, 
but they were not identified. Site 5 ( Table 46 ,  Figure 125 )
in Iapygia, near     9° S, 280° W, was a place where valleys 
enter a crater which might have been an ancient lake bed. 
A small fresh impact crater would give access to material
from deeper strata ( Figure   120 B  ). Another site at West-
ern Daedalia Planum ( Figure 138 C) would be suitable 
for either a single lander with short rover looping traverses 
to collect samples or a twin lander mission with a rover 
traverse of up     to 500 km to bring samples to the second
lander for return to Earth. Other sites described at the 
meeting were at Chronium Planum (60° S, 213° W) and 

 Table 45.   Samp  le  Return  Sites Considered at the Fifth MRSR  Meeting,  1988

Site Location Notes

1. Alba c. 35° N, 102° W Lava petrology, age, tectonism/volcanism relationship
3. Argyre c. 56° S, 43° W Basin age, uplifted crust in basin rim, basin fill materialsfi
5. North Elysium c. 33° N, 213° W Petrology, ages of volcanics, volatile history and role of water
6. Tyrrhena c. 21° S, 253° W Petrology, old volcanics, age and origin of ridged plains
9. Lunae Planum/Upper Maja c. 17.5° N, 55° W Old plains, cratered uplands, channel deltas, lake beds

upstream of Xanthe Montes
10. Mangala:

 (i) Source
 (ii) Lava bedrock
 (iii) deposits

18.5° S, 149.5° W
12° S, 150° W
4° S, 150° W

Outfl ow channel source at fracture, Mangala Fossaefl
Rock outside the main channel
“Masursky site” at channel mouth (Figure 116B)
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Figure 119 Sample  return sites suggested at the fi fth and 11th Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) meetings. fi
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 Table 46.   Site  s from the  11th  MRSR Science Working Group   Meeting,  1989

Site Location Site Location Site Location

1 36° S, 229° W 10 25° S, 266° W 19 33° N, 212° W
2 22° S, 12° W 11 50° S, 154° W 20 55° S, 43° W
3 58° S, 212° W 12 23° S, 21° W 21 18.95° N, 53.50° W
4 57° S, 193° W 13 34° S, 214° W 22 5.5° S, 74.5° S
5 9° S, 279° W 14 15° S, 184° W 23 10° S, 172° W
6 55° S, 336° W 15 58° S, 137° W 24 17.9° N, 53.8° W
7 42° S, 210° W 16 47° S, 89° W 25 17.65° N, 54.2–54.3° W
8 23° S, 231° W 17 60° S, 89° W 26 18.2° N, 57° W
9 5° S, 336° W 18 42° N, 110° W 27 13.8° S, 148.1° W

Notes:    (1) An alternate  site 27  is at 13.7° S, 148.7° W. (2 ) Most of  these sites are in the Landing Site  Catalog ( Table 47  ), with the same numbers given
here . Sites 13  and 18 are near   Catalog sites, 14 is  Catalog  site 112, and sites 15, 16 and 17  are not in the  Catalog. Site 5 is  Figure  120 B.     

rover could also deploy several seismic or weather sta-
tions to create a local network of instruments. Apart from 
the rover, the mission components would be an orbiter for 
imaging and communications, an ascent vehicle and an
orbiting     sample return vehicle. These could be used in 
four different types of mission, designated Local D, Areal 
B, Areal D, and Areal B-Heavy. All would launch in 1996 
or 1998 and return samples to Earth in 2001. 

 The     Local D reference mission would land a short 
range (100 m) rover on the broad shield volcano Alba
Patera. The first of two launches would carry the rover 
and ascent vehicle to Mars, where it would aerobrake 
into orbit and land when ready. The     two orbiter compo-
nents would be launched together on a second rocket, 
separate, and each brake into orbit separately using rock-
ets. The sample would be lifted to orbit, rendezvous with 
the return orbiter, and eventually use aerobraking at Earth
to enter orbit there. Aerobraking into     orbit like this is
also called aerocapture.

 The     Areal B reference mission would place a long-
range (20 to 40 km) rover in Mangala Vallis. In this vari-
ant, the ascent vehicle and return vehicle would be 
launched first and would aerobrake into Mars orbit, after 
which the ascent stage vehicle would land.     The second
launcher would carry the communications orbiter and
rover together, using rockets to enter Mars orbit. Then 
the rover would separate and land near the ascent stage. 
After retrieving the sample in Mars orbit and carrying it 

back to Earth, the return vehicle would brake     into orbit 
using rockets.

 The     Areal D reference mission would begin in 1996
with the launch of the two orbiters. They would then 
separate and brake into Mars orbit using rockets. The 
communications orbiter would carry cameras to help 
with landing site selection. Then in 1998 the rover and 
ascent stage would     be launched. They would aerobrake 
into orbit and land together at a site chosen from the
orbital data. No site was suggested in the report. The 
return vehicle would again use rockets to brake into 
Earth orbit. The Areal B-Heavy reference mission
would land     a heavy rover in Candor Chasma. Aerocap-
ture would be used at Mars for all mission components,
and back at Earth the Mars sample capsule would not 
enter orbit, but descend directly to Earth. These modifi-
cations would save propellant mass to accommodate
the larger rover. 

 Additional     studies like these are scattered throughout 
meeting abstracts of the period. One further example is a
study reported by Masursky et al . ( 1988b ) of a rover mis-l
sion to the edge of the north polar cap ( Figure   120 C  ).
Numerous 1-m-long cores would be taken over a traverse
across layered terrain and correlated to form a ‘complete
section of the polar deposits’. The same report also 
included a traverse at Mangala Valles ( Figure 140 ,     Site
038) which differed from a previous traverse plan at that 
site ( Figure 116 D).   
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Figure  120 Mars Rover Sample Return sites.
A and B: A site in Iapygia described at the 11th Mars Rover Sample Return Science Working Group Meeting ( Table 46, Site 5).
(B) includes Viking images 754A08 and 754A10. C and D:  A north polar site with rover traverses and core drill stations from
Masursky et al . (1988b ). D includes Viking images 058B34 and 058B36.
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rods, carried an x-ray spectrometer, a magnetometer and 
    an accelerometer. Phobos 2 was launched from Baikonur 
at 17:02 UT UT, entered a heliocentric transfer orbit,
made observations of the solar wind during cruise, and 
arrived at Mars on 29 January 1989 (MY 18, sol 651), 
entering an equatorial orbit     where it operated success-
fully for two months. The initial orbit ranged from 870 to
about 81 000 km above the planet, inclined 1° to the
equator, with a 72-hour period. On 12 February periapsis
was raised, giving an orbit of 6400 km by 81 200     km and 
a period of 86.5 hours. Then on 18 February, the apoapsis
was dropped to give a nearly circular orbit at a height of 
6145 km and an 8-hour period, approaching that of 
Phobos itself.  

 The     spacecraft imaged Phobos when in range on 21 
and 28 February and made long scans of the equatorial
regions of Mars (ASCONT,  1998 ) with its infrared instru-
ment (Termoscan) on 11 February, 1 and 26 March. The
imaging spectrometer observed areas     of the planet on 8, 
11, 14, 21, 22, 27 and 28 February and 1, 7, 12, 13, 14,
21and 26 March. A camera and spectrometer (VSK)
mainly designed to observe Phobos also imaged parts of 
    Mars, usually when the little moon was crossing the plan-
et’s disk.  Figures 121  and 122 show some of the images
of Mars and the areas observed by these instruments. The 
Termoscan images are composites of the     visible and ther-
mal channels processed by P. Stooke from images kindly 
provided by J. Rodionova. In  Figure 121 E the contrast in
the thermal part of the image is reversed to correspond
better with albedo in     the visible channel. Phobos observa-
tions are shown in Figure 200. The infrared observations
of Mars suggested the presence of hydrated materials in
the regolith (Bibring et al .,  1989 ). Proton and ion data l
indicated that the planet’s atmosphere was being eroded 
and swept away by the solar wind. 

 On     7, 15 and 21 March, the orbit was adjusted to bring 
it closer to Phobos on each pass, and on 25 March, images
and infrared observations of Phobos were obtained. Then 
on 27 March 1989 (MY 19, sol 37), during one of the last 
planned     approaches to Phobos before the landings, com-
munications were lost and the mission ended. On its pre-
vious approaches Phobos 2 had turned away from Earth 
to make observations and then turned back to transmit its 
data. On the last approach, it failed to re-establish
communications after     collecting data. A failure in the 
computer command system was the probable cause.  

7 July 1988: Phobos 1 (Soviet Union)  

Previous     Soviet probes to Venus and Mars had been vari-
ations on the same basic structure. The twin Phobos
spacecraft were the first to use a completely new design, 
also used later for Mars 96. Phobos 1 and 2 were designed
to orbit Mars, rendezvous with Phobos and     deposit 
landers on the surface of the moon. The 6220-kg Phobos
1 was launched from Baikonur at 17:38 UT and placed 
on a trajectory which would deliver it to Mars. A trajec-
tory correction was made on 16 July, and the spacecraft 
made observations of Earth’s     bow shock (where the mag-
netic field meets the solar wind) on 8 July and of the Sun 
and the interplanetary environment. Solar x-ray and
ultraviolet images were taken on 26 August. The last 
transmission from Phobos 1 was on 29 August 1988,     but 
on 31 August an erroneous command was transmitted to 
the spacecraft, shutting down its attitude control system.
Phobos 1 began tumbling and turned its solar panels
away from the Sun. Its batteries lost power and could not 
be recharged, ending the mission. It would     have arrived 
at Mars on 25 January 1989 (MY 18, sol 647) (Zakharov,
1988 ), but as it was unable to enter orbit, it flew past the 
planet at an altitude of approximately 1000 km.  

 The     Phobos orbiter carried solar x-ray and ultraviolet 
sensors, several particles and fields experiments, a neu-
tron spectrometer, a low-frequency radar sounding instru-
ment for studying the subsurface of Phobos, and cameras 
and an infrared scanning instrument for observing Mars
and Phobos. The Phobos lander     carried spectrometers to 
analyze the surface of Phobos, a seismometer to probe the 
moon’s internal structure, a penetrator to measure subsur-
face temperatures and an accelerometer to measure phys-
ical properties of the regolith. A second small hopping 
lander, intended to be carried on Phobos 1, had     to be omit-
ted but was carried on Phobos 2. The landing site on
Phobos would have been near the equator in the region
opposite Mars, near the sites shown in Figure 200.

12 July 1988: Phobos 2 (Soviet Union)  

Phobos     2 was identical in design and mission goals to
Phobos 1 except for some equipment, notably the addition 
of the small hopping lander omitted from Phobos 1. The
spherical hopper, oriented and propelled by protruding
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Figure  121 Phobos 2 images.
A, B: Camera and  spectrometer (VSK) images of Phobos crossing the disk of Mars over Valles Marineris (A) and Tharsis (B). 
C: VSK image of the Meridiani and Noachis regions. (A), (B) and (C) were provided by T.  Stryk . D and E: Termoscan composite 
images of the area south of Chryse (D) and west of the MER-A Spirit landing site (E). 
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Figure 122 Phobos 2 data coverage map (A) and a Termoscan image of the Valles Marineris (B).
Figures 121 D, 121E and 122B are composites of the Termoscan visible and thermal channels processed by P. Stooke from 
images kindly provided by J. F. Rodionova. 
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program. Special emphasis was placed on a Global Net-
work mission, which was poorly defined at the time. The 
MSWG’s studies eventually resulted in the Mars Envi-
ronmental Survey (MESUR) proposal ( Figure     143 ). The
rough plan for future missions at the first meeting began 
with Mars Observer, then the global network expected
in about 1998, followed by a sample return with a local
(short-range) rover. This would be followed by a Site
Reconnaissance     Orbiter with 1-m imaging resolution to
select sites for a human landing and several rovers to
certify the human site. The network mission at this time 
was imagined to consist of two carrier spacecraft placed
in 200-km orbits inclined 45° and 135° to the     equator.
Two entry capsules would be deployed on approach, and
four from orbit. Landing sites would lie between 45° N 
and 45° S for the orbit-deployed probes, but the
approach-deployed probes could reach from 50° N to
80°     S for a 1999 mission. The probes would be penetra-
tors with descent and surface imaging, meteorology, 
chemistry and seismology instruments. Another mission
design might involve six penetrators and 12 to 18 hard
landers. 

 The     second MSWG meeting was held at JSC in Hou-
ston, Texas, on 26 February 1990. Planning had included 
a US/Soviet implementation team that met in July 1989, 
and balloon sites had been discussed in Pasadena the fol-
lowing month. As so many sites were now being pro-
posed,     the Mars Landing Site catalog ( Table 47 ) was set 
up to support this network study and other future mis-
sions. Jacques Blamont (Centre National d’Études Spa-
tiales, CNES) described sites for balloon missions, a
forerunner of the MESUR balloon proposal illustrated     in
 Figure 144 . Their sites were at Acidalia Planitia (Catalog 
site 81), Arcadia Planitia (Catalog site 82) and Utopia 
Planitia (Catalog site 83). Jeff Plescia described early 
work on a human outpost,     using an exploration plan set 
in Mangala Valles (16° S, 149° W). Site study would 
begin with robotic rovers and then be continued with
human explorers doing geological fieldwork, especially
in the graben at the source of the valley and in areas     of 
water ponding farther north.

 The     remaining MSWG meeting results were devoted 
to MESUR and are described in association with  Tables
51  through 54. Other network mission studies from this 
period are listed in  Tables     49 , 50, and 55 to 58, and illus-
trated in  Figures 142  through 148A.   

  1990s:     Vesta/Mars-Aster (Soviet Union, France)

 This     joint Soviet/French mission was discussed in the
1980s for possible launch dates in the 1990s. The Soviet 
spacecraft would have been based on the Phobos design.
The first version of the mission was directed to Venus, 
deploying landers or balloons like those carried on the 
Soviet Union’s VeGa     missions to Venus and Halley’s
Comet in 1986, and releasing a French-built asteroid 
flyby and lander spacecraft. The name referred to the
most interesting asteroid target, 4 Vesta. In about 1985, a 
new version renamed Mars-Aster was proposed, which 
would launch late in 1994. A Russian     spacecraft would
enter a polar orbit around Mars carrying cameras, an
altimeter and spectrometers and dropping a lander, pen-
etrator or balloon. The second Mars-Aster spacecraft, 
jointly built by Russia and France, would have used one 
or more gravity assists at Mars to     enter the asteroid belt 
and fly by several asteroids, including Vesta itself, or in 
another version several comet nuclei. There were several 
variations of this mission, with different target lists and
activities at Mars. The asteroid instruments would include
cameras and spectrometers and possibly a laser     ranging
instrument. Trajectory designs for a 1994 launch included 
encounters with a variety of asteroids, including Amor-
type objects (asteroids whose closest point to the Sun is
just outside Earth’s orbit), small to medium-sized main 
belt asteroids, and the large objects 1 Ceres or     4 Vesta, 
where penetrators would be deployed. Mars-Aster was 
eventually abandoned due to budgetary and political 
issues in the 1990s. Nothing is known about possible
Mars landing or balloon entry sites for earlier versions of 
Mars-Aster. Later versions might only have conducted 
remote     sensing.   

  1990s:     Mars Science Working Group

 Networks     of simultaneously operating geophysical and
meteorological instruments have often been studied 
without being approved for development. Some work on
this was done by the Mars Science Working Group
(MSWG), following the Mars Rover Sample Return
studies done between 1987 and 1989. They met for the 
first     time at JPL on 18 and 19 December 1989 to plan 
the first few missions in a future robotic exploration
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collection drives before sample delivery. At Olympus Mons
( Figures     138 A, 138B), the rover collects samples of older 
fractured lava plains, hills and smooth young plains before 
reaching the return vehicle at the foot of the giant volcano.
The short-range rover would land as close as possible to its 
return vehicle     and make several looping traverses to collect 
samples from the plains and the foot of the mountain. The
Western Daedalia site ( Figures 136 C, 138D) had similar 
mission alternatives.  Figure     139  includes four different 
rover traverses at Alba Patera, Hecates Tholus near a previ-
ous Viking Rover site, Argyre Planitia near a group of sinu-
ous ridges resembling sub-glacial channel deposits called
eskers, and on channel deposits at Maja Valles. The latter 
site     was also considered for Mars Pathfinder ( Figure 157 ), 
Mars Surveyor 2001 ( Figure 180 ) and Beagle 2 ( Figure
191 ).      Figure 140  shows four more sites at Mangala Valles,
Chryse and Aeolis. The Chryse rover would land near 
Viking Lander 1 and visit the old site and the postulated 
heatshield site just north of it. The Aeolis site     is 250 km
from the future MER-A Spirit rover site in Gusev crater.  

  1990s:     Hubble Space Telescope  

 Telescopes   operating above the atmosphere were sug-
gested as early as 1923 by rocket pioneer Hermann Oberth, 
and the concept was more fully developed by astronomer 
Lyman Spitzer, who proposed the spacecraft which even-
tually became the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). This 
orbiting observatory, named after the astronomer Edwin
  Hubble  , was built by NASA and ESA, launched on the 
Space Shuttle flight STS-31 (Discovery) on 24 April 1990
and deployed in orbit on 25 April at an altitude of 600 km.
Its 2.4-m mirror and location above Earth’s atmosphere
gave     it unmatched resolution and wavelength range for 
both deep space and solar system astronomy. The mirror 
originally suffered from spherical aberration, which was
corrected by the addition of a corrective optics system dur-
ing a servicing mission launched on 2 December 1993 
(STS-61, Endeavour). Additional     servicing missions were
launched on 11 February 1997 (STS-82, Discovery), 19
December 1999 (STS-103, Discovery), 1 March 2002
(STS-109, Columbia) and 11 May 2009 (STS-125, Atlan-
tis). These servicing flights allowed     instruments and major 
spacecraft systems to be repaired or replaced, greatly
extending its life and increasing its scientific productivity.  

  1990:     Mars Landing Site Catalog

 Following     Viking, studies of a variety of future sample 
return and network missions were made in the United 
States, Europe and the Soviet Union, resulting in multi-
ple lists of potential landing sites. In order to gather all
this information into one convenient reference, Ronald 
Greeley (    Arizona State University) compiled the Mars 
Landing Site Catalog. The first edition (Greeley,  1990 ) 
included the initial 83 sites in  Table 47 . The second edi-
tion (Greeley and Thomas,  1995 ) revised some     sites and
descriptions and added the remaining sites in  Table 47 . 
As this was a compilation of reports from various sources, 
some sites were duplicated (e.g . sites 119 and 130) or 
were very     similar to others. Every site in the catalog is
illustrated in  Figures 123  through 139. Sites associated
with a specific mission ( e.g . Mars 94, MESUR) are also 
described under the entry     for that mission.  

 The     ‘top ten’ list (actually containing 11 sites) from
this catalog is shown in  Table 48 .  

 The     original catalog contains a description of each 
site with illustrations. The global distribution of these 
sites is shown in  Figures 123  and 124, and every indi-
vidual site is portrayed in  Figures     125  through 137. The 
scales of all the small catalog site maps can be estimated
from the latitude labels, recalling that 1° of latitude spans
60 km on the surface. Most of the site maps are 3° or 180 
km across,     and almost all of these maps are Viking image 
mosaics. An exception is site 31 at the north pole, which 
is part of Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Context Camera
image T01_000874_2695_XI_89N253W. That image is 
30 km across. The unlabelled     black dot on each map is 
the landing site itself, and in some cases an alternative
site is indicated with an appropriate label. For site 51, the
catalog illustrated a point at 87° W but stated the longi-
tude as 88° W. The 88° W     position, adjacent to a small 
volcanic vent now called West Mareotis Tholus, is a bet-
ter match to the site’s geological description.

 Rover     traverses at some sites were included in the cata-
log and are shown here in  Figures 138  through 140. Notes 
on the traverse maps are based on the mission descriptions 
in the catalog, and the sampling site   labels  , either letters of 
numbers, are also from those original maps.

  Figure   1  38  shows two catalog sites with sample return 
operations. In each case, one option is for a rover and a
return vehicle to land far apart, requiring long sample-
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 Table 47.  Mars      Landing Site  Catalog   

Site: Name Location Notes

1: Eridania Northwest 36° S, 228° W RSR: ancient terrain, ridged plains, sediments in crater ejecta,
37° S, 230° W: best access to deposits

2: Parana Valles 22° S, 12° W RSR: fl uvial deposits, backup near NW-flfl  owing channel (11fl ° W)
3: Eridania 58° S, 212° W RSR: old cratered terrain, younger lavas, ground ice
4: Eridania Southeast 57° S, 195° W RSR: similar to site 3. 57° S, 197° W: best access to deposits
5: Iapygia 9° S, 279° W RSR: fl uvial deposits. 11fl ° S, 279.5° W: best access to deposits
6: Noachis 55° S, 337° W RSR: old cratered terrain, younger lavas, ground ice
7: Terra Cimmeria 42° S, 211° W RSR: similar to site 5. 43.2° S, 208.1° W: best access
8: Mare Tyrrhenum 23° S, 231° W RSR: similar to site 5. 22.8° S, 230.6° W: best access
9: Sinus Sabaeus 6.5° S, 335.5° W RSR: fl uvial sediments in crater. Not adequately imaged.fl
10: Terra Tyrrhena 25° S, 266° W RSR: similar to site 5. 24.8° S, 265.8° W: best access
11: Phaethontis SW 51° S, 153° W RSR: old cratered terrain, younger lavas, ground ice
12: Samara Valles 23° S, 21° W RSR: fl uvial sediments in two craters. Not adequately imagedfl
13: Mawrth Vallis 26° N, 21° W RSR: fl uvial deposits of large channelfl
14: Schiaparelli Crater 5° S, 342° W RSR: fl uvial sediments on large impact basin flfl oorfl
15: Northeast Arabia 28° N, 293° W RSR: channel deposits, eroded sedimentary layers
16: Terra Meridiani SE 7° S, 347° W RSR: smooth plains, fl uvial deposits, highland materialfl
17: Kasei Valles North 21° N, 77.5° W RE: 300 km traverse, deploy instruments, volcanic materials,

21.5° N, 78° W: alternative landing site
18: Alba Patera 47° N, 116° W RSR: basalts and pyroclastic materials. Land in Alba Fossae
19: Northern Elysium 32.5° N, 212.5° W RSR: Hecates Tholus, young lava, ground ice, 170-km route
20: Argyre Planitia 55.5° S, 42° W RSR: lake sediments, ridges, basin massifs
21: Maja Valles 18.95° N, 53.50° W RSR: fl uvial deposits, ejecta, ancient material, 100-km routefl
22: Candor Mensa 5.5° S, 74.5° W RSR: thick-layered deposits. 6.05° N, 73.75° W: best access
23: Memnonia 11° S, 173° W RSR: volcanics, ancient crust, channel deposits, ejecta. 75 km
24: Maja Valles Mouth 17.9° N, 53.8° W RSR: eroded highlands, fl uvial deposits, 50-km routefl
25: Maja Valles Floodplain 17.65° N, 54.25° W RSR: fl uvial and lake deposits, safer than 24, 50-km routefl
26: Upper Maja 18.2° N, 57° W RSR: lake sediments over basaltic ridged plains, 50-km route
27: Upper Mangala Valles 13.8° S, 148.1° W RSR: lake or fl uvial deposits, old cratered plains, 100-km route, fl

13.7° S, 148.7° W: alternative site
28:  Olympus Mons

SE(alternative site:
14° N, 131° W13° N,

125° W)
RSR: young lavas, talus of large scarp, 100-km rover route
RSR: young lavas, fractured plains, 500-km rover route

29:  Daedalia Planum 
W(alternative site:

19° S, 144° W18.5° S, 
147° W)

RSR: young lavas, crater central peak, 100-km rover route
RSR: young lavas, highland materials, 500-km rover route

30: North Polar Cap 80°–85° N RSR: polar ice and layered deposits, drill core, 20-km route

Note:  RSR : rover/sample return  mission.       
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 Table 47.  (cont.)    

Site: Name Location Notes

31: North Pole 90° N RSR: ice samples, 2-m core, layering history, meteorology. If possible, 
long rover traverse off cap

32: Dao Vallis 33° S, 266° W BR: channel deposits, Hadriaca Patera volcanics, 300-km rover, 1000-
km balloon route down-channel to Hellas

33: Chasma Boreale 80.8° N, 44° W RSR: ice cap, layered deposits, northern plains
34: Planum Australe 82.5° S, 60.0° W RSR: carbon dioxide ice cap, layered deposits, southern plains
35: Memnonia Sulci 9.7° S, 174.2° W RSR: ancient crust, lava fl ows, pyroclastic deposits, plainsfl
36: Olympus Rupes SE 13.8° N, 131.2° W RSR: scarp and plains materials, lavas of diverse ages
37: Kasei Valles 15.1° N, 75.8° W RSR: young and older volcanic flows, channel depositsfl
38: Mangala Valles W 7.2° S, 158.6° W RSR: ancient cratered terrain, diverse fl ows and pyroclasticsfl
39: Mangala Valles E 4.7° S, 147.5° W RSR: ancient cratered terrain, diverse fl ows and pyroclasticsfl
40: Elysium Mons 24.3° N, 214.8° W RSR: lava fl ows of two distinct agesfl
41: Apollinaris Patera 7.5° S, 187.2° W RSR: lava fl ows of two distinct agesfl
42: Nilosyrtis Mensae 35.5° N, 302.5° W RSR: ancient cratered terrain, younger lava flowsfl
43: Candor Chasma I 10.5° S, 74.5° W RSR: layered material in canyon walls
44: Tharsis – Olympus 12° N, 125° W RSR: plains fl ows, basal Olympus aureole, fractured plainsfl
45: Chasma Boreale 82° N, 57° W RSR: polar layered material, grooved/polygonal material
46: Labeatis North 31° N, 83° W RSR: younger fl ows, older ridged plains, fractured plainsfl
47: Labeatis South 24° N, 80° W RSR: two types of Tharsis flow, ridged plains materialfl
48: Solis 27° S, 100° W RSR: ancient faulted terrain, cratered plains, fractured plains.
49: Hadriaca 29° S, 269° W RSR: Hadriaca shield, plains units, Hellas rim materials
50: Elysium 27° N, 185° W RSR: Elysium fl ows, ridged plains, erosional remnantsfl
51: Mareotis Volcanic Field 36° N, 88° W RSR: volcanic materials in old faulted terrain
52: Tempe Volcano 39° N, 76° W RSR: volcanic materials in old faulted terrain
53:  Ceraunius Fossae

Volcanic Field I
20° N, 112° W RSR: volcanic fl ows, fractured plainsfl

54: Candor 5.5° S, 74.5° W RSR: iron deposits at fl uvial source locations, 50-km routefl
55: Cydonia N–Acidalia SE 40° N, 10° W RSR: plains, fractured terrain, highland remnants, volcanics, ground

ice interactions, 100-km rover route
56: Tharsis-Olympus 12.5° N, 125.5° W RSR: young basalts, fractured plains, aureole material, 30 km
57: Labeatis 25–30° N, 81–83° W RSR: young basalts, fractured plains, 30-km rover route
58: Chryse Planitia–Viking 1 22.52° N, 47.97° W RSR: ridged plains, Viking aeroshell, Viking lander parts, ridge

material, crater ejecta, 100-km rover route
59: Amenthes SE 4° N, 247° W PEN: US/Russian site: highlands composition, seismic and 

meteorology data, 150-km target circle
60: Isidis North 16°–36° N, 267–282° W BAL: US/Russian site: Isidis rim, plains units, meteorology
61: Arabia 30° N, 327° W PEN: US/Russian site: old volcanics and plains composition, seismic 

and meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse.
62: Hadriaca 36° S, 271° W PEN: US/Russian site: Hadriaca Patera material composition, seismic 

and meteorology data, 150-km target circle
63: Arabia South 15° N, 333° W PEN: US/Russian site: highlands composition, seismic and 

meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse
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Site: Name Location Notes

64: Isidis Planitia 10° N, 275° W PEN: US/Russian site: Isidis plains composition, seismic and
meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

65: Utopia 45° N, 251° W PEN: US/Russian site: plains sediment composition, ground ice, 
seismic and meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

66: Elysium Southwest 17° N, 224° W PEN: US/Russian site: volcanic plains composition, seismic and 
meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

67: Elysium South 4–7° S, 205–232° W BAL: US/Russian site: plains, highlands, possible volcanic materials, 
fl uvial materials, meteorologyfl

68: Medusae Fossae 2° S, 159° W PEN: US/Russian site: volcanic plains, thick mantling deposits, 
seismic and meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

69: Olympus South 11° N, 137° W PEN: US/Russian site: volcanic plains composition, seismic and 
meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

70: Alba West 45° N, 126° W PEN: US/Russian site: volcanic plains, ground ice, seismic and 
meteorology data, 150 by 250 km target ellipse

 Table 47.  (cont.)

71:  Kasei South–Echus 
Chasma

10° N, 80° W PEN: US/Russian site: young volcanic plains, fluvial sediments,fl
seismic and meteorology data, 150- by 250-km target ellipse

72: Candor Chasma II 6° S, 73° W PEN: US/Russian site: thick-layered sediments composition, seismic
and meteorology data, 150- by 250-km target ellipse

73: Lunae Planum East 16° N, 63° W PEN: US/Russian site: ridged plains composition, seismic and
meteorology data, 150- by 250-km target ellipse.

74: Capri Chasma 14° S, 46° W PEN: US/Russian site: thick-layered sediments, canyon wall materials,
seismic and meteorology data, 150- by 250-km ellipse

75:  Meridiani SW –
Margaritifer Terra

12° S, 7° W PEN: US/Russian site: cratered highlands and sedimentary mantle,
seismic and meteorology data, 150- by 250-km ellipse

76: Tempe 25–52° N, 30–60° W BAL: US/Russian site: highlands, ground ice, fluvial materialsfl
77: Ares 10° N–13° S, 0–25° W BAL: US/Russian site: highlands, channels, chaos, plains(specific sites fi

at 2° N, 16° W or 3° N, 19° W, Figure 131)
78: Tempe Fossae 40° N, 76.5° W RSR: ground ice, resource assessment, highland composition
79: Aeolis Southeast 15.5° S, 188.5° W RSR: volcanics, plains, channel deposits, ejecta, 105-km route
80:  Dao Vallis –

Hadriaca Patera
31° S, 263° W BR: plains, volcanic shield, highlands, channels, 300-km rover,

1000-km balloon route down-channel to Hellas
81: Acidalia Planitia 40–60° N, 10–40° W BR: French two balloon mission, northern plains, ground ice,

highlands, 200-km rovers, 1500-km balloon routes
82: Arcadia Planitia 40–60° N, 150–180° W BR: French two-balloon mission, plains, ice, 200-km rovers, 1500-km 

balloon routes (rover site: 38–40° N, 160–164° W)
83: Utopia Planitia 40–60° N, 240–270° W BR: French two-balloon mission, northern plains, ground ice, channel 

deposits, 200-km rovers, 1500-km balloon routes
84: Acidalia 50° N, 26° W RSR: French mission, volcanic plains, fl uvial deposits, highlands,fl

200-km rovers
85: Arcadia 40° N, 173° W RSR: French mission, cratered plains, young volcanic deposits

Notes: BAL  : balloon;  BR : balloon plus small rover; PEN :  penetrator; RSR : rover/sample return  mission .     
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Table 47.  (cont.)

Site: Name Location Notes

86:  Seasonal North Polar Ice 
Cap Traverse

79.3° N, 210° W RSR: land at edge of ice in summer, deploy instruments, drive south at 
least 850 km towards Viking 2, meteorology

87: South Amazonia 6° N, 148.5° W PEN: Mars 94 site, thick mantling deposit of uncertain origin
88: West Alba Patera 46° N, 128.5° W PEN: Mars 94 site, Mars 96 site, older volcanic materials
89: Terra Meridiani S 13° S, 4° W PEN: Mars 96 site, old crust and smooth plains
90: North Tempe 53° N, 85° W PEN: Mars 96 site, older volcanics, possible ground ice
91: Cydonia 52° N, 357° W PEN: Mars 96 site, older plains, hills, ground ice
92: West Arabia 23° N, 336° W PEN: Mars 96 site, ancient crust, volcanic and fluvial materialfl
93: South Amazonia 11° N, 151° W SS: Mars 96 site, thick mantling deposit of uncertain origin
94: North Amazonia 30° N, 156° W SS: Mars 96 site, young volcanic materials
95: North Tempe 55° N, 80° W SS: Mars 96 site, younger volcanics, possible ground ice
96: Deuteronilus Mensae W 45° N, 348° W SS: Mars 96 site, older volcanic material, periglacial deposits
97: Ladon Vallis 20° S, 31° W RSR: near valley mouth – fluvial or lake deposits, ancient crustfl
98: Marte Vallis 22.5° N, 174.5° W RSR: young lavas and fluvial deposits, plains, ancient crustfl
99:  Utopia Planitia–Viking 

Lander 2
47.96° N, 225.77° W RSR: ejecta of Mie crater, plains material of uncertain origin, retrieve 

parts from Viking Lander 2 to study degradation
100: Margaritifer Sinus SE 24° S, 12° W RSR: lake deposits, ancient highland materials
101: Valles Marineris I 6° S, 58° W MES: ridged plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
102: Valles Marineris II 5° S, 54° W MES: highland crust composition, meteorology, geophysics
103:  Chryse Planitia – Viking

Lander 1
23° N, 48° W MES: fl uvial plains composition, meteorology, geophysicsfl

104: Olympus Mons 13° N, 130° W MES: young lava composition, meteorology, geophysics
105: Valles Marineris III 2° S, 54° W MES: Lunae Planum composition, meteorology, geophysics
106: Hadriaca Patera 32° S, 268° W MES: volcanic shield composition, meteorology, geophysics
107: Northwest Hellas 40° S, 310° W MES: rough plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
108: Argyre Planitia 37° S, 44° W MES: highland crater composition, meteorology, geophysics
109: South Pole 86° S, 315° W MES: polar layers composition, meteorology, geophysics
110: Sirenum Terra 45° S, 185° W MES: ancient crust composition, meteorology, geophysics
111: Northern Plains 60° N, 50° W MES: northern plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
112: Gusev crater 15° S, 185° W MES: crater lake bed composition, meteorology, geophysics
113: Syrtis Major 5° N, 295° W MES: volcanic plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
114: North Arabia 38° N, 309° W MES: ridged plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
115: North Polar Region 82° N, 55° W MES: polar layers composition, meteorology, geophysics
116: Aonia Terrae 66° S, 66° W MES: ridged plains composition, meteorology, geophysics
117: Mangala Valles (PM) 10° S, 151° W PEN: Mars 94 backup site
118: West Diacria Patera 35° N, 137° W PEN: Mars 94 backup site
119: South Amazonia (S1) 3° N, 160° W SS: Mars 94 site, thick mantling deposit of uncertain origin

Notes: BAL :  balloon ; BR : balloon plus small rover; MES : MESUR  mission lander; MN : Marsnet site; PEN : penetrator;  RSR : rover/sample return 
mission; SS : small station (Mars 94/ 96 lander).     
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Table 47.  (cont.)

Site: Name Location Notes

120: North Amazonia (S2) 40° N, 149.5° W SS: Mars 94 site, young volcanic materials
121: South Amazonia (S1') 10° N, 154° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, similar to site 119
122: North Amazonia (S2') 42° N, 142° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, similar to site 120
123: South Amazonia (P1') 3° N, 153° W PEN: Mars 94 site, similar to site 119
124: West Alba Patera (P3') 46° N, 133° W PEN: Mars 94 site, older volcanic materials
125: Mangala Valles (PM') 9.5° S, 155° W PEN: Mars 94 backup site, highlands, channel deposits
126: South Amazonia (S1") 9.5° N, 163° W SS: Mars 94 site, thick mantling deposit of uncertain origin
127: North Amazonia (S2") 40° N, 153° W SS: Mars 94 site, younger volcanics, mantling deposits
128: South Amazonia (S1"') 3° N, 159.5° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, younger volcanics, mantling deposit
129: North Amazonia (S2"') 39° N, 147.5° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, young volcanic materials
130: South Amazonia (P1") 3° N, 160° W PEN: Mars 94 site, younger volcanics, mantling deposits
131: Mangala Valles (PH) 11.5° S, 162.5° W PEN: Mars 94 site, highlands, channel deposits
132: South Amazonia (P4) 20° N, 156° W PEN: Mars 94 backup site, young plains, ridges
133: South Amazonia (S1') 11° N, 169.5° W SS: Mars 94 site, younger volcanics, mantling deposits
134: North Amazonia (S2') 40° N, 160.5° W SS: Mars 94 site, young volcanic plains
135: South Amazonia (S1") 5° N, 166.5° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, younger volcanics, mantling deposit
136: North Amazonia (S2") 40° N, 154° W SS: Mars 94 backup site, young volcanic plains
137: Mangala Valles 6.3° S, 149.5° W EXO: lake and delta deposits
138: Aeolis NE (Gusev) 15.5° S, 184.5° W EXO: fl uvial and delta deposits in crater near channel mouthfl
139: Oxia Palus NW 22.1° N, 36.7° W EXO: possible ground ice, periglacial features
140: Iapygia Northwest 7.3° S, 305° W EXO: crater ejecta sampling buried fluvial depositsfl
141: Hebes Chasma 1.5° S, 76.5° W EXO: layered lake deposits forming mesa in canyon
142: Mangala Valles 8.5° S, 159.5° W EXO: lake and delta deposits
143: Ismenius Lacus SW 33.5° N, 342.5° W EXO: Mamers Valles, fl uvial, lake and delta depositsfl
144: Diacria Southeast 39.5° N, 135.5° W EXO: lake deposits in Acheron Fossae
145: Memnonia NW 14.5° S, 175° W EXO: fl uvial and lake deposits in craterfl
146: Phaethontis North-Central 37.5° S, 146° W EXO: large highland basin, possible hydrothermal system around old

volcano, fl uvial and lake depositsfl
147:  Sinus Sabaeus NE

(White Rock)
8° S, 335° W EXO: eroded mesa of possible evaporite composition on crater floor, fl

lake deposits
148: Oxia Palus NE 21.3° N, 8° W EXO: possible evaporites on crater fl oor, lake depositsfl
149:  Ismenius Lacus

South-Central
44.3° N, 333° W EXO: ground ice, periglacial features in fretted terrain of Deuteronilus

Mensae
150: Casius Southeast 36° N, 259° W EXO: periglacial features, polygonal fractures, ground ice
151: Tempe Terra 40.1° N, 78.2° W MN: older volcanic materials, faulted terrain
152: Candor Chasma 9.7° S, 73.2° W MN: landslide deposits, canyon fl oor plains, layered mesasfl
153: Daedalia Planum 25° S, 127.5° W MN: younger basalt flows from Tharsisfl

Notes: EXO : Exobiology site; MES : MESUR mission lander;   MN : Marsnet site; PEN :  penetrator;  SS : small station (Mars 94/96  lander).       
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Figure  123 Mars Landing Site Catalog sites, 0°  hemisphere (Greeley and Thomas, 1995 ).
The background map is the Viking global photomosaic from Figure 83. 
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Figure 124 Mars Landing Site  Catalog sites, 180° hemisphere (continued from Figure  123) .
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drawn up for the European mission studies, Marsnet and 
Intermarsnet ( Tables 55  and 56).   

  Early     ESA Network

 A     European Space Agency (ESA) report described a refer-
ence study of a network of geophysical and meteorologi-
cal instruments, one of many network concepts to be dis-
cussed in this period (ESA, 1990, Section 9). This concept 
included a cluster of three small probes and two     penetra-
tors forming a triangle on the surface with side lengths of 
about 3500 km. The probe cluster would land in Lunae
Planum, and the two penetrators in Bosporos Planum and 
just south of Arsia Mons, forming a regional array on the
east side of the Tharsis volcanic     province. The sites are 
listed in  Table 49  and illustrated in  Figure 142 . Later, these
same sites were identified with Marsnet (ESA, 1991).  

  Mars     Global Network Mission (United States)

 Solomon et al . ( 1991 ) reported on a Mars Global Seismic l
Network Workshop held in Houston in May 1990 and 
described a network mission which might deploy up to 
20 probes, each with a mass of about 75 kg, distributed 
globally for seismology, meteorology and     geochemical 
investigations in late 1998. The Global Network Mission
would use two orbiters, each equipped with a number of 
simple landers. Some landers might be deployed during 
approach to reduce mass before orbit insertion and to 
reach latitudes not accessible from the chosen orbit. The 
rest     would be deployed from orbit. One configuration for 
the Global Network Mission involved a 0.2-sol polar 
orbit with a 275-km periapsis. This would be optimal for 
lander deployment, allowing easy polar access and glo-
bal distribution of landing sites with illumination suitable 
for descent     imaging. The polar orbit allows the option of 
deploying all the landers from orbit. The orbiters would
have to wait for 160 days after arrival before deploying
landers to optimize illumination.

 The     network configuration suggested at the Workshop
was for triangular arrays, each node of which consisted 
of its own small triad, or group of three stations. The tri-
ads would be about 100 km across. If each station could 
carry broadband seismometers, sensitive to long- and 
    short-period signals, these three stations would suffice at 

 HST     imaged Mars to allow global-scale monitoring 
of clouds, polar caps and albedo markings at every
opposition except that of 1993, when a servicing mission
intervened. Mars exploration was aided by observations
prior to the arrival of spacecraft at the planet.  Figure     141
shows images taken at each opposition during the period
1990–2003, illustrating the varying seasons at each
opposition and changes in albedo markings. The north
pole is visible in 1995 and 1997, and the south pole in
2003, a difference also     reflected in the latitudes of pre-
ferred landing sites in those periods. Most of the images
show Syrtis Major near or to the right of centre and Sabaeus 
Sinus extending westwards from it. Features can be identi-
fied easily by comparing the June 2001 image with Figure
1. The     image labelled Pathfinder was taken on 27 June
1997 to monitor weather conditions a week before the
Mars Pathfinder landing. It shows dust clouds in the Valles
Marineris which might have threatened the landing but did 
not spread. The 2001 images show a clear atmosphere in
June,     apart from a cloudy collar around the north polar 
cap, and a global dust storm in September. Significant 
changes in markings around Hellas, the bright circle south
of Syrtis Major, occurred between 1990 and 2003.  

  1990s:     Mars Network Mission Plans

 Several     plans for global networks of geophysical or 
meteorological instruments were formulated in the 1990s 
and are presented together here. These concepts followed
the earlier planning of the Mars Science Working Group. 
Some of the sites discussed here are included in the Mars
Landing Site Catalog ( Table     47 ), which was set up to 
assist in mission planning. Other site catalogs were also 

 Table 48.   ‘Top   Ten’ List from Landing Site Catalog

Site Name Site Name

10 Terra Tyrrhena 54 / 72 Candor Chasma
21 Maja Valles 96 West Deuteronilus 

Mensae
29 Daedalia 112 Gusev Crater
32 / 62 Dao Vallis 115 North Polar Region
36 Olympus Rupes 147 Sinus Sabeus NE
41 Apollinaris Patera
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Figure 125 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 1 to 12.
Some sites have an alternative exobiology site nearby, and three sites were illustrated differently in the fi rst edition of the catalog.
A site near Site 5 is shown in Figure 120A. Site 9 is near a Mars  1984 site (Figure 114B). Site 012 is near the Mars 6 impact site 
(Figure 35). 
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Figure 126 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 13 to 24.
Site 22 has an additional exobiology site nearby.
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Figure 127 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 25 to 36.
Site 32 has an additional exobiology site nearby, and Site 27 has an alternative site. Site 30 could lie anywhere in the latitude
band, but a representative  location is illustrated. 
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Figure 128 Mars  Landing Site Catalog, sites 37 to 48.
Site 41 is near a Mars 1984 site (Figure 114A).
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Figure 129 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 49 to 60.
Site 58 was at the location then believed to be the Viking 1  landing site (Figure 52 ). 
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Figure 130   Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 61 to 72. 
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Figure 131 Mars Landing Site Catalog , sites 73 to 84.
Site 77 has two  sites, and Site  79 has three, one of which appeared only in a website version of the catalog. Apart from the two 
specifi c sites shown for Site 77, the catalog description defi ned  a wider  area of interest ( Table 47 ,  Figure 123 ) .
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Figure 132  Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites  85 to 96.
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Figure 133 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 97 to 108.
Site 099 is the Viking 2 landing site. 
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Figure 134 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 109 to 120. 
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Figure 135 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites  121 to 132.
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Figure 136  Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 133 to 144.
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Figure 137 Mars Landing Site Catalog, sites 145 to 153, and higher-resolution images of two sites. 
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Figure 138 Rover traverses at two Mars Landing Site Catalog  locations.
A and B: Site 028, Olympus Mons Southeast. C and D: Site 029, Western Daedalia Planum . Two versions of each mission  with  
long- or short-range rovers are illustrated.
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Figure 139 Rover  traverses at four Mars Landing Site Catalog sites.
Context for each map is  shown in Figure 125. The images are Mars Odyssey THEMIS  infrared mosaics. 
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Figure 140 Traverses at four Mars Landing Site Catalog sites.
The Site 038  traverse is taken from Masursky et al . (1988b ) and is a variation on Figure 116 D. The catalog provides context for 
each site ( Figures 126  to 130). The images are composites of Mars Odyssey THEMIS images and Viking  images.
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Figure 141 Hubble Space Telescope images of Mars, 1999 to 2003.
HST images by J. Bell, T.  Clancy, D. Crisp, P. James, R. Kahn , S. Lee, A. Lubenow , L.  Martin, J. Neubert, R.  Singer, M. Wolff, R . 
Zurek, NASA, ESA, the Space  Telescope Science Institute and the Hubble Heritage Team. White streaks near the bottom of the
Pathfi nder image are dust clouds  in Valles  Marineris. 
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materials, to examine many different geological materi-
als, to study the interior of the planet with a seismic net-
work,     and to study local weather and global climate. The 
network would be built by launching four to eight small 
landers per launch opportunity, spread over three oppor-
tunities in a four-year period beginning in the late 1990s. 
The intention was to have 16 stations operating simulta-
neously after     the last landing and for them to operate 
together for a full Martian year. The first landers would
have to operate for about seven Earth years. Each lander 
would fly to Mars separately and would be able to land 
almost anywhere, carrying a seismometer, a   camera  , soil 
and rock composition instruments and meteorology
instruments. Because these would be the first NASA Mars
landers since Viking, a precursor mission was required to
test new technologies for small, inexpensive landers. This 
MESUR Pathfinder mission became the only part of 
MESUR to fly,     under the name Mars Pathfinder. There
might also have been some possibilities for international
cooperation, including the incorporation of Marsnet into 
MESUR, or having other nations drop MESUR landers
from their own orbiter or balloon missions. The MESUR 
project was abandoned before the mid 1990s     resurgence 
in Mars exploration. The description given here is taken 
from the Mars Science Working Group documents held at 
the Lunar and Planetary Institute in Houston, Texas.

 Site     selection would be a compromise between many 
disciplines. Geologists needed landings in varied geologi-
cal environments. Meteorologists needed a larger number 
of sites (up to 20 if possible) distributed evenly around the
planet, preferably arranged along a limited number of 
meridians to help separate spatial and     temporal variabil-
ity. Seismologists preferred four widely separated groups 
of three landers arranged in triangles about 100 km across.
The small triangles would reveal local crustal properties; 
the large pattern would probe as deep as the planet’s core. 
This seismic version of the mission was described by
   Bruce Banerdt at the Third Mars Science Working Group
meeting held on 23 and 24 August 1990 at JPL. A sketch 
map showed the four ‘triads’, groups of three landers, 
with three triads forming a triangle 4000 km across around
Tharsis and the fourth between Elysium     and Isidis Plani-
tia. The concept is similar to the Mars Global Network 
plan ( Table 50 ) from the same period. If the network was 
to be emplaced in a sequence of missions, the large pat-
tern should be     established first, and then the triads built 

each node. A less expensive system might include only
one broadband system with three short-period instrument 
stations deployed in a triangle around it. Three nodes like 
these would form a large network, 3500 km on a   side  , 
and two such networks would be emplaced in opposite
hemispheres. The total number of stations would thus
be 18 or 24. The small triads measure local activity, so 
several of them should be in active areas such as Tharsis.
The sites suggested at the workshop     are listed in  Table 50
and illustrated in  Figure 142 .   

  MESUR     (United States)  

 MESUR,     the Mars Environmental Survey, was intended
to place a network of small landers on the surface of Mars. 
The goals were to determine the composition of surface

 Table 49.  Netw  ork Landing Sites Described in
European Space Agency ( 1990 )

Site Name Location Notes

1 Lunae
Planum

20° N, 65° W Ridged basalt plains near 
Chryse basin.

2 Bosporos 
Planum

45° S, 70° W Cratered plateau near 
Argyre basin.

3 Arsia 
Mons

15° S, 120° W Young lava plains in the 
Tharsis region.

 Table 50.   Mars   Global Network Array  from Solomon
  et al . ( 1991 )    

Array
Node 
location Notes

Western 15° N, 
110° W

Tharsis west of Ascraeus Mons, most 
recent volcanic activity

7.5° S,
52.5° W

Valles Marineris, north of east end, 
volcanism and landslides

45° S, 
105° W

Southern highlands, crustal thickness
south of the dichotomy

Eastern 22° N, 
211° W

Elysium volcanic province, relatively
recent activity

5° N, 
270° W

Isidis basin, mascon basin, lunar 
analogy suggests seismic activity

65° N, 
275° W

Northern plains, crustal thickness 
north of the dichotomy
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Figure  142 Array designs for  network missions.
A: European network from Table 49. B: Mars Global Network from Table 50. C: MESUR network  from Table 51.
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‘strawman’ list of sites was presented,     but studies showed
that some sites would not be accessible at the suggested
flight opportunity.  Table 53  lists these sites, which are
also shown in  Figure   143 B  .  

 The     final MESUR site list was a modified version of 
the previous set. The sites found to be unachievable in 
the second opportunity were transferred to the third, and
a few sites were changed or renamed.  Table 54      lists the 
final MESUR landing sites and indicates the order of 
deployment, and  Figure 143 C illustrates the sites. This
version of the site list was incorporated into the Landing 
Site Catalog ( Table     47 ).  

 At     the Eighth Mars Science Working Group meeting, 
held at JPL on 8 and 9 February 1993, Jacques Blamont 

up at each site.  Table 51  lists the approximate coordinates
of these triad locations, based on the third MSWG map. 
The sites are illustrated in  Figure     142 C.

The     sixth Mars Science Working Group meeting was
held in Washington, DC, on 29 and 30 October 1991. A
compromise network design satisfying meteorology and
geophysics interests was presented by Robert Haberle. 
The atmospheric scientists needed broad coverage of 
latitude and longitude, at about     30° and 90° separations, 
respectively, with stations in areas susceptible to dust 
storms, at the poles, and at the Viking Lander 1 site for 
continuity with older data. Seismologists needed groups
of stations at various spacings as described earlier, con-
centrated in areas expected     to have above-average seis-
mic activity to increase the chances of obtaining good
data. That rationale produced a concentration of sites 
around Tharsis in the list presented at the meeting 
( Table 52 ,  Figure     143 A).  

By     the time of the seventh MSWG meeting, held on
17 June 1992 in Washington, DC, planning included con-
sideration of solar elevation at the time of landing and the 
varying accessibility of sites at different times. A 

Table 51.   Firs  t List of MESUR Sites, Third MSWG
  Meeting  

Region Location

Northern Tharsis 30° N, 120° W
Terra Sirenum 45° S, 130° W
Thaumasia Planum 30° S, 65° W
Southern Utopia Planitia 20° N, 250° W

 Table 52.    Seco  nd MESUR Site List from Sixth  MSWG
  Meeting

Location
Deployment 
opportunity Location

Deployment 
opportunity

17° N, 113° W First 44° S, 117° W Third
0° N, 60° W 67° S, 52° W
0° N, 52° W 90° S
20° N, 48° W 85° N, 5° W
17° N, 107° W Second 50° N, 320° W
30° S, 60° W 40° S, 297° W
8° S, 56° W 8° N, 290° W
45° N, 56° W 0° N, 222° W

 Table 53.  Thir  d MESUR Landing Site List from Seventh
MSWG   Meeting

Site Location
Sun 
elevation*

Deployment 
opportunity

Valles Marineris 6° S, 58° W 70° First – 1999
Valles Marineris 5° S, 54° W 70°
near Viking

Lander 1
23° N, 48° W 35°

Olympus Mons 13° N, 130°
W

50°

Oldest Plateau 2° S, 54° W 65° Second – 2001
Northern Plains 60° N, 50° W 

(NA)
–

Hellas 40° S, 310° W 
(ND)

65°

Polar 90° S (NA) –
Ancient Argyre 

Rim
44° S, 55° W 45° Third – 2003

Noachian
Plateau

44° S, 120° W 45°

Tyrrena Patera 21° S, 254° W 70°
Lacustrine

Deposits
15° S, 185° W 75°

Syrtis Major 5° N, 295° W 60°
North Arabia 38° N, 309°

W
45°

Chasma
Borealis

82° N, 55° W –15°
(night)

Polar Plains 66° S, 66° W 25°

     *   NA:  not achievable at  that date; ND:  not desirable.       
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to the first array. The     third deployment in each case 
extends the array to a global scale for meteorological 
studies, with a very apparent cluster of sites along the
60° W meridian from pole to pole.  

  Marsnet     (ESA)  

 ESA’s     Marsnet was a network mission study which would
involve three landers, or four if funding permitted. Its goals,
described at a meeting held in June 1992 at Mainz, 
Germany, were to obtain data for meteorology, seismology,
geology, exobiology and the study of     volatiles (Chicarro 
et al .,  1993 ). Marsnet studies included hard-landing pene-l
trator designs and semi-hard landers using airbags.

 The     first sites associated with Marsnet were those 
listed in  Table 49 , but new analyses were needed. The
landing sites were constrained to latitudes between 45° N
to 45° S, elevations below +6 km,     in areas where a 100 
by 50 km landing ellipse, or alternatively 100 by 20 km 
(Chicarro,  1993 ), could be fitted without including any 
significant obstacles. The ellipses had to be on geologi-
cally homogeneous material so that it was clear which 
geological unit the lander     was resting on. Sites where life 
forms exist or may have existed were to be avoided, to 
reduce the potential for contamination. The constraints 
are mapped in  Figure 145 . The three main sites had to be 
about     1000 to 3000 km apart to provide an adequate seis-
mic network. The possible fourth site would be roughly 
antipodal to the first three. At least two sites should be 
relatively close to a potential seismic source (Tharsis or 
Elysium). Nilosyrtis Mensae was identified as a desirable
    location to assess the Martian crustal dichotomy. Mete-
orological goals would be best met with a wide range of 
latitudes, longitudes and elevations. Geology goals
required sites on a variety of surface materials and ages, 
including, if possible, ancient crust material from the 
highlands, volcanic rocks     of different ages, fluvial depos-
its from outflow channels, glacial and polar deposits,
dunes and other aeolian deposits. Layered deposits and 
areas with evidence of water flow or ponding, erosion or 
periglacial activity were also desired.  

 Marsnet     required a network of stations for global or 
regional studies of seismology and meteorology. The net-
work design was constrained by the lander delivery sys-
tem and network geometry requirements, so potential 

of CNES suggested that MESUR or similar lander net-
works could be deployed from balloons. A mission
description from that meeting would begin with a single
launch in 1998,     delivering four long-duration balloons to 
Mars, each carrying five meteorological stations, one
seismological station and a small rover. Global climate
models suggested the paths these balloons might follow,
dropping probes at intervals. Three maps ( Figure   144   ) 
illustrated modelled paths these balloons might follow,
one across the north pole, and two at northern midlati-
tude sites across Chryse and Tharsis. A communication
relay satellite would be needed in Mars orbit to support 
this mission. Ultimately the MESUR mission was not 
funded,     and network mission planning moved back to 
Europe with Marsnet and Intermarsnet.

 The     MESUR siting strategy becomes apparent when
the sites are mapped ( Figure 143 ). In each case the first 
deployment establishes a regional seismic network 
around Tharsis. In  Figure 143 A     the second deployment 
extends that to a larger triangular network, whereas in 
 Figures 143 B and C that deployment extends the array in
latitude and longitude, including a site roughly antipodal 

 Table 54.  Fina  l MESUR Landing   Sites  

Site Location
Catalog
site

Deployment 
opportunity

Valles Marineris I 6° S, 58° W 101 First
Valles Marineris II 5° S, 54° W 102
Chryse Planitia near 

Viking Lander 1
23° N, 48° W 103

Olympus Mons 13° N, 130° W 104
Valles Marineris III 2° S, 54° W 105 Second
Hadriaca Patera 32° S, 268° W 106
Northwest Hellas 40° S, 310° W 107
Argyre Planitia 37° S, 44° W 108
South Pole 86° S, 315° W 109 Third
Sirenum Terra 45° S, 185° W 110
Northern Plains 60° N, 50° W 111
Gusev Crater 15° S, 185° W 112
Syrtis Major 5° N, 295° W 113
North Arabia 38° N, 309° W 114
North Polar Region 82° N, 55° W 115
Aonia Terrae 66° S, 66° W 116
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Figure  143 MESUR array designs from the Mars Science Working Group meetings.
A:  Sixth meeting. B: Seventh meeting. C: Final array design. 
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Figure 144 Balloon fl ight paths modelled by Jacques Blamont, from the eighth Mars Science Working Group meeting.fl
Each black dot is a touchdown point. 
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until 1995 for a possible launch date towards the end of 
that decade. It involved three landers with a lifetime of at 
least one Mars year. The objectives were to study     geol-
ogy, seismology and meteorology, placing constraints on
the landing sites that were similar to those for Marsnet. 
Geology required landing on different types and ages of 
surface materials. Seismology required three sites at least 
1000 km apart. Meteorology required a significant range
of latitudes.     For solar power, the latitude range of the
landing sites was between 28° N and 15° S. The entry 
and landing system required site elevations below +4 km 
in the Viking topographic model. Landing ellipses should 
have rock numbers and sizes not exceeding those     at the 
Viking sites.

 The     sites studied for Marsnet would not necessarily be 
suitable for Intermarsnet because of the differing mission 
requirements, instruments, landing dates and delivery 
methods. A new study was undertaken to assess a large
number of sites from which individual network nodes 
could be selected. Three hundred sites were     identified by 
De Angelis and Chicarro ( 1995 ), but the full list of poten-
tial sites cannot be identified because ESA will not 
release the report. From them, a subset of 100, either 
more scientifically interesting or more easily accessible, 
was selected by De Angelis and     Chicarro ( 1996 ). These 
authors then identified 12 arrays consisting of four sites 
each for mission planning purposes. These array sites are 
listed in  Table 57 a, and the sites are illustrated in  Figures 
    146  and 147. The arrays are concentrated around Tharsis
or Elysium, regions expected to be sources of seismic

landing sites were considered which satisfied these con-
straints. Individual site characteristics were not consid-
ered at this   stage  , though they would also be studied dur-
ing the mission. According to De Angelis and Chicarro
( 1996 ), 50 sites were selected which satisfied most of the
scientific criteria, including roughly 1000-km spacing
between stations to study regional internal structure,
proximity to probable seismic   activity  , a variety of sur-
face geology, ages or materials, a wide latitude range for 
meteorology, and variations in volatiles. The full list is
not presented here because ESA will not release the
report. The engineering constraints included geological
homogeneity within the landing ellipse, latitude     limits on
solar power, altitude limits for the landing procedure, and 
compatibility with other proposed network missions.

 From     this set of 50 sites, three groups of four were 
selected, each with three regional sites forming a triangle 
about 1000 km across and one antipodal location. One
group was designed to investigate the Tharsis region, one
the Elysium region (both expected to be seismically
    activity) and the third one spanned the Southern High-
lands/Northern Plains dichotomy at Nylosyrtis Mensae.
In the Marsnet mission Phase-A Final Report (Chicarro,  
 1993 ), the landing site set addressing the Tharsis area
was selected as the mission baseline or ‘    strawman’ site
configuration, a first iteration which might be modified 
as new data were obtained.  Table 55  outlines this net-
work configuration, with references to the Landing Site
Catalog ( Table     47 ) where the sites are illustrated. All
sites lie between 40° N and 25° S with elevations between 
+1 and +4 km, on a wide variety of rock types. A fourth 
lander would be sited at the antipode in the     eastern hemi-
sphere. These sites are shown in  Figure 145 . Marsnet was
initially anticipated to launch in about 2001, and the 
landers were not expected to survive for more than one 
Mars year, so there was some     consideration of delaying 
launch until 2003 to complement NASA’s proposed
MESUR mission ( Table 54 ). Eventually ESA abandoned 
the mission, though other network missions (Intermars-
net, Netlander and Metnet) were considered later.  

  Intermarsnet     (ESA)  

 Intermarsnet     was another network mission study, follow-
ing the work done on Marsnet, and performed from 1993

  Table 55.  Mars  net ‘Strawman’  Landing   Sites 

Name Location Elevation
Catalog 
site Notes

Tempe
Terra

40.1° N, 
78.2° W

1 km 151 Fractured
uplands

Candor 
Chasma

9.7° S, 
73.2° W

3 km 152 Chasma floorfl

Daedalia
Planum

25.0° S, 
127.5° W

4 km 153 Lava fl owsfl

Antipode Near 0° N, 
270° W

* Eastern 
hemisphere

   *  Catalog  sites 5, 59, 64 and 113 are in this general area.     
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Figure 145 A: Marsnet  Tharsis array. B: Marsnet  global array with antipodal point.
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events. The targeting uncertainty was assumed to be 
about 150 by 30 km, but because its orientation could 
vary considerably, a circle of 150-km     diameter was used 
for the site study. Different delivery systems had differ-
ent latitude constraints, with a multiprobe carrier having 
latitude limits of 45° N to 45° S and a single-probe car-
rier using a different lander having limits of only 22° N
to   22  ° S, mainly restricted by solar power. A mission 
consisting of four single-probe ‘free flyers’ could deploy
landers independently to any desired sites. The multi-
probe carrier would deploy its probes shortly before
arrival, with tighter constraints on the network pattern.  

 The     Intermarsnet Phase A study (Banerdt  et al .,  1996 ) l
proposed a three-lander network, dropping the antipodal
site. Its sites were a modified version of the single-probe 
carrier baseline configuration, substituting Uranius Pat-
era for Olympus Mons to give better latitudinal coverage 
( Table     57 b).

 These     landing sites covered a variety of geological 
units and surrounded the Tharsis region, which was 
thought to be the most likely area to still experience
significant seismic activity. Site A in Gusev crater was
at the end of a long winding valley system (Ma’adim
Vallis) which might have     been cut by flowing water, so 
the smooth plains on the crater floor were thought to 
consist of lacustrine (lake bed) sediments. This site was
so enticing that it eventually became the Spirit rover 
landing site in 2004. Site B was on plains north of     Ura-
nius Mons (then referred to as Uranius Patera, a name 

  Table 56.    Intermarsnet Landing  Site Catalog (De  Angelis and Chicarro,  1995 ,     1996 ).   

Site Name Location Geology Site Name Location Geology

001 Arcadia Planitia 40.0° N, 176.0° W Plains 126 E. Elysium 27.0° N, 204.2° W Lava fl owsfl
003 Alba Patera 42.5° N, 122.5° W Aureole 130 E. Elysium 25.0° N, 195.0° W Lava fl owsfl
006 Arcadia Planitia 34.0° N, 97.5° W Plains 134 Elysium Planitia 6.0° N, 202.5° W Alluvium
008 Chryse Planitia 35.0° N, 44.0° W Lava fl ows 137 Memnonia N 16.1fl ° S, 153.9° W Cratered area
018 Tempe Terra 34.0° N, 58.0° W Ridged plains 139 Daedalia Plan. 13.9° S, 137.2° W Smooth plain
027 Arabia Terra 32.0° N, 311.5° W Etched 145 Daedalia Plan. 8.8° S, 144.0° W Cratered plain
028 Huo Xing Vallis 30.0° N, 295.0° W Plateau 148 Memnonia 15.0° S, 163.7° W Cratered area
029 Utopia Planitia 38.0° N, 270.0° W Plains 153 W. Medusae 5.0° S, 157.5° W Rolling plain
030 N. Nilosyrtis 39.5° N, 287.0° W Complex plain 156 E. Mangala 10.0° S, 149.5° W Alluvium
031 Utopia Planitia 33.0° N, 248.0° W Plains 160 T. Sirenum 28.5° S, 129.0° W Lava fl owsfl
035 Utopia Planitia 38.5° N, 231.0° W Complex plain 162 V. Marineris 9.7° S, 73.2° W Chasma floorfl

now restricted to its caldera), with lava flows, low vol-
canic shields, channels and faults. Site C in the Coprates
area was on old cratered plateau materials north of 
Valles Marineris. The surface materials     were expected 
to be impact breccias containing ancient highlands 
material, perhaps with younger volcanic and sedimen-
tary material in places. The Phase A study sites are
shown in  Figure 147 C.  

  Micro-Meteorological     Network (United States)

 Haberle     ( 1995 ) suggested that Intermarsnet could be 
augmented by the addition of 10 to 15 small landers 
which would measure only atmospheric pressure. Pres-
sure is easy to measure and is of fundamental importance 
in understanding meteorology. These landers would be 
more widely distributed than the Intermarsnet landers 
themselves     and were referred to as the Micro-Meteoro-
logical Network.  

 This     Discovery-class mission would use a single 
launcher in June 2003 to deploy 16 Micro-Met (μ-Met)
stations on Mars (Haberle and Catling,  1996 ; Merrihew 
et al .,  1996 ). They would operate for one year on the
surface, providing     only surface pressure data to keep 
costs low. Additional instruments including a descent 
imager might be added at the expense of fewer stations.  

 Landing     site distribution had to take into account the 
requirements of different types of study. Zonal mean
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Site Name Location Geology Site Name Location Geology

039 Utopia Planitia 34.0° N, 234.0° W Rolling plains 163 Capri Chasma 14.0° S, 46.0° W Layered rocks
045 Amazonis Plan. 23.0° N, 157.0° W Smooth plain 168 N. Coprates 2.0° S, 49.5° W Cratered area
047 Amazonis Plan. 11.0° N, 138.5° W Smooth plain 170 Margaritifer 16.7° S, 8.5° W Smooth plain
050 Amazonis Plan. 2.5° N, 152.5° W Rolling plains 172 N. Nirgal Vallis 9.2° S, 39.0° W Chaotic area
052 Olympus Mons 18.5° N, 147.0° W Aureole 175 N. Noachis 23.5° S, 5.0° W Smooth plain
053 Olympus Mons 28.0° N, 144.0° W Aureole 176 Hydraotes 3.5° S, 39.5° W Cratered area
055 S. Olympus 12.0° N, 132.0° W Lava plains 182 Schiaparelli 2.5° S, 342.0° W Aeolian sed.
058 W Ceraunius 23.0° N, 114.0° W Lava fl ows 183 Flaugergues* 17.0fl ° S, 341.1° W Cratered plain
059 Tharsis 26.0° N, 122.5° W Lava fl ows 184 Schiaparelli 2.5fl ° S, 345.0° W Aeolian sed.
060 N. Uranius 29.0° N, 93.3° W Lava fl ows 187 Flaugergues S. 21.0fl ° S, 340.4° W Cratered plains
062 Tharsis 10.0° N, 83.5° W Lava fl ows 193 Terra Meridiani 1.0fl ° S, 358.5° W Rolling plains
065 Tharsis 18.0° N, 87.0° W Lava fl ows 196 Serpentis 28.0fl ° S, 317.2° W Cratered plain
068 N. Kasei Valles 28.0° N, 63.0° W Alluvium 197 Hellas rim 28.5° S, 296.7° W Basin rim
069 Tharsis 21.0° N, 82.0° W Ridged plains 198 Terra Tyrrhena 16.0° S, 302.0° W Ridged plains
071 Chryse Planitia 25.0° N, 42.5° W Alluvium 201 Terra Tyrrhena 11.0° S, 292.0° W Dissected area
072 E. Chryse Plan. 17.3° N, 26.1° W Layered rocks 202 Terra Tyrrhena 27.2° S, 311.5° W Cratered area
073 Chryse Planitia 26.7° N, 31.7° W Volcanics 204 Tyrrhena Patera 20.0° S, 254.0° W Volcanic shield
079 Chryse Planitia 4.5° N, 24.0° W Layered rocks 209 Terra Tyrrhena 23.5° S, 266.5° W Cratered area
083 Chryse Planitia 20.0° N, 37.0° W Alluvium 210 Terra Tyrrhena 2.5° S, 246.5° W Cratered area
084 Cassini 24.0° N, 327.5° W Aeolian sed. 211 Terra Tyrrhena 9.0° S, 264.0° W Cratered area
085 N. Sabaeus 5.0° N, 347.9° W Complex plain 214 Hesperia Pl. 12.0° S, 248.5° W Ridged plains
086 Arabia Terra 28.0° N, 319.5° W Ridged plains 217 Terra Tyrrhena 28.7° S, 227.0° W Ridged plains
087 East Cassini 23.5° N, 322.5° W Cratered plain 221 Gusev 15.0° S, 184.5° W Lake deposits
093 Syrtis Major 4.0° N, 294.5° W Ridged plains 226 Aeolis 10.0° S, 215.0° W Cratered area
094 West Syrtis 12.5° N, 303.0° W Cratered plain 230 Elysium Planitia 0.1° S, 192.0° W Alluvium
095 N. Antoniadi 28.5° N, 302.0° W Cratered plain 231 Elysium Planitia 0.1° S, 200.0° W Alluvium
098 Syrtis Major 12.5° N, 296.0° W Ridged plains 237 Terra Sirenum 37.0° S, 132.5° W Plateau area
100 Isidis Planitia 12.0° N, 274.0° W Aeolian sed. 238 Sirenum Fossae 34.0° S, 154.0° W Plateau area
101 Isidis Planitia 8° N, 277.3° W Aeolian plains 243 Terra Sirenum 33.6° S, 167.5° W Plateau area
104 Elysium Planitia 14.0° N, 231.1° W Lava plains 245 Bosphorus Plan. 39.5° S, 70.0° W Smooth plains
105 Elysium Planitia 16.0° N, 229.0° W Smooth plains 251 Argyre Quad. 32.5° S, 44.5° W Cratered area
108 Elysium Planitia 22.0° N, 248.0° W Smooth plains 257 Argyre Rim 44.0° S, 53.5° W Basin rim
109 S. Elysium 1.0° N, 253.8° W Smooth plains 264 Hellas Planitia 34.0° S, 303.5° W Ridged plains
115 S. Nepenthes 3.0° N, 248.0° W Cratered area 266 Hellas Planitia 43.0° S, 306.5° W Hellas floorfl
116 Amenthes 5.5° N, 263.5° W Basin rim 268 Hellas Planitia 42.5° S, 297.5° W Hellas floorfl
117 E. Nepenthes 3.8° N, 235.0° W Knobby area 271 Hellas Planitia 41.0° S, 285.0° W Hellas floorfl
118 Elysium Planitia 27.0° N, 182.5° W Alluvium 273 Hellas Planitia 36.0° S, 282.0° W Hellas floorfl
119 Elysium Planitia 9.0° N, 222.5° W Smooth plains 277 Hadriaca Pat. 33.0° S, 269.0° W Volcanic shield
122 W. Elysium 19.0° N, 217.5° W Lava fl ows 285 Terra Cimmeria 43.0fl ° S, 202.5° W Rolling plains

289 Terra Cimmeria 31.0° S, 224.0° W Cratered plain

     * The coordinates for site 183  correct an  error in the source.       

  Table 56.  (cont.)
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Figure 146 The Intermarsnet candidate sites described by De Angelis and Chicarro (1995,  1996 ) from  Table 56.
Black dots are the 100 preferred sites (1996 ref). Site 101, the single white dot in Isidis, is the only additional site from an
unreleased larger list  to be identifi ed. 
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  Table 57.   Inte  rmarsnet Network     Configurations  

57a. Networks from De Angelis and Chicarro (1996)

Single probe carrier

De Angelis and Chicarro (1996), Table 5

Multiprobe carrier

De Angelis and Chicarro (1996), Table 6

Confi guration Triangle Antipode Confifi  guration Triangle Antipodefi

1 (baseline) 055, 168, 221 204 1 (baseline) 003, 062, 237 268
2 052, 148, 172 198 2 045, 059, 238 271
3 062, 156, 162 100 3* 006, 160, 257 210
4 047, 083, 153 201 4 058, 139, 245 209
5 101, 104, 211 162 5 031, 126, 289 251
6 108, 201, 230 163 6 105, 130, 231 083

57b. Intermarsnet Phase A Study landing sites (Banerdt et al., 1996).

Site Name Location Elevation Notes (site no. from Table 56)

A Gusev crater 15° S, 184.5° W 0 km Channel material (Site 221)
B Uranius Patera 29° N, 93.5° W +1 km Lava fl ows (Site 060)fl
C Coprates highlands 2° S, 49.5° W +2 km Cratered plateau (Site 168)

Notes: Sites are identifi ed by their numbers in the Intermarsnet Landing Site Catalog (Table 56). Site 101 (single-probe carrier confifi  guration 5) was thefi
only site in this table not included in the 100 preferred sites in De Angelis and Chicarro (1996).

*Multiprobe confi guration 3 was referred to as the baseline confifi  guration in De Angelis and Chicarro (1996, Table 7). A variation on this is presented infi
Table 71 and Figure 178.

circulation would need 15 landers spread between 70° N 
and 70° S over all longitudes. Midlatitude atmospheric
waves would require seven probes at 60° N and five at
50° to 60° S, equally spaced in longitude. Equatorial
waves could be studied with three landers at 15° N, 0°
and 15° S, widely spaced in longitude. Regional winds
would be studied with three probes forming a triangle 
about 300 km     across. The global mean pressure would
be determined by 16 widely spaced probes. Dust storms
would require eight landers at suitable storm-prone lon-
gitudes, two each at 15° N, 0°, 20° S and 35° S. Because
many probes would contribute     to two or more of these
studies, a total of 16 should be sufficient. 

 A     plausible network design, presented by Haberle and
Catling ( 1996 ), consisted of two sets of eight probes 
deployed separately by the carrier during approach. Each
set of eight would consist of two deployments of four 
probes, using rotation to provide a centrifugal effect to 
disperse the     probes. After the first eight were released, a

short engine burn would speed the spacecraft up slightly.
The next two sets of four probes would then be deployed, 
and as they were travelling faster they would arrive a
quarter of a Martian day earlier, providing     the longitudi-
nal offset required. These sites are shown in  Figure 148 A 
and listed in  Table 58 . The Set 1 and Set 2 designations
in  Table     58  are not necessarily indicative of the order of 
deployment or arrival. Each probe would be directed to a
grazing entry near the limb as seen from the approach
direction, so the eight probes in each set are distributed
around a large circle, distorted     by the map projection in
 Figure 148 A.  

  1990s:     Future Exploration Studies

 In     the late 1980s and early 1990s, several groups 
described ambitious future exploration plans for Mars, 
including human and robotic components. Nash et al . l
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Figure 147 Intermarsnet network confi gurations listed by De Angelis and Chicarro  fi (1996 ), from  Table 57.
A:  Multiprobe carrier arrays, with the  baseline array in a dark outline. B: Single-probe carrier arrays with the Phase A 
recommended array in a dark outline. Nodes in A and B are linked to form the triangular arrays, and sites not on an  array 
node are antipodal to another array.  C: Phase A sites (Table 57 b). Each square image is 120 km across and would almost fi ll 
the 150-km circular  landing area . 
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( 1989 ) surveyed potential human activities at the Moon, 
Mars, Phobos and asteroids, which were all being con-
sidered as future     targets for human exploration by
NASA’s Office of Exploration. They described science 
goals and exploration activities and identified robotic 
precursor missions needed to support human missions.
These robotic missions were assumed to include the
Soviet Union’s Mars 1994 mission and NASA’s Mars
Observer orbiter, Mars Rover     Sample Return, a penetra-
tor network and an atmospheric science orbiter. Geology, 
geophysics, meteorology and biological potential would
all be examined at Mars, as well as the potential use of 
local resources to support exploration crews. The study 
identified seven potential landing sites ( Table     59 ,  Figure 
148 B)

 Project     Ares was a class project undertaken by Amrine 
et al . ( 1992 ) at the Air Force Institute of Technology onl
the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio,
to design a program of robotic and human exploration of 
Mars, culminating in a permanent     presence on the planet.
The first human mission was targeted for the favorable
opposition of 2014, following a period of testing of hard-
ware on the Moon and scientific study of Mars. The full 
program consisted of five phases.

 Phase     1, Project Luna, would involve lunar base oper-
ations. It would be used to study the Moon and create an
observatory, but another role was to test Mars hardware, 
including the habitat module. Robotic precursors would
begin in 1998, and cargo and human missions would 
begin     in 2006, with the base operating at least until
2015.

 Phase     2 would see robotic missions to Mars, an orbiter 
in 2001 and rovers in the 2005–2007 period. This would
be followed by Phase 3, a series of cargo missions deliv-
ering supplies and equipment at every opposition from 
2009 until 2018. The first human flights     (Phase 4) would
be in 2014 and 2017, and permanent occupation of the
base (Phase 5) would commence in 2019 with a series of 
overlapping missions each lasting about three years with
600 days at a time on the surface of Mars.

 The     Mars habitat, field tested on the Moon, would be 
delivered by a cargo lander and powered by a nuclear 
system with solar power backup. The habitat would use a 
closed system for life support and environmental control. 
Many other technologies and human factors would be 
thoroughly     tested on the Moon.

 The     robotic exploration phase was intended to find an 
optimum base site, beginning with an orbital mapping

 Table 58.   Micr  o- Meteorological Network Sites  (Haberle and Catling,   1996 )   

Set 1 locations Set 2 locations

75° N, 165° W 62° S, 344° W 42° N, 142° W 40° S, 318° W
63° N, 63° W 58° S, 242° W 2° S, 128° W 4° N, 300° W
16° N, 43° W 13° S, 223° W 47° S, 102° W 52° N, 288° W
28° S, 32° W 30° N, 217° W 67° S, 24° W 80° N, 218° W

 Table 59.  Huma  n Exploration  Sites from Nash  et al . ( 1989  )    

Site Location Notes

M-1: Terra Tyrrhena 27° S, 265° W Cratered highlands, ridged plains: composition and ages
M-2: Xanthe Terra 15° N, 35° W Cratered highlands, large outfl ow valleys: geology and biologyfl
M-3: Tharsis Montes 1° S, 120° W Large volcanoes, young lava plains: ages, origin of debris lobes
M-4: W. Daedalia Planum 19° S, 144° W Cratered highlands, central peak, lava flows, wind streaksfl
M-5: Planum Boreum 82° N, 58° W Ice cap, CO2 seasonal cap, layered sediments: biology, climate
M-6: Candor Chasma 6° S, 76° W Canyon walls, layered deposits: origin, composition, ages
M-7: Chasma Australe 85° S, 269° W Layered deposits: origin, composition, biology, erosion
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Figure 148 A: The MicroMet meteorological array described by Haberle and Catling (1996 ), from  Table 58 .  B: Human 
exploration landing sites  identifi ed by  Nash  et al . (1989), from  Table 59. C: The Chasma Australe landing area from Figure 148 B
(Mars Odyssey THEMIS  infrared mosaic). 
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mission accompanied by two satellites for communica-
tion and navigation. The orbiter would launch early in
2001 and arrive late in that year. It might operate in its
near-polar   Sun  -synchronous orbit for a decade, but ini-
tial mapping would be completed after three years,
allowing 12 candidate sites to be chosen for further
investigation. Those sites, 10 km by 10 km in size, would 
be mapped at 1 m/pixel, and the rest     of the planet at
medium resolution (200 m/pixel). Other instruments 
would map the magnetic field, surface elevations and 
composition, with capabilities very similar to those 
intended for Mars Observer. The communication satel-
lites, also used for navigation and solar flare detection, 
would     be in equatorial synchronous orbits at 20 425 km
orbital radius. 

 Landers     would be sent in 2005 and land in 2006, 
including 12 small landers and two ‘super-Vikings’. The 
12 landers would be delivered from a polar orbit by one 
carrier spacecraft, using parachutes and thrusters to land
as Viking had done. They would analyze     soil and atmo-
spheric composition, operating for six to 12 months.
Only very limited imaging capability was assumed, but 
the landers would carry navigation beacons. The two
most promising sites would receive the large landers 
about six months later, each carrying a rover with a 
    12-month lifetime and operating within 30 km of the 
beacons. The landers would survive for at least ten years.
Site selection for the base should follow in 2007 and
would emphasize the availability of natural resources as
well as proximity to numerous sites of scientific interest,
    smoothness and lack of large rocks. The old Viking sites
might be visited by robots or humans at some point to 
investigate the long-term effects of exposure to the envi-
ronment of Mars.  

 The     cargo missions following this phase would deliver 
the habitat and nuclear power source to the chosen site, 
where successful operation would commence and be 
confirmed before people arrived. Additional communi-
cation satellites would be included in this phase so the
base would always be in contact with Earth.     When every-
thing was ready, the first human flight would occur, 
involving a short stay at Mars, only about 60 days, to
complete the base set-up and prepare the base for longer 
operations later. A later mission would bring an addi-
tional habitat to expand the     base and allow a stay of as
long as 180 days.

 Project     Ares is described here as an example of aca-
demic class studies, often undertaken by groups for expe-
rience in major project planning, and an interesting 
source of ideas for future missions if the report is made 
public.  

 Another     study like this, Project Aeneas, was con-
ducted in 1993 by Argos Space Endeavours and the Uni-
versity of Texas Department of Aerospace Engineering
for the University Space Research Association (USRA) 
and NASA (Botbyl,  1993 ). This robotic exploration mis-
sion to both Mars and Phobos is     only briefly summarized 
here. The Aeneas mission involved three spacecraft 
launched on two Soviet Proton rockets. The first launch
would deliver one Mars orbiter (Mars-Silva 1) and one
Phobos probe delivery spacecraft (Mars-Silva 2). The
second Proton launch would deliver     the second Mars 
orbiter, Mars-Silva 3. Each orbiter would carry remote
sensing instruments, surface probes and penetrators and 
an In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) device for fuel
production. Its objectives were to provide data to help 
select landing sites for future     human missions to Mars, to 
demonstrate the ability to produce fuel from Martian
resources, and to determine the composition of Phobos.

 The     first objective would be addressed by very high-
resolution imaging between latitudes 60° N and 60° S,
followed by the delivery of penetrator probes and micro-
rovers to the surface of Mars to provide ‘ground truth’ of 
the remote sensing data. Additional probes would     inves-
tigate geology and meteorology. The second objective
would be tested by combining carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere with hydrogen brought from Earth to pro-
duce methane for use as fuel. The third objective would 
involve landing Mars-Silva 2 inside the crater Stickney
on Phobos (Figure   194  ).   

  1992:     Mars Rover Reference Mission 
(France: CNES)  

 This     mission was designed at a time when France’s Cen-
tre National des Etudes Spatiale (CNES) was consider-
ing a planetary exploration mission, either on its own or 
as part of an international project. A long-range rover 
would be landed near Kasei Valles and would drive 
more than 300     km north into Tempe Terra, making in situ 
observations and deploying two instrument packages.
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The landing was targeted at site 17 of the Mars Landing 
Site Catalog ( Figure 126 ; Costard  et al .,  1993 ). The routel
    is illustrated in  Figure 149 A. At the landing site an instru-
ment package (fixed station) would be deployed, and
samples would reveal the age of the plains and the mode 
of origin of Kasei   Valles  . On the traverse, samples would
characterize the younger volcanic plains of Tharsis (Ura-
nius Patera flows) and a wrinkle ridge. A second fixed
station would be deployed near the ridge. Then a fluid-
ized ejecta crater and finally the older plains of southern
Tempe Terra would     be examined. A third fixed station
would be deployed at the end of the traverse.   

      25 September 1992: Mars Observer (United States)

 Mars     Observer was intended to build on the Viking-era 
knowledge of Mars with updated instruments, but this 
ambitious mission failed just before arriving at Mars. It was
initially referred to as the Mars Geoscience Climatology
Observer. The spacecraft body had dimensions of 1.1 by 
    2.2 by 1.6 m, with two 6-m-long booms supporting instru-
ments and another 6-m boom carrying the 1.5-m-diameter 
communication antenna. Its instrument payload consisted
of a gamma ray spectrometer, a thermal emission spec-
trometer, an infrared radiometer,     a laser altimeter for topo-
graphic mapping, a magnetometer and an electron reflec-
tometer. It also carried a sophisticated new scanning camera
system to provide both wide-angle images of the entire
planet each day, for long-term atmospheric and dust storm 
monitoring, and targeted     very high-resolution (1.5 m/pixel)
frames. Mars Observer also carried a communication relay 
supplied by France for the balloons and landers of the Rus-
sian Mars 94/Mars 96 missions.

 The     2573-kg spacecraft was launched at 17:05 UT 
and placed on a heliocentric transfer orbit, intended to 
arrive at Mars on 24 August 1993 (MY 21, sol 268). As it 
approached Mars and began to prepare its propulsion
system for the braking   maneuver  , all communications 
suddenly ceased on 21 August 1993 (MY 21, sol 265). It 
is believed that catastrophic tumbling caused by a pro-
pellant leak ended the mission. All the Mars Observer 
instruments were eventually reflown on future orbiters.
 Figure     149  includes two Mars images returned by Mars 
Observer about a month before the failure, taken one
hour apart on 27 July 1993 (MY 21, sol 241) at a range 

of 5 800 000 km. A third colour image from the     wide-
angle camera, an unresolved point, is not shown here.  

  1990s:     Mars Discovery Missions  

 The     Discovery program was established in 1992 to 
accommodate a desire for small, frequent and relatively 
low-cost planetary missions. Numerous Mars missions
have been proposed to the Discovery program since its 
inception, beginning with nine which were suggested at 
the initial Discovery Program Workshop in 1992 ( Table
    60 ). Discovery mission proposals are not usually made 
public as they may contain proprietary information, 
though some are described in conference abstracts or 
other literature. Several missions are described here, but 
no full list is available. After 2000, Mars proposals were 
removed from the     Discovery program and directed
instead to Mars Scout, a similar program specifically 
focussed on Mars.

 The     first Mars mission chosen under the Discovery 
program was the MESUR Pathfinder, which was renamed 
Mars Pathfinder and launched in 1996. It was developed 
at NASA Ames in 1990 and proposed as a Discovery
mission in 1992, before the Mission Concept Workshop.

 Proposals in 1994 for a 1998 launch included the Mars 
Aerial Platform, a     balloon mission for atmospheric stud-
ies; the Mars     Polar Pathfinder (MPP), a polar landing
mission; and MACS, the Mars Ancient Climate Surveyor,
a lander with a Russian Marsokhod mini-rover. The MPP
would land like Mars Pathfinder, using airbags. Its target 
was a circle 100 km in diameter centred on the north pole,
and its goal was to examine the composition and structure 
of the polar cap to see whether climate history is pre-
served in     the dust and ice layers. Existing images showed
no visible features at all in a 100-km diameter circle cen-
tred on the north pole, so it could accommodate the 30-km 
long landing ellipse, as close as possible to the pole. MPP
would deploy a small     rover like Sojourner, the rover car-
ried by Mars Pathfinder. A radar sounder would examine
subsurface layering as much as 5 km deep, and a heated
probe on a tether would melt its way down about 100 m,
measuring temperature and composition. A drill would
penetrate     about 50 cm into the surface for microscopic
imaging of near-surface layering. MPP would launch in
July 2000 on a long 27-month trajectory tailored to the
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Figure 149 A: Rover route from Costard et al . (1993). B and C: Two Mars Observer images ( NASA/JPL/MSSS). Hellas is the 
bright area near the bottom, and Syrtis Major is the dark region above and  to the right of Hellas. 
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required polar landing. It would land in November 2002
just before the northern summer solstice, to ensure enough
    solar power for its 100-sol operational lifetime. 

 Another     1994 proposal was MUADEE (Mars Upper 
Atmosphere Dynamics, Energetics, and Evolution, some-
times misspelled MAUDEE), one of 11 finalists after the 
Discovery Mission Concept Workshop. Its goal was to 
investigate the upper atmosphere of Mars by making low
orbital passes through it.     The spacecraft carried a combi-
nation of remote and in situ sensors mounted in three 
instrument packages to collect data in the atmosphere at 
heights between 60 and 200 km during several mission 
phases. Aerobraking would lower the apoapsis after 
MUADEE entered its initial elliptical orbit,     and the space-
craft used body-mounted solar cells rather than external
panels to enable these low passes through the upper 
atmosphere. The orbit’s high inclination would allow 
these low passes to extend nearly from pole to pole during
the initial elliptical orbit phase. Later the low passes 
    would cease and the spacecraft would enter a circular 
orbit phase, allowing detailed daily remote-sensing 

measurements. The nominal mission would last one Mars 
year (Killeen,  1994 ; Killeen and Brace,  1995 ).

 Several     Mars aircraft missions have been proposed, 
some for the Discovery program ( Figure 150 A). Propos-
als in 1996 included a rather complex aircraft called AME
(Airplane for Mars Exploration) from NASA Ames (Hall
et al .,     1997). It would fly over and attempt to land in l
Gusev crater ( Figure 150 C), later to be the landing site of 
the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit, but also considered for 
Mars Surveyor 2001. The total     flight distance was 3400
km, including two flights on two days separated by the
time necessary to transmit all its data, which might have 
been as long as 40 days. AME would be deployed over 
the plains north of Apollinaris Patera and would fly around
the volcano     and into Gusev, where it would land. On the
second day it would take off and fly around the crater and 
its vicinity before landing in the highlands. While on the
surface the vehicle would operate a robotic arm carrying 
a camera and analytical instruments. Also in     1996, JPL
and AeroVironment Corporation proposed a mission
which would deploy six gliders over Vallis Marineris.

   Table 60.   Mars   Missions Proposed at  the Discovery  Mission Concept Workshop,  1992    

Number Name Description

3 Mars Climate Variability V. Suomi – four microsatellites paced in coplanar Sun-synchronous near-polar orbits to
survey the atmosphere by using radio occultations

20 CHEMIN D. Blake – chemistry and mineralogy of the surface materials using x-ray diffraction and 
fl uorescence from a lander (instrument proposal only)fl

49 MOES Mars Operational Environment Satellite: S. Limaye – orbital survey of weather and climate
for one Mars year, from a 25° inclination, 2250-km circular orbit

51 MAAP Mars Atmospheric Aircraft Platform: J. Langford – small aircraft to be carried on MESUR 
missions, for imaging or other science observations

75 Prospector B. Edwards – elemental composition and mineralogy data on various targets – this proposal 
specifi cally addresses Phobosfi

79 MUADEE T. Killeen – Mars Upper Atmosphere Dynamics, Energetics, and Evolution, an orbiter to 
study the upper atmosphere and ionosphere

80 Little Dipper D. Lyons – orbiter to study composition and density of the atmosphere, gravity mapping as
orbit evolves from highly elliptical to circular

86 MGM/SPAM Mars Gravity Measurement/Surface Penetrator Assembly Mission: W. Fowler – gravity,
composition and subsurface ice measurements. May include one orbiter and three
penetrators or two orbiters and two penetrators.

100 Phobos Sample Return T. Duxbury – joint Russian/US sample return mission, using Russian carrier and lander 
with NASA instruments and return vehicle

Note:   The number in the fi rst column is taken from a list of mission  proposals,  many  of which were to other destinations.     fi
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Each would have a limited range, perhaps 100 km, but 
by starting at different points, they might examine much
of the giant rift system. A later trajectory analysis (Frumkin 
    and Riley,  2004 ) identified the Louros Valles area at 
8.3° S, 81.2° W as a suitable target for a mission like this.

 Proposals in     1998 included the Mars Aircraft for Geo-
physical Exploration (MAGE), a simpler design than
AME. This would deploy from its aeroshell during 
descent in the atmosphere and fly about 1750 km over 
Valles Marineris ( Figure   150 B  ) on 17 December 2003, 
the 100th anniversary of the Wright Brothers’ first flight 
(Malin Space Science Systems,  1998 ). It would launch in 
May 2003. The aircraft, called Kitty Hawk, would carry 
a gravity meter, a magnetometer, an electric     field sensor,
a laser altimeter, an infrared imaging system for surface 
composition data and six cameras, including a video sys-
tem. The flight might last only about three hours, ending 
with a crash which might not be survived.

 Other     Mars airplane missions have been proposed
outside the Discovery program. As early as 1978, Devel-
opment Sciences Inc. in City of Industry, California, 
described a remotely piloted vehicle for use at Mars 
(Development Sciences Inc.,  1978 ). Their concept would 
have involved 12 aircraft     launched in groups of four, each
group with its own carrier spacecraft, upper stage rocket 
and communication satellite. These three missions would
launch at intervals of one week on Space Shuttles in the
mid 1980s. The planes might be able to land and take off 
    again and would take images and collect magnetic, com-
positional and other data.

 In     1999, NASA and CNES, the French space agency, 
studied a Mars Airplane Micromission intended to arrive
at Mars on 17 December 2003, the Wright Brothers’ 
anniversary. This was one of two inexpensive ‘Mars 
Micromissions’ that NASA and CNES considered as
auxiliary payloads on the large     Ariane V launcher. The 
second was a communications orbiter. The NASA Lang-
ley Research Center would build the Mars Airplane for 
launch in November 2002. It would carry a 2-kg instru-
ment payload containing cameras, a magnetometer and a 
miniaturized spectrometer for surface composition data. 
The     spacecraft would first enter a highly elliptical Earth
orbit and use subsequent lunar flybys to help propel it 
towards Mars. An orbiter would serve as a communica-
tion relay, so flight time would be limited to about 
20 minutes, the time an orbiter would remain in   view  .

The Mars Airplane would fly along the Valles Marineris 
canyon system. A study of entry trajectories for this mis-
sion (Murray and Tartabini,  2001 ) described three other 
sites at sufficiently low elevation for successful deploy-
ment. These were Parana Valles, a prime scientific site at 
    25° S, 11° W, Acidalia Planitia at 55° N, 27° W, and Hel-
las Planitia at 38° S, 297° W.  

 Discovery     proposals for Mars in the year 2000 included 
Pascal, a network of 24 landers later proposed as a Scout 
mission; a repeat of the Kitty Hawk (MAGE) proposal; a 
Mars balloon called Piccard; and MAOS (Mars Atmo-
spheric Oxidant Sensor), a Mission of     Opportunity instru-
ment to fly on Beagle 2. Later Mars proposals were
directed to the Mars Scout program, not Discovery.  

  1994:     Mars 94 (Russia)

 This     multiple lander and penetrator mission was origi-
nally planned for a 1994 launch. A follow-on mission 
with rovers was scheduled for 1996 and was therefore
called Mars 96. The Mars Landing Site Catalog ( Table 
47 ) uses     these designations, and some additional sites
were listed later by Kuzmin  et al . ( 1994 ) at the Marsl
Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop (Golombek,  1994a ).
A delay pushed Mars 94 into the 1996 launch window so
it became Mars 96, and this necessitated the     delay of the
1996 rover mission which became known as Mars 98.
This last mission was cancelled as Russia’s financial sit-
uation deteriorated during the 1990s. A launch delay 
results in spacecraft arrival at a different season, so land-
ing sites do not automatically transfer unchanged from 
one opportunity     to the next. The original Mars 94 site list 
( Table 61 ,  Figure 151 ) was dropped, and a new list was 
compiled for its reincarnation as Mars 96     ( Table 64 ).  

The     Mars 94 mission included an orbiter, two small 
landing stations and two penetrators. Launch would have 
been in October 1994 and arrival on 2 September 1995.
The general landing area was Arcadia and Amazonis, 
roughly from 15° S to 50° N and 120°     W to 170° W, in
areas below +2 km elevation.  

 Mars     94 grew out of a previous mission study called
Columbus which would have flown in 1992, the 500th 
anniversary of the first transatlantic voyage of Christo-
pher Columbus. This would have involved two orbiters, 
each dropping a balloon and a lander with a rover. When
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Figure  150 Mars airplane  proposals.
A: Sites proposed for Mars airplane missions. B: Route of the MAGE airplane over Valles Marineris. C: Route of the AME  airplane 
over Apollinaris Mons and Gusev crater. Figure 150 C covers the same area as  Figure 193 E. 
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this was     delayed to 1994, its association with Columbus
was lost so the name became Mars 94. Sites considered
for Columbus are not known.  

  1995:     Exobiology Site Study  

 Farmer et al . ( 1995 ) studied potential exobiology landingl
sites for future missions. Former river and lake environ-
ments or springs where deposition of minerals might pre-
serve fossils were favoured. The two editions of the Mars 
Landing Site Catalog (Greeley,  1990 ; Greeley and Tho-
mas,     1995) were reviewed and sites selected for their exo-
biological interest. The Viking landing sites were added

for comparison purposes but ranked low for exobiological 
interest. Three sites (19, 7 and 17, corresponding to Cata-
log site numbers 32, 138 and 58) were included     in MESUR 
site plans ( Table 54 ) at that time, and the MESUR site list 
was modified to incorporate the results of the exobiology 
study.  Table 62 a     identifies the sites listed by Farmer et al . l
( 1995 ). Greeley and Thomas ( 1995 ) contained a separate
list of exobiology sites from which this table was derived. 
It included all the above sites and the additional sites 
listed in  Table     62 b. All sites identified as low priority by 
Farmer  et al . were classed as moderate by Greeley and l
Thomas. These locations are illustrated in  Figure 152 ,
identified by their site numbers from      Table 62 .  

 Table 61.    Mars   94 Candidate  Landing Sites    

Lander Location Site Catalog site Source

Small stations 3° N, 160° W 1 119, South Amazonia Mars Landing Site
Catalog (Table 47)40° N, 149.5° W 2 120, North Amazonia

9.5° N, 163° W 3 126, South Amazonia
40° N, 153° W 4 127, North Amazonia
11° N, 169.5° W 5 133, South Amazonia
40° N, 160.5° W 6 134, North Amazonia

Small station backup sites 10° N, 154° W 7 121, South Amazonia
42° N, 142° W 8 122, North Amazonia
3° N, 159.5° W 9 128, South Amazonia
39° N, 147.5° W 10 129, North Amazonia
5° N, 166.5° W 11 135, South Amazonia
40° N, 154° W 12 136, North Amazonia

Penetrators 6° N, 148.5° W 13 87, South Amazonia
46° N, 128.5° W 14 88, West Alba Patera
3° N, 153° W 15 123, South Amazonia
46° N, 133° W 16 124, West Alba Patera
3° N, 160° W 17 130, South Amazonia
11.5° S, 162.5° W 18 131, Mangala Valles
20° N, 156° W 19 132, South Amazonia

Penetrator backup sites 10° S, 151° W 20 117, Mangala Valles
35° N, 137° W 21 118, West Diacria Patera
9.5° S, 155° W 22 125, Mangala Valles

Lander Location Site Description Source

Small stations 40.6° N, 158.5° W 23 Arcadia, young sediments Kuzmin  et al . (1994)
30.5° N, 165° W 24 N. Amazonis, young volcanics

Penetrators 38° N, 162° W 25 Arcadia, young sediments
39° N, 154° W 26 Arcadia, young sediments
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Figure  151 Candidate sites for Mars 94 stations and penetrators, from  Table 61.
The background map is a composite of the Viking MDIM-2 mosaic and Mars Global Surveyor MOLA shaded relief.
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 Table 62.  Exob  iology Landing   Sites    

62a. Sites from Farmer et al . (1995)l

Type Site Catalog number Name Location Priority

Fluvio-lacustrine 1 1 Eridania NW 37.0° S, 230.0° W High
2 2 Margaritifer Sinus SE 22.0° S, 11.0° W
3 8 Mare Tyrrhenum SE 22.8° S, 230.6° W
4 10 Mare Tyrrhenum SW 24.8° S, 265.8° W
5 79 Aeolis SE 15.5° S, 188.5° W
6 137 Mangala Valles 6.3° S, 149.5° W
7 138 Aeolis NE (Gusev) 15.5° S, 184.5° W
8 140 Iapygia NW 7.3° S, 305.0° W
9 5 Iapygia NE 11.0° S, 279.5° W Moderate
10 7 Eridania NE 43.2° S, 208.1° W
11 22 Candor Mensa 6.1° S, 73.8° W
12 4 Eridania SE 57.0° S, 197.0° W Low
13 21 Chryse Planitia 18.9° N, 53.5° W
14 26 Maja Valles 18.1° N, 55.7° W
15 77 Ares Vallis 2.0° N, 16.0° W
16 141 Hebes Chasma 1.5° S, 76.5° W
17 58 Viking 1, Chryse Planitia 22.5° N, 47.9° W
18 99 Viking 2, Utopia Planitia 47.9° N, 225.7° W

Spring 19 32 Dao Vallis 33.2° S, 266.4° W High
20 77 Ares Vallis 2.5° N, 19.0° W Moderate

Periglacial 21 139 Oxia Palus 22.1° N, 37.6° W* Low

62b. Additional sites from Greeley and Thomas (1995)

Type Site Catalog number Name Location Priority

Fluvio-lacustrine 22 142 Mangala Valles 8.5° S, 159.5° W High
23 143 Ismenius Lacus SW 33.5° N, 342.5° W
24 147 Sinus Sabaeus NE 8.0° S, 335.0° W
25 144 Diacria SE 39.5° N, 135.5° W Moderate/High
26 145 Memnonia NW 14.5° S, 175.0° W Moderate
27 146 Phaethontis NC 37.5° S, 146.0° W
28 148 Oxia Palus NE 21.3° N, 8.0° W

Ground ice
(= periglacial)

29 149 Ismenius Lacus SC 44.3° N, 333.0° W High
30 150 Casius SE 36.0° N, 259.0° W Moderate

 Notes:  (1) *Oxia Palus longitude in the catalog is 36.7° W.
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Figure 152 Exobiology sites listed in Table 62.
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      7 November 1996: Mars Global Surveyor
(United States)  

 Mars     Global Surveyor (MGS) was intended to recover 
some of the observations not made by Mars Observer. 
The science goals were high-resolution imaging, topo-
graphic mapping with a laser altimeter, gravity mapping
from radio tracking, climate monitoring, the composi-
tion of the surface and   atmosphere  , and studies of the 
planet’s magnetic field. The 1030-kg spacecraft was a
1.2- by 1.2- by 1.7-m box with two long solar arrays,
each 3.5 by 1.9 m across. A dish antenna was mounted 
    on a 2-m boom.  

 MGS     was launched at 17:01 UT, and after a 10-month
cruise, it began its orbit insertion burn at 01:17 UT on 12 
September 1997 (MY 23, sol 371). The initial orbit was 
54 021 by 258 km high with a period     of 45 hours. For 16
months after orbit insertion, aerobraking gradually mod-
ified the original elliptical orbit to make it almost circular 
at an average height of 378 km with a period of 118 min-
utes (Albee et al .,  2001 ). Mapping was originally sched-l
uled to begin in     March 1998, but a malfunction of one of 
the solar panel supports slowed the aerobraking process 
considerably, delaying the start of routine mapping to 9 
March 1999. Many observations were still possible dur-
ing aerobraking, especially magnetic field mapping, 
which benefitted from the lower altitudes. The mapping 
    orbit was polar and Sun-synchronous, so every image 
was taken with early-afternoon illumination, except at 
locations near the poles. After mapping commenced, the 
spacecraft operated almost flawlessly for nine years, or 
3340 days, greatly exceeding its design lifetime of one
Mars year.     The last communication was on 2 November 
2006 (MY 28, sol 277), when a solar panel steering joint 
apparently failed at the end of a solar conjunction imag-
ing hiatus, probably causing the spacecraft to enter a safe 
mode from which it did not recover. MGS     should stay in 
orbit until about 2046. Mission events at Mars are listed
in  Table 63 .  

 MGS     carried four instruments to address its science 
goals. The Mars Orbiter Camera, MOC, produced over 
243 000 images ( Figure 153 ), including global coverage
at 230 m/pixel (Caplinger and Malin,  2001 ), daily     global 
weather maps at 7500 m/pixel ( Figure 153 E), and more
than 97 000 very high-resolution (up to 1.5 m/pixel) 
images of small areas distributed across much of the 

planet (    Malin and Edgett,  2001 ; Malin et al .  2010 ).l
Figure 153 A shows the Mars Pathfinder landing region
two days before the landing, with dust clouds in Valles 
Marineris, also seen in  Figure     141 . Total surface coverage
at high resolution (better than 12 m/pixel) was about 
5.4%. Images of Phobos and Deimos were also obtained
(Figure 202). MOLA, the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter, 
produced a high-resolution global topographic     map far 
better than any previous effort (Smith et al .,  2001 ). Al
shaded relief map derived from MOLA data forms part of 
Figures 3 and 4. This altimetric map also provided the
best positional control then available for Mars, and this 
became the standard control for     future maps. MOLA
ceased operations on 30 June 2001 (MY 25, sol 384) after 
firing 700 million laser pulses, when its precision timing 
mechanism failed. 

 The     magnetometer system (two magnetometers and 
an electron reflectometer) provided the first global map
(Acuña et al .,  2001 ; Connerney l et al ., 2005) of magneticl
anomalies ( Figure 154 A). The Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer     (TES) mapped surface composition, establish-
ing the average basaltic composition and identifying 
interesting anomalies, especially a large deposit of hem-
atite in Meridiani Planum which became the target for 
the Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity in 2004 (Chris-
tensen  et al .,  2001 ). In addition, the Radio Science l
    Experiment monitored radio signals to measure orbital
velocity, from which gravity and crustal thickness maps
could be derived, and occultations probed the atmosphere 
at the limb.

 Paper     maps had been produced by USGS from Mari-
ner 9 and Viking data, but after MGS, most cartography 
of Mars moved into the digital realm. USGS created a 
global photomosaic of Viking images tied to MOLA con-
trol which could be manipulated via the Internet at  www
.mapaplanet.    org , allowing users to create their own maps 
with customized scale, map projection and extent. The 
MOLA altimetry and the MOC global photomosaic were
also made available on this site. The same data and many
other images were also made available through ‘Mars in 
Google     Earth’, a data layer in another popular online
mapping tool from Google.  

 Mars     Global Surveyor data revealed Mars to be more 
diverse, active and interesting than Viking had suggested. 
The magnetic anomalies ( Figure 154 A) suggested intense
geological activity in the distant past. The hematite 
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 Table 63.   Mars   Global Surveyor Orbital    Events  

Date Orbit Events

12 September 1997 1 Orbit insertion, 263 by 54 026 km, 44.99-hour period (MY 23, sol 371)
15 September 1997 3 Initial aerobraking period begins
8 October 1997 15 Solar panel fl exing caused by drag noted, altitude about 115 kmfl
12 October 1997 18 Orbit raised for assessment, 175 by 45 100 km, 35.4-hour period, data collection

begins during hiatus
7 November 1997 36 Aerobraking period 1 begins (MY 23, sol 426)
27 March 1998 201 Science phasing period 1 begins, 175 by 17 800 km, 11.6-hour period, in order to 

position mapping orbit correctly. Data collection continues
29 April 1998 269 Solar conjunction (MY 23, sol 594)
27 May 1998 328 Science phasing period 2 begins, same orbit, data collection resumes on 2 June
7 August 1998 476 Phobos encounter (MY 24, sol 23)
19 August 1998 501 Phobos encounter
31 August 1998 526 Phobos encounter
12 September 1998 551 Phobos encounter (MY 24, sol 58)
24 September 1998 573 Aerobraking period 2 begins
4 February 1999 1284 Aerobraking period 2 ends, 377 by 454 km, 118-minute orbit (MY 24, sol 199)
19 February 1999 1473 Orbit adjustment, 368 by 438 km, 118-minute period
9 March 1999 1683 Premapping mission ends
9 March 1999 1 Mapping mission begins, orbits renumbered from 1 (MY 24, sol 231)
29 March 1999 247 High-gain antenna deployed, continuous mapping begins
3–30 May 1999 Geodesy campaign, global and colour mapping (north of 70° S)
June 1999 Mars Polar Lander landing site imaging
1999 Mars Surveyor 2001 site imaging
13–20 December 1999 Science campaign C, completion of global mapping south of 70° S
December 1999 Mars Polar Lander search
1 February 2000 8506 End of nominal mission, start of extended mission operations (MY 24, sol 551)
22 June–12 July 2000 Conjunction, imaging hiatus
2001–2004 Mars Exploration Rover site imaging
1–18 August 2002 Conjunction, imaging hiatus
30 June 2001 MOLA timing mechanism fails, end of altimetry data collection
2003–2006 Phoenix site imaging
8–24 September 2004 Conjunction, imaging hiatus
27 August–7 September 2005 MGS in safe mode, no data received
2005–2006 Mars Science Laboratory site imaging
18 October–2 November 2006 Conjunction, imaging hiatus
2 November 2006 End of mission (MY 28, sol 277)
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Figure 153 Examples of Mars Global Surveyor data.
A:  Approach image taken  on 2 July 1997 showing the Mars Pathfi nder landing region from 17 million km.  B: Approach image 
taken on 20 August 1997 from 5.5 million km. C: MOC image of layered sediments  and sand dunes on the fl oor of a crater in
Arabia Terra ( MSSS  release MOC2-1591, 20 September 2006).  D: MOC image R1102651 of the same area of Tempe Terra   shown 
in shown in  Figures 51D, 188C and 190D .  E:  Part of a MOC wide-angle global weather map showing clouds over Elysium and 
Tharsis in April 1999.
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deposits strongly suggested     the action of water. Recent 
gullies on steep slopes hinted at surface water flow, and 
some were seen to be active during the mission. Fresh
impact craters were observed to have formed during the
mission, and polar terrains evolved before the gaze of the
camera.     Landing sites, past and future, were mapped in 
unprecedented detail, allowing realistic landing site cer-
tification and rover route planning for the first time. This
was essential for the surface operations of the Mars
Exploration Rovers beginning in 2004.  

  1996:     Marsokhod International Mission

 Lusignan     ( 1996 ) described a possible international mis-
sion which would place a Russian Marsokhod rover on 
Mars. The 93-kg rover would be able to drive up to 800 m 
per day and could collect samples for later collection and 
return to Earth. A carrier spacecraft would deploy 
    the rover in its landing vehicle and then enter orbit to
map sites and serve as a data relay. It might also deploy
penetrators. Nine landing sites for the Marsokhod rover 
were suggested and were said to have been ‘identified by
international scientists’. No details     of site selection were
given, but the list somewhat resembles the list of US/Rus-
sian penetrator sites listed in the Mars Landing Site Cata-
log ( Table 47 ). The target ellipses for penetrator delivery
were 150 by 250 km     across, with smaller ellipses for the 
rover. The sites ( Figure 154 B) are listed in  Table 64  with
their approximate Landing Site Catalog equivalents.     An 

ellipse illustrated by Lusignan ( 1996 ) on Aurorae Planum 
adjacent to Capri Chasma is about 40 by 120 km across at 
9.7° S, 44.2° W (site G in  Table 64 ).  

      16 November 1996: Mars 96 (Russia)

 Mars     96 was initially planned as Mars 94 but was delayed
into 1996, displacing a subsequent rover and balloon 
mission from 1996 to 1998, which was later cancelled. 
Mars literature thus refers to two missions as Mars 96,
creating a potential for confusion. The original Mars 96
    mission with rovers and balloons is described later under 
the name Mars 98, its new designation before it was can-
celled. Landing sites for this mission are listed in  Table 
65 A, as given in the Mars     Landing Site Catalog ( Table
47 ). They lie around the Chryse-Acidalia lowlands. Four 
balloon sites were identified by Kazarian-Le Brun ( 1996 ),
whose description assumed data relay by the Mars 94
orbiter and therefore     clearly drew on studies much earlier 
than the publication date. All these sites are shown in
 Figure 155 .

 Mars     96 as flown consisted of a 3159-kg orbiter, two 
landers and two penetrators. A third lander, funded by 
NASA and carrying two US instruments, was considered 
for a time during mission planning. The objectives were 
to investigate the evolution of the     planet’s atmosphere,
surface, ionosphere and interior. Some astronomical 
observations would be made during cruise as on several 
previous Soviet planetary missions. The spacecraft was 
launched at 20:49 UT from Baikonur and would have
arrived at Mars on 12 September 1997 (MY 23,     sol 371).
It entered a 165-km parking orbit, but the upper stage
burn to place it on a Mars trajectory failed. It re-entered
the atmosphere at about 01:00 UT on 17 November and 
crashed in northern Chile or the Pacific Ocean.  

 The     two small stations would be deployed before 
arrival, landing on the surface with instruments similar to 
those carried by the penetrators. Both the penetrators and 
the small stations were expected to last for a full Mars
year. The landing sites were restricted to dayside lati-
tudes between   20° S and 60° N, and specific sites are 
listed in  Table 65 B based on the websites of Malin Space
Science Systems (MSSS) in San Diego, California, and 
the Institute for Cosmic Research (  IKI  ) in Moscow. 
These reflect different stages of site planning, the IKI list 

 Table 64.   Mars  okhod Landing Sites from
Lusignan (  1996 )    

Site Name Location Catalog site

A Candor Chasma 6° S, 74° W 72
B Margaritifer Terra 18° S, 7° W Near 75
C Gusev 14° S, 183° W 112 or 138
D Utopia Planitia 45° N, 250° W 65
E Maja Vallis 20° N, 54° W 21
F Promethei Terra 36° S, 248° W –
G Capri Chasma 10° S, 44° W 74
H Meridiani/Aram Chaos 2° N, 17° W 77
I Arabia Terra 28° N, 328° W 61
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Figure 154 A: Mars Global Surveyor magnetic anomalies adapted from  Connerney  et al. (2005). The light and dark areas
represent variations in the radial magnetic fi eld, dark for negative values and bright for positive values. B: Landing sites for the 
Marsokhod International Mission ( Table 64 ;  Lusignan, 1996 ). C: Capri Chasma ellipse for the Marsokhod International Mission
(Mars Odyssey THEMIS infrared mosaic). 
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being the final stage of planning prior to launch.  Figure 
155  shows those sites, clustered in the Tharsis-Amazonis
region.     Surkov and Kremnev ( 1998 ) identified an alter-
native penetrator location in Utopia Planitia ( Table 65 B). 
The landing ellipses were 240 by 30 km across.  

 After     small station deployment, the orbiter would 
have been deflected from its Mars collision trajectory to 
enter a 500 by 52 000 km orbit with a period of 43 hours, 
an inclination of 106° and periapsis at 26° N. The orbiter 
carried a high-resolution camera provided by     ESA, a
near-infrared spectrometer for mineralogy studies, and
ground-penetrating radar to observe subsurface layering
and buried water or ice. The two penetrators would be

deployed after the main spacecraft had entered orbit 
around Mars. Each would impact at high velocity, bury-
ing     a forebody to a depth of 1 m or more while the aft-
body remained on the surface, the two components 
attached by a cable. The forebody contained a gamma-
ray spectrometer and a seismometer. The aftbody carried
meteorology instruments, a camera and a transmitter.

 Jacques     Blamont of the University of Paris and the 
French space agency CNES suggested a possible alterna-
tive Mars 96 mission at the seventh Mars Science Work-
ing Group meeting held in Washington, DC, on 17 June
1992. This was intended to     overcome serious budgetary
problems in Russia at the time. French space agency

  Table 65.   Land  ing Sites for Mars  96    

65a. Sites Proposed for the Original Mars 96 Rover Mission

Lander type Location Notes

Penetrators 13° S, 4° W Catalog site 89: South Terra Meridiani
53° N, 85° W Catalog site 90: North Tempe
52° N, 357° W Catalog site 91: Cydonia
23° N, 336° W Catalog site 92: West Arabia

Small stations 11° N, 151° W Catalog site 93: South Amazonia
30° N, 156° W Catalog site 94: North Amazonia
55° N, 80° W Catalog site 95: North Tempe
45° N, 348° W Catalog site 96: Deuteronilus Mensae 

West
Balloons (Kazarian-Le 

Brun, 1996)
45° to 56° N, 12° to 40° W
47° to 56° N, 248° to 260° W
38° to 43° N, 254° to 258° W
50° to 56° N, 173° to 183° W

Acidalia Planitia
Utopia Planitia
Arcadia Planitia

65b. Sites Proposed for the Mars 96 Mission as Flown

Landers Location Notes Source

Small stations 32.48° N, 169.32° W
41.31° N, 153.77° W

Arcadia Planitia, 600 by 120 km
ellipses, azimuths 115° to 145°

MSSS website

Small station backup site 3.65° N, 193° W Elysium Planitia
Small stations 37° N, 162° W Amazonis Planitia IKI website

33° N, 169° W Amazonis Planitia
Penetrators 36° N, 161° W Amazonis Planitia

36° N, 125° W Western edge of Alba Mons
Alternative penetrator site 36° N, 245° W Utopia Planitia Surkov and

Kremnev (1998)
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CNES and NASA would purchase some of the hardware 
to help fund the mission. Blamont suggested two landing
sites as part of his proposal, at 10° N, 160° W and at   40°
N, 150° W. Both sites are similar to locations chosen for 
Mars 94 and Mars 96 ( Tables 61 , 64, 65), and they are 
shown in  Figure     155 .  

  Mars     Pathfinder Landing Site Selection

 The     Pathfinder landing site latitude had to be between
10° and 20° N, where the Sun would be overhead at the
time of landing, and its elevation below 0 km based on
Viking topography ( Figure 157 ).     The landing ellipse   
size for initial planning was 300 km by 100 km, later 
reduced to 200 km by 100 km. Matthew Golombek 
(JPL), the Pathfinder project scientist, organized a meet-
ing on 18 and 19 April 1994 to discuss landing sites
(Golombek,    1994a   ). The open nature of the site selec-
tion process became a model for many future missions.
Participants suggested the 43 sites listed in  Table 66  and
plotted in  Figure   156   , many of them falling outside the
acceptable latitude zone because the initial range had
been 0° to 30° N. 

 These     sites fell into three categories. At ‘grab bag’ 
sites, such as the mouths of large channels, fluvial depos-
its containing many different types of rock might be 
found within reach of the small Pathfinder rover. The
original sources of the rocks would not be known, but 
future     orbital remote sensing might help locate them. At 
large uniform sites of unknown origin, such as a smooth 
plains deposit which might be volcanic or sedimentary,
lava or ash and deposited by wind or water, Pathfinder 
should be able to resolve the uncertainty. At large     uni-
form sites of suspected or known composition, such as a 
lava flow, Pathfinder would confirm the interpretation
and provide more refined composition data. Grab bag
sites were most favoured. The Cerberus area was the
most attractive uniform site.  

 All     the sites in  Table 66  were plotted on the USGS 
1:15 000 000 scale geologic maps using the 300 km by
100 km landing ellipse, and those outside the engineer-
ing constraints were dropped immediately or moved     to 
nearby locations within the constraints. A few additional 
sites matching scientific goals expressed at the meet-
ing were added. This produced a shortlist of ten sites 

( Table 67 a,  Figure     157 ) which were ranked and discussed
at a meeting of the Mars Pathfinder Project Science
Group on 9 and 10 June 1994 (Golombek,  1994b ). The
prime and alternate sites (1 to 4 in rank order in the table) 
were chosen by   voting  . The remaining sites were rejected, 
and their order in  Table 67 a is not ranked.

 In     1995 additional studies of radar and thermal inertia
data provided more information on roughness and rock 
abundance. Several additional sites were examined ( Table 
67 b, sites A, B, C, D). The final site     certification was 
now undertaken, and Ares/Tiu, Tritonis Lacus and Isidis
(B) were the three ‘finalists’ in this last ranking (Golombek 
et al .,  1997 ). Tritonis was safe but was rejected as its sci-l
ence potential was unclear. It was almost identical     to 
Viking site A2 ( Figure 45 ). Isidis was the smoothest site
but appeared to have little chemically unmodified mate-
rial to examine. Ares/Tiu, the grab bag site, was favoured 
as the most interesting location for     a small rover and 
became the Pathfinder target. These sites are illustrated 
in  Figure 158 .  

      4 December 1996: Mars Pathfinder
(United States)  

 Mars     Pathfinder, the second of NASA’s Discovery mis-
sions, was a technology demonstrator for the MESUR 
network mission and was originally called MESUR Path-
finder. Because MESUR needed many surface stations,
an inexpensive and reliable landing system would be 
required. Mars Pathfinder tested a new entry,     descent and 
landing system different from that used by Viking, involv-
ing airbags instead of thrusters for the final stage of 
descent. Despite a very limited budget, it managed to 
incorporate some science instruments as well, and a very 
small rover (the Microrover Flight     Experiment) initially
developed as an independent exercise. The scientific 
objectives were to perform atmospheric entry science, 
surface imaging, chemical analyses of rocks and rego-
lith, material properties experiments and meteorology. 
Mars Pathfinder operated on Mars for 83 sols, greatly 
exceeding the originally planned     30-sol lander lifetime 
and 7-sol rover mission. The small rover, the first to oper-
ate successfully on Mars, traversed about 100 m in the
vicinity of the lander. The rover’s route is shown in  Fig-
ures 165 ,     166 and 167, and its daily activities are listed in
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Figure 155 Mars 96 landing sites ( Table 65). 
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Figure 156 Mars Pathfi nder landing sites suggested at the fi Pathfi nder  fi Landing Site  Workshop ( Table 66). 
Several specifi c ellipses  illustrated at the workshop  are shown below. The Chryse sites were presented and ranked for safety by 
Larry Crumpler; the other two  were from Alan Treiman and Scott  Murchie.  The Melas site was too far south and could only fi t the
terrain if a smaller (‘restricted’) ellipse was approved.
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  Table 66.   Site  s  Suggested at the  Pathfinder  Landing Site Workshop, April 1994    

Site Location Notes

1. Mawrth – Ares area 2° N, 2° W Between two valleys
2. Mawrth Vallis 28° N, 18° W Plateau near the channel
3. Mawrth Vallis 29° N, 21° W Valley mouth
4. Mawrth Vallis 27° N, 23° W Fluvial deposits (Kuzmin rank 10)
5. Ares Vallis 16° N, 32° W Meteorology site – ranked 3rd of 5
6. Ares – Tiu Valles 15° N, 35° W outfl ow channel mouth, grab bag sitefl
7. Ares – Tiu Valles 19.3° N, 35° W Fluvial deposits (Kuzmin rank 1)
8. Chryse near Viking 1 23.5° N, 45.5° W Extend Viking results
9. Hypanis Valles 11.5° N, 45.5° W Fluvial deposits (Kuzmin rank 11)
10. Chryse – Viking 1 22° N, 47.5° W Extend Viking results, examine VL1 or aeroshell
11. Kasei Valles 26° N, 48.5° W Fluvial deposits (Kuzmin rank 9)
12. Chryse 23.5° N, 50° W Near Viking 1, to extend Viking results
13. Maja Valles 18° N, 50° W Fan at mouth of valley
14. Maja Valles 17.5° N, 53° W Fluvial deposits (Kuzmin rank 8)
15. Maja Valles mouth 19° N, 53.5° W Outfl ow channel mouth, grab bag sitefl
16. Lunae Planum 20° N, 61° W Ridged plains, widespread unit (Kuzmin rank 5)
17. Melas Chasma 9.75° S, 72.75° W Too far south, needs smaller ellipse; view canyon walls
18. Kasei Valles 21° N, 75.5° W Fluvial and eolian deposits (Kuzmin rank 2)
19. Tharsis Lavas 10.8° N, 135.2° W Ejecta of SNC source crater?
20. Tharsis Lavas 24.8° N, 142.1° W Ejecta of SNC source crater?
21. Lycus Sulci 25° N, 145° W View of Olympus Mons scarp
22. Medusae Fossae 1° N, 146° W Fluvial and volcanic materials (Kuzmin rank 4)
23. Amazonis Planitia 18° N, 150° W Meteorology site – ranked 1st of 5
24. Amazonis Planitia 23.5° N, 152° W Ejecta of SNC source crater?
25. Amazonis Planitia 29.5° N, 153° W Ejecta of SNC source crater?
26. Medusae Fossae 1° N, 160° W Fluvial and volcanic materials (Kuzmin rank 3)
27. Eumenides Dorsum 9.5° N, 160.5° W Medusae Fossae
28. Amazonis Planitia 4° N, 162° W Medusae Fossae Formation
29. Marte Valles 16° N, 177° W Young outflow channelfl
30. Cerberus plains 6° N, 183° W Volcanic (possible SNC source) or fl uvial plainsfl
31. Marte Valles 6.5° N, 183.5° W Fluvial and volcanic materials (Kuzmin rank 6)
32. Elysium SE 3° N, 184.5° W Climatology site
33. Cerberus plains 6° N, 188° W ‘Recently drained ephemeral sea’
34. Marte Valles 2.5° N, 191° W Fluvial and volcanic materials (Kuzmin rank 7)
35. Cerberus Rupes 5° N, 194° W 190–197, Meteorology site – ranked 4th of 5
36. Tartarus Colles 11.41° N, 197.69° W Highland materials
37. Cerberus plains 13° N, 200.5° W Dark mafi c sand (box area)fi
38. Elysium 13° N, 203° W Lava plains
39. Elysium Planitia 15° N, 246° W Dark area. Meteorology site – ranked 5th of 5
40. Isidis 15° N, 275° W Lake deposits?
41. Isidis Planitia 13° N, 278° W Meteorology site – ranked 2nd of 5
42. Isidis 15° N, 280° W Lake or volcanic deposits
43. Arago crater 10.2° N, 330° W Fluvial and eolian deposits (Kuzmin rank 12)

Note:    Kuzmin rank:   priority assigned by Kuzmin  et al . (   1994 ). Meteorology sites: priority assigned by  Seiff  l et al . ( 1994 ).       l
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Tables 68  and 69. The lander returned 16 500 images and 
8.5 million meteorological measurements, and the rover  
returned 569 images and 16 chemical analyses.     Mars
Pathfinder was the first planetary mission to take place as
the World Wide Web underwent its rapid growth, and the 
daily rover activities and press conferences drew record 
web traffic. Previous missions such as Magellan had seen
image and status report distribution to limited audiences 
through the     text-based Usenet, but Mars Pathfinder initi-
ated the process of wide public access to data and docu-
ments which revolutionized NASA’s public relations in 
the next decade.  

 Jacques     Blamont of the University of Paris and the
French space agency CNES suggested a possible addition

to Pathfinder at the seventh Mars Science Working Group 
meeting held in Washington, DC, on 17 June 1992. CNES
would purchase from Russia one of the small stations 
intended     to be flown on Mars 94. It had a payload of 
cameras, spectrometers, a seismometer and a magnetom-
eter, but NASA instruments might be substituted. This 
would fly on the Pathfinder spacecraft and be deployed 
during the approach to Mars with no impact on Path-
finder   itself  . The idea was not adopted.

 On     the 30th anniversary of the Mariner 4 flyby of 
Mars (14 July 1965), NASA announced it had selected 
the name ‘Sojourner’ for its first Mars rover. The name
was chosen after a global competition for school children 
run by the Planetary Society. They were asked     to write an 

Table  67.   Path  finder Site Shortlists, 1994 and 1995    

Site Name Location Elevation Notes

67a. Ranked List of Sites, 1994

1 Ares/Tiu Valles 19.5° N, 32.8° W –2 km Prime landing site, grab bag site
2 Oxia Palus Dark Highlands south 

of Trouvelot crater
10° N–17° N,
11° W–20° W

Below 0 km Alternative site, ancient highlands with
dark eolian deposits. Edgett (1995) gives
location as 12.4° N, 14.3° W.

3 Maja Valles Fan 18.8° N, 52° W –0.5 km Alternative site, grab bag site – fan too small
for entire landing ellipse

4 Maja Highlands 13.5° N, 53° W 0 km Alternative site, highlands with valley
networks

5 Dark Hesperian Ridged Plains 14° N, 243° W Large uniform site, added after workshop
6 Marte Vallis 17° N, 176° W Large uniform site
7 Hypanis Valles 11.5° N, 45.5° W Large uniform or grab bag site, poor images

available
8 Isidis Planitia 15° N, 275° W Large uniform site
9 Tartarus Colles 11.5° N, 198° W Large uniform site
10 Elysium Lavas 13° N, 203° W Large uniform site

67b. Additional Sites, 1995

A Tritonis Lacus 20° N, 252° W Radar safe site, added after workshop
B Isidis 18.2° N, 275.3° W Very young plains
C Isidis 16° N, 276° W Possible alternative to B
D SW Elysium 13.9° N, 232° W Ridged plains, good images

Notes:     If radar data  revealed the prime site (1) to be too rough for a safe airbag  landing, the  alternative sites (2 to 4) would be considered. Sites 5 to 10
were rejected  late in the analysis and  are  not ranked. Sites A,    B, C and D are mentioned by Golombek et al . ( 1997 )  as additional  locations studied in l
1995  during the site certification process.     fi
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Figure 157 Shortlisted sites for Mars Pathfinder from  fi Table 67.
The white line is the zero elevation limit for Pathfi nder sites. Two alternative ellipses ( thinner outlines) at  Oxia Palus and Maja
Highlands are shown at locations illustrated by Golombek et al. (1997).
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essay about a historically significant woman. Valerie 
Ambroise, then 12 years old, of Bridgeport, Connecticut, 
won with an essay about Sojourner Truth (1797–1883), 
an African American abolitionist and champion of wom-
en’s rights whose original name was Isabella   Baumfree  . 
The name Sojourner also means ‘traveler’.  

 The     Pathfinder lander was a tetrahedral structure
which unfolded after landing, automatically orienting
itself. The three ‘petals’ which surrounded the base after 
it opened, spanning 3 m, contained more than 2.5 m2  of 
solar panels to generate electricity. The base carried a 
camera on     a 0.8-m-tall mast, a meteorology mast with
temperature sensors and wind ‘socks’, and the rover. 
The main task of the lander was to document the site in 
support of rover activities and to serve as the rover’s
data relay ( http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/image/
marsrover.gif ). The     rover was a 63- by 48- by 28-cm 
box, topped with a solar panel and antenna and sup-
ported on six wheels. The primary objectives of the rover 
were to demonstrate rover operations on Mars and to 
obtain chemical analyses (Foley  et al .,  2003 ) of     several 
rocks with an Alpha Proton X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS) 
initially designed for the Mars 94/96 mission. Earlier 
plans for rover operations included operating it on a
tether and using it to deploy a seismometer or to deliver 
soil to the lander for   analysis  . 

 The     following summary of the mission is based on
Golombek et al . ( 1999 ), Edgett (1997) and the status 
reports released by JPL during the mission, though 
there are discrepancies between published accounts.
Mars Pathfinder was launched from Cape Canaveral 
Air Station at 6:    58 UT on 4 December 1996. A Sun 
sensor problem was overcome very early in the flight, 
allowing a successful cruise to Mars. Four trajectory
correction burns were made during cruise, on 9 Janu-
ary 1997, 3 February, 6 May and 25 June. The     space-
craft entered the atmosphere of Mars on 4 July 1997 
(MY 23, sol 304) without going into orbit, unlike the 
Viking landers. Analyses just before arrival suggested 
Pathfinder might descend near the southwest end of the 
landing ellipse, possibly on a streamlined hill,     but it 
landed only 23 km from the centre of the landing ellipse 
( Figures 158 , 159). 

 Mars     was monitored by the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) as Pathfinder approached the planet ( Figure 141 ).
Images on 17 May and 27 June were designed to look 

for dust storm activity, and the June images did observe 
    yellow dust clouds in Valles Marineris. On 2 July, just
before arrival, the canyon dust storm persisted and more 
dust activity was seen around the north polar cap. Mars
Global Surveyor was approaching Mars at that time and
also took images of Mars on 2 July     ( Figure 153 ). The
north polar dust was also seen on 9 July by HST, but it
did not spread to threaten Pathfinder. The approach tra-
jectory was so accurate that a final course correction 
was not needed.     

 The     lander was deployed from the cruise stage 30
minutes before entering the atmosphere. The heatshield 
braked the probe initially, after which a 12.5-m parachute 
opened to slow it further. Some atmospheric characteris-
tics were measured during entry and descent. The heat-
shield was released after     the parachute opened, a 20-m
bridle (cable) was deployed below the spacecraft, and the
lander separated from its backshell and descended to the 
bottom of the bridle. Shortly before landing, as indicated
by a radar altimeter, a cluster of air bags inflated     to pro-
tect the lander. At an altitude of 100 m, three small rock-
ets in the backshell fired to provide the final braking, and
21 m above the ground the bridle was cut, dropping the
lander with its protective airbags.

 The     lander, encased in its airbags, struck the surface 
about 500 m southeast of the backshell and 2 km north
of a crater later informally named Big Crater, the larg-
est in the immediate vicinity. It hit the ground at 16:57
UT on 4 July   1997  , bounced at least 15 times over 2.5 
minutes and rolled downhill, covering about 10 m in
elevation and 1000 m horizontally in a northwesterly
direction before coming to rest in a small hollow ( Fig-
ures 159 ,     160, 163). Markings in the regolith suggest 
that in its final seconds of motion, the lander rolled
from east to west across its final location, then stopped 
at the slight rise occupied by the ‘Rock Garden’, a clus-
ter of larger rocks, and rolled back     a few meters before
coming to rest ( Figure 163 ). The heatshield appears to 
have broken into several fragments which were scat-
tered across the landscape and were later seen by the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s HiRISE camera ( Figure 
    160 ). A bright object southeast of the lander and visible
in surface images was initially thought to be part of the
backshell (Golombek et al .,  1999 ), but Tim Parker has
suggested that it is a thermal blanket from the airbags 
( Figures     159 , 160).  
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Figure 158 A: The backup Mars Pathfi nder ellipse at Tritonis Lacus. B: The backup ellipse at Isidis. C: the primary Mars
Pathfi nder landing ellipse at Ares/Tiu Valles. The Viking A-1 ellipse (  Figure 43 ) is also shown. The three Pathfi nder ellipse sizes 
and locations are taken from Golombek  et al. ( 1997). The images are all Mars Odyssey THEMIS infrared mosaics.
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Figure 159 The Mars Pathfi nder fi landing site.
A:  detail of USGS map I-1069.  B: Mars Odyssey  THEMIS visible image V02610007.  C and D: Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
HiRISE image PSP_002391_1995. Hardware elements shown in Figure 160  are indicated in D. In A and  B the locations of dust 
devils  mapped by Ferri  et al. (2003) are indicated by triangles. 
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Figure 160 Mars Pathfi nder hardware on the surface. fi  
The image is Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE image PSP_002391_1995. 
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Figure 161 Comparison of HiRISE  image PSP_002391_1995 with the Pathfi nder panorama projected into a circle with fi
exaggerated horizon relief. 
Common features are labelled. More distant features are identifi ed in  Figure 159 .
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  Figure   1  61  shows the area around the Mars Pathfinder 
lander, with many of the informal names given to rocks
and other features. This is a reprojected version of the
full panorama acquired later in the mission. The landing
site was covered with rocks, providing     an ideal area for 
the small rover to place instruments on a variety of tar-
gets. The site was exactly what had been predicted from
imaging, radar and thermal data, a major triumph of the 
site selection process compared with the surprising nature
of the Viking sites.     Among the rocks were a few small
drifts of dust and many well-defined wind tails and moats
like those seen at Sponge rock by Viking 1 ( Figure 63 ).
The wind tails were aligned with streaks behind obsta-
cles     seen from orbit, suggesting prevailing winds blow-
ing from the northeast.

 The     panorama itself is shown in  Figure 162 , and  Fig-
ure 164  is the same panorama projected into map geom-
etry with feature names added. So many informal names
were     given that not all can be shown here. The region
closer to the lander is shown in more detail in  Figures
165 , 166, 167 and 173.  Figures   165    to 167 show the route
of the rover, with annotations showing the locations of 
the various experiments and the rover itself at each stop.
Soon after landing, the spacecraft was named the Carl
Sagan Memorial Station, commemorating the well-
known planetary scientist and writer.     Sagan had died on
20 December 1996, and a 100-km-diameter crater near 
the landing site was later named after him ( Figure 49 ).

 After     landing, the lander deflated its airbags and
retracted them, pulling them up against its tetrahedral
body as much as possible. After 81 minutes on the sur-
face, the panels (‘petals’) of the tetrahedron separated 
and folded flat against the ground, exposing three trian-
gular solar   panels  , the small Sojourner rover and the 
lander’s instruments. The landing took place just before
dawn, and the lander and its Earth-bound team now
waited for sunrise on Mars so the solar panels could start 
generating power. Engineering and atmospheric science
data collected during entry     and landing were then trans-
mitted, and the camera was unlatched and rotated to find
the Sun, allowing Earth’s position to be predicted for 
high-gain antenna deployment.  

 The     first images were taken soon afterwards, reveal-
ing parts of the lander and its surroundings. The initial
view of the western horizon included two distinctive
small hills, dubbed ‘Twin Peaks’ after a popular television

series of the time. They were identified by Timothy
Parker (  JPL  ) on Viking images of the area, allowing the 
site to be located. Parker predicted that a crater rim would 
be seen southeast of the lander when the remainder of the 
panorama was transmitted at the end of the sol. The cra-
ter rim appeared in those new     images as expected, and 
the site identification was confirmed. The landing site 
coordinates were 19.33° N, 33.53° W (Folkner et al ., l
 1997 ). The lander had touched down about 20 km south-
west (downrange) of its target and tilted     only 2.5° on the 
very uneven surface. Apart from Twin Peaks and the rim 
of Big Crater, three more distant hills were visible. North 
Knob was a small hill 2 km north of the lander. Far Knob, 
also called Misty Mountain,     was a larger hill 30 km south
of the lander, and Southeast Knob was faintly visible 
about 20 km away ( Figures 159 , 161).  

 The     lander views showed the airbags had not retracted
enough to deploy the rover’s ramps, so the lander petal 
carrying the rover was raised and the airbags were 
retracted further. Subsequent images showed the ramps 
could now be deployed. Finally on sol 1, the meteorol-
ogy mast was deployed,     and the camera took and trans-
mitted more compressed images from its pre-deployment 
position on the lander surface. When combined with the 
first set of images, these provided a full ‘First Look Pan-
orama’ or ‘Mission Success Panorama’ for initial rover 
planning purposes. Sojourner obtained an     APXS atmo-
spheric measurement (referred to as A1) during this first 
sol while still on the lander.

 At     noon local Mars time on sol 2, the ramps were
unrolled to provide a route off the lander for the small
rover. One, facing south, was still prevented by an airbag 
from descending fully to the ground, but the north-facing 
ramp was ready to     use. The rover was released and driven 
down the rear (north) ramp onto the surface at 14:40 local
time, becoming the first wheeled vehicle on Mars ( Fig-
ures 165 , 168). A brief problem     with rover communica-
tions was resolved, and Sojourner placed its APXS
instrument on the soil to take a composition measure-
ment (A2) over the following night. APXS was mainly 
used overnight to reduce thermal noise. The camera was 
deployed on its mast, 80 cm above the lander     deck and 
100 cm above the surface, late on sol 2 after taking 
images for a full ‘Insurance Panorama’, less compressed 
than the first, in case the deployment failed. These images 
had a lower priority than the science data taken in the 
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following week and     might not all have been transmitted, 
but in fact all were eventually received on Earth ( Figure
173 C).  

 Sojourner     performed a soil mechanics experiment 
(called S1) on sol 3 by locking five wheels and spinning 
the sixth to see how easily the soil was eroded. Then it 
approached Barnacle Bill backwards, placing APXS on 
the rough-surfaced rock. Results of the overnight analy-
sis     (A3), announced the next day, showed a rock compo-
sition unexpectedly high in silica. On sol 4 Sojourner 
drove to a patch of soil in a moat-like depression near the 
large rock Yogi and placed its APXS (A4) on the ground 
at the end     of the sol. Several experiments were performed
earlier in the sol. These were a soil mechanics experi-
ment (S2), a technology test of a wheel (T1), and the first 
wheel abrasion experiments at Barnacle Bill (W1) and 
near Yogi (W2). These     were engineering tests involving
the rotation of the right middle wheel of the rover, which
held an aluminum plate with thin coatings of nickel, plat-
inum and aluminium on a black substrate. As the wheel
scuffed the soil, the amount of coating abraded by fric-
tion was estimated from     changes in reflectivity as meas-
ured by a light sensor. Deimos was observed by the 
lander on sol 4, among other remote sensing targets. 
Nightime observations were possible early in the mission
before the rechargeable batteries degraded, but after 30
sols they became very limited. During     this first week a 
full stereoscopic ‘Monster Panorama’ was obtained from 
the deployed camera for rover planning.

 On     sol 5 the rover performed another wheel abrasion
test (W3) on that soil, imaged Yogi at close range and 
placed the APXS on the soil again (A5). While attempt-
ing to deploy its APXS on the side of Yogi on sol 6,
Sojourner approached the     rock awkwardly, riding slightly
up on it before sensing a problem and halting ( Figure 
168 ). Soil disturbed by the rover in the vicinity of Yogi
exposed white material resembling a light-toned rock 
called Scooby   Doo  , which would be examined later. A 
communication problem and a lander computer reset on 
sol 7 delayed an attempt to back off Yogi, approach again 
and redeploy the APXS, but on sol 8 the rover backed 
away from Yogi. Pathfinder’s receiver had been turned
off     to save power and was not turned back on to receive 
its instructions. On sol 9 the lander began the transmis-
sion of part of a large three-colour ‘Gallery Panorama’ of 
the landing site.  

 Sol     10 was 13 July 1997 (MY 23, sol 312). The pano-
rama transmission was interrupted again by another 
computer reset, but despite this Sojourner was able to 
test APXS noise with the instrument in the air (A6) and 
then place APXS on Yogi. On     the next sol the panorama 
images were received along with the APXS data (A7) for 
Yogi, which was a normal basalt with little silica. During
the remainder of the mission, the high-quality multispec-
tral ‘Super Panorama’ was obtained in sections and was 
83%     complete before the mission ended. Typical tem-
peratures during this early phase of the mission, in the
middle of northern hemisphere summer, were as high as
1° C during the day, dropping to –80° C overnight. The
atmosphere was becoming dustier as winds     carried fine
particles from Valles Marineris, where the Hubble Space 
Telescope had observed a dust storm just before Path-
finder landed. On sol 12 Sojourner drove 3.6 m towards
the white rock Scooby Doo and performed a wheel abra-
sion test (W4) ( Figures     165 , 168). The lander imaged a
sunrise and monitored the set of three conical ‘wind-
socks’ hanging from brackets on the meteorology mast,
as they did almost every day. Many images were taken in
sequence to show their motion as they were moved by
the     wind, allowing estimates of wind speed and direc-
tion. On sol 13 the rover drove another 2.5 m towards 
Scooby Doo, stopping for soil mechanics experiments in 
cloddy soil (S3) and among small rocks at Cabbage Patch
(S4), and the lander continued     panorama imaging. Wheel
abrasion test W5 was done at the start of sol 14 before
Sojourner moved onto Scooby Doo. APXS was deployed
on the rock (A8) at the end of the sol, and just before
midnight, the lander imaged Deimos. A sudden     darken-
ing of the sky observed at 11:00 local time on sol 14 may 
have been caused by a nearby dust devil (Ferri et al ., l
 2003 ). Ground communication problems delayed receipt 
of sol 14 data on sol 15, but the missing information was 
received   later  .

 On     sol 15 Sojourner used its wheels to try to scuff or 
scratch Scooby Doo to estimate its hardness (S5) and 
tried to deploy APXS on the scuffed area, but missed 
and measured nearby soil instead (A9). Scooby Doo 
had a composition similar to typical soils     but with more
calcium and silicon. It might have been a piece of 
cemented regolith like some of the crusts seen by
Viking, but it was too hard to scratch. Sol 16 activities
were lost due to communication problems, which were 
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Figure 162 Mars Pathfi nder images of the landing site. fi
A (across both pages):  Full panoramic image.  B:  Rim of Big Crater. C:  Far Knob on the southern horizon. D: Jenkins Dune and 
an airbag bounce mark. E:   Twin Peaks. F:  The Rock Garden. Images (B), (E) and (F) (NASA/JPL) were created by Tim  Parker
( JPL). 
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Figure 162 (continued)
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Figure 163 HiRISE image PSP_002391_1995 (top) and the surface panorama reprojected to fit it (bottom).fi
The airbag bounce marks are from the surface  panorama ( Figures 161,  162) and are not visible in the HiRISE image.
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resolved over the next sol.     Some images taken before
dawn on sol 16 and transmitted later were supposed to 
show the Earth in the sky, but it was hidden by clouds, 
so movies were made on several later sols to show the
clouds moving across the sky. Atmospheric pressure
reached a minimum     at about this time in mid July 1997,
then rose as the southern polar cap began to sublimate.
Sojourner moved back to Cabbage Patch on sol 18 
where it conducted soil mechanics (S6, S7) and wheel 
abrasion (W6) tests ( Figure     169 ). There was no rover 
activity on sol 19. 

 On     sol 20, or 23 July 1997 on Earth (MY 23, sol 322), 
the rover performed some more technology tests on the
wheels (T2) and then moved to a patch of dark soil near 
the rock Lamb to APXS on the ground to collect data 
    overnight (A10). Sol 21 included soil mechanics (S8), 
technology (T3) and wheel abrasion (W7) tests and a
3-m driving experiment in which the rover found its way
around a cluster of rocks via two pre-identified way-
points, approaching the next     rock target, Souffle, using
its own hazard-avoidance system. The drive to Souffle 
was completed on sol 22, but the rover climbed onto the 
low rock and did not deploy its APXS properly, taking 
data in the air (A11). On the next sol, Sojourner     under-
took its longest drive to date, about 6 m, skirting the 
lander and numerous rocks ( Figures 165 , 169), and also 
performed soil mechanics (S9) and wheel abrasion (W8)
tests. The soil     experiments had revealed that much of the
surface material was as fine as talcum powder, notably a 
very soft fine-grained soil near Casper on sol 23 (S9). 
The lander observed the sunrise and the small moon 
Phobos and transmitted parts of two     of the panoramas it 
had been taking during the mission. On sol 24 the lander 
again imaged sunset, Phobos, the windsocks, and the sky, 
looking for clouds. Sojourner drove around a group of 
rocks, including Calvin and Hobbes, and then back 
towards the     lander. It was supposed to approach Mini-
Matterhorn, a pyramidal rock near the lander airbags,
imaging the rock and the lander nearby, but that sequence 
and a soil mechanics test were aborted by a computer 
fault. APXS made three tests of instrument noise (    A12, 
A13 and A14).  

 The     images of Mini-Matterhorn intended to be taken 
on sol 24 images were postponed until sol 25. Another 
rock, Squash, was also supposed to be imaged by the
rover on sol 25, as its lumpy surface suggested to the

geologists that it might be a   conglomerate  , a sedimentary 
rock containing fragments rounded during transport in
water. The landing site had been regarded as a flood
deposit since the time of Viking, and these images might 
help confirm the hypothesis. Unfortunately this drive and 
its imaging sequence were again interrupted, and the 
rover just     turned in place. For the lander, sol 25 was 
devoted largely to meteorology. Water ice clouds were 
observed on many mornings at this site, dissipating later 
in the day. The atmospheric pressure fluctuated fre-
quently, sometimes several times a day, as weather sys-
tems blew     over. Shorter-term fluctuations were attributed
to possible dust devils, one of them on sol 25, though at 
this stage none had been noticed. However, later analysis 
of images taken for the Gallery Panorama on sols 10 and
11 showed five very faint dust   devils  , all seen around
noon local time (Metzger et al .  1999 ), and more were l
described by Ferri et al . ( 2003 ). The approximate loca-l
tions of dust devils observed around the landing site are
shown in  Figure   159   .  

 Sojourner     resumed driving on sol 26, heading towards 
the dusty drift Mermaid, which was sometimes called
Mermaid Dune, though it was not strictly a sand dune. Its 
left front wheel jammed late in the drive, probably 
because a small rock became stuck in the wheel. The 
rover     backed up in a pre-programmed hazard-avoidance
sequence and freed the wheel. The drive included a turn 
to image Mini-Matterhorn. Sojourner turned, moved
slightly closer to the rock, took its images, backed up,
turned onto its original heading and     moved on. The sci-
ence team released sunrise and sunset images and
described ice crystal clouds seen early each morning
which evaporated as temperatures increased. On sol 27 
the rover performed two soil mechanics tests (S10 and 
S11) before driving to Mermaid. Sol 28 began with     a 
combined wheel abrasion and technology test (W9 and 
T4), and later the APXS was placed on Mermaid for 
analysis (A15). Communications were interrupted on sol 
28, but data from that day were stored and transmitted on
sol 29. Also on sol 29, Sojourner     conducted a soil
mechanics test (S12) on the drift, imaged the resulting 
trench and then left Mermaid ( Figures 166 , 170), but its
drive was cut short by a tilt sensor error. NASA’s Plane-
tary Data     System assigns the sol 29 activities to sol 30,
but the description here is based on Golombek et al . l
( 1999 ).  
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Figure 164 The Mars Pathfi nder landing site mapped by reprojecting the surface panorama, using the HiRISE fi image for
geometric control, with informal names for rocks and other features.
The large white circles indicate dark marks in the soil made by the airbags during landing. The lander bounced from east to  west, 
rolled over the rocky area north of the Rock Garden ( large rocks between Flat Top and Chimp) and settled in a low point northeast 
of the Rock Garden.
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Figure 165 Sojourner rover route and activities up to sol 23.
Black circles show the end of sol locations. Rectangles with A-numbers show the locations of  surface APXS measurements. Other 
experiments, including atmospheric APXS analyses, are indicated in text boxes.
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 Sol     30 was 3 August 1997 on Earth (MY 23, sol 332). 
The primary mission of Pathfinder was now finished, 
and all goals had been fulfilled. The lander and rover
were shut down for two days over sols 30 and 31 to 
allow the lander batteries to     recharge to the maximum 
extent possible. The rocks analyzed by APXS so far had 
revealed high levels of sulphur, suggestive of dust con-
tamination or chemical weathering, and the degree of 
mineralogical variability was uncertain. Now the rover
would be driven towards the large rocks of the     Rock 
Garden in the hope of finding dust-free surfaces on their
vertical faces. On sol 32 operations resumed with a drive 
northwards off Mermaid Dune and around its western 
end towards the Rock Garden, with a soil mechanics test 
(S13) at the end of the     drive. The lander was busy col-
lecting data for the Super Panorama throughout this
period. On sol 33 the rover attempted to drive to a rock 
called Wedge, from its shape. It drove south, turned and 
drove north again to bypass other rocks. The turn     angle 
was too small, probably because of interference by small
rocks, and the rover climbed up onto rocks near Has-
sock. If Sojourner’s wheels climbed onto a rock, its sen-
sors usually detected excessive tilt and stopped the drive. 
There was no drive on sol 34, as the     team examined
images and decided on a new route. 

 On     sol 35 the rover drove back off the small rocks,
turned west and skirted the hazardous area, passing 
through a narrow gap between Wedge and Hassock. It 
struck Hassock, which sat loose on the ground rather 
than being embedded like many of its neighbours, and
rotated it ( Figure 170 ), but completed its drive and 
stopped on the north side of the rock. Sol 36 involved
rover imaging of nearby rocks, and a turn which resulted
in a wheel climbing onto Hassock.     On sol 37 it turned 
again and approached Wedge, placing its APXS on the 
rock for a measurement (A16) which continued into sol
38. Then on sol 39 it retracted the APXS and moved
back, performing a wheel abrasion experiment (W10)
and engineering     tests of the wheels (T5 and T6). As the
rover backed off Wedge on that sol, it turned and struck 
the rocks Tigger and Hassock, moving Hassock again 
until its tilt sensor stopped the drive ( Figure 171 ).

 Several     problems, including communications, lim-
ited Deep Space Network (DSN) time and computer 
resets, combined to leave Sojourner in this area, with 
only small moves to the west on sol 40 (13 August 1997,

MY 23, sol 342) and sol 42. As it     turned south towards 
the Rock Garden on sol 43, it climbed up onto rocks on
the west side of Wedge and stopped moving when the 
tilt sensor indicated a problem. Images returned on sol 
44 showed its precarious position ( Figure   171   ). Careful 
driving eventually freed the rover from its perch, first 
with small turns and movements on sols 45 and 47, and 
then on sol 49 with a drive down off the rocks and over 
to the Rock Garden at last. Communication problems
on sol     45 and lack of DSN coverage on sol 46 had con-
tributed to the delay.  

 Lander     images on sol 50 (24 August 1997, MY 23,
sol 342) confirmed Sojourner’s new location adjacent to 
Shark rock. Sol 51 was another day with no planned data 
transmission. On sol 52 Sojourner began its APXS anal-
ysis of Shark (A17), which was     found to be silica-rich 
like Barnacle Bill. On the next sol it completed the over-
night APXS measurement, performed a combined wheel
abrasion and engineering test (W11 and T7) and drove 
to the nearby rock Half Dome, climbing partly onto the 
rock before stopping     as it tilted past a preset limit. APXS
measurements were made on two different parts of Half 
Dome to try to estimate the contribution of dust to the 
composition data. The first (A18) started on sol 54, but 
on sol 55 the rover position was     adjusted slightly, and 
the A18 data collection continued. Sol 54 included a 
joint test between the lander and Mars Global Surveyor, 
which was approaching the planet. Near-simultaneous
transmissions could be used for very precise tracking, a 
process which might increase the accuracy of future 
    landings.  

 The     rover’s battery failed on sol 56, limiting activity
to the hours of daylight when its small solar panel 
could generate power. Nevertheless, on that day it 
retracted APXS from its first deployment site, moved 
to its second site on Half Dome and deployed the 
instrument again     for analysis A19. Also on sol 56 the
lander imaged Phobos and continued its regular remote 
sensing work, building the large panorama and moni-
toring the rover, the Sun and the wind socks as it did 
almost every day. There was no rover command trans-
mission from Earth     on sol 57 and no transmission from 
the rover on sol 59, illustrating the operational difficul-
ties that affected this mission, but sol 58 was success-
ful and allowed the second APXS data collection (A19) 
on Half Dome to continue.  
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 On     sol 60, or 3 September 1997 (MY 23, sol 363), the
APXS was retracted and redeployed at the same location
to continue data collection, which was now only possible
during daylight hours. After another day without any
rover activity on sol 61, the     A19 analysis continued on
sols 62 and 63. The APXS was retracted and redeployed
on the next rock, Moe, on sol 64 for two sols of data col-
lection (A20), followed by an atmospheric APXS session
(A21) on sol 66. Another atmospheric   data  set (A22) was
collected by APXS on sol 67 after it failed to deploy
properly on the rock Stimpy, as the rover had climbed too 
high during its approach to the rock. On sol 68 it moved
back slightly and successfully deployed the APXS for 
the     last analysis in the Rock Garden (A23). The site was
a nearly dust-free corner of Stimpy ( Figure 172 ). Data 
collection continued on sol 69. The lander imaged Phobos
very early in the morning on     sol 69, one of its rare over-
night observations late in the mission.  

 Sojourner     was now given a new task, to drive out of 
the Rock Garden and look behind it. It moved away from
Stimpy on sol 70 (14 September 1997 or MY 23, sol 373) 
and turned to conduct a soil mechanics experiment.
Because it inadvertently     climbed onto Stimpy, its left 
rear wheel was not touching the ground, so the attempted
soil dig became an engineering experiment (T8), driving 
the wheel without ground contact. On sol 71 it passed 
Shark and took images of Shark and Half Dome. The
lander transmitted     atmospheric data, indicating that two
dust devils had passed over it, though nothing was seen 
by the cameras. In mid September, the late northern sum-
mer season, daytime temperatures reached as high as –9°
C and fell as low as –75°   C  . Then on sol 72, the rover left 
the Rock Garden, turned south and took images of 
Chimp, a rock at the eastern end of this cluster of large
rocks. Sol 73 was lost to communication difficulties, but 
on sol 74 closer images of Chimp were     obtained, and a 
soil mechanics experiment (S14) was performed.
Sojourner ended that sol behind Chimp, at the most dis-
tant point of its traverse, about 12 m from the lander’s
exit ramp ( Figures 167 ,   172  ). Here it could look into two
depressions called The Swale and West Swale, the latter 
possibly a degraded impact or secondary crater behind
the Rock Garden.  

 Images     taken on sols 75 and 76 showed these depres-
sions and the Twin Peaks beyond them on the horizon. 
Large drifts were found in West Swale, hidden from the

lander’s camera by the ridge which formed the base of 
the Rock Garden. After taking those images the rover 
    returned to Chimp later on sol 76, but stopped short 
apparently because a rock was caught in its left rear 
wheel. An atmospheric APXS dataset (A24) was acquired 
on the same sol, another on sol 77 (A25) and a third on 
sol 78     with the APXS just above Chimp (A26). Finally 
on sol 79 the APXS was deployed on Chimp for the last 
analysis of the mission ( Figure 172 ).

 APXS     data (A27) were collected from Chimp on sols
80 (24 September 1997 or MY 23, sol 383), 81 and 82. 
The last successful transmission of data was on sol 83, or 
27 September 1997 on Earth (MY 23, sol 386).     The rover 
was supposed to end its activities at Chimp and drive
back towards Mermaid, but Mars Global Surveyor activ-
ities early in its aerobraking operation took precedence at 
the DSN. Brief transmissions were received on sol 87 
and sol 90, indicating that the lander was operating on 
    solar power, but its battery had failed. On sol 90 the rover 
would have started to drive towards the lander and begin 
circling around it. The last brief transmission was sent on 
sol 93 (MY 23, sol 396). Despite repeated attempts to
communicate, nothing     further was heard, and all efforts 
ended on 10 March 1998. The end of the mission pre-
vented meteorological observations which might have 
helped plan the Mars Global Surveyor aerobraking cam-
paign. If it had survived beyond this, the hope had been 
that the lander could last for a     year, monitoring the 
weather and looking for surface changes like those seen 
by Viking 1.  

 After     analyzing Chimp, the rover was to be driven
back to the lander as quickly as possible, counterclock-
wise and a little farther out from the lander than on its 
clockwise journey, without any stops along the way. It 
would then use its APXS on magnetic targets on the     ramp 
near Barnacle Bill to reveal the composition of the mag-
netic component of the fine airborne dust. The rapid 
traverse would provide experience with long-range driv-
ing of small rovers that might be useful for Mars Sur-
veyor 2001, whose larger rover might drive for more than 
10 km     during a year-long mission. After that APXS 
measurement, the rover would take high-resolution 
images of Barnacle Bill which had been omitted earlier. 
After that it might have returned to the Mermaid Dune 
area or headed north in an attempt to reach the nearby 
horizon,     where it would have a better view of North Knob 
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Figure 166 Sojou rner rover route and activities from sol 23 to sol 32.
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and its surroundings (Edgett,  1997 ). This might be pos-
sible if planners could find a path which was always in
view of the lander. These plans were prevented by the 
sudden end of the mission, but     Sojourner may have 
moved away from Chimp. If it did not hear from Earth it 
was to circle the lander, but it would probably stop driv-
ing as soon as it exceeded a critical tilt angle on the rocky
surface. A HiRISE image taken on 29 January 2007     (MY 
28, sol 363) showed a small spot which did not corre-
spond with a known rock and might have been the rover,
possibly indicating its final resting place ( Figures 167 , 
173). Sojourner was made an     honorary member of the
Geological Society of America in October 1997.  

 APXS     made atmospheric measurements as well as
analyses of rocks and soil. Its first was on sol 1, when the 
background level of cosmic rays was measured to help
calibrate the instrument. Other atmospheric analyses 
occurred on sols 10, 24 and 25. If the APXS was     sup-
posed to contact a rock or other target for analysis and 
failed to deploy properly, another atmospheric measure-
ment would be made. This happened on sols 22, 66, 67, 
76, 77 and 78.  

 The     meteorology instruments made measurements at 
regular intervals day and night during the first 30 sols.
After sol 30, the night operations were reduced, and late 
in the mission, data were only collected during the morn-
ings. Five exceptions were made with data collection
commencing on sols 25,   32  , 38, 55 and 68 and continu-
ing for a full sol each time. Meteorological observations 
by Pathfinder revealed numerous signs, in pressure and 
in wind data, of passing air vortices similar to ‘dust dev-
ils’. No obvious sign of raised dust in these vortices was
seen     during the mission, but a few were reported later by
Metzger  et al . ( 1999 ) following careful processing of l
images from the Gallery Panorama. Ferri  et al. ( 2003 ) l
described more of these events. The first was found in 
images taken on sol     2 and estimated to have been about 7 
km east of the lander. One was seen on sol 10 in the
direction of Couch rock, but about 17 km away, and three 
more west of the lander beyond Twin Peaks. On sol 11 a 
dust devil     was seen moving southwards on the southern
slope of South Twin Peak, another one southwest of the 
lander, and two more due south of the lander, apparently
moving southeast. The closer one was crossing the ele-
vated outer flank of Big Crater and the other one was
    farther south. One more seen in this direction was 

estimated to be about 24 km from the lander, the most 
distant one seen. Approximate locations of all observed
dust devils are shown in  Figure 159 . Dust     devils have
also been seen from orbit by the Viking (Thomas and
Gierasch,  1985 ), Mars Global Surveyor and Mars Recon-
naissance Orbiter spacecraft and from the surface by the
Mars Exploration Rovers and Phoenix.

 Multispectral     images of Deimos were made on sol 4, 
just after midnight, and sol 14 before midnight, and of 
Phobos early on sol 56 as it emerged from eclipse and
again on sol 69. These provided estimates of albedo as
well as spectra to gain a     better understanding of satellite
composition and origins. The disk of Deimos appeared 
less than 1 pixel across in these images, and Phobos was
only about 3 pixels across, so no surface features were 
visible. The areas of each satellite contributing to these
spectral observations are shown     in Figure 201. Images of 
stars were made during some overnight observations to
measure atmospheric clarity at night, and images of the 
Sun were taken on almost every sol for the same purpose.
Over 1000 images of the Sun were taken in the first 
month alone.     The top of Sojourner was covered with
solar cells, one of which at the left front corner was
equipped to measure obscuration by accumulating dust. 
It observed some reduction in generated power during its
three-month mission, providing information for design-
ers of future rovers.   

  1997:     Mars Reference Mission (United States)

 During     the 1990s a Mars Exploration Study Project was 
conducted for planning purposes, assuming a six-person 
mission to Mars launched in 2013 and spending 18 
months on the surface (Hoffman and Kaplan,  1997 ; Hoff-
man,  1998 ; NASA,  1998 ; Hoffman,  2001 ).     The crew 
would be preceded by the infrastructure they would need 
with launches beginning in 2007, a bad opposition for 
Mars because of the planet’s elliptical orbit. Because the
design suited the worst case, the mission should be able
to start in any year.

The     process would begin with robotic sample return 
and In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) demonstrations 
and the launch of a prototype Mars habitat on a Russian
Energiya rocket for testing at the Space Station. The first 
components to arrive at Mars would be an ascent vehicle 
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Figure 167 Sojourner rover route and activities from sol 32 to sol 83, the end of the mission. 
After sol 83 the Sojourner rover may have driven towards the lander, and its fi nal location may be marked by the white circle as 
suggested by a feature in HiRISE image PSP_002391_1995.
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Figure 168 Mars Pathfi nder images of the Sojourner  fi rover, documenting  its operations.
Figures  168 to 172 illustrate all rover activities. Images of the rover were not taken on sols omitted in this sequence. Some images
were taken at the beginning of a sol to document activities on the  previous sol.
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Figure 169 Sojou rner activities (continued from  Figure 168).
For scale in these fi gures, Sojourner is 63 cm long, 48 cm wide and its body is 28 cm high.
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Figure 170 Sojou rner activities (continued from  Figure 169).
*Sol 29  activities (from Golombek et al .,  1999 ) are assigned to sol 30 by NASA’s Planetary Data System. 
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Figure 171 Sojou rner activities (continued from  Figure 170).
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Figure 172 Sojou rner  activities (continued from Figure 171).
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 Table 68.  Mars    Pathfinder  Operations, Sols 1  to 45    

Sol Activities

1 Landing, APXS background data (A1), landing site imaging (MY 23, sol 304)
2 Ramp deployment, Sojourner rover egress, APXS placed just above soil near ramp for analysis (A2)
3 Rover soil mechanics experiment (S1), APXS on Barnacle Bill rock (A3)
4 Wheel abrasion (W1, W2), driving test (T1), soil mechanics (S2), deploy APXS on soil near Yogi (A4)
5 Wheel abrasion experiments (W3), image wheel trench, deploy APXS on soil closer to Yogi (A5)
6 Position APXS on Yogi, but not well placed, image rocks and rover tracks
7 Rover image of APXS, then reverse to get to a better APXS position on Yogi
8 Rover images of nearby rocks, try to redeploy APXS
9 No rover activities
10 APXS noise test (A6), then reposition APXS on Yogi rock (A7), begin APXS analysis
11 End APXS analysis of Yogi
12 Rover wheel abrasion experiment (W4) and remote sensing
13 Soil mechanics experiments S3 (cloddy soil) and S4 (Cabbage Patch), image S4 results
14 Wheel abrasion experiment (W5), APXS on Scooby Doo (A8), image rocks, tracks and Deimos
15 Soil mechanics experiment on Scooby Doo (S5), then deploy APXS on disturbed soil (A9)
16 Attempted Earthrise imaging, but no data transmission
17 No rover activities
18 Soil mechanics in Cabbage Patch (S6) and south of Yogi (S7), wheel abrasion south of Yogi (W6)
19 No rover activities
20 Driving tests (T2), deploy APXS on dark soil near Lamb rock (A10)
21 Soil mechanics experiment (S8), driving tests (T3), wheel abrasion experiment (W7)
22 Deploy APXS near Souffl e (intend to touch it but miss) and begin taking atmospheric data (A11)fl
23 Soil mechanics near Casper (S9), image resulting trench, wheel abrasion experiment (W8)
24 Aborted soil mechanics test, rover imaging of lander, APXS noise tests (A12, A13, A14), long drive
25 Rover turns in place, drive and imaging aborted
26 Drive, turn to image Mini Matterhorn, continue driving to Poohbear area
27 Soil mechanics tests in layered cloddy/drift material at Mermaid (S10 and S11), rover images lander
28 Wheel abrasion and driving tests (W9 and T4), deploy APXS on Mermaid drift (A15)
29 Soil mechanics experiments on Mermaid (S12), image resulting disturbance, image lander and rocks
30 No rover activities, lander documents rover activities at Mermaid. End of Primary Mission.
31 No rover activities
32 Leave Mermaid, images of Squid, Hassock, Bookshelf, and soil mechanics experiment (S13)
33 Rover imaging of Rock Garden, Ender, Hassock and lander, drive ends on rocks near Hassock
34 No rover activities, but lander documents sol 33 drive
35 Rover drives around Hassock, pushing and rotating it, imaging of Wedge and Flat Top rocks
36 Rover imaging of Ender, Chimp and Snoopy rocks, wheel climbs up onto Hassock
37 Deploy APXS on Wedge rock (A16), rover imaging of lander
38 No rover movement
39 Rover backs up, turns, hits and rotates Hasssock, wheel abrasion and driving tests (T5, W10 and T6)
40 Rover turns in place, imaging of Rock Garden and Shark rock
41 Rover imaging of Flat Top, Shark and lander
42 Rover moves towards Rock Garden, imaging of Flat Top, Stimpy, Wedge, Hassock
43 Rover tries to pass Wedge, climbs onto rocks
44 No rover motion, lander imaging documents sol 43 drive
45 Small rover motion not documented in images
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 Table 69.   Mars    Pathfinder  Operations, sol 46 to End of   Mission    

Sol Activities

46 No rover activities
47 Small rover motion leaves rover angled on Wedge rock
48 No rover activities
49 Rover drives off Wedge rock and into Rock Garden, close imaging of Shark rock
50 No rover activities, lander documents sol 49 drive
51 No data transmission or rover activities
52 Deploy APXS on Shark rock (A17), imaging of Shark
53 Wheel abrasion and driving experiments (W11 and T7), rover imaging of Half Dome rock
54 Turn to face Half Dome, deploy APXS on Half Dome (A18), begin data collection
55 Start of a full-day meteorology observation, continuing overnight
56 Rover battery dies, operations continue under solar power. APXS repositioned on Half Dome (A19).
57 APXS remains deployed, but no rover data transmission
58 A19 APXS analysis continues
59 APXS remains deployed, but no rover data transmission
60 APXS retracted and redeployed at same location to continue analysis (A19)
61 No rover activity
62 A19 APXS analysis continues
63 A19 APXS analysis continues
64 Rover moves to Moe rock, APXS deployed on Moe (A20)
65 A20 APXS analysis continues
66 APXS used for atmospheric measurements (A21)
67 Rover climbs onto Stimpy rock inadvertently, APXS deployed in air (A22)
68 Rover moves to place APXS on Stimpy rock (A23)
69 A23 APXS analysis continues
70 ‘No load’ driving test (T8) with wheel suspended in air, rover imaging of Moe and Stimpy rocks
71 Rover imaging of Half Dome and Shark rocks
72 Rover imaging of surroundings and Chimp rock
73 No rover activity or data transmission
74 Close imaging of Chimp rock, soil mechanics experiment (S14)
75 Rover images Swale, West Swale and North Peak
76 Rover images West Swale, Twin Peaks, APXS deployed in air for atmospheric measurement (A24)
77 A24 continues, then APXS deployed for another atmospheric measurement (A25)
78 A25 continues, then APXS deployed above Chimp rock for new atmospheric measurement (A26)
79 A26 continues, then APXS deployed on Chimp (A27), data collection begins
80 A27 data collection continues
81 A27 data collection continues, rover images Chimp
82 A27 data collection continues
83 Partial downlink, last useful results of the mission. Intermittent contact with lander continues
93 Last contact with lander, effective end of mission (MY 23, sol 396)
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Figure 173 A : Possible routes for Sojourner after sol 83. B: Sojourner images. From the top: View  to the southeast with Big
Crater on the horizon; view to the southwest with drifts in West Swale; the lander  seen from the Rock Garden   with Yogi behind it .
C and D: The area north of the  lander seen before and after  rover operations in the area. 
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with     a power system, a propellant production (ISRU) 
system and other cargo. The ISRU unit would manufac-
ture propellant from the atmosphere, using hydrogen 
brought from Earth, to fuel the ascent vehicle. Two habi-
tat modules would follow, as well as an Earth return 
spacecraft     in Mars orbit and a backup ascent vehicle. The 
crew would not leave Earth until everything was prepared
and confirmed to be operational. After 500 days on the 
surface, the crew would return to orbit, board the return 
vehicle in orbit and begin the 180-day trip     back to Earth.
Every element would be duplicated for full redundancy.
Research would include geology and meteorology, sam-
ple collection and analysis on site, and experiments to
support future Mars missions. Samples might be brought 
to the outpost from distant locations by robotic rovers 
delivered in     advance.

 Landing     site selection would involve the usual safety
and scientific concerns, but also the ability of the site to 
support ISRU, especially the availability of water. Hoff-
man and Kaplan ( 1997 ) suggested landing in Candor 
Chasma in the Valles Marineris, from 2.5° to     7.5° S and 
70° to 75° W ( Figure 174 A). In a separate study, James 
et al . ( 1998 ) considered the availability of subsurface icel
and geothermal heat sources, as estimated at the time, as
well as thermal inertia, elevation   and other factors which  
might influence local resource use. They chose three 
areas for potential human landings, at 45° N, 120° W in 
Arcadia, 45° N, 220° W near Viking 2 in Utopia, and 45°
S, 275°     W in eastern Hellas ( Figure 178 E).

Several     university groups conducted design studies
based on the Reference Mission and presented them at a
HEDS-UP (Human Exploration and Development of 
Space – University Programs) meeting at LPI in 1998 
(Budden and Duke,  1998 ). A group from the University 
of Maryland led by     Dr. David Akin proposed large-scale 
exploration of the Tharsis region ( Figure 174 B) from a
base camp near Ascraeus Mons, using a pressurized rover 
called MERLIN (Martian Rover for Long-range Investi-
gations).     Major targets for scientific investigation were 
Olympus Mons, the other large volcanoes of the Tharsis
Montes, Valles Marineris, Fortuna Fossae and Lunae Pla-
num. Specific targets in Valles Marineris were Titho-
nium, Hebes and Melas Chasmata. Four candidate base
camp locations were considered, 4°     N, 136° W near 
Gigas Sulci, 8° N, 85° W near Fortuna Fossae, on the 
equator at 90° W near Tithonium Chasma and 6° N, 101°

W near Ascraeus Mons. All were flat and near interesting 
targets, but     the latter was preferred for its central loca-
tion.  

 After     arrival MERLIN would be tested with two or 
three ‘break-in sorties’. The first would consist of several
small loops around the base camp. The second, to 
Ascraeus Mons at a distance of 500 km, would include
the first scientific studies. Assuming 200     km per sol of 
driving and 14 days at the site, this would take 19 sols, 
with another 11 sols added for contingencies. If a third
break-in sortie was required, it would target Fortuna Fos-
sae, 650 km from the base camp and lasting 35     sols with
contingency time. Otherwise Fortuna Fossae would be 
visited during the last traverse. The first full science sor-
tie would be a 70-sol, 5660-km round trip to Tithonium
and Melas Chasmata, driving through the Valles Mari-
neris, with 14 sols at each science   site  . The canyon sys-
tem would be entered at the ‘Gate of Valles Marineris’
near 9° S, 97° W in Noctis Labyrinthus. The second sor-
tie would be a 55-sol, 5500-km round trip to Olympus
Mons and the third a 60-sol,     4090-km visit to Arsia and
Pavonis Montes, with 14 sols of work at each volcano. 
The last of these long trips would be a 4620-km, 65-sol
trip to Hebes Chasma and Lunae Planum, passing through
Fortuna Fossae in each direction. These long trips     would
be supported by three communication satellites and the
prior deployment of a network of seven automated ISRU
fuel-producing plants called CRYSTAL BALL (Cryo-
genic Storage And Local Ballistic Lander). They would
produce methane and oxygen from the atmosphere and
stored hydrogen.

 HEDS-UP     was the first in a series of four annual meet-
ings at LPI, after which the name changed to RASCAL
(Revolutionary Aerospace Systems Concepts Academic
Linkage). They included numerous innovative concepts
and lunar and Martian plans, not described here, in addi-
tion to the MERLIN mission.      

  1998:     Mars 98 (Russia)

 This     spacecraft was initially planned for launch in 1996 
and referred to as Mars 96, but when Mars 94 was delayed 
to 1996, this mission was postponed to 1998. It would
have consisted of an orbiter to study Mars and to relay 
data from the surface and atmospheric   components  , 
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Figure 174 Human Reference Mission studies.
A: Landing area in Candor Chasma from Hoffman and Kaplan ( 1997).  B: University of Maryland plans detailed in Budden and 
Duke ( 1998). The traverse routes are  schematic and do not take topographic  obstacles into account.
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which were a ‘Marsokhod’ rover and a balloon system. 
The orbiter might also deploy several penetrators to the 
surface. Early plans suggested the mission would include
two identical spacecraft.  

 The     balloon and the rover would have been deployed 
together in a single descent module. The preferred target 
for this module was at high latitudes, between 50° and 
60° N primarily because of the balloon’s requirements. 
The balloon was to be 30 m high and     would settle onto
the surface as it cooled each night and lift off to float dur-
ing the day when the Sun warmed it. It was expected to 
survive for at least ten sols and might travel as far as
1000 km. The balloon would carry a camera system     for 
multiresolution imaging and instruments to study the 
soil, seek water, monitor the weather and measure the 
magnetic field. Each night it would drape an instrumented 
cable on the ground to make in situ measurements. Ster-
ilization of the balloon might have been a serious     prob-
lem for this mission.  

The     Mars 98 rover was to weigh about 100 kg and to 
be about 1 m high. It would carry cameras and would 
analyze soil chemistry, minerals and perhaps organic
materials; measure the regolith’s water content; and trace 
gases in the atmosphere. A drill would collect samples
    from as much as 2 m below the surface. The rover would 
operate for one Martian year and travel as much as sev-
eral hundred kilometres.  Table 64  and  Figure     155  iden-  
tify the intended Mars 96 lander and penetrator sites as
described in the Mars Landing Site Catalog ( Table 47 ) 
and balloon sites as identified by Kazarian-Le Brun 
( 1996 ). Sites planned for     one mission date do not neces-
sarily work for a later date because of changing approach
and illumination conditions, so these would probably
have been changed for Mars 98 if work on the mission 
had continued.  

      3 July 1998: Nozomi (Planet-B) (Japan: ISAS)  

 Nozomi     (Japanese for ‘hope’, referred to before launch
as Planet-B) was a 258-kg Mars orbiter (540 kg with 
fuel) intended to study the upper atmosphere and its 
interaction with the solar wind and to test technology for 
future planetary missions. Instruments would     study the 
ionosphere, the magnetic field and magnetosphere; the 
escape of atmospheric constituents, including water or 

hydrogen; and atmospheric and orbital dust. The mission
would also return images of the surface of Mars and its 
satellites.

 Nozomi     was a 0.6 by 1.6 by 1.6 m box with two solar
panels, an antenna on top and a rocket engine under-
neath. A 5-m mast and a 1-m boom extended from the
sides, and two pairs of long-wire     antennae spanned 50 m
from tip to tip. It was launched at 18:12 UT from Uchi-
noura Space Centre into a 400 000 by 340 km parking 
orbit, and lunar gravity assists on 24 September and 18 
December 1998 increased its apogee and provided
images of     the Moon. It made an Earth flyby on 20
December 1998, 1000 km above the surface, and that
combined with an engine burn placed Nozomi in a helio-
centric orbit. It was to arrive at Mars on 11 October 1999 
at 7:45 UT, but     a problem during the burn gave the
spacecraft insufficient velocity to reach Mars. Two tra-
jectory corrections on 21 December salvaged the mis-
sion, making a Mars encounter possible, but with lim-
ited fuel. A distant flyby occurred in August 1999, and
one point-like image of     Mars was obtained from 
5]560]000 km range at 11:00 UT on 28 August (MY 24,
sol 399).  

 The     new trajectory would take four more years to
reach Mars, with Earth gravity assists in December 2002 
and June 2003, and would finally arrive at Mars in 
December 2003. However, powerful solar flares on 21
April 2002 damaged the spacecraft’s communication 
system electronics. The second     Earth flyby on 19 June 
2003 approached within 11 000 km, but the health of the 
spacecraft was declining. On 9 December 2003, efforts
to prepare Nozomi for orbit insertion on 14 December 
failed, and the mission was abandoned. Thrusters were 
used on December 9 to ensure     that Nozomi would miss
Mars by 1000 km to avoid contamination. The spacecraft 
passed Mars on 14 December 2003 (MY 26, sol 588) and
entered a roughly 2-year heliocentric orbit. No data were
transmitted.

 The     planned Mars operations were to start with 
Nozomi in a retrograde (170° inclination) 300 by 50 000 
km orbit. Soon after entering this orbit, the mast and
antennas would be deployed and the periapsis dropped to
150 km. The orbital period would be 38.    5 hours. Nozomi
was spin stabilized with its dish antenna facing Earth. 
Near periapsis the spacecraft would study the upper 
atmosphere and image the surface. In the outer parts of 
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the orbit, it would study atmospheric escape of gas and
ions and the solar wind. It     would also have made close 
passes by Phobos and Deimos for imaging. The nominal 
mission would last one Mars year.  

      24 October 1998: Deep Space 1 (United States)  

 The     New Millennium program was a series of technology
development and verification missions designed to pro-
vide some science data while flight testing new spacecraft 
components and sensors. Deep Space 1 was an asteroid 
and comet flyby mission, Deep Space 2 flew penetrator 
probes to Mars, and other New     Millennium missions were 
Earth orbiters. Deep Space 1 also observed Mars from 
great distances, providing whole-disk spectra which were 
superior to any other similar data at the time. The original
plan for Deep Space 1 would have involved a launch in
July 1998 and a     Mars gravity assist on 28 April 2000 (MY 
24, sol 636) which could have included a close flyby of 
Phobos or Deimos (Rayman et al .,  1999 ). A launch delay l
prevented that, requiring the selection of new targets and
the loss of the Mars     gravity-assist option.

 The     spacecraft was launched from the Cape Canaveral
Air Station at 12:08 UT. It tested an ion drive, new solar 
panels, control software and experimental sensors and 
obtained data from asteroid 9969 Braille on 29 July 1999
and from Comet Borrelly on 22 September   2001  . Mars
data from the MICAS (Miniature Integrated Camera and
Spectrometer) instrument were obtained on 7, 9 and 23
May 1999 from 115 million km and on 9 to 11 November 
1999 (MY 24, sols 470 to 472) from 55 million km.     The
November data were collected at intervals over two full
rotations of Mars and suggested the presence of clay min-
erals and sulfates (Soderblom and Yelle,  2001 ). A MICAS
image processed by Ted Stryk is included in  Figure 177 .   

      11 December 1998: Mars Climate Orbiter 
(United States)  

 NASA’s     intention after Mars Pathfinder was to launch a
relatively inexpensive orbiter and lander pair to Mars at
every opportunity. This program was called Mars
Surveyor, and its first missions were referred to as Mars

Surveyor 1998 since the launch period commenced in
1998. They were given more     distinctive names prior to
launch, Mars Climate Orbiter (MCO) and Mars Polar 
Lander. The orbiter would monitor dust storms, weather
systems, clouds and hazes; record surface changes;
measure atmospheric temperature profiles; and seek evi-
dence of past climate change. Its instruments were     a
Mars Color Imager (MARCI) for daily global weather
images and medium-resolution (40 m/pixel) surface
images and a Pressure Modulated Infrared Radiometer
(PMIRR) to measure atmospheric temperature, water
vapor and dust. The orbiter would also serve as a     com-
munications relay for the Mars Polar Lander and future
landers. MCO had a body about 2.1 by 1.6 by 2 m in size
with a 5.5- by 2.0-m solar panel on one side and a
1.3-m-diameter   high  -gain antenna on a mast at the top
of the body. The instruments and batteries were mounted
at the other end of the body. 

 MCO     was launched at 18:46 UT from Cape Canav-
eral Air Station. After a brief period in parking orbit,
the upper stage put the spacecraft on its Mars trajec-
tory. Fifteen days after launch a trajectory correction
was performed, with three smaller ones on 4 March, 25 
    July, and 15 September 1999. The 338-kg spacecraft 
(629 kg including fuel) reached Mars on 23 September 
1999 (MY 24, sol 424) and began a 16.4-minute orbit 
insertion burn at 09:01 UT, during which it passed 
    behind Mars. It was to emerge from behind the planet 
and contact Earth at 09:27 UT, ten minutes after the 
burn was completed, but no contact was ever made. An
investigation revealed that a navigation error stemming
from confusion over units caused it to     miss its target 
altitude at closest approach. It entered the atmosphere 
during the orbit insertion maneuver, reaching a height 
of only 57 km, much lower than the intended altitude
of 140 to 150 km, and according to the pre-mission
plan it probably failed or broke up somewhere near 34°
N,     170° W (M. Caplinger, personal communication, 14 
November  2005 ) while moving from north to south
(Figure 4).  

 One     very small MARCI image of Mars ( Figure 177 F), 
barely resolving the planet’s disk in a half-illuminated
phase resembling a first quarter Moon, was obtained on 
7 September 1999 from a range of 4.    5 million km (Malin 
Space Science Systems,  1999 ).
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 Heavy     components of the spacecraft, or most of its
body if it stayed largely intact, may have escaped Mars 
or made one full elliptical orbit before final entry on the 
next periapsis. Lighter or more fragile components such
as insulation or the solar panel might have separated and
    fallen to the surface.  

 If     everything had worked properly, the spacecraft
would have entered a 150- by 21 000-km capture orbit
with a period of 14 hours. Aerobraking would shrink the
orbit to 90 by 405 km with the periapsis at 89° N by
about 22 November 1999. Then the thrusters     would raise 
the periapsis, giving a circular 421-km near-polar orbit
with a 2-hour period by 1 December 1999. The orbit
would be nearly Sun-synchronous, crossing the equator
in late afternoon local time. The initial phase of mission
operations was support     for Mars Polar Lander from its
landing on 3 December to the end of the lander’s pri-
mary mission on 29 February 2000. MCO science oper-
ations with MARCI and PMIRR would begin on 3
March 2000 and continue until 15 January 2002 (one
Mars year). After the mapping     mission ended, MCO 
would be moved into a stable orbit to serve as a relay for 
Mars Surveyor 2001.  

  Mars     Polar Lander Landing Site Selection

 The     purpose of the Mars Polar Lander (MPL, Mars Sur-
veyor 1998) mission was to study volatile materials 
(water ice, carbon dioxide frost, etc.) near the south pole 
of Mars. The lander might have been able to contact these 
volatiles directly and would     also examine the polar lay-
ered deposits which may contain a long history of cli-
mate variations. The landing site was to be somewhere in
the broad Planum Australe plateau which extends north-
wards from the south polar ice cap to almost 70° S 
between longitudes 135° W and   225° W. A formal land-
ing region extended between 72° S and 78° S, and 
between 170° W and 230° W ( Figure 175 ). The northern
limit was moved to 73° S ( Figure     176 ) by the time of the 
landing press kit to better match the extent of polar lay-
ered deposits. Early mission documents showed a poten-
tial landing site at 77° S, 215° W, but this was subject to
change as more topographic and     image data became 
available from Mars Global Surveyor.  

 JPL     illustrated five candidate landing ellipses across 
the landing area, each about 250 km long and 30 km wide
and oriented roughly 15° west of north ( Table 70 ,  Figure
    176 ). Vasavada ( 2000 ) illustrated four of these, omitting
Site 3. On 25 August 1999, NASA announced the final 
selection. The primary landing ellipse (Site 2 in  Table 
70 ) was centered     at 76° S, 195° W ( Figure 176 ). The sec-
ondary site, which would be used if subsequent imaging 
revealed problems in the primary ellipse, was Site 1 in 
 Table     70 , centered at 75° S, 180° W.  Figures 176 B and
176C are infrared images with shading reversed to resem-
ble the albedo shown in  Figure     176 A. Because of that 
reversal, topography appears to be illuminated from the 
south in those images.   

      3 January 1999: Mars Polar Lander (United States)  

 Mars     Polar Lander was launched at 20:21 UT from Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station. It entered a 191-km circular 
parking orbit, and 30 minutes later its upper stage burned 
to place it on a Mars trajectory. Five trajectory correc-
tions were made before the spacecraft arrived at     Mars on 
3 Dec 1999 (MY 24, sol 494). Six minutes before enter-
ing the atmosphere, the spacecraft oriented itself for 
entry, separated from the cruise stage, dropped its Deep 
Space 2 microprobes and entered the atmosphere at 20:10 
UT. It would have   been slowed by its heat shield and then
by a parachute before descending to the surface using 
thrusters. A camera would have taken images during the 
descent. It was intended to land at 20:15 UT. The landing 
target was at 76.0°   S  , 194.9° W, about 800 km from the
pole and 4 km above the elevation datum (6.1-millibar 
pressure level). The landing ellipse (99% probability)

 Table 70.    Mars   Polar Lander  Candidate   Ellipses

Ellipse Location of ellipse centre

Site 1 75° S, 180° W
Site 2 76° S, 195° W
Site 3 75° S, 198° W
Site 4 76° S, 206° W
Site W 76° S, 218° W
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was 200 km by 20 km, with the lander approaching from
slightly     east of north.

 No     signal was received after the expected landing 
time. Tracking initially suggested a landing or impact at 
76.3° S, 195.0° W, later refined to 76.57° S, 194.8° W. 
Mars Global Surveyor MOC images were     taken to search 
for evidence of the lander or its parachute. One possible
candidate was found by Malin Space Science Systems
( 2005a ) in Mars Global Surveyor images near 76.4° S, 
195.3° W ( Figure     177 B), assuming a successful descent 
with failure at touchdown. Subsequent higher-quality
imaging showed that the feature was not Mars Polar 
Lander (Malin Space Science Systems,  2005b ), and its 
true location is not known. A suggestion that signals were 
detected in January and     February 2000 is now known to 
be incorrect (Squyres,  2005 ).  

 The     landed mission was scheduled to last for 87 Earth
days, ending about 29 February 2000. The lander was to 
touch down during late southern spring when the Sun 
would be above the horizon throughout the day. As the 
southern summer progressed, the Sun would first climb 
  higher  , but then drop towards the horizon, eventually
reducing power output by the solar panels. At the same 
time, the air would become colder as autumn approached,
requiring more energy to keep the lander warm. The
lander would spend more time each sol in an   energy  -
conserving mode in which it could not collect or transmit 
data. Eventually, it would completely lose the ability to 
collect data or communicate, bringing an end to the mis-
sion.  

 The     suite of instruments carried by MPL was called
MVACS, the Mars Volatiles and Climate Surveyor. The
MVACS instruments were designed to search for water, 
as a gas or ice, and to study its behaviour. MVACS con-
sisted of five separate instruments: a meteorology pack-
age to     measure atmospheric temperature, pressure, 
humidity, winds and composition, as well as subsurface
soil temperatures; a Surface Stereo Imager to obtain 
multispectral images of the site; a Thermal and Evolved 
Gas Analyzer (TEGA) to study the composition of the 
  soil  ; a Robotic Arm to dig trenches and collect samples
to place in the TEGA; and a camera on the arm to obtain
very high-resolution images of the holes and soil
samples in the arm’s scoop. The MVACS payload was
built by an international team, including members from 
    the United States, Finland, Germany and Denmark.

Instruments very similar to these eventually flew on the
Phoenix mission, landing on Mars in 2008 at high north-
ern latitudes.  

      3 January 1999: Deep Space 2 (DS2) (United 
States)  

 Like     Deep Space 1, this mission was part of the New 
Millennium program of small technology development 
missions. Deep Space 2 was intended to flight test two
small penetrators, a class of mission discussed for many
years but not yet flown successfully as of 2011. Each 
probe     consisted of an aeroshell 27.5 cm high and 35 cm
across and a penetrator (forebody) 10.6 cm long and 3.9
cm in diameter. An aftbody, a component intended to 
remain on the surface as the penetrator buried itself in     the
surface material, was 10.5 cm high, topped by a 12.7-cm 
antenna, and 13.6 cm in diameter. The whole probe 
weighed 3.5 kg. The penetrator contained a device to col-
lect a sample of surface material and     test it for water, a
thermal sensor, and accelerometers to characterize the
atmospheric descent and impact.

 The     Deep Space 2 microprobes were launched on 3 
January 1999 and were carried to Mars by Mars Polar 
Lander. A public contest was held to name the probes, 
which received the names Amundsen and Scott. These
were suggested by Paul Withers, then a graduate student 
at     the University of Arizona. The probes arrived at Mars
with Mars Polar Lander on 3 December 1999 (MY 24,
sol 494) and were supposed to be deployed from the 
MPL cruise stage before MPL itself entered the atmo-
sphere. No braking other than friction with the     aeroshell
was employed. The probes would strike the surface at a 
speed of about 644 km/h, experiencing a deceleration of 
60 000  g . The aeroshell would shatter, the penetrator 
would bury itself up to 1 m deep, and the aftbody would 
remain on     the surface to transmit data to Earth via Mars
Global Surveyor. As with Mars Polar Lander, nothing 
was ever heard from either probe.

  Figure   1  76 C shows the area in which the probes were 
expected to have fallen. A mission summary at the National 
Space Science Data Center in 2009 suggested that the tar-
get site for DS2 was at 73° S, 210° W ( Figure   176 A), but 
this had not been updated to reflect the final MPL site
selection. The impact site was near 75.2° S, 196.0° W.  
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Figure 175 A: The Mars Polar Lander landing region near the south pole, on a Mars Global Surveyor map. B: The landing 
zone (dark outline, extending to 72° S) for Mars Polar Lander, plotted over a Mars Global Surveyor MOC wide-angle mosaic. 
A prominent pair of  craters nearby was informally  named Snowman. Mission maps of the time were usually oriented south up,
enhancing the appearance of a snowman.
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Figure 176 A: Candidate   landing ellipses for Mars Polar Lander. The ‘initial site’ was illustrated in early mission documents. The 
landing zone now extends only to 73° S.  B:  The Site 2 ellipse selected for the landing.  C:  Estimated impact locations for the Deep 
Space 2 penetrators and Mars Polar  Lander. The backgrounds for B and C are Mars  Odyssey THEMIS infrared  mosaics with 
shading inverted to approximate visible albedo. 
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Figure 177 A: Mars Odyssey THEMIS visible image V17718013 showing the   layered pit near the Mars Polar Lander impact site. 
B, C, D:  MGS MOC images showing objects once  suggested to be parts of Mars Polar Lander (Malin Space Science Systems, 
2005a). E: Deep Space 1  image of Mars, courtesy  of Ted Stryk.  F: Mars Climate Orbiter MARCI image of Mars (  Malin Space
Science Systems,  JPL, NASA).
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  1999:     Mars Stratigraphy Mission

 Budney et al . ( 2000 ) described a mission studied in 1999 l
by JPL’s Advanced Projects Design Team. This Mars 
Stratigraphy Mission would land a spacecraft similar to 
Mars 2001 and the later Phoenix mission near Valles Mar-
ineris. The proposed landing site was at about 14°   S  , 68°
W, roughly 10 km from the southern edge of the canyon
( Figure 178 ). The target site was a circle 20 km across 
which just touched the canyon rim. Launch would be in 
April   2007  , with landing taking place in October 2009.
The lander would release a small rover which would spend 
up to 50 days driving to the very rim of the canyon, where 
it would anchor a long tether to the ground. The rover 
would descend the steep canyon     wall, lowering itself on
the tether like a climber rappelling down a cliff. Its wheels
would be large balloon-like structures quite unlike the
small rigid metal wheels of Sojourner or the MER rovers.
It would be powered by solar panels and would communi-
cate through an     orbiter in an equatorial orbit. Over a pri-
mary mission of 200 sols it could descend about 2 km,
imaging stratigraphy, measuring composition with Raman 
and x-ray instruments, and, at intervals of about 100 m, 
taking short cores for in situ age dating. The     rover might 
descend the full 6-km depth of the canyon and reach the 
floor in an extended mission. The specific descent area is 
shown in  Figure 178 D, on the only Mars Global Surveyor 
MOC image     of that part of the canyon rim.

  1999:     Mars Network Design

 Mocquet     ( 1999 ) analyzed network design for a future
geophysical network mission to Mars to determine the
minimum number of stations needed for an effective
seismic network. The analysis included estimates of the
expected seismic activity and properties of the planet’s
core and mantle. Several network designs were consid-
ered,     but only one was described in the paper. It included
four highly sensitive sensors located at the nodes identi-
fied in  Table 57  as the ‘alternative baseline array’ net-
work for Intermarsnet (De Angelis and Chicarro,    1996   )
( Figure 147 ). Three less sensitive sensors would be 
deployed around each sensitive instrument node ( Table 
71 ,  Figure   178 E  ). This arrangement resembles the ‘tri-
ads’ proposed for the Mars Global Network Mission 
( Table 50 ,  Figure 142 ) and MESUR ( Table     51 ,  Figure
143 ), but in this case the triads are much larger. The large
network is about 5000 km across, and the four smaller 
local networks are each roughly 2000 km across.   

  2000:     Hydrothermal Sites

 Hydrothermal     activity occurs when subsurface heat and
water interact, as seen in geothermal regions on Earth 
such as Yellowstone in the United States, Beppu in Japan
or Deildartunguhver in Iceland. The heat may be provided

 Table  71.   Seis  mic Network  Design from Mocquet ( 1999 )

Array Region High-sensitivity location Low-sensitivity location

1 Arcadia Planitia 34.0° N, 97.5° W 23.0° N, 75.0° W
20.0° N, 110.0° W
42.5° N, 122.5° W

2 Terra Sirenum 28.5° S, 129.0° W 40.0° S, 110.5° W
14.0° S, 137.0° W
34.0° S, 154.0° W

3 Argyre basin rim 44.0° S, 53.5° W 44.0° S, 35.0° W
30.0° S, 60.0° W
44.0° S, 80.0° W

4(Antipodal) Terra Tyrrhena 2.5° S, 246.5° W 16.0° N, 229.0° W
23.5° S, 229.0° W
0.0° N, 270.0° W
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by volcanic intrusions, masses of molten rock which 
approach the surface but   do not reach it, or more briefly 
by ash deposits or lava flows at the surface. In a planetary 
context, heat can also be generated by a large impact, so 
large craters in ice-rich areas on Mars might also cause
hydrothermal activity for a limited     time. These areas may 
be conducive to biological activity and so have been con-
sidered important targets for landers.

 Dohm et al . ( 1998 ) described several sites in the Thau-l
masia region in which volcanism, intrusions and impacts
might have heated subsurface ice to create liquid water. 

In turn this could produce minerals characteristic of these 
environments which might be detected from orbit, point-
ing the way     to landing sites with biological and fossil-
preservation potential. Thirteen sites were described in 
that region ( Table 72 ). Taking the idea further, Dohm et 
al . ( 2000 ) listed 23 more widely distributed sites of l
    potential hydrothermal activity which could be targets 
for future missions, both robotic and human ( Table 73 ).
These sites included some from  Table 72  as well as new
    sites from the Tharsis region. All these hydrothermal 
sites are shown in  Figure 179 .  

 Table 72.   Hydr  othermal Sites in Thaumasia from Dohm  et al . ( 1998 )     

Site Location Notes

1 42° S, 110° W Hill in Icaria Planum with volcano, valley networks and fractures
2 37° S, 108° W Thaumasia Highlands boundary, volcano, fl ows, valley networks, fracturesfl
3 40° S, 100° W Claritas Fossae, volcano, rift system, isolated valleys
4 41° S, 94° W Warrego Valles, complex vallley networks, fractured uplands
5 38° S, 88° W Claritas Fossae, volcano, rift system, isolated valleys
6 34° S, 88° W Thaumasia Highlands, volcano, rift system, isolated valleys
7 36° S, 79° W Lampland impact crater, ejecta and impact melt, valley networks
8 31° S, 78° W Coracis Fossae, rifts, ridges, valleys and valley networks
9 32.5° S, 76° W Voeykov impact crater, ejecta and impact melt, valley networks
10 49° S, 82° W Lowell impact basin, ejecta and impact melt, valley networks
11 28° S, 62° W Nectaris Fossae, rifts, ridges, valley networks, possible pyroclastics
12 21° S, 61° W Coprates Rise, volcano, summit depression, fractures, valley networks
13 18° S, 60° W Coprates Rise, volcano, summit depression, fractures, valley networks

 Table 73.   Hydr  othermal  Sites from Dohm  et al . ( 2000 )

Site Location Site Location

14 Claritas 27° S, 106° W 26 South Tempe 30° N, 82° W
14 Syria Planum 14° S, 106° W 27 30° N, 80° W

16 Tempe 35° N, 81° W 28 West Valles Marineris 5° S, 84° W
17 Central Valles 16° S, 80° W 29 East Valles Marineris 15° S, 49° W
18 Marineris 12° S, 78° W 30 Northeast Valles 3° S, 61.5° W
19 West Thaumasia 35° S, 111° W 31 South Kasei 3° N, 78° W
20 Warrego Valles 39° S, 95° W 32 Alba Patera 37° N, 107° W
21 Southern Coprates 28° S, 62° W 33 42° N, 104° W
22 Central Thaumasia 38° S, 88° W 34 West Kasei 25° N, 75° W
23 Southwest Thaumasia 41° S, 100° W 35 Southwest Arsia 7° N, 106° W
24 Northwest Syria 4° S, 107° W 36 North Olympus Mons 28° N, 135° W
25 Planum 3° S, 108° W
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Figure 178 A, B and C: Mars Stratigraphy Mission landing site. The background images in (B) and (C) are Mars Odyssey 
THEMIS mosaics.  D: MOC  image E0300916 showing  layered rocks in the Mars Stratigraphy  Mission descent area. 
E: Geophysical network design from Mocquet ( 1999 ), and human landing areas with ISRU potential suggested by
James  et al. (1998 ). 
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Figure 179 Hydrothermal sites in the Tharsis region identified by Dohm  fi et al.  (1998;  2000), from  Tables 72 and 73. 
Their biological potential makes these sites good candidates for future landings. Site  33 is near the Mars 1984 site at Alba
(Figure 112 ). 
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  Mars     Surveyor 2001 Landing Site Selection

 The     goal of Mars Surveyor 2001 was to examine materi-
als which might preserve a record of ancient water, cli-
mate and possibly biology on Mars with a large rover. 
Engineering factors (temperature and available solar 
power) constrained the landing site latitude, initially 
from 30° N to     15° S, later from 15° N to 15° S and finally 
to the zone between 3° N and 12° S. These constraints
are mapped in  Figure 180 . Site elevation was also con-
strained     by engineering considerations. Above 2.5 km 
elevation, the parachute would not be effective. Below 
–3 km, the higher atmospheric pressure could hinder 
solar panel deployment. Within those areas, sites had to
be neither too dusty nor too rocky and should have 
acceptable     slopes and local relief.

 Two     site selection workshops were held to enable 
broad science community consultation. The 1998 work-
shop (Gulick,  1998 ) included suggestions for 68 sites
( Table 74 ,  Figure   180 A  ). Some sites illustrated in work-
shop abstracts are illustrated in  Figure 181 . Suggested 
rover traverses of several tens of kilometres were illus-
trated for some sites ( Figure 182 ), assuming     that the mis-
sion would deploy a rover substantially larger and more 
capable than Mars Pathfinder’s small Sojourner. The 
landing ellipse was 30 by 10 km at 30° N, shrinking to a 
10-km circle at 15° S.

 An     initial site for planning purposes was on an old 
valley network in Terra Meridiani at 6.5° S, 358° W. One 
additional site suggested by Daniel Berman (Planetary
Science Institute) during a contemporary landing site
study was not presented at this workshop,     but was men-
tioned in the second workshop in 1999. The study incor-
porated Phobos 2 Termoscan infrared data. This was 
Hydraotes Chaos at 0° N, 34° W, a relatively young sur-
face in an area shaped by water flows. Both of these sites 
are included     in  Figure 181 .  

 Cost     and technical problems soon reduced the scale of 
the mission, and the large rover was replaced by a smaller 
vehicle called Marie Curie, similar to Sojourner and not 
expected to traverse more than about 1000 m. The sites 
suggested at the second workshop in June 1999 reflected 
    this change. A list of sites of astrobiological interest 
( Table 75 ,  Figure 184 A) was compiled by Farmer et al . l
( 1999 ). Farmer and     his colleagues had studied astrobiol-
ogy (or exobiology) sites earlier ( Table 62 ), but this new

list was restricted to sites fitting the Mars Surveyor 2001
engineering constraints and incorporated new data from
Mars Global Surveyor. These     and many other sites were 
proposed at a second landing site workshop (Gulick,
 1999 ). They are listed in  Table 76  and plotted in  Figure
  180 B  . This listing is compiled from several sources, with
some duplicate sites removed and inconsistencies cor-
rected or noted. The largest list is compiled directly from
workshop abstracts (Column A in  Table 76 ). A condensed 
list (    Column B) was included with the published abstract 
volume, and another version of the list (Column C) was 
provided on the contemporary mission site selection
website. Some individual sites are illustrated in  Figures
184      through 186, including site 58, the only one for 
which an example of a possible rover traverse was illus-
trated. Locations shown in the illustrations are not always
consistent with the published coordinates.

 Another     workshop was held at LPI in Houston on 2
through 4 October 1999. Only two specific sites were
described ( Figure 185 ), new locations in Melas Chasma
(Costard et al .,  1999 ) and bright deposits interpreted asl
    evaporites in the Brazos Valles area south of Schiaparelli
(Cabrol and Grin,  1999 ). Those bright, fractured deposits
had been seen in MOC image AB102306 in a depression
on the plateau above the nearby valley floor. Soon after 
that meeting, the choice of landing sites was     narrowed to
eight ‘top candidate’ sites later in October 1999 ( Table
77 ), listed on the contemporary mission website. The
first five sites in  Table 77 , in     two distinct areas, were pre-
ferred. These sites are illustrated in  Figure 187  with
approximate ellipse positions added at the closest rea-
sonably smooth locations near the given coordinates, as
they were not illustrated at the time.     Discrepancies
between ellipse positions and coordinates in  Table 77  are 
caused by the updated coordinate system used in  Figure
187 . At this point the mission was cancelled and     site
selection work ended.  

  2001:     Mars Surveyor 2001 (United States)

 The     Mars Surveyor program was a series of missions
with the goal of launching an orbiter and a lander in every
Mars launch window. In 1999 the program suffered a
severe setback when its first missions, Mars Climate
Orbiter and Mars Polar Lander, were both lost on arrival
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 Table 74.  Mars   Surveyor 2001 Sites from the First Landing Site Workshop (1998)    

Site Name Location Notes

1 Central Sinus Meridiani 3.2° S, 3.0° W Aqueous sediments
2 Western Arabia Terra 5° N, 5° W Cratered plateau
3 Becquerel crater 22° N, 7° W Evaporite deposit, crater lake
4 Western Arabia Terra 1° S, 8.5° W Alternative to above, cratered plateau, ridged plains
5 Margaritifer Sinus 1.5° S, 8.5° W Plains, channels
6 Crommelin crater 5° N, 10° W Concentric crater fillfi
7 Double crater – Ares 12° N, 26° W Crater lake
8 Galilaei crater 6° N, 27° W Sediments in crater
9 Tiu Vallis 12.5° N, 32.5° W Masursky – dissected crater on Tiu Valles
10 Chasma confl uence 5–12fl ° S, 31–41° W Junction of Ganges, Capri, Eos, flood sedimentsfl
11 Da Vinci crater 2° N, 39° W Crater floor and lacustrine materialsfl
12 Argyre Planitia 55–56° S, 41–43° W Large lake basin, too far south, use for future mission
13 Xanthe Terra 10–15° N, 45–54° W Highlands, valley network
14 Ganges Chasma 7–9° S, 47–52° W Layered materials, canyon walls and floor, dunesfl
15 Maja Valles fan 18–22° N, 53–56° W Highland boundary, fluvial sedimentsfl
16 Lunae Planum 23.5° N, 59° W Ridged plains
17 Melas Labes 9° S, 72° W Landslide deposits, canyon floor, wall materialsfl
18 Melas Chasma 10° S, 74° W Layered deposits, canyon floor materialsfl
19 Candor Mensa 5.5° S, 74.6° W Wall rock, layered deposits, landslide
20 Kasei Valles 21° N, 77.5° W Traverse like Figure 149, ridge, plains, channel
21 Tempe-Mareotis area c. 30° N, 80° W Unspecifi ed site, variety of rocks, small volcanoesfi
22 Labeatis Fossae 24–27° N, 80–81° W Fractured plains, lava flowsfl
23 Olympica Fossae 23° N, 123° W Lava fl ows, fractures, channels, hydrothermal area?fl
24 Sirenum boundary 4–5° S, 145–149° W Dichotomy boundary, fluvial depositsfl
25 Mangala Valles 14.1° S, 149° W In channel
26 Olympus Mons c. 20° N, 150° W Unspecifi ed location on outer edge of aureolefi
27 Mangala Valles 8° S, 151° W Channel deposits
28 Mangala Valles 2.0° N, 152.5° W Channel mouth
29 Labou Vallis 7.5° S, 156° W Old crust, channel deposit
30 Mangala Valles 9.0° S, 156.5° W Highland outside channel, old channels
31 Medusae Fossae 9° S, 159.5° W Depositional basin
32 Elysium 5° S–10° N, 170–220° W Channel, lake deposits
33 Memnonia channel 11° S, 173° W Medusae Fossae Formation, outflow channelfl
34 Orcus Patera c. 15° N, 181° W Unspecifi ed site, hydrothermal, acustrine?fi
35 Apollinaris Patera C1 8° S, 184° W Channel source
36 Apollinaris Patera C2 7° S, 184.5° W Water ponding in channel
37 Ma’adim delta-Gusev 15° S, 184.6° W Lacustrine deposits
38 SE Elysium A 2.5° N, 184.8° W Origin of smooth plains (water or lava)
39 SE Elysium D 6.3° N, 185.5° W Origin of smooth plains (water or lava)
40 Apollinaris Patera B 12° S, 185.5° W Debris fan, channels, possible thermal springs
41 Gusev – Thira craters 14.5° S, 186° W Lacustrine deposits
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at     Mars. The immediate result was the cancellation of the
2001 landing mission, just known as Mars Surveyor 
2001, because it used the same landing system as Mars 
Polar Lander. The spacecraft was put into storage and
was later modified for use in the Phoenix mission in
    2007. The orbiter flew successfully under the name 2001 
Mars Odyssey.  

 Mars     Surveyor 2001, which probably would have 
been given a more distinctive name closer to its launch
in April 2001, was to carry a rover designed to survive 
for at least a year and to drive at least 10 km. It would

explore a site in ancient   terrain  , looking for materials
that preserved a record of water, climate and possibly
biology early in the planet’s history. The rover would
collect rock and soil samples with a coring drill and 
scoop and store them for possible collection by a 2005
sample return vehicle. The rover     instrument payload,
called Athena, was developed at Cornell University and 
eventually flew on the Mars Exploration Rovers in 2003.
It consisted of high-resolution cameras, an infrared
spectrometer and two other instruments for in situ mea-
surements of surface composition. After deploying the

Site Name Location Notes

42 Kayne crater 16° S, 187° W Ejecta blanket
43 Apollinaris Patera A 8.6° S, 187.5° W Ejecta and chaotic terrain
44 SE Elysium B 2.2° N, 188.7° W Origin of smooth plains (water or lava)
45 SE Elysium C 5.1° N, 188.9° W Origin of smooth plains (water or lava)
46 Ma’adim delta in Elysium basin 4° S, 189° W Major estuary and delta west of Apollinaris Mons
47 Southern Elysium Planitia 1.5–3.5° S, 195–198° W Shoreline?
48 Aeolis basin 14° S, 217.5° W Sedimentary deposits
49 Gale crater 5° S, 222° W Central mound, terraces, sediments, hydrothermal
50 Gale crater 5° S, 223° W Channel mouth, sediments, hydrothermal deposits
51 Mare Tyrrhenum 4.0° S, 242.0° W Plains, channels
52 Mare Tyrrhenum 10.0° S, 245.0° W Plains, channels
53 Mare Tyrrhenum 6.4° S, 253.3° W Plains, channels
54 Mare Tyrrhenum 2.2° S, 255.0° W Plains, channels
55 Amenthes Fossae 2° N, 258° W Aqueous sediments, traverse west into channel
56 Libya Montes 0–4° N, 270–280° W Highlands, plains, valley networks
57 Southern Utopia 28.9° N, 270.5° W Thumbprint terrain, plains, shoreline? Drive 30 km

NW to ejecta, or to ‘butterfl y crater’ (30fl ° N, 273°
W), possible Mars meteorite (SNC) source

58 SW Isidis B 1.8° N, 276.2° W Plains, highland boundary
59 SW Isidis Traverse B 8.4° N, 277.6° W Plains, sediment, hills, ejecta or landslide
60 SW Isidis A 3.4° N, 277.8° W Channel, highland (3.9° N, 272.5° W on map)
61 SW Isidis Traverse A 9.6° N, 277.8° W Plains, sediment, hills, ridge (possible mud volcano)
62 Arabia Terra 5° S–25° N, 310–342° W Ridged plains, highlands, channels
63 White Rock 8° S, 335° W Pollack mound, crater lake, evaporite or carbonate?
64 Schiaparelli 3.9° S, 340.0° W Crater rim, gully, drive to gully or crater 10 km north
65 Schiaparelli 3° S, 343° W Alternative to White Rock (Pollack) site
66 E. Sinus Meridiani 7.6° S, 346.9° W Lacustrine deposit
67 E. Sinus Meridiani 0.8° S, 349° W Varied units in close proximity
68 Northern Meridiani 0–3° N, 350–2° W Land on highlands adjacent to sediments

 Table 74.  (cont.)  
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Figure  180 Mars Surveyor 2001 landing sites suggested at (A) the fi rst landing site workshop, (B) the second landing fi
site workshop.
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Figure 181 Examples of Mars Surveyor 2001 sites from the fi rst Landing Site Workshop or contemporary sources referredfi
to in the text.
Site numbers refer to Table 4. Black dots are exact locations illustrated in the Workshop abstracts. Sites without black dots were
only specifi ed by coordinates. Site 50 in Gale crater was chosen for the Mars Science Laboratory rover, launched in 2011. All
maps are 3° (180 km) across,  for scale.  
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Figure 182 Traverses illustrated or described at the fi rst Mars Surveyor 2001 Landing Site Workshop.fi
Site numbers refer to Table 74.
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Figure 183 Addit ional Mars Surveyor 2001  sites and rover traverses suggested at the 30th Lunar and Planetary Science 
Conference in March 1999.
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rover, the     lander would function for at least 100 days
with a soil and dust analysis instrument, a radiation sen-
sor for future human Mars planning and a Mars In-Situ
Propellant Production Precursor experiment. Low power 
at higher northern latitudes at the time     of landing would 
have delayed any lander science for 30 sols and rover
deployment for 50 sols, so the initial latitude range (30°
N to 15° S) was soon reduced at its northern boundary to
15° N and then to a still narrower     limit (3° N to 12° S)
for final site planning.  

 The     mission was reduced in scope in 1999 for techni-
cal and budgetary reasons. The Athena instruments and 
more capable rover were replaced with APEX, the Ath-
ena Precursor Experiment, and a small rover called Marie
Curie, very similar to Mars Pathfinder’s Sojourner. This
could only be expected     to travel about 1000 m at most. 
APEX consisted of a panoramic camera and infrared
spectrometer mounted on a mast on the lander, an Alpha 
Proton X-ray Spectrometer on the rover, and a Moss-
bauer Spectrometer on a robotic arm on the lander.  

 Table 75.  Mars   Surveyor  2001 Astrobiology Sites  (Farmer  et al .,  1999 )    

75a. High- to Moderately High-Priority Sites Meeting All Criteria

Site Location Type of site* Priority

1 Terra Cimmeria 8–11° S, 216–220° W 1, 2 Highest
2 Mangala Valles 3–12° S, 150–155° W 1, 2 Highest
3 Xanthe – Da Vinci 0–3° N, 40–44° W 2 Moderate to high
4 S. Ares Vallis 0–3° N, 17–19° W 2 Moderate to high
5 Libya Montes 1–3° N, 272–274° W 1,2 Moderate to high
6 SE Xanthe – Iani Chaos 9–12° S, 27–29° W 3 Moderate to high
7 SE Xanthe – Iani Chaos 9–12° S, 29–30° W 3 Moderate to high
8 SE Xanthe – Iani Chaos 8–12° S, 30–31° W 3 Moderate to high
9 Iani Chaos 0–3° N, 13–15° W 3 Moderate to high
10 Apollinaris Chaos 12–4° S, 188–190° W 3 Moderate to high
11 NE of Gusev crater 14–9° S, 180–181° W 1, 2 Moderate to high
12 Al-Qahira Vallis 15–14° S, 194–196° W 1, 2 Moderate to high

75b. High-Priority Sites With Marginal Rock and Image Data

Site Location Type of site* Priority

13 Amenthes Rupes 2.9° S, 249.5° W 1, 2 Highest
14 Apollinaris Chaos 11.1° S, 188.5° W 2, 3 Highest
15 Da Vinci crater 1.2° N, 39.1° W 2, 3 Highest
16 Ganges Chasma (1) 8.5° S, 43.9° W 1, 2 Highest
17 Ganges Chasma (2) 8.8° S, 42.5° W 1, 2 Highest
18 Libya Montes region 1–3° N, 270–280° W 1, 2 Highest
19 N. Memnonia Terra (1) 11.3° S, 174.2° W 1, 2 Highest
20 N. Memnonia Terra (2) 11.2° S, 178.2° W 1, 2 Highest
21 Nicholson crater 0° N, 164° W 2, 3 Highest
22 Reuyl crater 9.9° S, 192.8° W 2, 3 Highest
23 Shalbatana source (1) 0.2° N, 46.3° W 1, 2, 3 Highest
24 Shalbatana source (2) 0.7° N, 44.5° W 1, 2, 3 Highest

   *  Site types are (1) grab bag site, (2) fl uvial-lacustrine site and (3) potential hydrothermal site.        fl
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Table 76.  Mars    Surveyor  2001 Sites from the Second Landing Site Workshop (1999)    

Site A B C Name Location Notes

1 x x x Hematite 2, Meridiani 3° S–2° N, 0–7° W Hematite, eroded layered deposit,
paleolake, highlands (also said to be
353° W–5° W)

2 x Hematite c. 2° S, 4° W South edge of hematite, layering
3 x x x S. Terra Meridiani 4.75TT ° S, 4.75° W Channels in highlands (also 4.5° S, 5° W)
4 x Hematite 1.2° S, 5.5° W Edge of hematite exposure
5 x x x Hematite 1, N. Meridiani 1.5° S, 5.5° W Hematite, smooth deposit (also 6° W)
6 x Hematite 2.8° S, 5.8° W Layering and hematite
7 x x x Ares Vallis headlands 2° S, 18° W Outfl ow channel (also 2.5fl ° S, 18.5° W)
8 x x x Iani Chaos 5° S, 21° W Old, smooth lava flowsfl
9 x x x Valley confl uence 10.85fl ° S, 21.62° W Diverse sediments from several sources
10 x x x Margaritifer basin 10.0° S, 21.79° W Fluvial sediments in depositional basin
11 x Crater near Ares Vallis 12° N, 26° W (Too far north?)
12 x Galilaei crater 6° N, 27° W Crater floorfl
13 x Tiu Vallis crater 7° N, 33° W (Too far north?)
14 x Valles Marineris 4.1° S, 35.2° W Outfl ow channel environmentfl
15 x x Ganges-Eos Chasmata C 4.1° S, 35.2° W Canyon floor, flfl  uvial deposits, wall debrisfl
16 x N. Hydraotes Chaos 3° N, 36° W Source of Tiu and Simud Valles
17 x x x Ganges-Eos Chasmata B 6.5° S, 37° W Canyon floor, flfl  uvial deposits, wall debrisfl
18 x x x Ganges-Eos Chasmata A 10.5° S, 37.1° W Canyon floor and flfl  uvial depositsfl
19 x Da Vinci crater 1.2° N, 39.1° W Fluvio-lacustrine, possibly hydrothermal
20 x x x Ravi Vallis 2.8° S, 40.8° W Lava fl ows, ejectafl
21 x x x Ganges Chasma 2 8.8° S, 42.5° W Fluvial sediments
22 x x x Ganges Chasma 1 8.5° S, 43.9° W Outfl ow sediments, landslidesfl
23 x x x Shalbatana Vallis 2 0.7° N, 44.5° W Channel fl oor and wall debrisfl
24 x x x Shalbatana Vallis 1 0.2° N, 46.3° W Channel source and deposits, ancient 

crust
25 x x x Ganges Chasma 3B 8.1° S, 48.0° W Sand sheet, images of layered mesa
26 x x x Ganges Chasma 3A 8.0° S, 49.3° W Sand sheet, view layered mesa 

(also 7.9° S)
27 x x x Ganges Chasma 3C 7.4° S, 49.5° W Layered material, remote sensing of 

slopes
28 x Ophir Chasma 4.2° S, 70.8° W Walls, landslides, layered mesa
29 x x x Melas Chasma 1A 11.5° S, 71.0° W Layered deposits
30 x x x Melas Chasma 1B 11.5° S, 71.4° W Foot of canyon wall material
31 x x x Melas Chasma 1C 11.6° S, 72.1° W Floor material with layers nearby
32 x Candor Chasma 7.7° S, 72.5° W Layered deposits, remote sensing of walls
33 x x x Melas Chasma 2 10° S, 73° W Canyon floor materialsfl
34 x x x Melas Chasma 1D 10.4° S, 73.2° W Floor material with layers nearby
35 x x x Candor Mensa 6.5° S, 73.5° W Top of layered plateau
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Site A B C Name Location Notes

36 x x x Candor Mensa 11.0° S, 73.5° W Lower plateau layers, canyon walls
images

37 x Candor Mensa 2 5.5° S, 74.6° W Variety of rocks, possible lake bed
38 x x x Candor Mensa 9.7° S, 75.3° W Lower levels of layered plateau
39 x Terra Sirenum 4.9–5.2° S,

147.0–147.5° W
Dichotomy, sediments, ejecta, lava flowsfl

40 x Mangala Valles 2 3–12° S, 150–155° W Fluvial, lacustrine
41 x x x Mangala paleolake 6.0° S, 153.2° W Paleolake sediments in northern crater 

fl oorfl
42 x x x Magnetic anomaly B (2) 13.5° S, 166° W Channels, ejecta (also 13.2° S, 

165.2° W)
43 x x x N. Memnonia 1 11.3° S, 174.2° W Recent fl uvial sediments, ejectafl
44 x x x Memnonia valley 11.2° S, 178.2° W Depositional basin, channel mouth
45 x x x Gusev crater 14° S, 184° W Impact crater, paleolake basin
46 x Gusev-Ma’adim delta 15° S, 184.6° W Fluvio-lacustrine, highlands
47 x x x Apollinaris Patera 2 12.0° S, 185.5° W Eroded fan, hot springs

(also 185.75° W)
48 x Gusev-Thira 14.5° S, 184° W Lava fl ows, lake beds, frost moundsfl
49 x Kayne crater 15.6° S, 186.4° W Crater
50 x N. Memnonia 2 11.2° S, 187.2° W Paleofl uvial – lacustrinefl
51 x x x Apollinaris Patera 1 8.6° S, 187.5° W Ejecta, chaotic terrain (also 8.5° S)
52 x x Apollinaris Patera 3 8.5° S, 188° W Dichotomy, lake or ocean, hydrothermal
53 x x x Apollinaris Chaos 11.1° S, 188.5° W Smooth depression in chaos area
54 x x x Reuyl crater 9.9° S, 192.8° W Lake sediments, evaporites
55 x x x Ibishead peninsula 

(S. Elysium)
1.5–3.5° S, 195–198° W Eroded highlands, Elysium basin deposits 

(also 2° S, 196° W or 2.5° S, 196.5°
W)

56 x Magnetic anomaly A 9° S, 202° W Highland-lowland boundary, channels
57 x x Magnetic anomaly 1 8.29° S, 202.1° W Dichotomy positive anomaly, fluvialfl
58 x x x Dichotomy boundary 6° S, 210° W Plains, highlands (also 6.5° S, 

210.5° W, and illustrated at 
7.1° S, 208.8° W)

59 x Aeolis Mensa 6–9° S, 214–216° W Layered material
60 x Terra Cimmeria 8–11° S, 216–220° W Fluvial, lacustrine
61 x x x Escalante basin 2° N, 240.5° W Channel deposits
62 x Terra Cimmeria 4° N, 241° W Ancient terrain eroded by water
63 x x x Amenthes boundary 2.5° N, 241.5° W Lava fl ows, ejecta, channel depositsfl
64 x x x Amenthes trough 1.7° S, 246.4° W Ancient sediments
65 x x x Amenthes Rupes (Palos) 2.9° S, 249.5° W Fluvial, lacustrine (also 2.5° S or 4.0° S)
66 x Terra Tyrrhena A 2.0° N, 268.5° W Cratered highlands
67 x Terra Tyrrhena B 2.4 N, 268.6 W Cratered highlands

Table 76. (cont.)
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and visible multispectral imaging (Thermal Emission 
Imaging System, THEMIS) and to assess the radiation 
hazard to future astronauts with MARIE (Mars Radiation 
Environment Experiment). In later years it acted as a com-
munications relay   for the Mars Exploration Rovers, a
function added to all subsequent orbiter missions.

 The     spacecraft was a 2.2 by 1.7 by 2.6 m box with a 
large solar array on one side and a dish antenna on a 

7 April 2001: 2001 Mars Odyssey (United States)

2001     Mars Odyssey, often simply called Mars Odyssey,
was the orbiter part of the Mars Surveyor 2001 mission. Its
goals were to conduct a mineralogical survey of the sur-
face of Mars from orbit using a thermal emission spec-
trometer (TES) and a gamma-ray spectrometer (    GRS) to
characterize the climate and geology of Mars using infrared

Site A B C Name Location Notes

68 x Terra Tyrrhena C 2.4 N, 268.2 W Cratered highlands
69 x Terra Tyrrhena D 2.6 N, 267.3 W Cratered highlands
70 x Libya Montes 3 1–3° N, 270–280° W Fluvial-lacustrine
71 x x x E. Libya Montes – 1D 3.1° N, 272.0° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
72 x x Libya Montes – 1C 3.0° N, 272.0° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
73 x Libya Montes middle 2.4° N, 273.0° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
74 x x x Libya Montes NW – 1B 3.0° N, 272.9° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
75 x x x Libya Montes SW – 1A 2.8° N, 273.0° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
76 x x x Libya Montes 2 2° N, 273° W Fluvial deposits in highland basin
77 x Libya Montes B 1.76° N, 276.29° W Lacustrine sediments
78 x x Libya Montes – Isidis 2 2° N, 276.5° W Highland-lowland boundary, channels
79 x Libya Montes A 3.73° N, 277.54° W Fluvial deposits (also 3.4° N, 277.8° W)
80 x x Libya Montes – Isidis 1 3.77° N, 277.6° W Highland-lowland boundary, channels
81 x x Arabia Terra 12° S–3° N, 310–342° W Ancient cratered highlands
82 x x x White Rock basin 7.8° S, 334.85° W Lacustrine sediments, fans, evaporites
83 x x Meridiani – Brazos lakes 5.5° S, 340.7° W Paleolake bed, evaporites (also 341° W)
84 x Schiaparelli fl oor 5fl ° S, 342° W Fan and fl oor depositsfl
85 x x x Schiaparelli S, SE 2.5° S, 343° W Brazos channel deposits, evaporites?
86 x x x Terra Meridiani 7° S, 346° W Old terrain, channels, layers

(also 347° W)
87 x x E. Terra Meridiani 5° S, 347° W Evaporites, sulphates? 

(or 5.5° S, 347.7° W)
88 x x x Sinus Sabaeus 9.12° S, 347.81° W Channel deposits
89 x x x Evros paleolake 10° S, 348.5° W Lacustrine, evaporites, fans

(also 348° W)
90 x Madler crater 10.6° S, 356.5° W Preferred site – fl oor deposits, fl

wall imaging
91 x Madler crater 10.3° S, 357.4° W Floor deposits, wall imaging
92 x Madler crater 10.9° S, 357.6° W Floor deposits, wall imaging
93 x Meridiani Sinus 5° S, 358° W Crater floor materialsfl

Note:   Site numbers in this  table and  Figure 180 B are ordered by longitude. A: sites from individual  Workshop abstracts. B: sites  from a list in  Gulick 
( 1999 ). C: sites from  the  contemporary landing site website.        

Table 76.  (cont.)
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mast. The instruments and equipment, mounted on a sep-
arate science deck, consisted of star cameras for attitude 
    control, the THEMIS instrument, the MARIE radiation
sensor and the GRS, which had two neutron detectors on 
the science deck as well as a gamma-ray detector on a
6-m-long boom. MARIE seemed to fail during cruise but 
was revived in March 2002.     THEMIS could operate over 
the day and night hemispheres, investigating both com-
position and thermal inertia (Christensen  et al .,  2004 ). l
The latter, estimated from the rate of cooling of the sur-
face at night, provided information on the rock distribu-
tion at the surface and helped to     identify relatively rock-
free areas for future landing site studies. There was some 
hope that night temperature data might reveal areas of 
enhanced subsurface heat flow related to volcanic activ-
ity or heated groundwater, but nothing like this was 
found.  

 The     376-kg spacecraft (725 kg when fueled) was
launched at 15:02 UT from Cape Canaveral and reached 
Mars on 24 October 2001 (MY 25, sol 494), entering 
orbit at 02:26 UT. The initial orbit had an 18.    6-hour 
period, but by aerobraking until 30 January 2002, the
spacecraft reached its 201 by 500 km, 2-hour period 
mapping orbit (Saunders et al .,  2004 ). The nominal mis-l
sion ended in July 2004 but was extended several times,
and the spacecraft was still operating in     2011. On 15 
December 2010 (MY 30, sol 404), Mars Odyssey sur-
passed the 3340-day lifetime of Mars Global Surveyor to 
become the longest operating Mars orbiter.

 When     Mars Odyssey arrived at Mars, its orbit crossed
the dayside equator at 16:00 local time, but the orbit 
plane was allowed to drift until it crossed the equator at 

17:00 to give the GRS instrument better observing condi-
tions, though this was less than optimal     for THEMIS.
GRS would have overheated if used closer to local noon.
On 30 September 2008 (MY 29, sol 288), a small maneu-
ver changed the orbit period slightly so that the equator 
crossing would happen a little earlier each day. By 22 
June 2009,     the spacecraft was over the equator at 15:45 
local time, and another maneuver fixed the orbit plane
again. This provided better conditions for the THEMIS 
spectral observations, because the day-night temperature 
variations were stronger. The instrument was also pointed 
off nadir at     times to fill gaps in mapping or to provide 
stereoscopic images. Global mosaics of THEMIS infra-
red images were made available online at the Arizona 
State University using dynamic mapping software at 
 http://jmars.mars.asu.edu/maps , providing easy access to
the   data  . THEMIS images are used throughout this atlas, 
including  Figures 52 C, 85B, 139, 140 and 187.

  Figure   1  88  shows images from THEMIS.  Figure 188 A
is a daytime infrared mosaic of the area illustrated as a 
Viking image mosaic in  Figure   51 D  .  Figure 188 B is the
nighttime infrared mosaic of the same area. Night tem-
peratures show how much the surface has cooled since 
sunset, revealing information on surface properties,
including rock concentrations. A higher resolution view 
    ( Figure 188 C) is from the visible imager.  Figure 188 D
shows areas of enhanced hydrogen around the poles,
assumed to be in the form     of ice in the regolith. Near-
global coverage was obtained by the infrared imager in 
both day and night viewing, and a significant fraction of 
the surface was mapped at up to 18 m/pixel by the visible 
imager. THEMIS identified deposits of clays,     carbonates, 

 Table 77.  Mars   Surveyor 2001 Top  Candidate   Sites

Name Location Notes

Western Hematite 0–3° S, 2–7° W Preferred site: 1.5° S, 4.5° W
Isidis rim 3° N–1° S, 270–280° W Preferred sites:

Isidis Rim 1: 1.6° N, 271.9° W
Isidis Rim 2: 2.4° N, 274.5° W
Isidis Rim 3: 2° N, 276.5° W
Isidis Rim 4: 3.77° N, 277.6° W

Amenthes highlands 2.4° N, 241.5° W
Hesperia paleolake 2.5° S, 249.5° W (Palos crater)
NE Meridiani 2.0° S, 350.2° W
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Figure 184 Mars Surveyor candidate landing sites from the Second Landing Site Workshop (Gulick, 1999).
A:  Astrobiology sites from Farmer  et al. ( 1999 ). B: Specifi c sites illustrated in the meeting abstracts, continued in   Figure 185. Site
numbers  are from  Table 76 .  For scale, 1° spans 60 km. 
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Figure 185 Mars Surveyor candidate landing sites from the Second Landing Site Workshop (Gulick, 1999). 
For scale, 1° spans 60 km, and most images are 2° or 120 km across. The Site 58 traverses are drawn on Viking image 762A48. 
They are only  representative of possible traverses as the exact landing point could not be predicted in advance.
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Figure 186 Mars Surveyor candidate landing sites from the Second Landing Site Workshop ( Gulick,  1999).
Most images are 2° or 120 km across. The last image (lower right) with two sites in Melas Chasma is from Costard et al. (1999).
The Brazos  Valles site (site 83) was also  described by Cabrol and Grin (1999). Site numbers for all locations except the last
image are from  Table 76 . 
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Figure 187 Shortlisted sites for Mars  Surveyor 2001 from  Table 77.
Each image is a Mars Odyssey THEMIS daytime infrared mosaic from the  Jmarss website at Arizona State University (see  text)
with shading inverted to resemble visual albedo (especially signifi cant in Northeast Meridiani), and each spans 1 ° (60 km) from
left to right. Isidis Rim 4 is almost identical to SW Isidis A in Figure 182 . 
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Figure 188 Mars Odyssey images. 
A: THEMIS daytime IR  mosaic. B: THEMIS nighttime IR mosaic. C: THEMIS visible image V30005004, approximately 49.5° N, 
52.5° W, in the same area as  Figures 51D, 153D and 190D. D:  Hydrogen concentrations around the poles of Mars, detected
by the Gamma Ray Spectrometer on 2001 Mars Odyssey. The outlined areas contain at least 25% water by weight in the soil,
inferred from the effects  of hydrogen on neutrons emitted from the surface. 
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chlorides, sulphates and other materials which had a pro-
found effect on future landing site selection work. More 
limited compositional data had been obtained by TES on
Mars Global Surveyor, and the future Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter would add higher resolution data from its 
CRISM instrument.     Since the time of Mariner 9, and to a
lesser extent even Mariner 4, geomorphology had been 
the main source of information for site selection, but in
future landing site studies, the surface composition 
played an equal or greater role. Water ice concentration
and rock distribution     data from Mars Odyssey were used 
to select the Phoenix landing site in 2008.  

  2000s:     Seeking Water

 WOBBLE     (Water Observations from a Balloon Borne 
Light Explorer) was a conceptual study for a small bal-
loon probe to explore a region of Mars showing evidence
for the presence of water (Udrea  et al .,  2002 ). The typel
of feature chosen for investigation was a gully in     a crater 
wall, interpreted by Malin and Edgett ( 2000 ) as the result 
of fluid flow, some of which appeared to be very recent 
or currently active. The concept might have been devel-
oped for a Discovery, Mars Surveyor or Mars Scout 
mission.  

 A     lander equipped with airbags like Mars Pathfinder 
would deploy a 24-m-diameter hydrogen balloon which 
could reach otherwise inaccessible gullies. Its instru-
ments would be high-resolution cameras, infrared and 
Raman spectrometers, a laser-induced fluorescence 
instrument, electric and magnetic field probes, ground-
penetrating radar     and meteorology sensors. The spec-
trometers would seek evidence of salts which might 
lower the freezing point of water to allow flow under cur-
rent conditions. The radar would seek underground water 
or ice. Two low-resolution cameras on the lander would 
observe pilot balloons launched before the main     balloon, 
monitor the inflation of the large balloon and observe its 
departure.  

 The     lander would set down in a crater known to have 
gullies and release its balloon to fly over the crater wall,
making its observations over a short period. The flight 
would take place in several hops between touchdown
sites, only flying when winds would carry it in     the right 
direction. After data were transmitted from the gully

overflight, an extended mission might continue as long 
as the balloon remained functional. The landing ellipse
was reduced to only 30 by 10 km by making a very late
trajectory correction during the approach to Mars. The
    crater had to contain this ellipse, to lie within appropriate 
elevation and latitude limits, and to have a smooth flat 
floor and numerous gullies. The chosen site was at 65° S, 
15° W in a crater imaged by MGS during its aerobraking
(orbit     circularization) phase, which provided one of the
first views of gullies.  Figure 189 A shows the crater, then 
informally referred to as the Aerobraking Crater but now
named Sarh, with a possible ellipse at     an arbitrary orien-
tation. The final ellipse orientation would depend on the
arrival date. This crater floor is probably too rugged for a
safe landing.

  Figure   1  89 B shows an area in Solis Planum inter-
preted by Koroshetz and Barlow ( 1998 ) and Barlow 
( 2000 ) as having a near-surface reservoir of ice. Studies
of crater ejecta morphology suggested that ice lay near 
the surface at high latitudes,     but might be buried under 
hundreds of metres of dry material near the equator. This
area, however, showed signs of ice at shallow depth 
which might supply water resources for future human
operations. Morphological studies like these were sup-
plemented in later years by Mars Odyssey GRS     data
which could detect ice directly if it was close to the sur-
face.  

      2 June 2003: Mars Express (Europe: ESA)  

 Mars     Express was the first European Space Agency 
(ESA) mission to Mars. It consisted of an orbiter and a 
lander called Beagle 2 and weighed 1123 kg complete 
with fuel and Beagle 2 attached or 666 kg for the empty
orbiter alone. Mars Express was     conceived initially to 
recover European science lost with Russia’s Mars 96
mission, which had carried a camera provided by ESA.
The goals of Mars Express were to obtain near-global 
high-resolution images at 10-m resolution, to map min-
eralogy at 100-m resolution,     to study subsurface 
structures with a sounding radar, and to measure the 
atmo spheric composition and circulation.

 Mars     Express had a 1.5 by 1.8 by 1.4 m body with two 
solar panels mounted on opposite sides, spanning a total
of 12 m. A 1.8-m-diameter antenna was mounted on one
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Figure  189 A: The WOBBLE landing site region. B: THEMIS infrared mosaic of Sarh (‘Aerobraking Crater’), the landing site for
WOBBLE. In infrared the dark areas seen in Figure 188 C appear brighter.  C: Gullies in Sarh’s western wall, the WOBBLE science  
target (MOC image AB107707). D: Possible subsurface ice reservoir identifi ed by  Koroshetz and Barlow (1998 ) and Barlow 
( 2000 ).
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end of the body, pointing in     the same direction as the
solar panels. Two 20-m-long antennae for the radar 
sounder extended from opposite sides of the body per-
pendicular to the solar panels, and a 4-m-long low-gain 
antenna extended from the top of the body. Its instru-
ments were     a high-resolution stereoscopic camera 
(HRSC, the instrument lost on Mars 96), a visible and 
near-infrared spectrometer (OMEGA), an infrared spec-
trometer (PFS) and ultraviolet spectrometer (SPICAM),
a neutral and charged particle sensor package (ASPERA)
and the subsurface     radar system (MARSIS). A radio sci-
ence experiment made use of the main communications
system.  

 Mars     Express was launched from Baikonur at 17:45 
UT and entered a 200-km parking orbit. The upper stage 
fired at 19:14 UT to place the spacecraft on a Mars trans-
fer orbit, and the upper stage separated at 19:17 UT. 
When spacecraft     are sent to Mars, the initial trajectory is 
designed to miss the planet, so the unsterilized upper 
stage will not impact and contaminate the planet. A later 
trajectory correction retargets the spacecraft for Mars.
This retargeting took place on 4 June, and another cor-
rection was made     on 10 November. The spacecraft sur-
vived a potentially damaging solar flare on 28 October. A 
distant image of Mars was taken on 1 December from 5.5 
million km. Beagle 2 was released on 19 December, a 
last trajectory correction was made the next day     to pre-
vent the orbiter from entering the atmosphere with Bea-
gle 2, and on 25 December 2003 (MY 26, sol 599) at 
2:47 UT, the main engine burned for 37 minutes to place
it in a 250 by 150 000 km capture orbit inclined 25°     to the
equator. Four more burns beginning on 30 December 
brought Mars Express to its 259- by 11 560-km mapping 
orbit with an inclination of 86° and a period of 7.5 hours. 
Near periapsis on each orbit the instruments faced Mars, 
and near apoapsis     the high-gain antenna was pointed to
Earth for communications. The first science data from
orbit were taken over Valles Marineris on 14 January 
2004. After 440 days the orbit was modified to 298 by 
10 107 km to give an orbital period of 6.7 hours. The
    spacecraft, its instruments and the early mission opera-
tions are described by Wilson ( 2004 ).  

 The     nominal mission was to last for a full Mars year, 
but Mars Express far surpassed its goals and was still
operating successfully in 2011; however, operations were 
interrupted several times. Conjunction periods occurred 

in September 2004, October 2006, December 2008 and
February 2011. Eclipse     seasons occurred twice each 
Mars year, limiting power generation and curtailing
operations. The second eclipse season in early 2005
brought power levels down to critical levels but the 
spacecraft recovered successfully, and experience during 
this event helped plan for survival during future eclipse
seasons. On 27     April 2005 science operations were inter-
rupted while the orbit was adjusted to prevent a collision
with Mars Odyssey. Another orbit adjustment in late
November 2005 returned the spacecraft to its nominal
mapping orbit. A combination of eclipses, increased dis-
tance to Mars and then conjunction in October precluded 
    science operations between 22 August and 5 November 
2006. In December 2006 Mars Express tried, but failed,
to image Mars Global Surveyor which had failed on
2 November.

 Another     challenging eclipse season at aphelion was 
survived late in 2008. The orbit was adjusted several 
times after this, first in December 2008 to improve data
quality, which was threatened as the orbit gradually 
evolved, and again in September and October 2009. The
periapsis latitude varied     considerably over time, from
16° N at the beginning of September 2009 to 87° N in 
December, moving south again after that, so the latitude
of maximum image resolution and other data character-
istics varied and had to be taken into account. Also in 
October     2009, bistatic radar experiments were performed
as well as communications tests with the Mars Explora-
tion Rover Spirit. In February and March 2010 a series of 
Phobos encounters occurred, and after they were com-
pleted, a final orbit change was made to set the spacecraft 
up for several years     of future observations. Problems
began to appear in the data-handling systems on the
spacecraft in August 2011, precipitating several safe 
modes in which operations were suspended while the
problems were solved. Safe modes are designed to pro-
tect spacecraft from harm, but also can result in     greater 
fuel use than during normal operations. These events 
occurred on 13 August, 23 September and 16 October 
2011, and after the last shutdown, science operations 
were suspended until the problems could be explained 
and further safe mode events avoided. Operations were
restored step     by step during November 2011.

 MARSIS     deployment was originally scheduled for 20 
April 2004 (MY 27, sol 44) but was delayed until 2005
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after simulations suggested it might harm the spacecraft. 
On 4 May 2005 (MY 27, sol 413), one long boom was
deployed, but did not fully     lock in place. Orienting the 
spacecraft so the Sun would heat a hinge corrected the 
problem on 11 May. The second boom deployed success-
fully on 14 June 2005 (MY 27, sol 453). MARSIS 
revealed subsurface structures, including layering in the 
polar caps and buried impact     structures in the plains. A 
special north polar mapping campaign was conducted in 
the summer of 2011. The instrument was also designed
to study the ionosphere and unexpectedly proved to 
be able to investigate the planet’s complex magnetic
field through its interaction with electrons near the
spacecraft.

 HRSC     was a scanning camera with 12 m/pixel resolu-
tion at periapsis and multispectral and stereoscopic capa-
bilities (Jaumann et al .,  2007 ). It also included a framingl
camera system called the Super-Resolution Channel
(SRC) with 3-m resolution, slightly compromised by 
thermal deformation     of its mirror. HRSC image and top-
ographic data were incorporated into Google Earth’s 
online Mars map and in a new series of large-scale topo-
graphic maps of regions of interest made at the Tech-
nische Universität Berlin (Albertz et al .,  2005 ). HRSC l
images covered 25% of     the surface of Mars during the 
nominal mission and approached full surface coverage in 
2011. Its stereoscopic images permitted topographic 
mapping at much higher resolution than MOLA over 
broad areas. Another small camera called the Visual 
Monitoring Camera was intended to observe the separa-
tion of Beagle 2     and did so on 25 December 2003 (MY 
26, sol 599). Then it was turned off until February 2007,
when tests were performed to evaluate its use as a public
outreach tool. In October 2007 regular imaging began, 
with rapid online release of the     images to the educational 
and amateur astronomy communities.  Figure 190  shows
several images and other data from Mars Express.  

 Mars     Express contributed substantially to knowledge
of the planet and mapping of potential landing sites,
especially through its topographic mapping and subsur-
face imaging. Its results also produced a new way of 
thinking about the planet’s geological history. Since 
Mariner 9, geological mapping based on surface mor-
phology had     used the historical framework developed by 
USGS, in which old cratered terrain formed in the 
Noachian era, ridged plains in the Hesperian era and 

smooth plains in the Amazonian era. Compositional data
from OMEGA inspired a different approach based on
chemistry (Bibring  et al .,   2006  ). An early Phyllosian eral
with abundant water produced clay minerals, taking its
name from phyllosilicate clays. A later Theiikian era had 
a dry climate in which salts, especially sulphates, were 
precipitated as groundwater evaporated. Finally, a cold 
dry climate in the Siderikian     era produced the ubiquitous 
iron oxide dust seen today. The relationship between 
these and the geological eras was unclear, though the 
Phyllosian and Noachian would roughly coincide.

 The     orbit of Mars Express crosses the orbit of Phobos
at intervals of 5.5 months, allowing repeated very close 
flybys of Phobos. Images from these encounters were 
used to extend Viking mapping and to help locate poten-
tial Phobos-Grunt landing sites (Figures 204,   205  ). Mars 
Express could only obtain distant images of Deimos.  

  Beagle     2 Landing Site Selection  

 The     initial landing site constraints for Beagle 2 were a
latitude range of 30° N to 30° S and elevations below 
0 km in Viking elevation maps, or –1.6 km in the Mars 
Global Surveyor MOLA data, for effective use of the
parachute ( Figure     190 ). The earliest set of candidate sites 
(Pullan et al .,  2004 ) were craters in highland terrain asso-l
ciated with channels, such as Gusev (15° S, 185° W) or 
Becquerel (22° N, 8° W), areas     near the highland/low-
land boundary such as the Elysium basin (0° to 20° N, 
170° to 210° W) and the margin of Amazonis (4° N, 150°
to 151° W); and the previous landing sites of   Viking  -1 in
Chryse Planitia (22.4° N, 48° W) and Pathfinder in Ares 
Vallis (19.5° N, 32.8° W). Bridges  et al . ( 2003 ) also l
mention Sinus Meridiani, which was safe and interesting 
    but too high, and the Cerberus plains north of the equator 
at 210° to 230° W and plains in southern Elysium 
Planitia (0° to 10° N, 190° to 200° W), which were both 
too rough.  

 In     early 2000, two sites in Chryse and Tritonis Lacus
were favoured (ESA, 2000), both near 20° N ( Table 78 ). 
The season when Beagle 2 landed would be late spring,
with adequate sunlight for solar     power and thermal con-
trol at that latitude, according to early studies. The land-
ing ellipses used for planning were 240 km long by up to 
50 km wide. The Chryse site was at the mouth of Maja 
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Figure 190 Mars Express Mars data.
A:  HRSC approach image from 1 December 2003 showing Margaritifer Sinus at a distance of 5.5  million km. B: VMC image 
showing the Tharsis volcanoes on 25 May 2010. C: VMC image mosaic from 23 December 2009 of  Valles Marineris and Argyre
by Mike Malaska.  D: Part of HRSC image h5408_0000_nd2  showing the same area in Tempe Terra seen in Figures 51 D, 153D
and 188C.  E:  MARSIS radargrams 4338 (top) and 3732 showing subsurface structure.  F:  Digital shaded relief from HRSC
stereoscopic data, orbit 1568,  southeastern  Tempe Terra.
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Valles and included layered sediments, very similar to
the ‘    Maja Valles Fan’ site for Mars Pathfinder ( Table 67 ).
ESA used the older term ‘Vallis’ for this site ( Table 78 ),
not the plural form ‘Valles’, which is     now preferred. The
Tritonis Lacus site (close to the Viking A2 site,  Figure 
45 ) was on the edge of the Elysium plains and had a more
eroded landscape. Isidis Planitia was added to the list 
    later. Sites in Ganges Chasma and Candor Chasma, espe-
cially an area of layered materials imaged by Mars Glo-
bal Surveyor, were also possible ( Figure 191 ).

 Later     in 2000, the 20° N sites were dropped when new
analyses showed they would be too cold, and the layered
region was thought to be too rough. The latitude range
was narrowed to 12° N to 12° S. By December 2000, the 
preferred sites     were Simud–Tiu Valles at the southern 
edge of Chryse Planita, not far from the Mars Pathfinder 
site ( Figure 157 ), and Isidis Planitia ( Table 78 ). The
    Simud area was too small to contain a satisfactory ellipse.
The first Isidis location studied was centred at 10.6° N, 
270° W, with three ellipses differing in size and azimuth, 
depending on the approach direction, which varied with 
the arrival date.     The final landing ellipse ( Figure 192 A)
was 174 by 106 km across, centred at 11.6° N, 269.5° W 
(Bridges  et al .,  2003 ). After landing, timing     of solar l
eclipses by Phobos in February 2004 would contribute to 
knowledge of the exact location of the lander.   

      2 June 2003: Beagle 2 (Europe: ESA)  

 Beagle     2, named after Charles Darwin’s ship, was 
launched with Mars Express from Baikonur at 17:45 UT. 
It was mounted on the top surface of the Mars Express 

Orbiter and released on 19 December 2003 at 8:31 UT
(MY 26, sol   593  ). The 60-kg lander’s objectives were to
characterize the geology of the landing site and the 
atmosphere and search for possible signatures of life. It 
entered the Martian atmosphere and was expected to land 
at 02:54 UT on 25 December 2003 (MY 26,     sol 599). No 
signals were ever received, and the lander was assumed
to have crashed.  

 Beagle     2 was a 33-kg bowl-shaped structure, 65 cm 
across and 25 cm deep, with a top cover which could
unfold to form an array of solar panels. It carried instru-
ments for soil and gas composition analyses and cameras
for panoramic and detailed imaging.     A robotic arm with
a stereoscopic camera system, a small sampling drill, 
analytical instruments and a microscopic imager could 
study the surface and collect samples for analysis. The
lander could also deploy a tethered ‘mole’, a mobile 
device which could move on the surface or     dig into loose
soil for subsurface samples. The samples would be
returned to the lander for analysis. Beagle 2 was intended 
to operate for about six months.

 After     the failed landing, a search for evidence of the 
spacecraft on the ground was undertaken by MGS and 
later MRO. The final target coordinates just before probe
release were 11.6° N, 269.26° W. After separation, the 
predicted landing site     ellipse was 57 by 7.6 km across,
centred at 11.53° N, 269.47° W (Sims,  2004 ). Beagle 2 
scientists interpreted a dark patch in a MOC image as the
landing site, possibly including a pixel pattern which 
suggested     that the spacecraft might have landed success-
fully and opened its solar panels, but not been able to 
transmit data. These features were later seen more clearly 
in a MRO HiRISE image and revealed to be ordinary

 Table  78.   Beag  le 2  Landing    Ellipses

Ellipse (Figures 190, 191) Location Dimensions (km) Azimuth

Chryse – Maja Vallis 19° N, 51.5° W 240 by 50
Tritonis Lacus 20° N, 246° W 240 by 50
Simud – Tiu Valles 6° N, 37° W
Isidis 1 10.6° N, 270° W 495 by 94 77.6°
Isidis 2 387 by 94 70.4°
Isidis 3 328 by 94 63.4°
Isidis 4 (fi nal) 11.6fi ° N, 269.6° W 174 by 106 74.9°
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Figure 191 Beagle 2 landing site constraints and candidate sites (top), and three shortlisted sites. 
The three small maps are 5° or 300 km across. The Simud – Tiu ellipse would have been on the plateau above the valley fl oors, 
but no obstacle-free site  could be found.
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Figure 192 A: Beagle 2 ellipses in Isidis Planitia. B: The fi nal target ellipse (Isidis 4,  Table 78). The background is a Mars
Odyssey THEMIS infrared  mosaic with  shading inverted to resemble the albedo pattern in (A). C: The  tracking ellipse in which 
Beagle  2 struck the surface, on a mosaic of THEMIS visible and infrared images. Dark ejecta in the infrared portions of the
mosaic appear bright in (B). 
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Figure 193 A: Candidate Beagle 2 impact site, suggested by MOC images but rejected by examination of HiRISE data.
HiRISE  image PSP_002347_1915.  B,  C: The small crater suggested as a possible impact site.  D, E: Bioinspired Engineering of
Exploration Systems (BEES) sites at Aram and  Gusev. Another aircraft route is shown in  Figure 150 C.
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rocks ( Figure   193 A  ). The Beagle 2 crash site has not yet 
been identified.   

  2003:     Mars Bioinspired Aircraft  

 Thakoor      et al . ( 2003 ) described a concept for Marsl
exploration using small flying devices called BEES (Bio-
inspired Engineering of Exploration Systems). The bio-
inspired concept borrowed ideas for the design or control 
of a mechanism from various plants or animals. Flight 
systems, for instance,     might incorporate ideas based on 
winged plant seeds, butterflies and eagles. This study
applied the concept to small aerial platforms which could 
explore areas hostile to rovers. Valles Marineris was one 
example, mentioned but not illustrated. Small gullies 
high on crater walls might be another     suitable target. 
This study looked in more detail at two examples, one in 
Aram Chaos, an area with exposed hematite like that 
detected at Meridiani Planum, and the other at Gusev 
crater ( Figures 193 D     and 193E).

 At     Aram, the mission lands in a crater on the path of 
Ares Vallis. A rover may explore the crater itself, but 
the small flyers travel to rougher and more distant des-
tinations. Route 1 extends through a connecting channel 
into Aram Chaos, examining the channels,     a hematite-
rich delta area (Site 3) and layered sediments (Site 5).
Data from the flyer might help direct the rover to targets

near site 1 and characterize a future instrument drop
site at site 3. Route 2 would explore the giant channel 
    Ares Vallis, and an extension of it could fly over the 
Pathfinder and Viking 1 landing sites. Route 3 would
fly over the rough terrain of Iani Chaos, the source of 
Ares Vallis, possibly dropping instrument packages
along the route. 

 At     Gusev the landing site is on smooth plains just 
north of the eroded remnants of a possible delta at the 
mouth of Ma’adim Vallis. This is about 10 km southwest 
of the Mars Exploration Rover site where the rover Spirit 
landed in January 2004. The lander deploys a     flyer and a
rover. The flyer follows route 1, crossing the floor of 
Gusev and arcing around the inner rim of Thira, a crater 
within Gusev which was thought to show evidence for a 
lake shoreline or layered sediments. It continues across
possibly ice-related     features in Gusev and might extend 
as far as the large volcano Apollinaris Mons, 300 km 
north of Gusev. Meanwhile the rover would drive down
to the delta area and examine it. When the terrain became
too rough, the rover could deploy three more flyers to
explore     more distant areas. Route 2 would allow a flyer 
to explore the wall terraces of Ma’adim Vallis (sites 1 
and 2), a tributary valley (site 3) and possible small vol-
canoes (site 4). Route 3 would examine the nearby Durius
Valles, also seen     in  Figure 140 . Route 4 would explore 
the area between Durius and Ma’adim on the way to the
unusual highland volcano Zephyria Tholus.
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     2   Phobos   and Deimos

   Introduction

 These   two small satellites of Mars were discovered by
Asaph Hall at the US Naval Observatory in Washington,
DC (Hall,  1877 ), Deimos on 11 August 1877 and Phobos 
six nights later. Phobos measures 27 by 21 by 18 km and
Deimos is   about half as large, 15 by 12 by 10 km, with
their longest axes on the prime meridian (0° longitude)
and the shortest axes between their poles. Both satellites
have nearly circular equatorial orbits, Phobos with a 
period of 7.6 hours   at an altitude of 5980 km (9400 km
orbital radius), and Deimos with a 30-hour period and an
altitude of 20 070 km (23 460 km orbital radius). They
are in synchronous rotation with the 0° meridian always 
facing Mars, 90° W   facing forwards along the orbit (lead-
ing side), 180° W facing away from Mars and 270° W 
facing backwards along the orbit (trailing side). Phobos 
and Deimos were the first small irregularly shaped bod-
ies in the solar system to be observed in detail, and   as 
such they have been important test cases for the develop-
ment of new mapping techniques for nonspherical 
worlds. These small moons are likely to play an impor-
tant role in any future human exploration of Mars.  

  Figures 194  and  195    are reference maps of each satel-
lite with feature names and labelled grids. The Phobos 
map ( Figure 194 ) is a USGS shaded relief drawing based 
on Viking images. The original map (Greeley and Batson, 
 1997 ) used a preliminary form of positional control, but 
this version has been modified   by P. Stooke to fit the 
improved control derived by Simonelli et al . ( 1993 ). It is l
presented in the same map projection used for Mars 
throughout this atlas, Azimuthal Equidistant, but in a 
form modified to represent the shape of Phobos (Stooke, 
 1998 ).   The shape in this case is the convex hull of the 
satellite’s topography. The Deimos map is a mosaic of 
Viking images with contributions from Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter and, near the north pole, Mariner 9. These
two satellite maps have different scales, and the map   pro-
jection reveals the difference in their shapes. Blunck 
( 1977 ,  1982 ) describes the naming of the satellites and 

their surface features, and Stooke ( 1989 ), Stooke and
Keller ( 1990 ) and Blunck et al . ( 1993 ) illustrate evolvingl
ideas about the cartography   of irregular objects with
maps of Phobos and Deimos by several authors. The first 
names given to features on Phobos commemorated peo-
ple associated with the moons, including Hall and his
wife Angelina Stickney. Later names on Phobos were
taken from Jonathan Swift’s book  Gulliver’s Travels ,
which   included a pre-discovery description of two Mar-
tian satellites (Swift,  1726 ).  

  1969:   Mariners 6 and 7

 The   first spacecraft images of Phobos were obtained by 
Mariner 6 and 7 in 1969 (Smith,  1970 ). Mariner 6 may 
have observed Phobos and its shadow, but the very small 
objects are hard to identify in the far encounter images.
Mariner 7 obtained several images of Phobos. The   high-
est resolution Phobos image (frame 7F91) was taken by 
Mariner 7 on 4 August 1969 (MY 9, sol 451), revealing 
its size and shape but no surface features ( Figure 196 ). 
The little moon was roughly 18 by 22 km across, span-
ning about 6   pixels at a range of 130 900 km, and had a
very low albedo. The even smaller satellite Deimos was 
not found in the images from these missions.  

  1971–1972:   Mariner 9

 Surface   features on Phobos and Deimos were first 
observed by Mariner 9 (Pollack et al .,  1972 ). Neither sat-l
ellite’s surface was completely covered by the images, but 
their sizes and shapes were measured, and the first maps
were constructed. All resolved images are included in 
 Figures 196  and  197 , with photomaps   showing the extent 
of the image coverage. The satellites were irregularly
shaped, as expected for such small objects, and were cov-
ered with craters, though Deimos appeared smoother than
Phobos. 
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Figure  194  Reference map of Phobos. 
The shaded relief drawing made by USGS has been adjusted to match positional control from Simonelli et al. ( 1993 ). The map
projection is Morphographic Equidistant (Stooke, 1998 ). 
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Figure  195  Reference map of Deimos. 
The image is a photomosaic of Mariner 9, Viking and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter images using a mosaic by Thomas ( 1993 ) for 
positional control. The map projection is Morphographic Equidistant (Stooke,  1998 ). 
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Figure 196 A: Mariner 7 image 7F91 of Phobos, also showing a nearby reseau mark, one of a grid of points added to the image
for geometric analysis. B: Mariner 9 images of Phobos. The 21 Mariner 9 images are the complete Phobos imaging dataset from 
this mission. C: A photomosaic map made from the Mariner 9 images. The dark triangle at right on the map is the only region not 
observed by Mariner 9. 
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Figure 197 A: Mariner 9 images of Deimos. These are the only images of the satellite from this spacecraft. B: A photomosaic
map of Deimos made from Mariner 9 images. The region in darkness in the map, about half of the surface, was not observed by 
this mission.
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21 Lutetia ( Figure 198 ). Deimos has no grooves at all,
and its smooth surface is covered with a very thick rego-
lith which fills craters and apparently slides downhill even
in   the very low gravity of this tiny satellite, forming bright 
streaks around higher points and ridges ( Figure 198 ). It 
remains unclear why the moons look so different. 

 Thomas   ( 1979 ) made improved maps of both satel-
lites using the new images, reverting to the use of con-
ventional map projections based on a sphere. Later, 
Simonelli et al . ( 1993 ) used Viking images to construct a l
new high-resolution shape model and photomosaic of 
each   satellite, and the new image and shape data spurred
the development of several novel map projections. 
Snyder ( 1985 ) devised a method for accurate conformal
mapping of an ellipsoid approximating the shape of 
Phobos on a new type of cylindrical projection. This 
would make circular craters   appear circular on a map, a
characteristic often preferred for planetary maps, but it 
would only give precise results for the ellipsoid and not 
for the less regular shape of Phobos itself. A similar 
approach was described by Bugaevsky et al . ( 1992 ), who l
modified   a cylindrical projection similar to Mercator by 
varying the spacing of its meridians and parallels to 
match their relative spacing on the Phobos ellipsoid. The 
parallels of latitude assume a sinusoidal shape, more
noticeable away from the equator. Neither Snyder nor 
Bugaevsky used conventional planetocentric coordinates
in   their equations, and as a result their projections have 
not been widely adopted. Stooke ( 2003 ) attempted to 
overcome this problem with a simplified cylindrical pro-
jection called Prismographic, easy to construct but no 
longer precisely conformal.

 Azimuthal   projections are another broad class of map
projection which might be modified for use with dis-
tinctly nonspherical objects. Turner’s projection described 
above was the first to do this. Stooke ( 1986 ) modified 
azimuthal projections by allowing the radius factor in the 
projection equations to vary   from point to point across 
the map rather than remaining constant. The result could 
be used with any shape model of the body, including a 
triaxial ellipsoid, the actual topography or the convex 
hull of the topography. The latter was generally found to 
be preferable (Stooke,   1998) and is used in  Figures 194  
and  195 . These projections gave an indication of the
shape of the object and so were named Morphographic, 
and they could be made in approximately conformal, 

 Using   these new images, the first map of Phobos, in
fact the first map of any irregularly shaped world, was
compiled by Duxbury ( 1974 ), and a map and pictures of 
a globe of Deimos were published by Blunck ( 1977 ).
These two maps were plotted on   conventional map pro-
jections which ignored the irregular shapes of the moons,
but the need for new mapping methods was becoming
obvious. The first steps were taken by Ralph Turner, a
scientific illustrator and modeller who had worked at the 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the University of   
Arizona during the 1960s (Turner,  1978a ,  1978b ; Stooke,
 1989 ). Mariner 9 images guided the sculpting of a physi-
cal model of Phobos, and its surface was mapped using
an azimuthal (planar) projection in two halves. This type
of projection produces circular maps of spherical worlds  ,
such as those used for Mars throughout this atlas.
Turner’s maps were centred on the poles of Phobos with
the equator forming the outer boundary, and because the 
equatorial cross-section of the satellite is elongated, the
projection outline was modified to an ellipse to approxi-
mate   the true shape.  

  1976:   Viking

 The   Viking missions resulted in the first fully successful 
landings on the surface of Mars, but the two Viking orbit-
ers were also able to make many observations of Phobos
and Deimos ( Figures 198 ,  199 ). Distant observations 
were made for global mapping and shape modelling, and
close approaches   provided fine details of the surfaces to
permit studies of their history and geologic processes and
to plan future landings on the satellites ( Figures 200 –202).
The closest flyby of Deimos was on 15 October 1977
(MY 12, sol 649) when Viking Orbiter 2 passed   only
28 km from the satellite. The closest Phobos flyby on 
20 February 1977 (MY 12, sol 418) was at a distance of 
89 km. The Viking results are presented by Thomas ( 1979 ) 
and Veverka and Burns ( 1980 ). Both satellite surfaces
  were now completely covered by images, almost every-
where at far greater resolution than Mariner 9 had pro-
vided. A completely unexpected system of long narrow 
valleys and crater chains, commonly called grooves, was
discovered on Phobos. A few grooves are also present on
Saturn’s moon Pandora   and asteroids 243 Ida, 433 Eros
and 951 Gaspra, and larger numbers on 4 Vesta and
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Phobos rover option was also   considered. It would
land near 45° N, but at an unspecified longitude, at the 
beginning of October 1980 and drive to 60° S by the end
of December.  

The   1981 sample return mission would involve a 
3374-kg spacecraft incorporating an orbiter with four 
legs and a 260-kg Earth return module derived from a
Venus Pioneer probe design. The orbiter would land, 
gather a 2-kg sample and transfer it to the return capsule. 
The   Earth return module would launch from the landed
orbiter and enter a 1500 by 95 000 km orbit about Mars. 
Then it would adjust its orbital inclination and depart for 
Earth.  

Another   variation would combine a Mars lander with 
a satellite lander. The 4150-kg spacecraft would launch 
in 1979. The orbiter would enter an elliptical equatorial
orbit around Mars with a 97-hour period, then release its 
Mars lander, whose landing sites would be limited to 
within   12° of the equator because of the need for an 
equatorial orbit. The orbiter would then transfer to a
15-hour orbit to study the satellites, and as described pre-
viously, select one satellite for a landing, and touch down 
itself.   

  1989:   Phobos 2

 The   twin spacecraft Phobos 1 and Phobos 2 were 
launched to Mars and Phobos in July 1988. Phobos 1 
failed on its way to Mars and flew silently past the planet 
on 25 January 1989 (MY 18, sol 647) (Zakharov,  1988 ),
but Phobos 2 achieved orbit   successfully on 29 January 
1989 (MY 18, sol 651). The spacecraft also observed 
Mars (Figures 121, 122). Phobos approaches were made
on 21 and 28 February and 25 March, with successful 
imaging each time at altitudes of 800–1100 km, 310  –430
km and 190–220 km, respectively (Avanesov et al ., l
 1991 ).

During   another flyby on 27 March 1989 (MY 19, sol 
37), the spacecraft turned away from Earth to face
Phobos, and its signal was never reacquired. A compu-
ter control error was blamed for the problem (Sagdeev
and Zakharov,  1989 ). Although there was no landing, 
some useful   data were obtained, including images ( Fig-
ure 200 A) which improved mapping of grooves in areas 
seen poorly by Viking and infrared spectral data on the 

equal area and equidistant versions, roughly preserving
shapes, areas and distances,   respectively. The equidistant 
version is used for global satellite maps in this atlas (e.g . 
 Figures 194 ,  195 ).  

Precise   shape, area and distance representations were
not possible using Stooke’s method, but other approaches
have been devised to improve these characteristics.
Cheng and Lorre ( 2000 ), Nyrtsov ( 2000 ), Nyrtsov and 
Stooke ( 2002 ) and Berthoud ( 2005 ) have modified exist-
ing projections or   created complex analytical solutions
for detailed shape models to achieve more accurate rep-
resentations than Stooke obtained. Although accuracy is
improved, all these methods produce maps with irregular 
outlines and graticules which may deter some potential
users. Clark  et al . ( 2008 ) also devised maps with   irregu-l
lar outlines but with topological characteristics designed
to reveal relationships between regions.   

1970s: Viking   Phobos Mission Studies  

 Martin   Marietta, builder of the Viking landers, examined 
the possibility of using additional Viking spacecraft to
explore Phobos and Deimos (Martin Marietta Corp., 
 1972 ). Similar studies continued for several years (Mar-
tin Marietta Corp.,  1977b ), and a variety of missions 
were suggested, but none were   funded.

 The   1972 study assumed that the Viking Phobos/
Deimos missions would launch in 1979 and 1981, when
the planetary geometry would require minimum energy.
The 1979 mission would be a lander, the 1981 mission a
sample return. Several designs were considered, the first
consisting of   a modified 482-kg lander and a 3600-kg
orbiter with larger fuel tanks than the original Mars
design. On arrival the orbiter would first enter an ellipti-
cal equatorial orbit, then transfer to an 15-hour elliptical
orbit. The high point of this orbit would reach Deimos
  and the low point would be lower than Phobos, allowing
multiple passes of both satellites and gathering data to
help decide which satellite to land on. The spacecraft
would then match its orbit with the chosen satellite. The
lander would touch down and deploy instruments includ-
ing a   seismometer, a drill and a camera. The lander could 
either hop to new locations by firing its thrusters or drive 
on wheels mounted on each leg. An alternate mission
design would see the orbiter itself land on the satellite. A
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Figure 198  Viking images and photomap of Phobos. 
A: The highest resolution images of Phobos (244A02-09). B: Mosaic of frames 343A06-17 showing grooves east of Stickney.
C: Mosaic of Viking images modifi ed from Simonelli  et al. (1993). Areas of high-resolution images (Figure 198A) and the
remaining areas seen only at low resolution are outlined.
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Figure  199  Viking images and photomap of part of Deimos. 
Figure 195 illustrates the global Viking coverage with only small additions from other missions. A: Image 507A01 showing the 
region facing away from Mars. B: Distant view of Deimos transiting Mars (564A04). C: Part of the 423B highest-resolution mosaic.
D: Mosaic from the 428B sequence, the best regional coverage from Viking 2. E: The highest-resolution mapping coverage of
Deimos from Viking 2, orbit 423B. A very small area of additional high-resolution coverage occurs near 55° N, 160° W.
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composition of Phobos. One infrared dataset from the 
ISM on 25 March, from 190-km altitude, covered an 
area near   the equator and about 180° longitude, but it 
could not be calibrated due to light from Mars seen over 
the limb of Phobos. A second observation from 220 km 
was successful, and the area it covered is shown in  Fig-
ure 200 B. An ultraviolet and visible   spectrometer 
(KRFM) obtained two data tracks across the surface,
also shown in  Figure 200 B (Murchie and Erard,  1996 ; 
Murchie et al .,  1999 ). Compositional data did not match 
the dark asteroid types sometimes associated with
Phobos.  

 If   the mission had not failed at this point, it would 
have made a very low pass over the side of Phobos
opposite Mars in early April 1989. The plan was to drop 
to within 50 m of the surface, holding that altitude by 
thrusting upwards or downwards as   needed as the space-
craft drifted over the surface for about 15 minutes. Very
high-resolution images would be obtained, showing
features as small as 6 cm across. A laser would have
vaporized small amounts of surface material which 
could reach the spacecraft and be analyzed directly. 
Another   instrument was to emit krypton ions to dis-
lodge surface ions for analysis, and neutron, gamma-
ray and x-ray spectra would also reveal surface compo-
sition. The ground track would have been a little south 
of the equator, beginning west of the prominent crater 
Todd   ( Figure 195 ) at about 10° S, 165° W (Sagdeev and
Zakharov,  1989 ) and extending westwards to about 4° 
S, 194° W. The small hopping probe would be dropped 
there, and shortly after that the long-term autonomous
lander would be deployed at   3° S, 201° W. The track 
and landing site locations ( Figure 200 C) are illustrated 
by Sagdeev and Zakharov ( 1989 ), but they are uncer-
tain by 1 or 2 km in latitude and perhaps more in longi-
tude depending on the final trajectory. Before and   after 
the closest approach, a radar sounder would have probed 
the interior of Phobos. This location near the anti-Mars 
region of Phobos maximized periods of sunlight and 
direct communication with Earth, because activities 
near the sub-Mars region would be interrupted during
occultations by the   planet. After the deployment of the 
landers, Phobos 2 would have been moved into a higher 
orbit to prevent a later impact on Phobos. Because that 
did not happen, a subsequent impact on Phobos remains
a possibility.  

 The   battery-powered hopping lander carried an x-ray 
spectrometer to measure surface composition and a mag-
netometer. It would fall to the surface, right itself with
swivelling rods, and spend about 20 minutes taking data.
Then a spring-loaded device would push the lander   up, 
making it hop 20 to 40 m to a new location. That process 
might repeat five or six times over four hours to allow
multiple measurements of composition. The solar-
powered long-term autonomous lander would operate for 
a year, anchored to the   surface by a harpoon-like penetra-
tor. It would image the surface and operate a seismometer 
and spectrometers to measure surface composition, and 
its radio link would be used to monitor the orbit of Phobos
more precisely than ever before. Phobos is being slowed 
by tidal effects,   so its orbit will decay until it breaks up to
form a ring, and the new observations would increase
understanding of that process.  

  1997:   Mars Pathfinder

 Mars   Pathfinder landed on Mars on 4 July 1997 (MY 
23, sol 304) and operated for three months. Its cam-
eras took images of both satellites, but as Phobos was
only three pixels across and Deimos one pixel across,
the images were effectively unresolved and were 
mainly   useful for their spectral data (Murchie et al .,
 1999 ). Images were taken of Phobos on 30 August and 
12 September 1997, and of Deimos on 7 and 18 July. 
The spectra suggest that the two satellites were not 
dark C-type asteroids as had been suggested in the
  past, but either dark red D-type asteroids or weathered 
basalt-like material which might be basin ejecta from 
Mars. Because the cameras were on Mars, only the
region on each satellite facing Mars could be imaged, 
with some variation depending on the position   of the 
moon in the sky and the location of its terminator. 
Maps of the areas covered were published by Murchie 
et al . ( 1999 ), but they did not take the irregular shapes
of the satellites into account. In  Figure 201 A the areas 
covered by the   unresolved spectral data are shown, 
based on the actual topography. Just before the
30 August multispectral imaging, Phobos was observed
passing out of eclipse, providing information on the 
atmosphere of Mars and refining its orbit (Thomas 
et al .,  1999 ).  
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Figure  200 A: Representative Phobos 2 images, courtesy T. Stryk. B: Photomap showing the extent of image coverage and of 
ISM infrared data coverage, and the two KRFM data tracks. C: Locations of the Phobos 2 lander targets and low-elevation hover
phase data collection area (Sagdeev and Zakharov,  1989 ). A and B show a region illuminated by light refl ected off Mars between
longitudes 110° W and 160° W.
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1990s:   Aladdin

 Aladdin,   a sample return mission to Phobos and Deimos, 
was proposed under the Discovery program in both 1996 
and 1998. In 1997 Aladdin was shortlisted, but the 
solar wind sampler Genesis and the multi-comet flyby
mission CONTOUR were selected in its place. In 1999
Aladdin was   again shortlisted, but the Mercury orbiter 
MESSENGER and the Deep Impact comet mission were 
chosen instead. The second version of the mission
(Mueller et al .,  2003 ) is described here.l

 Launch   would have been on 30 May 2003, with arrival at 
Mars on 24 December 2003 (MY 26, sol 598). After spend-
ing 2004 near the Sun-Mars L2 Lagrange Point to ensure
proper timing for the return journey, the satellite sampling 
phase would run from   4 February to 28 June 2005. Mars
departure would occur on 28 June 2005 (MY 27, sol 467),
with a return to Earth on 6 January 2006. The sampling
phase would consist of 19 eccentric equatorial orbits with a 
7.68-day period,   a periapsis of 9000 km, slightly below the 

orbit of Phobos, and an apapsis of about 150 000 km. The
orbit period is 24 times that of Phobos and six times that of 
Deimos, allowing multiple encounters without using much 
fuel. Sampling was accomplished by firing a   projectile at 
the surface during a very low flyby and scooping up parti-
cles as the spacecraft flew through the ejecta plume. Some 
orbits were used for satellite remote sensing, some for navi-
gation and five for sampling ( Table 79 ). Although three
samples were to be taken at Phobos  , only two sites were 
specified ( Figure 201 B, 202B).

 Sample   sites were chosen based on the Phobos 2 spec-
tral data, which showed a distinct difference between the 
leading and trailing sides of the satellite (Murchie and 
Erard,  1996 ; Murchie et al .,  1999 ). An irregular boundaryl
between the two areas, spectrally redder on the trailing
side and bluer on the leading side  , is indicated in  Figure
201 B. The corresponding boundary on the Mars-facing 
side was not observed by Phobos 2 but was seen later by
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. The bluer material fills and
surrounds the large crater Stickney and might consist of 

 Table   79.   Aladdin Orbital Activities (Mueller  et al .,  2003 )

Orbit Satellite Hemisphere Activity Closest distance (km)

1 Phobos Trailing Remote sensing 1000
2 Phobos Trailing Navigation 50
3 Phobos Trailing Navigation 50
4 Phobos Trailing Sampling 1.5
5 Deimos Leading Remote sensing 900
6 Phobos Leading Remote sensing 500
7 Phobos Leading Remote sensing 900
8 Phobos Trailing Navigation 50
9 Phobos Trailing Sampling 1.5
10 Phobos Trailing Spare
11 Deimos Leading Navigation 50
12 Deimos Leading Navigation 50
13 Deimos Leading Sampling 1.5
14 Deimos Leading Navigation 50
15 Deimos Leading Sampling 1.5
16 Phobos Leading Navigation 50
17 Phobos Leading Sampling 1.5
18 Phobos Leading Spare
19 Departure activities (rotate orbit plane, lower periapsis)
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Figure  201 A: Areas on Phobos and Deimos covered by Mars Pathfi nder spectral data, modifi ed from Murchie et al.,  1999 .
B: Aladdin sampling areas on Phobos. The black line separates spectrally redder areas (left) from spectrally bluer areas, thought
to be Stickney ejecta (Murchie  et al., 1999 ). Aladdin would sample both types of material. The white boxes would be covered by
the highest resolution remote sensing data, and the centrally located dots would be targeted for sampling (Pieters  et al.,  1999 ). 
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Figure 202 A: Aladdin sampling area on Deimos. The white box would be covered by the highest resolution remote sensing
data, and the dots indicate sampling targets. B: Large-scale maps of the Aladdin sites on Phobos and Deimos. 
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its ejecta. The crater   interior had already been suggested 
as a sampling target by Botbyl ( 1993 ) because the ejecta 
would provide access to material from the interior of 
Phobos. Samples of both sides would be obtained by 
Aladdin (Pieters et al .,  1997 ,  1999 ). During the low-l
altitude flyby, about 1500   m above the surface, detailed
remote sensing would take place in swaths containing the
landing sites, including observations of the sampling 
event and the resulting crater. 

 Pieters    et al . ( 1997 ) and the contemporary mission l
website at the Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns 
Hopkins University illustrated the remote sensing swaths
and sampling sites ( Figures 201 B, 202A). The Phobos 
swaths extended about 5° N to S and 40° E to W  , at 20° S
and 125° W to 165° W on the leading side and on the equa-
tor and 220° W to 260° W on the trailing side. The sam-
pling sites were at 20° S, 145° W and 0°, 240  ° W ( Figure
202 B). Two years later (Pieters  et al .,  1999 ), the Phobos l
trailing side site had been moved to the west, probably to 
avoid sampling a topographically rough region. The
remote sensing swath was still on the equator but now
extended from 235° W to   275° W, with sampling at 0°,
255° W. Only the older swath is shown in  Figure 201 B. 

 On   Deimos a single swath on the leading hemisphere 
was targeted, extending from 35° W to 120° W along the 
equator. Sampling would target a high albedo streamer 
and a low albedo regolith area. The streamers (Thomas, 
 1979 ,  1993 ), common on Deimos but not   seen on Phobos, 
were apparently caused by slow movement of fine rego-
lith particles from topographic ridges into depressions. 
Sampling sites ( Figure 202 B) were at roughly 0°, 58° W
and 0°, 94° W.  

  1997:   Mars Global Surveyor  

 Mars   Global Surveyor (MGS) arrived at Mars on 12 Sep-
tember 1997 (MY 23, sol 371), initially entering an ellip-
tical orbit which was gradually adjusted by aerobraking 
until it could perform high-resolution mapping from a 
low circular orbit. On 7, 19 and 31 August   and 12 Sep-
tember 1998 (MY 24, sols 23, 35, 46 and 58, respec-
tively), MGS made four close flybys and obtained five 
images of Phobos (Thomas et al .,  2000 ). The closest flybyl
distance was 265 km, and the best image, taken from 
400-km altitude,   had a resolution of about 2 m/pixel, the

highest resolution available for Phobos. The other images
were taken from distances between 1050 and 1770 km.
 Figure 203  shows some of these images and a map of 
surface coverage. The high-resolution images show Stick-
ney   crater and its surroundings, and the single highest 
resolution image extends from 30° N, 25° W to 10° N,
342° W. All these high-resolution images also show areas 
illuminated by light reflected from Mars, including the
south pole. No   more close passes were possible after the
mapping orbit was attained, but by rotating to look past 
the limb of the planet, MGS could take more distant satel-
lite images. On 1 June 2003 (MY 26, sol 398), it obtained 
a medium-resolution image of   Phobos from 6000 km, and
on 10 July 2006 (MY 28, sol 165), a low-resolution view
of Deimos from 23 000 km was acquired. This was the 
only image of Deimos taken by MGS. 

 In   addition to the images, two other instruments on 
MGS obtained data on Phobos. A MOLA track made on 
12 September 1998 (MY 24, sol 58) was useful, espe-
cially for improving knowledge of the orbit of Phobos
(Banerdt and Neumann,  1999 ). After MOLA ceased 
operating as an   altimeter, it functioned as a passive radi-
ometer, observing the brightness of the spot beneath it. In 
this mode it could detect the shadow of Phobos, which 
helped refine knowledge of the satellite’s orbit (Bills
et al .,  2005 ). Compositional data from TES suggested l
similarities to Mars rather than asteroids  , adding to a 
growing feeling that the satellites might consist of Mars
impact basin ejecta rather than having been captured
from solar orbits (Roush and Hogan,  2000 ).  

  Russian   Missions

 Russia   experienced severe economic difficulties in the
1990s but continued to suggest future missions to Mars
and its satellites. Galeev et al. ( 1996 ) proposed a Phobos l
Sample Return mission, which eventually developed into 
the Phobos-Grunt mission launched in 2011. Its landing 
and sampling   site would be near the anti-Mars point, on 
the equator at 180° W. A mission to Phobos and Deimos 
using ion thrusters was suggested by Rahe  et al . ( 1999 )l
and summarized by Mukhin et al . ( 2000 ) at a meeting   onl
Mars exploration concepts held in Houston in July 2000.
The small spacecraft could undertake remote sensing of 
both satellites and possibly a landing on Phobos.   
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Figure  203  Mars Global Surveyor images and map of.
A: Highest-resolution image of Phobos (SP255103). B: MOC image of Deimos (S2000602). C: MOC image SP252603 showing 
Stickney crater. D: The Mars-facing side of Phobos (R0600044). E: Phobos image coverage by Mars Global Surveyor, including
the MOLA data track of 12 September 1998, which coincides with the highest-resolution image (Banerdt and Neumann, 1999 ).
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Figure  204  Mars Express images of Phobos and Deimos. 
A: HRSC images h3196_0005_sr2, h0973_0002_sr2 and h1222_0003_sr2 of Deimos. B: HRSC image h7492_0054_sr2 showing
Phobos and Deimos together in a single frame. C: HRSC image h2747_0000_s22 of Phobos centred on Stickney. D: High-
resolution frame h5870_0000_nd2 of Phobos with Gulliver and Roche in the lower left corner. 
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Figure 205  Global photomap of Phobos consisting mainly of Mars Express images.  
Viking and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter images are used where they provide improved resolution. Feature positions are based
on a new coordinate system (Wählisch et al.,  2010 ) and differ slightly from previous maps.  High-resolution OMEGA swaths are 
shown as white outlines. 
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  2003:   Mars Express  

 The   European Space Agency’s Mars Express mission
arrived at Mars on 25 December 2003 (MY 26, sol 599).
Its near-polar orbit for most of the mission extended from 
300 km to between 10 000 and 14 000 km above the 
planet, allowing it to pass close to   Phobos when their 
orbits intersected at intervals of about five months. No
close passes to Deimos were possible. Phobos was imaged
frequently during the mission from distances on the order 
of 5000 km and occasionally from as close as 1000 km. 
Very closes passes occurred on   22 August 2004 (149 km), 
23 March 2006 (460 km), 17 July 2008 (274 km), 3 March
2010 (77 km) and 9 January 2011 (108 km). These dates
are MY 27, sol 165, MY 28, sol 61  , MY 29, sol 215, MY 
30, sol 124 and MY 30, sol 428, respectively. The particu-
larly close flyby on 3 March 2010 allowed an estimate of 
the mass of Phobos, and on 7 March the radar sounding 
system (MARSIS) was used   to look for internal structures 
in the little moon. MARSIS was used again in January 
2011. HRSC images covered the whole surface of Phobos, 
and in the leading hemisphere and polar regions they were 
superior to Viking coverage.  Figure 204  shows represent-
ative images of Phobos and three   distant views of the
Mars-facing side of Deimos taken from roughly 11 000
km. These images were used to create a new global shape 
model and map of Phobos (Wählisch  et al.,  2010 ). Posi-l
tions of features in this map differ from those calculated 
by Simonelli  et al . (  1993), as can be seen by comparingl
 Figures 195  and  205 .  Figure 205  is a map consisting
largely of Mars Express images, but using Viking and
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter images in parts of the trail-
ing side where they are superior in resolution or illumina-
tion. The photomosaic   was compiled by P. Stooke using 
an early version of the Wählisch  et al . ( 2010 ) map for l
positional control. The OMEGA spectrometer obtained
compositional data, especially in the northern hemisphere
( Figure 205 ).   

  Human   Exploration of Phobos and Deimos  

 Singer   ( 1981 ) described a study of human exploration of 
Phobos and Deimos undertaken for the Marshall Space 

Flight Center. A crew of eight people, including two 
medical specialists, would launch sometime after 1990,
orbit Mars and land on Deimos. They would stay for 
three   to six months on the satellite, using the time not just 
to study Deimos, but also to make a side trip to Phobos
and to control up to 20 rovers with sample return capabil-
ity on Mars itself. Deimos moves slowly across the Mar-
tian sky, making it   better for rover communications than
Phobos. This communication role requires at least some 
infrastructure, if not the entire Deimos habitat, on the
Mars-facing side of the satellite. Singer imagined that 
two of the crew would control the Mars exploration, two
more would explore   and sample Deimos, and two would 
fly to Phobos to land and sample it. The medical team
would take care of health issues if they occurred and con-
duct medical and psychological research. The full return
trip would take two years.  

 Adelman   and Adelman ( 1984 ) developed this idea 
further, proposing Phobos as the site for a base support-
ing an extended program of Mars exploration. They
imagined a main base complex, a spaceport from which 
shuttles would fly to and from Mars, an observatory, and 
communication   facilities, including satellites at the Mars-
Phobos Lagrange Points 4 and 5 (60° ahead of and behind 
Phobos in its orbit). The spaceport would be on a ridge
near the main base, and the observatory on a ridge, prob-
ably on Kepler Dorsum or the   smaller ridges in the vicin-
ity of Todd crater. A Mars communication system would
be set up on the 0° meridian and an Earth communication 
facility near the 180° meridian. At the time Phobos was
thought to be a volatile-rich C-type asteroid which   might 
provide water or other resources.

 Nash    et al . ( 1989 ) surveyed human activities at the 
Moon, Mars, Phobos and asteroids, concluding that 
useful work could be done by astronauts at all of these
potential targets. Three targets for geological explora-
tion of Phobos were identified. Stickney, on the equa-
tor   at 59° W, would provide samples from the small 
moon’s interior. The structure and origin of grooves
would be examined at an unspecified location, and typ-
ical Phobos regolith would be explored along the 
Kepler Ridge (Kepler Dorsum), between 28° and 30° S  ,
extending from 60° W through the 0° meridian to
330° W.                                   
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     3   Mars   mission data        

 Table   80.   Mars Impact and Landing Events

Spacecraft Event Arrival date Mars date* Ls Location

Zond 2** Impact? 6 August 1965 MY 6, sol 326 154 Unknown
Mars 2 Impact 27 November 1971 MY 9, sol 563 300 45° S, 302° W
Mars 3 Landing 2 December 1971 MY 9, sol 568 303 45° S, 158° W
Mars 6 Impact 12 March 1974 MY 11, sol 40  19 24° S, 19.5° W
Viking Lander 1 Landing 20 July 1976 MY 12, sol 209  97 22.48° N, 47.97° W
Viking Lander 2 Landing 3 September 1976 MY 12, sol 253 118 47.97° N, 225.74° W
Mars Pathfi nder Landing 4 July 1997 MY 23, sol 304 143 19.33° N, 33.55° Wfi
Mars Climate Orbiter *** 23 September 1999 MY 24, sol 424 211 34° N, 170° W
Mars Polar Lander Impact 3 December 1999 MY 24, sol 494 256 76.3° S, 194.5° W
Deep Space 2 – Amundsen Impact 3 December 1999 MY 24, sol 494 256 75.0° S, 195.6° W
Deep Space 2 – Scott Impact 3 December 1999 MY 24, sol 494 256 75.0° S, 195.6° W
Beagle 2 Impact 25 December 2003 MY 26, sol 599 322 11.6° N, 269.6° W
MER-A lander
Spirit (end of drive)

Landing
Drive

4 January 2004
31 May 2010

MY 26, sol 609 327 14.57° S, 184.52° W
14.52° S, 184.45° W

MER-B lander
Opportunity (end of drive)

Landing
Drive

25 January 2004
31 May 2010

MY 26, sol 630 339 1.95° S, 5.53° W
2.06° S, 5.52° W

Phoenix Landing 25 May 2008 MY 29, sol 164  77 68.22° N, 125.75° E

   *  Mars dates are based on a calendar proposed by Clancy  et al . (2000).   l
  **  Zond 2: possible impact, location unknown, suggested by Murray  et al . ( 1967 ).   l
  ***  Mars Climate Orbiter: approximate location at closest approach, or fragments if any reached the ground.         

 Table   81.   Mars Flyby and Orbital Events

Spacecraft Event Arrival date Mars date Ls

Mars 1 Flyby 19 June 1963 MY 5, sol 237 110°
Mariner 4 Flyby 15 July 1965 MY 6, sol 305 143°
Zond 2 Impact or fl yby 6 August 1965 MY 6, sol 326 154°fl
Mariner 6 Flyby 31 July 1969 MY 8, sol 405 200°
Mariner 7 Flyby 5 August 1969 MY 8, sol 410 203°
Mariner 9 Orbit 14 November 1971 MY 9, sol 550 292°
Mars 2 Orbit 27 November 1971 MY 9, sol 563 300°
Mars 3 Orbit 2 December 1971 MY 9, sol 568 303°
Mars 4 Flyby 10 February 1974 MY 11, sol 10   5°
Mars 5 Orbit 12 February 1974 MY 11, sol 12   6°
Mars 7 Flyby 9 March 1974 MY 11, sol 36  18°
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Spacecraft Event Arrival date Mars date Ls

Viking Orbiter 1 Orbit 19 June 1976 MY 12, sol 178  83°
Viking Orbiter 2 Orbit 7 August 1976 MY 12, sol 226 105°
Phobos 1 Flyby 25 January 1989 MY 18, sol 647 348°
Phobos 2 Orbit 29 January 1989 MY 18, sol 651 350°
Mars Observer Flyby 24 August 1993 MY 21, sol 268 125°
Mars Global Surveyor Orbit 12 September 1997 MY 23, sol 371 179°
Nozomi Distant Flyby 28 August 1999 MY 24, sol 399 196°
Mars Climate Orbiter Flyby, possible entry 23 September 1999 MY 24, sol 424 211°
Deep Space 1 Distant fl yby 10 November 1999 MY 24, sol 471 240°fl
2001 Mars Odyssey Orbit 24 October 2001 MY 25, sol 497 258°
Nozomi Flyby 14 December 2003 MY 26, sol 588 316°
Mars Express Orbit 25 December 2003 MY 26, sol 599 322°
Mars Reconnaissance

Orbiter
Orbit 10 March 2006 MY 28, sol 46  23°

Rosetta Flyby 25 February 2007 MY 28, sol 389 190°
Dawn Flyby 18 February 2009 MY 29, sol 425 212°

Table 81. (cont.)

Table   82.  Mars Exploration Chronology by Mars Year    

Mars year Events

1 Sol 483: First well-observed global dust storm begins (McKim, 1996).
2 Sol 214: Sputnik 1 in orbit.
3
4 Sol 129: Yuri Gagarin (Vostok 1) in orbit.
5 Sol 237: Mars 1 fl yby.fl
6 Sol 305: Mariner 4 fl yby; sol 326: Zond 2 flfl  yby or impact.fl
7
8 Sol 394: Apollo 11 lunar landing; sol 405: Mariner 6 fl yby; sol 410: Mariner 7 flfl  yby.fl
9 Sol 550: Mariner 9 in orbit; sol 563: Mars 2 impact, orbit; sol 568: Mars 3 landing, orbit.
10 Sol 156: Mars 2 and 3 end of mission; sol 220: Mariner 9 end of mission.
11 Sol 10: Mars 4 fl yby; sol 12: Mars 5 orbit; sol 36: Mars 7 flfl  yby; sol 40: Mars 6 impact.fl
12 Sol 178: Viking 1 in orbit; sol 209: Viking 1 landing; sol 226: Viking 2 in orbit; sol 253: Viking 2 landing.
13 Sol 255: Viking Orbiter 2 end of mission.
14 Sol 197: Viking Lander 2 end of mission; sol 311: Viking Orbiter 1 end of mission.
15 Sol 448: Viking Lander 1 end of mission.
16
17
18 Sol 647: Phobos 1 fl yby; sol 651: Phobos 2 in orbit.fl
19 Sol 37: Phobos 2 end of mission.
20
21 Sol 268: Mars Observer fl yby.fl
22
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Table 82. (cont.)

Mars year Events

23 Sol 304: Mars Pathfi nder landing; sol 371: Mars Global Surveyor in orbit; sol 396: Mars Pathfifi nder end of fi
mission.

24 Sol 399: Nozomi distant fl yby; sol 424: Mars Climate Orbiter flfl  yby or atmospheric entry; sol 470: Deepfl
Space 1 distant fl yby; sol 494: Mars Polar Lander and Deep Space 2 impacts.fl

25 Sol 497: Mars Odyssey in orbit.
26 Sol 588: Nozomi fl yby; sol 599: Mars Express orbit and Beagle 2 impact; sol 609: MER-A (Spirit)fl

landing; sol 630: MER-B (Opportunity) landing.
27 Sol 94: Opportunity enters Endurance crater; sol 100: Spirit reaches West Spur, Columbia Hills; sol 558: 

Spirit reaches summit of Husband Hill; sol 592: Opportunity reaches Erebus crater (Olympia).
28 Sol 18: Spirit reaches Home Plate; sol 46: Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter in orbit; sol 244: Opportunity

arrives at Victoria crater; sol 277: Mars Global Surveyor end of mission; sol 389: Rosetta flyby; sol 583: fl
Opportunity enters Victoria crater.

29 Sol 164: Phoenix landing; sol 257: Opportunity exits Victoria crater; sol 317: Phoenix end of mission; 
sol 425: Dawn fl yby.fl

30 Sol 145: MER-A (Spirit) end of mission; sol 407: Opportunity arrives at Santa Maria crater; sol 636:
Opportunity arrives at Endeavour crater (Cape York).

Anticipated events

31 Sol 319: MSL (Curiosity) landing.
32 c. sol 400: MAVEN in orbit.
33 c. sol 475: ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter in orbit, EDM landing.
34 c. sol 365: ExoMars 2018 rover landing.
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